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The Pan Yellow Sea Region (PYSR) covers the coasts of northern China (Bohai Rim), western 
and southern Korea and south-western Japan (Kyushu). It has been one of the fastest 
growing economic zones in East Asia since China’s opening in the early 1990s, thanks to the 
region’s extensive manufacturing and transportation networks. Development has been driven 
by cities such as Dalian, Qingdao and Tianjin in China, Busan and Incheon in Korea, and 
Fukuoka and Kitakyushu in Japan.

However, the PYSR has not yet fully utilised its assets nor reached its potential for growth. 
Further economic integration has been hindered by excessive competition and inadequate 
co-operation within the region. The regional transportation system requires structural 
changes to be integrated, especially in the container transportation market. Deepening the 
region’s social and cultural network remains a challenge. And environmental concerns are 
increasingly attracting attention. This report analyses these factors and assesses a wide 
range of policies to improve the PYSR’s competitiveness and integration.

In particular, the report examines the PYSR’s trans-border governance system, which has 
emerged since the 1990s as a key regional policy agenda. The harmonisation of authorities 
within the region is a prerequisite to achieving economic success and addressing the PYSR’s 
diverse challenges. A comparative analysis of trans-border co-operation in OECD countries 
in Europe and North America is also included in an annex. This report will be of special 
interest to policy makers, researchers, NGOs and others active in trans-border development 
or Asian economic development.

The Territorial Review of Trans-border Urban Co-operation in the Pan Yellow Sea Region 
is integrated into a wider programme of national territorial reviews undertaken by the 
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series is to provide practical policy advice to national governments. The trans-border 
cases previously reviewed include Oresund (Denmark/Sweden) and Vienna-Bratislava 
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Foreword

at the beginning of this new millennium, regional economies are confronting 
momentous changes. The globalisation of trade and economic activity is 
increasingly testing their ability to adapt and maintain their competitive edge. 
There is a tendency for income and performance gaps to widen between and 
within regions, and the cost of maintaining social cohesion is increasing. on 
the other hand rapid technological change and greater use of knowledge are 
offering new opportunities for local and regional development but demand 
further investment from enterprises, reorganisation of labour and production, 
more advanced skills and environmental improvements. 

amid this change and turbulence, regions continue to follow very differ-
ent paths. some regions are doing well and are driving growth. others are 
less successful at capturing trade and additional economic activities. Many 
territories with poor links to the sources of growth and prosperity, are finding 
it difficult to keep up with the general trend.

at the same time central governments are no longer the sole provider 
of territorial policy. The vertical distribution of power between the different 
tiers of government needs to be reassessed as well as the decentralisation of 
resources and competences in order to better respond to the different opportu-
nities and demands of the different regions and improve policy efficiency. in 
that context public authorities need to weigh up current challenges, evaluate the 
strategies pursued in recent years and define new options.

responding to a need to study and spread innovative territorial development 
strategies and governance in a more systematic way, in 1999 the oecd created 
the Territorial development policy committee (Tdpc) and its working party on 
urban areas (wpua) as a unique forum for international exchange and debate. 
The Tdpc has developed a number of activities, among which are a series of 
specific case studies on metropolitan areas across national borders on the follow-
ing themes: multi-level governance, sustainable development at local levels and 
regional networks for competitiveness. These studies, following a standard meth-
odology and a common conceptual framework, allow countries to share their 
experiences and disseminate information on good practices, and are intended 
to produce a synthesis that will formulate and diffuse policy recommendations.
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icsead international centre for the study of east asian development

icT information and computer Technology

iiT intra-industry Trade 

iMf international Monetary fund

ipcc intergovernmental panel on climate change

Jica Japan international cooperation agency

JnTo Japan national Tourism organisation

kei kyushu economy international
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kiTa kitakyushu international Technology cooperation association 

koica korean international cooperation agency

lcc low-cost carriers

lcl less than container load

MlTM Ministry of land, Transport and Maritime affairs (korea)

Mnes Multi-national enterprises

nafTa north american free Trade agreement

ndrc national development and reform commission (china)

neac northeast asian conference on environment cooperation

near association of northeast asia regional governments 

neaspec north east asia sub-regional programme for environment cooperation 

nie newly-industrialising economies

nowpap north west pacific action plan

nsp national spatial plan

oda official development assistance

oeaed  organization for east asian economic development 

owT one-way Trade

pclcc promotion council for low carbon cities

pYsr pan Yellow sea region

r&d research and development

rca revealed comparative advantage 

seZ special economic Zone

siTc standard international Trade classification 

sMes small and Medium-sized enterprises

so2 sulphur dioxide

sse shanghai super express

TeMM Tripartite environment Ministers Meeting

Teu Twenty-foot equivalent unit

Tpo Tourism promotion organisation
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uclg urban cities and local governments 

unep united nations environment programme

unescap united nations economic and social commission for asia and the pacific 

unfccc united nations framework convention for climate change

Val Value added logistics

ViiT Vertical intra-industry Trade 

wTo world Tourist organization

YsreTc Yellow sea rim economic and Technology conference
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Assessment and recommendations

Rapid economic integration in the PYsR is driven by market forces …

The pan Yellow sea region (pYsr) covers the coasts of northern china 
(bohai rim), south-western Japan (the kyushu area) and western and south-
ern korea. it had a population of 256 million people in 2006. it is one of the 
fastest growing economic zones in east asia with a regional gdp of usd 1.5 
trillion in 2006. rapid economic integration began in the early 1990s when 
the chinese economy opened its markets to the world. since then, the pYsr 
has made significant progress in economic exchange across its borders. This 
achievement has principally been driven by the private sector, which has 
taken advantage of the variations in factor prices within the region. in par-
ticular, Japan and korea’s multi-national enterprises (Mnes) have played a 
key role in turning the region into an integrated economic zone. china has 
an abundant labour force, vast natural resources and huge markets, while 
Japan and korea have ample capital and advanced technologies. This process 
has been further driven by the industrial restructuring of Japan and korea. 
Japanese firms relocated production sites overseas following sharp rises in 
the yen, land prices and unit labour costs. a similar approach was taken by 
korean companies. at the same time, the chinese government has provided a 
wide array of incentives to promote investment by foreign companies, such as 
creating special development zones in coastal areas, providing infrastructure 
and tax incentives. Matching interests among business sectors in the three 
countries has resulted in rapid economic integration in the region.

… and the PYsR continues to pursue economic integration

in the last 10 years, the pYsr has undergone another dynamic change. 
china is pursuing the value-adding market, and is exporting more middle-
tech and high-tech products to Japan and korea. intra-industry trade is 
expanding as part of a trans-border supply chain. The export structure of 
the three countries is converging, contributing to a structural change in the 
regional relationship. at the same time, the market in the chinese coastal 
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cities has expanded dramatically, and Japanese and korean manufacturers are 
trying to tap the huge potential this offers. This has accelerated investment 
by Japan and korea, and their Mnes are seeking more market opportunities 
in china.

… which generates fierce competition among the three countries.

This dramatic change has introduced economic competition into the 
pYsr. Japan and korea have faced intensified export competition from 
china in their global markets since the early 2000s. in the 1990s china had 
already overtaken Japan and korea in the production of labour-intensive 
items such as clothing and textiles. These two countries are now facing 
chinese competition with their advantage in the high and medium-tech sec-
tors, such as information and computer technology (icT) and machinery. The 
relationship between Japan and korea is changing too. in some industrial 
sectors, such as shipbuilding, automobiles and icT, the technology level of 
korean manufactures has almost reached parity with their Japanese counter-
parts. korean industries drastically improved their technological levels when 
they were restructured during the economic crisis of the late 1990s. They 
are now competing fiercely with Japanese counterparts at the global level, 
including in the chinese market.

efficient logistics and transportation are supporting robust growth in 
the PYsR …

robust economic growth in the pYsr is supported by an efficient logis-
tics and transportation infrastructure, which is facilitating the flow of people 
and goods across borders and supporting the formation of a trans-border 
value chain. as the region is divided by the Yellow sea, efficient sea and air 
connections are especially important to ensure the smooth movement of both 
people and goods. air passenger traffic is rapidly increasing in the pYsr, 
with incheon international airport functioning as the region’s hub airport. 
Maritime passenger volume between busan and fukuoka has quadrupled 
in the past decade thanks to rapid jet-foil services. Most coastal cities in 
the region are equipped with modern container facilities and connected by 
frequent international freight networks. The region’s seaport network system 
is centred on busan in korea. in 2007, busan handled 13.3 million Teu 
(twenty-foot equivalent unit) of containers, 5.6 million of which were tran-
shipped, making busan the pYsr’s hub port.
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… but further efforts are required.

as china is expanding its economic activities and becoming the pYsr’s 
growth engine, busan’s key role is under challenge from chinese ports, 
especially shanghai, Qingdao, dalian and Tianjin. These ports have rapidly 
expanded their facilities, and their cargo handling volume is reaching or over-
taking busan’s. The increase in direct freight shipments between chinese 
ports and north america and europe has the potential to change the overall 
structure of the pYsr port set up. several policy initiatives are required to 
further integrate the pYsr’s transportation network:

• expand the one-day business zone. The efficient use of existing air-
port and port facilities could create an effective business environment 
for the pYsr. promoting an open-sky policy and integrated traffic 
strategy between gateway cities and the hinterland will also help 
boost the region’s attractiveness.

• develop the region’s ports into a multi-hub structure. differentiation 
strategies would help each port to adjust to this structural change. in 
particular, value adding logistics (Val) could be a key strategy for 
increasing ports’ comparative advantage, allowing them to shift from 
simply transmitting goods to providing logistical services such as de-
bundling, processing and customs clearance.

• achieve a good balance between volumes of exports and imports. in 
terms of container volume, china exports more to korea and Japan 
than it imports from them. To redress this imbalance, ports in korea 
and Japan must expand their catchment area and new tradable goods 
must be found, such as recycling goods, if half-empty containers are to 
be filled. The effective use of smaller container ships might also help.

• diversify the transport mode and network to provide more choice 
for businesses. for instance, train-ferries with smaller containers 
can ensure frequency, speed and flexibility, making them suitable 
for meeting the diverse needs of Mnes. standardisation and har-
monisation of each mode are essential for smooth transportation and 
processing. intense and frequent dialogue among policy makers will 
also bring a coherent strategy to the region, and ensure complemen-
tarities and synergies across cities.

the PYsR needs to strengthen human and cultural networking …

sustainable trans-border linkages do not only require hard infrastruc-
ture. “soft infrastructure”, such as human resources, culture, and academic 
linkages, is also important. coastal cities in the pYsr have a long tradition 
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of cultural exchange across borders, and cities are actively using this asset 
to pursue urban development projects and cultural events. Young people are 
increasingly learning the languages of neighbouring countries. academic 
institutions are also deepening their collaboration across borders, such as 
the trans-border university consortium between busan and fukuoka cities. 
however, human and academic networking in the pYsr could be developed 
further. our recommendations for strengthening socio-cultural networking 
include:

• overcome language barriers. smooth communication is the prereq-
uisite for trans-border co-operation.

• improve the living and visiting environment for foreigners.

• promote tourism within the region. fewer chinese tourists visit the 
Japanese and korean pYsr than those from Japan and korea who 
visit the chinese pYsr. Joint campaigns between Japanese and 
korean cities, such as single brand tours and cruises, can be effective.

• advance the multilateral academic network. as economic integra-
tion is intensified, the pYsr will face various issues which require 
a region-wide response. a multilateral academic arrangement could 
facilitate the flow of ideas and human networking for identifying 
solutions. networking among local think tanks in the pYsr could 
also help with this process.

… and strengthen environmental collaboration…

 The environment is another important sector around which trans-border 
collaboration could be strengthened in the region. Major cities in the pYsr 
have similar urban environmental challenges, such as traffic congestion and 
air pollution, water resource scarcity, surface water quality and solid waste 
treatment. while cities in the pYsr are at different development stages and 
have different environmental priorities, they can still share their experi-
ences. Japanese and korean cities in the pYsr have already undergone rapid 
industrialisation and have had time to tackle pollution and establish energy 
efficient industries. They are now actively engaged in sharing their green 
technologies with neighbouring cities. for example, kitakyushu city in Japan 
is helping Qingdao and Tianjin in china to establish recycling industries. 
These sorts of bilateral efforts should be integrated into a multilateral frame-
work for the pYsr.
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… especially to tackle climate change.

climate change mitigation and adaptation are urgent priorities for the 
pYsr, whose co2 emissions from the region’s rapid economic growth 
are becoming a global concern. as urban agglomerations in the pYsr are 
concentrated on the coast, they will also be vulnerable to sea level rise and 
extreme climates. There are few trans-border city networks in the pYsr 
which specifically address climate change at the regional level. however, 
because climate change is becoming a major concern for the citizens of the 
pYsr, many of them are starting to engage in trans-border collaboration. if 
Japan and korea can effectively transfer their energy-efficient technologies 
to china, china could make a quantum leap in tackling climate change. This 
would benefit not only the pYsr, but the whole global community. in the eu, 
for example, a regionally-targeted city network is actively promoting climate 
change action programmes. a similar platform could be established in the 
pYsr, in which central governments should initially take the lead. To kick-
start the process, central governments should exchange views on establish-
ing a regional network for climate change issues. They could also revitalise 
existing multilateral city networks, such as the organization for east asian 
economic development (oeaed).

trans-border governance in the PYsR is still in the early stages.

Trans-border governance in the pYsr is not well developed and lags 
behind the more intense economic linkages. recently, local governments 
have been seeking to build a trans-border governance framework in this 
region, and have had some concrete achievements. The oeaed, for example, 
was established in 2004 and involves the pYsr’s ten major coastal cities. it 
holds an annual mayors’ summit, and also involves working groups to discuss 
manufacturing, logistics, tourism and environment issues. however, these 
networks have yet to unite the fragmented visions of participating cities, 
and so far have failed to establish a coherent development strategy for the 
region as a whole. Trans-border city linkages in the pYsr, such as sister city 
programmes, are in the early stages of community building. The lack of a 
coherent strategy sometimes leads to rivalry rather than alliances, resulting 
in duplicated public investment and harmful competition among cities. inter-
city networks rely on voluntary agreements and no legally binding overarch-
ing framework exists in the pYsr.
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cities should move forward towards better trans-border governance.

several agendas are necessary for better trans-border governance in the pYsr:

Develop a common vision
cities in the pYsr should develop a common strategic vision. each city 

has its own local economic development strategy, but it is decided in isola-
tion from other cities’ strategies. even the concept of the pan Yellow sea 
region itself does not seem to be shared unanimously across borders. a key 
issue here is how each city recognises the importance of vision sharing, and 
strives to establish a common development strategy as a whole region. The 
region’s city network is fundamentally based on a give-and-take relationship, 
and each member will only participate as long as it perceives some benefits. 
hence, deep discussion is required to identify concrete advantages accruing 
from the network.

Seek economic complementarities
each city should seek its own unique niche within the region, thereby 

enhancing overall competitiveness. pYsr cities’ public policies are some-
times dominated by competition rather than collaboration. The concern is 
that this might undermine the further development of the pYsr network. 
frequent dialogue would eliminate excess competition among cities, and help 
them to achieve complementarities.

Recognise socio-economic diversity within the PYSR
cities in the pYsr should recognise both differences and similarities 

inherent in the region. although the area has a long history of human and cul-
tural exchange, there is great socio-cultural diversity. failing to recognise this 
often brings misunderstanding and friction. another difference is the degree of 
interest; all the players in the pYsr see the benefits of co-operation, but their 
degrees of interest are different. integration within the pYsr has been mainly 
driven by the business sector, while local governments have not incorporated 
this aspect fully into their development strategies. identifying each city’s posi-
tion within the pYsr will be essential for reaching a coherent strategy.

Use a joint project as a starting point for better governance
working together on a joint project would be a good starting point for 

building a common vision and seeking complementarities. practical projects 
such as the operation of maritime information system and the region-
wide tourism website could be catalysts for creating mutual benefits. The 
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participation of the business sector will be essential. if city networks can 
develop private-public dialogue around specific issues such as an efficient 
regulatory framework, then private sectors will recognise the value of such 
networks. bilateral collaboration between key coastal cities could also play 
a leading role. recent dialogue between busan and fukuoka has delivered 
a set of practical joint projects. These include tourism promotion, academic 
exchange among universities, and a joint council for economic co-operation 
which includes the private sector.

Increase compatibility in legal framework and enhance 
institutionalisation

cities in the pYsr should harmonise their legal and institutional systems. 
There are many discrepancies among the three countries, and this could 
hamper the growth of mutual trust. community building would be easier if 
this harmonisation could occur.

Strengthen financial resources
a lack of sufficient funding could damage the sustainability of trans-

border collaboration among cities. cities should increase their financial 
resources and seek more active participation from stakeholders in building a 
trans-border community.

central governments should promote collaboration among local players.

finally, central governments should promote the importance of the pYsr 
as a unique unit which can bring regional competitiveness and economic 
growth. recently, the Japanese and korean governments released new national 
spatial plans which highlighted trans-border regional collaboration. in these 
plans, central governments have committed to ensure more efficient network-
ing and the seamless flow of goods and people. They should help cities to 
identify a coherent and holistic competitiveness strategy for the region.

central governments can also play an important role as mediators. local 
governments can often find themselves competing, rather than co-operating, 
with each other. Through the process of developing a regional spatial plan, 
central governments can help local governments to avoid this trap and instead 
enhance complementarities. This mediator function will become increasingly 
important given the rapid decentralisation occurring in Japan and korea. 
central governments should ease bottlenecks by aligning standards and har-
monising regulations to help local businesses and people.There are several 
frameworks in which central governments could promote strategic dialogue 
among themselves and with cities in the pYsr:
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• establish trilateral dialogue on urban issues, such as a trans-border 
regional development strategy. There are existing bilateral dialogue 
mechanisms among the three countries on urban issues which could 
be enlarged to become trilateral.

• increase the use of the oecd as a platform. The oecd has several 
multilateral policy dialogue platforms involving both member and 
non-member countries. These will enable a wider exchange of views 
with other member countries.

• participate actively in local level dialogue channels. for example, 
the central governments of the pYsr could learn from the union of 
the baltic cities (ubc) in the baltic sea region, which consists of 
over 100 coastal cities and works through intense collaboration with 
national and eu governments.
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Chapter 1 
 

trends in trans-border co-operation in 
the Pan Yellow sea Region

unlike other locally-driven sub-national economic blocs in east asia – 
such as the southern china growth Triangle (scgT)1 and siJori2 – the pan 
Yellow sea region (pYsr), spanning the coastal areas of the Yellow sea in 
northeast asia, has a relatively short history. its spontaneous process of eco-
nomic integration only began in the early 1990s, when the chinese economy 
opened up and began functioning as the world’s factory. in this short period, 
however, the pYsr has made significant progress in pursuing trans-border 
economic exchange. intra-regional trade amongst the three pYsr countries 
(hereafter, china, Japan and korea) has exploded, almost doubling from 
12.7% of total trade volume of all three countries in 1990, to 23.9% in 2005. 
in terms of intra-regional investment, as of 2006, korea and Japan were the 
world’s largest and second largest providers of foreign direct investment 
(fdi) to china respectively3, excluding hong kong. in addition, these three 
countries have jointly forged an extensive and dense production network to 
become a leading global manufacturing base. in 2007, the three countries’ 
global share in the output of their key industries of shipbuilding, electronics 
and automobiles was 85.2%, 41.6% and 33.6% respectively (see section 2.1 
for more).

along with this economic integration, a wide array of inter-city fora has 
been set up to increase regional integration, especially among the pYsr’s 
major port cities, which are key transportation nodes and production bases, 
both locally and globally. against this setting, we firstly delineate the 
boundary of the pYsr from both the geographical and historical viewpoints 
(section 1.1). we then review the chief social and economic indicators of the 
individual sub-regions (section 1.2), before outlining the region’s ten key 
port cities, which are the main focus of this review (section 1.3). lastly, we 
present a conceptual framework of trans-border co-operation (section 1.4). 
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1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 The PYSR’s geographical boundary
broadly, the pYsr includes the coasts of northern china (known as 

the bohai rim), south-western Japan (known as kyushu) and western and 
southern korea. all of these areas have direct or indirect connections to 
the Yellow sea. however, the pYsr’s geographical boundary is defined in 
different ways. some describe the region as including the shanghai area of 
china,4 while others suggest it contains the entire korean peninsula (kim 
w-b, 2000)5. in this study, however, we assume a narrower boundary which 
excludes both the shanghai area and korea’s east coast. as china’s foremost 
production bases, shanghai and nearby Jiangsu province have obviously 
established strong economic ties with the Japanese and korean parts of the 
pYsr. however, shanghai’s influence is a more national phenomenon, rather 
than being locally confined. we have also ruled out the east coast of korea 
because it has shown relatively weaker economic integration with china’s 
bohai rim or Japan’s kyushu region, and has instead been pursuing eco-
nomic links with far-east russia for energy and tourism.

figure 1.1 shows the geographical coverage of the pYsr in this paper. 
china’s bohai rim, one of china’s three core economic regions – along with 
the pearl river delta region (prd)6 and the Yangtze river delta region 
(Yrd)7 – includes three provinces (shandong, hebei and liaoning) and one 
provincial level city (Tianjin).8 although its economic development still lags 
behind the Yrd and prd, the bohai rim is now rapidly catching up as the 
chinese government has been shifting its development axis to the northern 
coastal regions (kim J-k, 2007). kyushu, located in the south-west corner of 
Japan, consists of seven prefectures: fukuoka, saga, nagasaki, kumamoto, 
oita, Miyazaki and kagoshima. of these, fukuoka prefecture is by far the 
largest one both in terms of population and economy size. kyushu has tra-
ditionally established strong economic ties with china and korea based on 
its geographical and cultural proximity. since the 1990s, this area has been 
receiving growing attention from Japan’s both public and private sectors 
as Japan’s economic relationships with china have explosively intensified. 
lastly, korea’s portion of the pYsr consists of two axes: the west and south 
coast regions. korea’s south coast region covers one province (gyeong-nam 
province) and two provincial cities (busan and ulsan). since the 1960s its 
development has hinged on korea’s unique regional development focus on the 
“seoul-busan development corridor” which connects the capital city of seoul 
with busan, the anchor city in the south coast region. on the other hand, the 
development of the west coast region, which consists of four provinces (are 
gyeonggi, chung-nam, Jeon-buk and Jeon-nam) and one provincial city 
(incheon), only began in the 1990s when the korean government sought to 
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promote economic exchange with china, as well as to reduce the region’s 
disadvantage compared with the seoul-busan corridor (see section 2.1). 
although both regions have deep connections to china, as korea’s largest 
trading partner, the west coast provinces put relatively more emphasis on 
china, while the south coast leaned more towards Japan.

within this boundary of the pYsr, we have mostly narrowed our ana-
lytical focus to the city level, as we primarily examine the inter-city linkages 
surrounding the Yellow sea. for this we have chosen ten key port cities in the 
pYsr which are indicated in figure 1.1. These ten cities have already estab-
lished a solid multi-lateral network as exclusive members of the organization 
for east asia economic development (oeaed; see chapter 3).9 four of 
the cities are in china (Tianjin, dalian, Qingdao and Yantai), three in Japan 
(fukuoka, kitakyushu and shimonoseki) and three in korea (busan, incheon 
and ulsan). These ten cities have the following distinctive features making 
them suitable for our analysis:

• They are separated from one another by multiple international sea 
boundaries.

• They are all closely networked via various forms of inter-city 
linkages.

• They are all second tier cities: none has the largest population or is 
the economic or political capitals of their respective countries.

• They all have well-established regional industrial centres.

• They all have a large-scale seaport which is recognized as a transpor-
tation hub nationally as well as internationally.

according to our definition, the pYsr had a population of 256 million 
in 2006, accounting for 17.2% of the total population of the three countries. 
The region’s aggregated gdp was usd 1.5 trillion in 2006, or 19.4% of the 
total gdp of all three countries. in 2006, the pYsr’s trade volume was 16.9% 
(usd 609 billion) of the three countries’ total trade volume. overall, the 
pYsr accounts for about one-fifth of the three countries’ major economic 
performance (Table 1.1). however, there is great divergence in the regional 
gdp (grdp) of each province in the pYsr, reflecting the different economic 
development stages of the three countries. in 2006, china’s bohai rim area 
produced 39.8% (usd 590 billion) of the total gdp for the entire pYsr, with 
84% (214 million) of the pYsr’s population. in the same year, Japan’s kyushu 
area only accounted for 5.3% (13.5 million) of the pYsr’s total population, 
but generated 25.3% (usd 375 billion) of its combined grdp. The korean 
part of the pYsr produced more than one-third (33.9%) of the pYsr’s gdp 
and had 10.7% (27 million) of its total population. in fact, the average grdp 
per capita of kyushu in 2006 was almost nine times that of chinese pYsr. 
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figure 1.1. geographical scope of the PYsR
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although this gap has started to close recently,10 it is still considerable. 
reflecting these country level differences, the ten key port cities in the pYsr 
which are the main target areas of this paper also show strong variances in 
major economic indicators (Table 1.1): the average grdp per capita in 2006 
of the four chinese cities was usd 5 422; usd 23 899 for the three korean 
cities; and usd 30 681 for the three Japanese cities. The population of all 
four chinese cities is above 5 million in 2006, while the three korean cities 
and three Japanese cities respectively had less than 2.5 million and 1 million 
people on average in the same year.

1.1.2 The formation of the PYSR
The pYsr dates back to ancient times. Throughout its long history, the 

pYsr has been an important location for the exchange of commodities, tech-
nology and people among the three countries. according to kim w-b (2000), 
the heyday of coastal trading was the period between the seventh and tenth 
centuries when the countries were under the rule of Tang in china (618-907), 
Yamato-nara-heian in Japan (646-856) and shilla in korea (669-935 ad). 
hamashita et al. (2003) also finds that the maritime trading system during 
this period had catalysed the regions and cities along the Yellow sea to 
become densely networked. The focal points of this coastal trading were the 

KR01-CAPITAL REGION KR04-JEOLLA REGION JPI-KYUSHU
KR011-Seoul KR041-Gwangju JP40-Fukuoka
KR012-Incheon KR042-Jeollabuk-do JP41-Saga
KR013-Gyeonggi-do KR043-Jeollanam-do JP42-Nagasaki
KR02-GYEONGNAM REGION KR05-CHUNGCHEONG REGION JP43-Kumamoto
KR021-Busan KR051-Daejeon JP44-Oita
KR022-Ulsan KR052-Chungcheongbuk-do JP45-Miyazaki
KR023-Gyeongsangnam-do KR053-Chungcheongnam-do JP46-Kagoshima
KR03-GYEONGBUK REGION KR06-GANGWON REGION
KR031-Daegu KR061-Gangwon-do JPG-CHUGOKU
KR032-Gyeongsangbuk-do JP35-Yamaguchi

note: cities underlined and in italics are ten key port cities of the pYsr, which are the principal 
 analytical target of this paper.

Source: oecd Territorial database.

 figure 1.1. geographical scope of the PYsR  (continued)
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Table 1.1. key statistics for local economies in the PYsR, 2006

Country/region
Size
(km2)

Population
(1 000 persons)

2006
GRDP a

(billion USD)

GRDP per capita 
(USD)
2006

Trade
(billion USD)

9 596 960 1.3 billion c 2.6 trillion c 2 018 1.7 trillion c
China Tianjin 11 760 9 489 54.4 5 138 67.4

Shandong 153 000 93 090 274.0 2 954 110.7
Qingdao 10 654 7 494 45.1 5 503 39.1
Yantai 13 746 6 500 30.1 4 622 15.0

Hebei 190 000 68 980 145.7 2 119 23.5
Liaoning 145 700 42 710 116.1 2 735 52.4

Dalian 12 574 5 721 38.7 6 424 48.8
Subtotal
(share of the PYSR)

500 460
(84.5%)

214 269
(84.0%)

590
(39.8%)

Avg. 3 236
(11.5% of Kyushu avg.)

254
(43.9%)

99 678 48 000 911 18 788 634
Korea Busan 764 3 615 51.8 14 340 8.0

Incheon 994 2 630 43.7 16 674 15.9
Ulsan 1 057 1 103 44.3 40 684 54.9
Gyeonggi 10 131 10 910 187.4 17 179 63.2
Chung-nam 8 600 1 970 54.6 27 732 38.9
Jeon-buk 8 055 1 870 28.3 15 135 5.4
Jeon-nam 12 095 1 940 44.6 22 988 19.0
Gyeong-nam 10 522 3 170 61.5 19 406 31.3
Subtotal
(share of the PYSR)

52 218
(8.8%)

27 208
(10.7%)

516
(34.9%)

Avg. 21 767
(77.2% of Kyushu avg.)

237
(40.9%)

377 944 127 000 4.3 trillion c  33 100 1.1 trillion c
Japan Fukuoka 4 845 5 060 152 30 000 47.6

Fukuoka city 341 1 414 57.1 40 725 N/A
Kitakyushu city 488 991 29.7 29 894 N/A

Kumamoto 7 077 1 830 45.0 26 218 0.8
Nagasaki 4 104 1 450 36.6 25 210 4.2
Oita 5 099 1 200 38.2 31 848 19.0
Miyazaki 6 346 1 140 32.3 28 403 0.7
Saga 2 440 860 17.5 20 336 1.0
Kagoshima 9 044 1 740 46.9 26 975 14.2
Yamaguchi 6 114 1 470 47.3 32 184 31.0

Shimonosekib 716 289 6.2 21 425 N/A
Subtotal
(share of the PYSR)

39 671
(6.7%)

13 569
(5.3%)

375
(25.3%)

Avg. 28 190
(100.0%)

88
(15.1%)

Total of PYSR 592 349 255 046 1.5 trillion c Avg. 17 731 609

Share of three countries (5.8%) (17.2%) (19.4%) (98% of three states 
avg.)

(16.9%)

Notes: (1) a grdp was normalised with the exchange rate for 2006 (usd 1 = cnY 7.97, usd 1 = JpY 119.00, 
usd 1 = krw 929.6), b shimonoseki is under the jurisdiction of Yamaguchi prefecture of chugoku region, 
not kyushu but is included in this table as this city is a member of the oeaed. c units are different when 
they have this note. (2) The highlighted 10 cities are exclusive members of oeaed and the main target areas 
of this paper. (3) subtotal of china excluded cities of Qingdao, Yantai and dalian as their figures are already 
reflected in their province. Japan’s fukuoka city and kitakyushu city are also excluded for the same reason.
Sources: national bureau of statistics of china (2007), Japan statistics bureau (2007), korea national 
statistical office (2007), and kim w-b et al. (2008).
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liaoning and shandong provinces of china, and the west and south coastal 
regions of korea and kyushu in Japan. These mostly correspond to the pYsr 
boundary in this paper. because of this active regional integration via the 
sea, the area has been even called as the “Mediterranean sea of the east” 
(box 1.1). however, from the 15th century when each state11 became more 
stable and centralised in its administration, the northeast asian countries lost 
their impetus for trans-border networking, although some scholars assert that 
trans-border co-operation did continue even after the 15th century.12 

in the modern age, regional integration in the pYsr has been principally 
driven by market forces. in particular, multi-national enterprises (Mnes)13 
have played a key role in crafting an economically integrated region. They 
invest across borders, construct closely-knitted manufacturing networks, and 
sharply accelerate trade flow in the region, in order to make the most of eco-
nomic complementarities of three countries in the pYsr. china’s bohai rim 
area has abundant labour, vast natural resources and huge markets, whilst 
the Japanese and korean side of the pYsr have ample capital and a range 
of advanced technologies with different degrees. This structure has been 
further exploited by the industrial restructuring processes of Japanese and 
korean firms. since the 1980s, Japanese firms have relocated domestic pro-
duction sites overseas following sharp rises in land costs, wages and currency 

box 1.1. the mediterranean sea of the east

Many researchers, including lombard and aubin (1988) and gipouloux (1996), have dubbed 
the pan Yellow sea region the Mediterranean sea of east asia, inspired by the very active 
commercial exchanges between port cities in the region. according to ogawa (2006), 
Mediterranean sea and pYsr have following common features; location (north altitude of 
30-45), area size (Mediterranean 2.5 million km2, pYsr 2.2 million km2) and shape (most 
sides are surrounded by land). from the viewpoint of continental asia, coastal areas of 
china and other east asia had played a peripheral role. however, from the Maritime asia 
perspective, port cities in east asia had spearheaded the economic growth and exchanges. 
The recent economic rise of key port cities in the pYsr also re-emphasizes this maritime 
asia perspective, prompting a spatial restructuring in the region. in fact, chinese port cities 
spanning from south china sea to Yellow sea have served as driving forces to open china’s 
market and bring economic success of china. The Japanese scholar hamashita (1990) asserts 
that the historical sea zones of east asia will be the ideal site for unlimited growth once they 
become well-connected. some experts even see the geographical coverage of the pYsr to 
extend to Vladivostok of russia and bali of indonesia.

Source: kim w-b et al. (2008) 
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(Japanese Yen) of Japan. This relocation process has been replicated by 
korean companies since the early 1990s. at the same time, in its search for 
technologies and capital to transform its economy, the chinese government 
provided a wide array of incentives to encourage Japanese and korean firms 
to move into china, such as free industrial sites and long-term tax incentives. 
These two different dimensions have coincided to stimulate rapid economic 
integration within the pYsr.

another important driver of regional integration in the pYsr has been 
the wave of decentralisation since the 1990s. The tide of devolution to local 
governments from the state has unleashed economic forces at the local level. 
local authorities in respective countries are developing transport infrastruc-
ture, supporting local enterprises, seeking overseas business opportunities 
and competing with each other fiercely to bring more financial resources 
into their own region. They are also pioneering the formation of local-based 
networks across borders to facilitate the exchange of people and goods. along 
with these movements, especially ten key port cities in the pYsr have been 
more actively pursuing trans-border collaboration. serving as gateways to 
the hinterlands of each country, they have established extensive bi- and multi-
lateral networks among themselves. 

geographical proximity has also deepened regional ties in the pYsr. 
Most cities in the region are closely located to each other. for instance, busan 
is only 200km from fukuoka city, while fukuoka city and Japan’s capital 
city of Tokyo are about 1 000km apart, or five times further. in addition, 
most cities in the pYsr are well connected across borders via sea and air. 
The rapid development of the sea transportation system in the pYsr is sub-
stantially lowering the cost of transporting goods by container ship compared 
to other parts of the world. according to the oecd (2008a), the cost to send 
a container from global to china, Japan and korea in 2006 were only 1.2%, 
0.8% and 0.5% of total import value respectively, whereas those to the us 
and australia were 4.8% and 6.4% repectively.

1.2 key social and economic indicators

1.2.1 Demography
The patterns of population development vary throughout the pYsr 

(Table 1.2). between 1995 and 2000, the population growth in the chinese 
bohai rim (0.5%) was far lower than the national average of 4.6%. however, 
the population of the chinese bohai rim area increased remarkably (by 7%) 
between 2000 and 2006; a much higher growth rate than the national average 
of 3.7%. in particular, Tianjin’s population significantly exploded (by 17.9%) 
between 2000 and 2006, corresponding to an annual increase of 3%. on 
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the other hand, population growth in Japanese pYsr is mixed. Japan’s total 
population has been decreasing after peaking in 2004; Japan’s population 
growth rate decreased from 1.1% between 1995 and 2000 to 0.7% between 
2000 and 2006. The kyushu area reflects this national pattern, with negative 
population growth between 2000 and 2006. fukuoka prefecture is not an 
exception to this trend. however, the population of fukuoka city, the capital 
of fukuoka prefecture, grew more than 10% between 1995 and 2006, with a 
remarkable annual rate of 1%. population trend in the korean pYsr is also 

Table 1.2. Population development of the PYsR, 1995-2006

1995 2000 2005 2006
Increases 
(1995-2000)

Increases 
(2000-2006)

CHINA 1 211 210 1 267 430 1 307 560 1 314 480 4.6% 3.7%
Bohai Rim 200 541 201 460 213 090 215 530 0.5% 7.0%
Tianjin 9 280 9 120 10 430 10 750 -1.7% 17.9%
Hebei 63 877 64 370 68 510 68 980 0.8% 7.2%
Shandong 86 714 87 050 91 940 93 090 0.4% 6.9%

Qingdao city 6 750 7 067 7 409 7 494 4.7% 6.0%
Yantai city 6 384 6 458 6 477 6 500 1.2% 0.7%

Liaoning 40 670 40 920 42 210 42 710 0.6% 4.4%
Dalian city 5 315 5 515 5 653 5 721 3.7% 3.7%

JAPAN 125 570 126 926 127 768 127 770 1.1% 0.7%
Kyushu area 13 424 13 446 13 353 13316 0.2% -1.0%
Fukuoka pref. 4 933 5 016 5 050 5 054 1.7% 0.8%

Fukuoka city 1 239 1 292 1 340 1 370 4.3% 6.0%
Kitakyushu city 1 020 1 011 994 991 -0.9% -2.0%
Shimonoseki a 311 301 291 289 -3.2% -4.0%

KOREA 45 982 47 977 49 268 49 625 4.3% 3.4%
West coast Incheon 2 362 2 562 2 632 2 664 8.5% 4.0%

Gyeonggi 9 645 9 280 10 853 11 107 -3.8% 19.7%
Chung-nam 1 855 1 930 1 983 2 001 4.0% 3.7%
Jeon-buk 2 010 2 007 1 896 1 882 -0.1% -6.2%
Jeon-nam 2 187 2 135 1 977 1 955 -2.4% -8.4%

South coast Busan 3 893 3 812 3 658 3 635 -2.1% -4.6%
Ulsan 966 1 044 1 096 1 103 8.1% 5.7%
Gyeong-nam 3 959 3 109 3 188 3 209 -21.5% 3.2%

Notes: (1) a shimonoseki city is in Yamaguchi prefecture in the chugoku area of Japan. (2) cities in 
italics are noT provincial level cities but members of the oeaed.

Sources: national bureau of statistics of china (2007), Japan statistics bureau (2007), and korea 
national statistical office (2007).
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mixed. korea’s national population is still growing. between 2000 and 2006 
the growth rate was 4.3%. while some provinces (or provincial cities) in the 
pYsr reflect this national trend well, some of them have had negative growth 
since the 2000s. for instance, busan recorded a growth rate of -4.6% between 
2000 and 2006, but the growth rate of gyeonggi province was 19.7% for the 
same period.

in terms of age structure of population, most provinces in the pYsr 
reflect national trends (Table 1.3). Japan already entered an ageing society, 
with the share of the population over 65 years in 2005 (20.1%) far outstrip-
ping the world’s average of 10% in 1999 (un-desa, 2001). likewise, 
in 2005 the shares of the ageing population in the kyushu and fukuoka 

Table 1.3. Age structures in the PYsR in recent years a 

% of population  
under 15 years

% of population  
over 65 years

CHINA 17.9% 9.4%
Tianjin 11.3% 10.9%
Shandong 15.4% 9.7%
Hebei 16.8% 8.9%
Liaoning 12.7% 10.6%

JAPAN 13.7% 20.1%
Kyushu area 14.3% 23.1%
Fukuoka pref. 13.9% 19.8%

KOREA 17.2% 10.2%
Incheon 17.7% 8.0%
Gyeonggi 19.2% 8.1%
Chung-nam 17.2% 14.5%
Jeon-buk 17.2% 14.7%
Jeon-nam 16.4% 17.6%
Busan 14.5% 10.2%
Ulsan 19.1% 6.3%
Gyeong-nam 17.9% 11.4%

Note: a china 2007 data, Japan 2005 data, korea 2007 data.

Sources: national bureau of statistics of china (2008), Japan statistics 
bureau (2008), and korea national statistical office (2008).
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prefecture showed respectively 23.1% and 19.8%. in korea, population 
ageing is not an imminent social concern as the proportion of the population 
over 65 years is still relatively low (10.2% in 2008). The share of the elderly 
population in most provinces in the korean pYsr remains about 10%, even 
though there are some variations. according to the oecd (2008b), however, 
by the middle of this century korea will be one of the oldest countries, with 
more than one-third of its population over 65 years due to low fertility rates 
and increasing life expectancy. china has similar age structures to korea, 
gradually moving into an ageing society. These patterns are also reflected 
at the sub-national level. The population share of elderly people in china 
in 2007 was close to the global average (9.4%). The population of people of 
non-working age (i.e. over 65 years) in four chinese provinces in the pYsr 
in 2007 also converged with the national average.

1.2.2 Labour market
labour markets in the pYsr have enjoyed a comparably favourable 

position. unemployment rates in Japan, korea and china were 4.1%, 3.5% 
and 4.1% respectively in 2006 (Table 1.4) – all considerably lower than 
the oecd average of 6.1% for the same year.14 The unemployment rate at 
the sub-national level in the pYsr exhibited better performances than the 
national level. for instance, all provinces in chinese pYsr, except liaoning, 
have had continuously lower unemployment rates than the national average 
since the 2000s, reflecting the expansion of the economy and consequent 
strong job creation in the region. in the korean pYsr, employment growth 
in busan is outstanding. between 2000 and 2006, busan’s unemployment rate 
fell sharply, from 7.1% to 4.2%, although it was still higher than the national 
average (3.5% in 2006).Japan’s fukuoka prefecture has also experienced 
remarkable job creation. after peaking at 7% in 2002, its unemployment rate 
has continuously fallen, reaching 5.6% in 2006.

Three pYsr countries have a substantially lower share of foreign-born 
residents than the oecd average, revealing their relatively closed labour 
markets. in 2006, the percentage of residents with foreign citizenship in 
china, Japan and korea was 0.1%, 1.4% and 1.6% respectively. This contrasts 
with the proportion of foreign-born population in the oecd countries – 9.7% 
in 200615  (oecd, 2008c). Most cities in the pYsr follow a national path. in 
2005, foreign-born residents made up 0.4%, 0.3% and 1.4% of the population 
of Tianjin (china), fukuoka (Japan) and busan (korea), respectively.16
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1.2.3 Regional income trends
The chinese Bohai Rim area has achieved significant economic growth 

since the 1990s (Table 1.5). its grdp per capita increased more than 10 times 
between 1990 and 2006, growing at an annual average rate of 38.4% between 
1990 and 2000 and 20.4% between 2000 and 2006. of the four provinces 
of the bohai rim, shandong province made the most remarkable progress, 
featuring an average growth rate of 42.7% between 1990 and 2000 and 24.4% 
between 2000 and 2006. This performance is more notable when considering 
that shanghai, china’s largest city in terms of population, recorded a 48.5% 
annual growth rate between 1990 and 2000 but an 11% growth rate between 
2000 and 2006. in 2006, the bohai rim contributed 17.4% of the national 
gdp, while representing 15.5% of the national population.

Table 1.4. Unemployment rates in the PYsR, 2000-2006
% of total unemployment rate

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
CHINA 3.1 3.6 4.0 4.3 4.2 4.2 4.1

Tianjin 3.2 3.6 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.6
Hebei 2.8 3.2 3.6 3.9 4.0 3.9 3.8
Shandong 3.2 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.3
Liaoning 3.7 3.2 6.5 6.5 6.5 5.6 5.1

JAPAN 4.7 5.0 5.4 5.3 4.7 4.4 4.1
Kyushu 5.4 5.6 6.1 5.9 5.5 5.3 5.0
Fukuoka pref. 6.2 6.5 7.0 6.8 6.3 5.9 5.6

KOREA 4.4 4.0 3.3 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.5
West coast Incheon 5.4 4.7 4.0 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.4

Gyeonggi 3.9 3.6 2.8 3.4 3.7 3.9 3.6
Chung-nam 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.3 2.6 2.4
Jeon-buk 3.1 3.1 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.5
Jeon-nam 3.3 3.1 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.3 1.7

South coast Busan 7.1 5.7 3.9 4.1 4.4 4.3 4.2
Ulsan 4.2 3.4 2.5 3.2 3.6 3.5 2.9
Gyeong-nam 3.5 3.3 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.7 2.3

Sources: national bureau of statistics of china (2007), Japan statistics bureau (2007), 
and korea national statistical office (2007).
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kyushu, in the Japanese part of the pYsr, is often called “one-tenth of 
Japan” because its size, population and economy are all about 10% of the nation 
(Table 1.6). Thus, kyushu contributed 8.6% of national gdp in 2005, and 
this has remained largely stable for the past decade.17 kyushu also accounted 
for 11.2% of Japan’s territory and 10.4% of Japan’s total population in 2005. 
kyushu’s economic growth has been closely linked with national-level devel-
opment. for instance, kyushu’s gdp grew by 9.2% between 1996 and 2005, 
with an annual growth rate of 0.9% between 1996 and 2000 and 1.3% between 
2000 and 2005. The same statistics for Japan as a whole were 10.1%, 0.7% and 
1.4% respectively. of kyushu’s seven prefectures, fukuoka has contributed the 
lion’s share of kyushu’s economy, producing 40% of kyushu’s grdp in 2005, 
or 3.5% of national gdp. another remarkable case is the economic growth of 
fukuoka city, a capital city of fukuoka prefecture. as one of Japan’s 17 “des-
ignated” cities,18 with a high degree of autonomy from the prefectural govern-
ment, fukuoka city grew at an annual rate of 1.8% between 2000 and 2005, 
outstripping even Tokyo (1.6%) during the same period.

in the korean PYsR there is great variation among the eight provinces in 
terms of grdp per capita. ulsan city (at usd 40 684) had almost double the 
national gdp per capita in 2006 (usd 21 767), whereas most of the remain-
ing provinces were lower than the national average (Table 1.1). since the early 
2000s, however, west coast region as the new growth axis of korea has been 
performing well. This region had an annual growth rate of 7.6% between 2000 

Table 1.5. Annual gRdP per capita of chinese coastal provinces in the PYsR, 
1990-2006

1 usd, current prices

1990 1995 2000 2006
Total increase
(1990-2006)

Annual 
growth rate 
(1990-2000)

Annual 
growth rate 
(2000-2006)

Share of 
national GDP 

(2006)
Liaoning 385 983 1 604 3 115 8.0 times 31.7% 15.7% 3.4%
Hebei 209 635 1 095 2 413 11.5 times 42.4% 20.1% 4.4%
Tianjin 517 1 469 2 562 5 852 11.3 times 39.6% 21.4% 1.6%
Shandong 259 828 1 365 3 364 12.9 times 42.7% 24.4% 8.0%
Average for 
Bohai

342 918 1 656 3 686 10.7 times 38.4% 20.4% 17.4%

CHINA 235 721 1 123 2 298 9.7 times 37.8% 17.4% 100.0%
Shanghai 844 2 706 4 935 8 187 9.7 times 48.5% 11.0% 4.5%

Note: 1 usd = 7 cnY as of June 2008.

Source: national bureau of statistics of china, 2007.
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and 2006, while the national average was 5.5%. in particular, the economic 
performances of gyeonggi and chung-nam were outstanding (Table 1.7), 
growing at an annual average of 9.1% and 9.4% over the same period respec-
tively, which was close to double the national growth rate. in 2006, the total 
grdp of the five provinces of the west coast region was 40.2% of national 
gdp, to which gyeonggi alone contributed 22.5%. on the other hand, the 
economic growth of the south coast region has remained stable for a long time. 
The national gdp share of the south coast’s three provinces has consistently 
remained around one-fifth since the 1980s. between 2000 and 2006, their 
annual grdp growth rate was actually below the national average (5.5%). 
of another interest is the weak growth of busan, korea’s second-largest city. 
busan’s annual growth between 2000 and 2006 was only 3.9%, the second 
lowest rate of the eight provinces in korean pYsr, after Jeon-nam.

1.2.4 Industrial structures
reflecting the different stages of economic development, the pYsr’s 

industrial structures are also diverse (Table 1.8). for the four chinese 
pYsr provinces, the average share in regional gdp (or grdp) of second-
ary industry was more than 50% in 2006, regardless of their grdp size. 
primary industry in the bohai rim also contributed a considerable share of 
grdp, while the share of tertiary industry has been stagnant up to recently. 
for Japanese kyushu, however, tertiary industry has dominated, contribut-
ing 78.6% of grdp in 2006. This share is higher than the national average 
(69.4%). kyushu also exhibited a higher share of primary industry (2.5%) in 
grdp than the national average (1.5%) in 2006, reflecting its relative con-
centration on agriculture. The korean pYsr is halfway between Japanese 

Table 1.6. gRdP of the kyushu area, Japan, 1996-2005
1 billion JpY, real value, based on 2000 prices

1996 2000 2005
Total increase
(1996-2005)

Annual  
growth rate
(1996-2000)

Annual  
growth rate
(2000-2005)

Share of 
national GDP 

(2005)
Fukuoka pref. 17 544 17 919 19 161 9.2% 0.5% 1.4% 3.5%

Fukuoka city 6 657 6 925 7 547 13.4% 1.0% 1.8% 1.4%
Kitakyushu city 3 796 3 664 3 709 -2.3% -0.9% 0.2% 0.7%

Kyushu-wide  43 390 44 927 47 848 10.3% 0.9% 1.3% 8.6%

JAPAN 504 094 519 075 555 087 10.1% 0.7% 1.4% 100.0%
Tokyo 82 630 90 116 97 346 17.8% 2.3% 1.6% 17.5%

Source: Japan cabinet office, 2006.
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and chinese pYsr in terms of industrial structure. The share of secondary 
industry of the korean pYsr is higher than kyushu but lower than the bohai 
rim. ulsan is one exception to this general trend. due to its concentration 
on heavy industries, ulsan’s secondary industry contribution to grdp was 
74.8% in 2006, which is almost double the national average and even exceed-
ing that of the bohai rim.

1.2.5 Economic exchanges: trade and FDI

China’s Bohai Rim
in terms of total trade volume, all four provinces in the chinese bohai 

rim have ranked amongst the 10 largest provinces of china’s 31 provincial 
municipalities. in particular, shandong province was sixth largest in 2008, 
while the three provinces in the Yangtze river delta (Yrd) ranked from 
second to fifth19 (Table 1.9). as china’s emerging economic engine, the 
bohai rim trades actively with Japan and korea, which are amongst its top 
three trading countries. in 2008, korea and Japan were its biggest and third 

Table 1.7. gRdP of the korean PYsR, 1990-2006
billion krw, real value, based on 2000 prices

1990 1995 2000 2006
Total increase
(1990-2006)

Annual  
growth rate
(1990-2000)

Annual  
growth rate
(2000-2006)

Share of 
national GDP 

(2006)
Incheon 16 366 25 247 26 230 34 971 2.1 times 6.0% 5.6% 4.6%
Gyeonggi 53 665 85 755 111 793 172 648 3.2 10.8% 9.1% 22.5%
Chung-nam 14 900 20 941 28 962 45 314 3.0 9.4% 9.4% 5.9%
Jeon-buk 11 763 16 819 18 977 23 912 2.0 6.1% 4.3% 3.1%
Jeon-nam 16 329 23 929 26 907 32 496 2.0 6.5% 3.5% 4.2%
West coast total 113 025 172 693 212 872 309 343 2.7 8.8% 7.6% 40.3%
Busan 23 235 32 500 33 839 41 839 1.8 4.6% 3.9% 5.4%
Ulsan NA N.A 28 355 38 341 N.A N.A 5.9% 5.0%
Gyeong-nam 30 770 45 360 37 728 50 693 1.6 2.3% 5.7% 6.6%
South coast total 54 006 77 681 99 923 130 875 2.4 8.5% 5.2% 17.0%
KOREA 332 274 485 493 577 970 767 887 2.3 7.4% 5.5% 1000%
Seoul 88 925 127 110 138 492 162 474 1.8 5.6% 2.9% 21.2%

Source: oecd calculations based on korea statistical information service (kosis, available at 
www.kosis.kr)
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largest trading partners respectively.20 korea was shandong’s biggest trading 
partner in 2008, accounting for 14.1% of trading volume. Japan ranked third, 
with a share of 9.9%. both hebei and Tianjin also showed a same pattern. of 
notable is that there is a strong regional divergence in terms of trading coun-
tries among the chinese coastal provinces. while the north coast provinces 
(i.e. the bohai rim) rely more on korea for trade, the south coast provinces 
(i.e. Yrd) trade more with Japan. in fact, since the 1990s Japan has continu-
ously claimed to be the second largest trading partner with the three Yrd 
provinces after the us. however, apart from Zhejiang province, korea is 
not amongst the Yrd provinces’ top three trading partners (kim k-s et al., 
2008).

Table 1.8. Industry contribution to national and regional gdP in the PYsR, 1995-2006
% of gdp (for country) and grdp (for region)

1995 2006
Primary Secondary Tertiary Primary Secondary Tertiary

CHINA 20.5 45.6 33.9 17.3 47.9 34.7
Bohai Rim Tianjin 6.5 55.6 37.8 2.7 57.1 40.2

Hebei 22.2 46.4 31.4 13.8 52.4 33.8
Shandong 35.7 8.3 56.0 9.7 57.8 32.6
Liaoning 14.0 49.8 36.2 10.6 51.1 38.3

JAPAN 1.6 31.8 70.8 1.5 29.0 69.4
Kyushu 3.5 26.5 73.5 2.5 22.1 78.6
Fukuoka pref. 1.1 24.8 77.7 0.8 20.3 78.9
Fukuoka city 0.2 11.1 93.6 0.1 11.6 88.3
Kitakyushu city 0.2 35.0 71.0 0.1 24.2 75.7

KOREA 6.4 40.2 53.3 3.3 39.9 56.6
West coast Incheon 1.6 56.8 41.5 0.7 43.0 56.1

Gyeonggi 3.9 55.5 40.4 2.0 49.7 48.2
Chung-nam 17.4 45.0 37.5 7.6 60.4 31.9
Jeon-buk 17.1 35.6 47.1 10.9 37.9 51.1
Jeon-nam 21.9 39.8 38.2 11.0 49.0 39.9

South coast Busan 2.3 34.0 63.6 1.0 30.1 68.8
Ulsan N/A N/A N/A 0.7 74.8 24.4
Gyeong-nam 7.8 59.3 32.8 6.0 53.0 40.9

Sources: national bureau of statistics of china (2007), Japan statistics bureau (2007), and korea 
national statistical office (2007).
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 The bohai rim receives a significant national proportion of inbound 
foreign direct investment (fdi); receiving more than 30%21 of china’s total 
inbound fdi in 2006 (usd 67.4 billion). in a single year (2006), shandong 
province alone attracted usd 9 billion in fdi, equivalent to 70% of korea’s 
national cumulative outbound investment between 1986 and 2004. The 
annual growth rate of inward fdi into the bohai rim is also remarkable. 
for liaoning and hebei provinces, it rose at an annual rate of 25% and 20% 
between 2002 and 2006 respectively, which is close to the annual rate of 
Zhejiang province at Yrd (30%), one of the most rapidly developing prov-
inces in china. although Japan and korea are also major providers of fdi 
in the bohai rim, their fdi significance is weaker than their trade with the 
bohai rim. in terms of cumulative inward fdi between 1986 and 2006, 
korea was the largest investing country in shandong and the second largest 
in liaoning. Japan ranked third in both Tianjin and liaoning. however, in 
the remaining bohai rim provinces, hong kong and the us contributed the 
most to inward fdi.

Japan’s Kyushu
kyushu’s share of its total export volume with china and korea in 2007 

reached almost 34.4%, remarkably higher than national share (22.9%) in the 
same year (kyushu economic research center, 2008), reflecting its tradi-
tionally strong economic ties with these two countries. china significantly 
contributed to this steep rise, outstripping korea in 2005 to become the 

Table 1.9. trade volume of the chinese Bohai Rim with Japan and korea
billion usd

1998 2003 2008

Total
Japan
%

Korea
%

Total Japan
%

Korea
% Total

Japan
%

Korea
%

Bohai Rim Liaoning 13.7 31.7% 10.7% 26.5 33.4% 13.2% 82.3 (8) 17.4% 10.5%
Hebei 4.2 16.5% 9.7% 8.9 12.2% 9.2% 50.6 (9) 5.2% 9.6%
Tianjin 11.0 21.5% 12.8% 29.3 19.4% 18.3% 86.6 (7) 12.3% 16.2%
Shandong 19.1 22.6% 18.8% 49.4 17.9% 19.5% 187.3 (6) 9.9% 14.1%

YRD Jiangsu 28.1 22.3% 5.8% 113.6 20.0% 8.3% 430.4 (2) 11.5% 10.2%
Shanghai 31.1 25.3% 4.4% 112.3 18.5% 6.2% 313.9 (3) 14.6% 5.6%
Zhejiang 16.6 17.6% 5.2% 61.4 15.4% 6.3% 242.2 (5) 7.9% 4.6%

Note: numbers in ( ) are the ranking of each province in terms of national share of trading volume.

Source: oecd calculations based on statistical yearbooks of each province.
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largest trading country with kyushu. among kyushu’s seven prefectures, 
fukuoka prefecture has taken unrivalled position in terms of trade volume. in 
2006, the prefecture contributed 62% of kyushu’s total global export value;22 
fukuoka city accounted for more than half of this. kyushu’s major export 
items to china and korea are machinery (e.g. electrical machinery, transport 
machines and general machinery), representing 50% and 58% of total value 
of kyushu’s export to these countries in 2006, respectively. interestingly, 
these machinery items are also major import items into kyushu from china 
and korea. for instance, in 2006, the top three items imported into kyushu 
from korea, in terms of import value, were precision machines (24.4%), elec-
trical machinery (22.9%) and general machinery (11.4%). This trade structure 
implies that kyushu is actively engaging in parts trade for machinery with 
korea and china using the pYsr’s factor price differences and triangular 
trade structures (see more in chapter 2.1).

asia in general has become more popular for investment by kyushu 
companies since the 1990s. asia’s share in kyushu’s total overseas investment 
significantly increased, from 65% between 1986 and 1990 to 81% between 
2001 and 2005 (Table 1.10). in particular, china has attracted a remarkable 
proportion of kyushu’s companies. between 2001 and 2005, half of kyushu’s 
companies operating overseas were in china. it is also noteworthy that the 
ratio of kyushu companies opting for china as their business base has far 
outstripped that of overall Japanese companies choosing china. in 2006, 
the share of kyushu’s overseas companies who based themselves in china 
reached 40%, compared to 23% for Japanese overseas companies as a whole 

Table 1.10. kyushu companies developing businesses overseas, 1986-2006
numbers of companies and % of companies investing overseas

Company 
location

Kyushu National data
1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2005 2006 ‘86-‘06 (2006)

World total 90
(100%)

196
(100%)

167
(100%)

184
(100%)

31
(100%)

708
(100%)

25 135
(100%)

Asia 59 (65%) 147 (75%) 125 (75%) 149 (81%) 29 (94%) 545 (77%) 15 034 (60%)
China 15 (16%) 88 (45%) 56 (34%) 91 (50%) 13 (42%) 284 (40%) 5 763 (23%)
Korea 6 (7%) 9 (5%) 3 (2%) 7 (4%) 3 (10%) 30 (4%) 829 (3%)

US 19 (21%) 29 (15%) 22 (13%) 15 (8%) - 86 (12%) 4 427 (17%)
EU 6 (7%) 15 (8%) 12 (7%) 8 (4%) 2 (6%) 44 (6%) 4 006 (16%)

Note: china includes hong kong.

Source: oecd calculation based on Japan bank for international cooperation (2008) and MeTi 
kyushu (2007).
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(Table 1.10). korea, on the other hand, has not been favoured by kyushu’s 
companies as a business destination. over the last two decades (1986-2006), 
only 30 companies (4%) out of the 708 kyushu-based companies investing 
overseas located in korea. This is slightly higher than the national preference 
(3% in 2006) for developing businesses in korea.

Korean PYSR
The trade volume of korea’s five west coast provinces grew significantly 

between 2000 and 2007, at an annual rate of 18.1%. This represented 43.2% 
of national trade volume in 2007. while china is the largest trading country 
for all of these five provinces (both exports and imports), gyeonggi province 
in particular has shown the most active economic exchange with china, 
which accounted for 40.4% of gyeonggi’s trading volume in 2007. although 
gyeonggi province still has the largest share of trade volume, its national 
share fell from 22.1% to 18.2% between 2000 and 2007. contrastingly, 
chung-nam has recently made remarkable headway owing to its massive 
investments in transportation infrastructure, as well as its favourable loca-
tion for trading with china. its share in national trade volume increased from 
8.1% to 10.2% between 2000 and 2007. in the meanwhile, the trade volume 
of korea’s three south coast provinces has also shown outstanding growth 
– 26.9% per annum between 2000 and 2007. Their national share increased 
substantially, from 20.8% to 27.3%, over the same period. among these three 
provinces, ulsan, with its strong manufacturing bases for automobiles and 
shipbuilding, has shown exceptional growth in trade volume. Thanks to a 
global boom in these two industries, ulsan expanded its national share in 
trade volume from 10.3% in 2000 to 16.4% in 2007.

not surprisingly, all provinces in the korean pYsr have looked strongly to 
china as an investment destination (Table 1.11). in 2006, all provinces except 
Jeon-buk directed more than 50% of their investments (in terms of cases) 
towards china. incheon invested the greatest proportion in china, at 64.4% of 
its investment cases. This geographical concentration of korean pYsr’s out-
bound fdi has been continued throughout the 2000s. The aggregate share of 
outbound fdi to china of all eight korean pYsr provinces slightly decreased, 
from 57.9% to 54.1%, between 1995 and 2006 in terms of cases of reported 
investment. however, investment amount substantially increased, from 23.5% 
to 30.9%, for the same period. This could indicate that korean companies’ 
investment in china is gradually advancing into more capital-intensive 
manufacturing sectors (see section 2.1). on the other hand, Japan has not been 
favoured as an investment destination by korean pYsr. The aggregate share 
of outbound fdi to Japan from the eight provinces in korea in 2006 was only 
2.6% and 1.2%, in terms of investment cases and amount respectively. This 
figure has not improved since 1996 (1.2% and 1.9%).  
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1.3 Fact files for the PsYR’s ten key port cities23

1.3.1 Port cities in the Chinese Bohai Rim
tianjin has a population of about 10 million and is located near china’s 

political capital of beijing. it has served as an important industrial base in 
north china, along with dalian. in terms of economic development, Tianjin 
still lags behind other big leading cities in china. Tianjin’s gdp per capita 
was usd 5 138 in 2006, whereas that of shanghai at Yrd was usd 8 187 

Table 1.11. outbound FdI from korean coastal provinces in the PYsR, 1995-2006

1995 2000 2006
Total China Japan Total China Japan Total China Japan

West 
coast

Incheon Cases1
Amount2

157
217

55.4%3

28.6%4
0.6%
0.1%

189
105

63.0%
44.8%

4.2%
0.6%

533
333

64.4%
68.8%

1.9%
0.3%

Gyeonggi Cases
Amount 

459
1 523

52.7%
16.2%

2.0%
2.6%

832
2 221

41.1%
9.0%

4.0%
1.4%

2 872
5 385

51.3%
25.4%

2.9%
1.9%

Chung-nam Cases
Amount 

45
32

57.8%
34.4%

0.0%
0.0%

58
26

60.3%
53.8%

0.0%
0.0%

215
232

58.1%
41.8%

1.4%
1.3%

Jeon-buk Cases
Amount 

37
19

62.2%
36.8%

0.0%
0.0%

29
42

58.6%
83.3%

6.9%
0.2%

104
159

46.2%
22.0%

1.0%
0.1%

Jeon-nam Cases
Amount 

22
15

68.2%
73.3%

0.0%
0.0%

13
3

30.8%
20.0%

0.0%
0.0%

71
108

63.4%
26.9%

1.4%
0.0%

South
Coast

Busan Cases
Amount 

165
101

64.8%
59.4%

1.2%
0.2%

182
75

68.1%
69.3%

4.9%
1.3%

481
658

50.1%
35.6%

3.7%
0.6%

Ulsan Cases
Amount 

25
31

84.0%
93.5%

0.0%
0.0%

25
12

48.0%
16.7%

4.0%
0.3%

92
48

55.4%
27.1%

2.2%
2.1%

Gyeong-nam Cases
Amount 

83
130

65.1%
44.6%

0.0%
0.0%

118
63

73.7%
39.7%

0.8%
0.0%

394
831

63.7%
47.2%

1.3%
0.1%

PYSR total Cases
Amount

993
2 068

57.9%
23.5%

1.2%
1.9%

1 446
2 547

51.2%
14.7%

3.7%
1.2%

4 762
7 754

54.1%
30.9%

2.6%
1.2%

KOREA total Cases
Amount

2 577
5 408

49.3%
23.3%

1.8%
1.9%

4 007
6 242

34.8%
16.1%

5.9%
2.3%

10 492
19 616

44.6%
23.1%

3.7%
1.5%

Notes: 1 number of cases of reported investments; 2 usd 1 million; 3 % of total investment cases, 
4 % of total investment amounts

Source: oecd calculations using data from korea export-import bank database 
(www.koreaexim.go.kr).
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and that of guangzhou at prd was usd 11 696. recently, however, Tianjin 
has been rapidly catching up with those cities, driven by strong support from 
the central government and its geographical closeness to beijing and the 
neighbouring countries of korea and Japan. in particular, the binhai new 
area project, ratified by the state council in 2006 after a decade of con-
struction, gives Tianjin great impetus for upgrading its economic structure 
and amplifying its growth potential. as one of china’s prominent special 
economic Zones (seZs), the binhai new area is comparable to shanghai’s 
pudong area and is rapidly emerging as a new growth engine in the beijing-
Tianjin-hebei area (known as Jingjinji). Tianjin is also distinguished by its 
modernised international port, the largest in the bohai rim by capacity and 
the second largest for container volume. in 2007 it handled 7 million Teu,24 
which was an almost 10-fold increase over 1995 (702 Teu).

dalian (population of 5.7 million) is major industrial city in northern 
china. as the second largest city in liaoning province, dalian is serving 
as an important industrial centre for petroleum refining, general machinery, 
electronics and textiles. dalian showed more than 10% annual grdp growth 
rate since the 1980s and the biggest grdp per capita (at usd 6 424 in 2006) 
of the bohai rim’s four port cities. of recent, dalian is gradually transform-
ing into a service-oriented economy. in 1978, its tertiary industry composi-
tion ratio was only 18%, but this rapidly increased to 45.2% in 2006, while 
the contribution of secondary industries to gdp substantially decreased, 
from 65.8% to 46.3%. within the dalian’s service sector, tourism is one of the 
most rapidly growing industries and has been strongly supported by dalian’s 
local authority. of notable is that the composition of Japanese and korean 
firms in dalian economy is overwhelming. as of 2008, the total amount 
of Japanese (usd 8.6 billion) and korean (usd 2.5 billion) investment in 
dalian jointly constituted 78.6% of the city’s inbound fdi. like other port 
cities in the bohai rim, dalian has well-developed port infrastructure. The 
port’s cargo handling volume has been expanded 12 times between 1995 and 
2007. it mainly serves the three northeast provinces of china (liaoning, Jilin 
and heilongjiang), but also connects to inner Mongolia, where 120 million 
people live. dalian is also the origin of the dalian-harbin railway and dalian-
shenyang highway, which constitute the backbone of the transport system in 
northern china.

Qingdao (population 7.5 million) is a key port in shandong province 
and occupies a crucial position in the economic development of the bohai 
rim area. with its excellent connections to china’s trunk rail line, its geo-
graphical proximity to korea and Japan, and abundant cheap labour force and 
natural resources, Qingdao has been favoured by many korean and Japanese 
firms for relocating their manufacturing bases since the 1980s. in fact, for-
eign direct investment from korea and Japan has been a driving force of 
Qingdao’s open economy. by the end of 2003, cumulative korean investment 
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accounted for 45% of the total fdi in Qingdao, reaching usd 1.8 billion. 
Japan was the third largest foreign investor that same year. with its strong 
industrial base in textiles and other light industries, Qingdao has enjoyed 
a double-digit economic growth rate for the past two decades. its gdp per 
capita in 2006 was usd 5 503. Thanks to recent massive investment in its 
port facilities, Qingdao is well positioned to act as a hub port for the bohai 
rim. its container handling volume expanded more than 15 times in the last 
decade (from 0.6 million Teu in 1995 to 9.5 million Teu in 2007), making 
it one of the top ten ports worldwide in 2007 in terms of container handling 
volume. of all the ports in china, Qingdao is the nearest to south korea. The 
distance between Qingdao and incheon is less than 200km, which is almost 
one-third of the flying distance (552 km) between Qingdao and beijing.

Yantai (population of 6.5 million) is the second largest industrial city in 
shandong province after Qingdao (adjacent to Yantai). with the establish-
ment of two sub-national level seZs, Yantai is emerging as key manufactur-
ing base in the bohai rim, in particular for its pillar industries including 
automobiles, shipbuilding and food processing. Yantai has also shown a 
strong presence in china’s tourism industry, based on many favourable fac-
tors such as its fair weather and natural sightseeing attractions. however, 
Yantai’s primary industry still constitutes a substantially bigger share of 
its gdp. in 2006, its share was almost 10%, the largest percentage of the 
bohai rim’s four port cities. in addition, there is a clear disparity in terms of 
economic development between Yantai and the other key cities in the bohai 
rim which belong to Jingjinji line (or beijing-Tianjin-hebei). in 2006, Yantai 
had the lowest level of trade volume (usd 15 billion) and gdp per capita 
(usd 4 622) amongst four port cities in the bohai rim.

1.3.2 Port cities in Japanese Kyushu
Fukuoka city is Japan’s gateway to east asia. it has long been kyushu’s 

regional headquarters, both politically and economically. This city has the 
biggest population (1.3 million in 2007) and gdp per capita (usd 40 684 in 
2006) in kyushu and, combined with the neighbouring city of kitakyushu, 
forms the fourth largest metropolitan city in Japan after Tokyo, osaka and 
nagoya. Traditionally, fukuoka city has had extensive trans-border networks 
with china, korea and other east asian countries. indeed, the expansion 
of economic exchange with asian countries, in particular with china, has 
helped fukuoka to maintain steady growth, even during the Japanese econ-
omy recession of the 1990s. as well as its favourable geographical location 
for trans-border trade, the city of fukuoka has two other distinct advantages: 
its successful transition to a soft economy and the provision of superior 
infrastructure (kim w-b, 2000). fukuoka city has re-aligned its economic 
basis toward high-tech assembly and processing industries. The growth of 
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icT has been remarkable in fukuoka city since the 1990s. The city also 
has well established hard infrastructure. it hosts Japan’s largest passenger 
port – hakata. it also operates 22 direct international flight routes to east 
asia. among these routes, seven flights head directly to cities in the pYsr: 
beijing, dalian, Qingdao and shenyang in china and seoul, busan and Jeju 
in korea.

kitakyushu city, another gateway between west Japan and east asia, 
has historically played an important role in the modernisation of the Japanese 
economy, serving as a production base for key Japanese heavy industries 
such as steel and chemicals. The mainstay of kitakyushu city remains heavy 
industries, although high-end industries such as semiconductors have been 
slowly growing thanks to recent industrial restructuring efforts. in 2006, 
secondary industry’s contribution to kitakyushu’s grdp was 24.2%, more 
than double that of fukuoka city (11.6%). The growth of the environmental 
industry in kitakyushu city is quite notable. Taking advantage of knowledge 
gained while struggling with serious pollution problems caused by dense 
manufacturing activities in the 1970s, the city is making remarkable progress 
in developing a recycling industry. The logistics industry is another backbone 
of kitakyushu’s economy. kitakyushu port is a key trading port between 
Japan and other asian countries. in order to retain this position, kitakyushu 
city has recently conducted large-scale infrastructure investments, including 
opening kitakyushu airport in 2006 and hibiki container terminal in 2005.25 
owing to this investment, the port’s cargo volume increased significantly 
from 93 million tonnes in 2005 to 114 million tonnes in 2007 – an annual 
growth rate of 7.3%. kitakyushu city had a population of 1 million and a 
grdp per capita of usd 29 894 in 2006.

shimonoseki city, at the south-western tip of Yamaguchi prefecture in 
chugoku region, is well-known as a fishing port in Japan. shimonoseki city 
was merged with four neighbouring towns in 2005 to form the new city of 
shimonoseki and was subsequently designated as a core city.26 This merger 
has helped shimonoseki to become a leading city for agricultural and fish-
ing industries in the prefecture. shimonoseki port is a key port for freight 
distribution in western Japan, principally linking to northeast countries by 
virtue of its geographical proximity. in 2006, 75.7% of the containers depart-
ing from shimonoseki port went to korea, and 44.5% of containers arriving 
at the port also came from korea. china received 8.6% of the port’s export 
cargo volume and contributed 29.9% of its import cargo the same year. in 
2006, shimonoseki had the smallest population (289 000 in 2006) and the 
lowest gdp per capita (usd 21 425 in 2006) of kyushu’s three port cities.
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1.3.3 Port cities in the Korean PYSR
Busan is korea’s largest trading port and second largest metropolitan 

city after seoul. it had a population of 3.6 million and a gdp per capita of 
usd 14 340 in 2006. it drove the export-oriented korean economy in the 
1970s and 1980s. however, busan’s contribution to the national economy 
has been shrinking since the 1990s. its share of national gdp was 7.2% in 
1985, but this dropped to 6.7% in 1995 and 5.4% in 2005. in the face of this 
weakening economic growth and rising pressure from domestic and over-
seas, busan is currently restructuring its economy from labour-intensive 
manufacturing to knowledge-intensive services. busan has made significant 
achievements in developing its logistics industry, taking advantage of its 
strategic location to efficiently connect nearby cities in Japan and china. 
busan port was ranked fifth largest globally in terms of container handling 
volume for six consecutive years from 2003 to 2008, increasing its cargo 
handling volume three times from 4 million to 13 million Teu between 
1995 and 2008. busan airport also handles 18 direct international flights, of 
which three destinations are in the pYsr: beijing and Qingdao of china and 
fukuoka of Japan. busan has also hosted several international events, such 
as the asian games in 2002 and the apec summit in 2005, to improve its 
status as a convention city.

Incheon, the second largest trading port in korea after busan, was open 
to western countries in 1882, and has since become a key port city in korea. 
incheon has favourable location to be a logistic hub. it borders seoul, the 
capital of korea, and gyeonggi province, korea’s largest manufacturing 
base. it is also within only 40 minutes distance by plane of Yantai in china’s 
shandong province.27 incheon has invested massively in transportation 
infrastructure, including opening incheon international airport in 2001. 
This airport was ranked fourth and eleventh globally in cargo and passenger 
volume in 2008 and 2007 respectively and has won the world’s best airport 
award for four consecutive years (2006-2009). owing principally to the rapid 
growth of its logistics industry, incheon’s gdp increased at an annual rate of 
5.6% between 2000 and 2006. its population also expanded from 1 million 
in 1979 to 2.6 million in 2006. in terms of grdp composition by industries, 
incheon has experienced a structural change. The share of secondary indus-
try substantially decreased from 56.8% to 43% between 1995 and 2006, while 
that of tertiary industry increased from 41.5% to 56.1% over the same period.

Ulsan, home to korea’s heavy industries, has been contributing signifi-
cantly to the country’s economic success since the 1970s. ulsan produced 
1.6 million automobiles in 2007, or 40% of all automobile production in 
korea. for a single city, it has the largest automobiles production outputs in 
the world. ulsan is also well known for its shipbuilding industry. The total 
volume of shipbuilding orders in ulsan in 2007 was 411 compensated gross 
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tonnes (cgT), which is 34% of all domestic ship-building volume and 12% 
of global volume. attributed to the strong presence of these industries, ulsan 
has a remarkably high grdp per capita (usd 40 684 in 2006), the highest 
of the country’s 13 provincial governments. however, the over-concentration 
of heavy industry has caused several problems for ulsan, including envi-
ronmental concerns and a monolithic regional economy structure. in 2006, 
secondary industry contributed almost 75% of ulsan’s gdp, while tertiary 
industry contributed 19.5%. against this backdrop, in early 2008, ulsan city 
government presented The Basic Plan for the City’s Global Development in 
order to set various strategies for becoming an “advanced industry promotion 
city”.

1.4 trans-border co-operation: a conceptual framework

previous oecd territorial reviews of trans-border cases (oecd, 2003a; 
oecd, 2003b) and the experiences of european and north american trans-
border co-operation have revealed certain common preconditions for building 
integrated regions across borders. The pYsr can draw lessons from these 
(see annex a for more):

• a shared common vision is a principal precondition for any trans-
border co-operation. unless all stakeholders share a common sense of 
destiny, their collaboration tends to lose direction and can be highly 
fragile. in both europe and north america, most cases of successful 
trans-border co-operation started with a shared common identity.

• economic exchange, integrated physical infrastructure and a socio-
cultural network are the three principal pillars of a well-integrated 
trans-border region. economic exchange is often driven by private 
interest taking advantage of the complementarities of each different 
economy and is frequently the catalyst for forging trans-border com-
munities. physical infrastructure can intensify co-operation: trans-
portation and telecommunication enable the efficient flow of goods, 
people and ideas. social and cultural networking is also crucial for 
developing co-operative relationships. The exchange of human capi-
tal helps to build mutual trust and link research institutions to gener-
ate a new knowledge pool. other than those three pillars, recently 
environmental collaboration is emerging as another important pillar 
to promote integrated trans-border region. 

• Trans-border co-operation needs to be established on good govern-
ance system. institutionalising vertical and horizontal governance 
structures ensures stable and effective co-operation. in particular, 
while co-operation is being built, the active engagement of supra-
national organisation and/or national government is indispensable. 
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in europe, financial support from the eu has been pivotal for facili-
tating trans-border co-operation. in north america, strong backing 
from the state government was also a key for the emergence of a 
trans-border region. 

in sum, appropriate development of trans-border co-operation needs 
to be founded on good governance led strongly by central government and 
to be underpinned by the three pillars of co-operation (i.e. economy, infra-
structure and socio-culture), all under the “roof” of a shared common vision 
(figure 1.2). in chapter 2 we analyse the principal pillars which fortify 
trans-border co-operation in the pYsr. finally, in chapter 3 we review a 
governance structure in the pYsr as a common platform for aligning these 
co-operation sectors harmoniously.

figure 1.2. A conceptual framework of a fully integrated trans-border region

Source: oecd
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notes

1. The southern china growth Triangle (scgT) is composed of hong kong, 
guangdong and fujian of china and chinese Taipei.

2. The siJori is composed of singapore, Johor in Malaysia and riau in indonesia.

3. The national share of inbound fdi of china from korea and Japan was 7.3% and 
6.1% in 2006, respectively (national bureau of statistics of china, 2008).

4. for example, kyushu economy international (kei), see www.kyushu-kei.org/
kankokai/about.html.

5. according to this definition, korea’s east coast area is also included in the pYsr.

6. The prd consists of guangdong province, shenzhen city and hong kong.

7. The Yrd consists of shanghai city, Jiangsu province and Zhejiang provinces.

8. The bohai rim normally includes beijing city but we excludes it because, unlike 
other target cities of this paper, beijing is a capital city (rather than a second-tier 
city) and has not its own port.

9. The oeaed changed its name in 2004 from the east asian city conference, 
which was founded in 1991 with six member port cities (dalian, Qingdao, 
kitakyushu, shimonoseki, incheon and busan).

10. for instance, according to kim w-b (2000), in 1998, chinese pYsr accounted 
for 78% (84% in 2006) of the pYsr’s total population, but produced only 22% 
(39.8% in 2006) of its gdp. however, please note that the geographical defini-
tions in his research differ slightly from this paper.

11. The Ming and Qing dynasty in china, Tokugawa bakufu in Japan and chosun 
dynasty in korea.

12. chen (2005) asserts that, even after the 1400s, the trans-border sub-region had 
been active through the china-centric tributary system and the geographic struc-
ture of maritime asia.

13. Mne is generally defined as a corporation that manages production or delivers 
services in more than one country. it is also called as Multi-national corporation 
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(Mnc). according to uncTad (2006), there were 77 000 Mnes and 770 000 
subsidiary companies as of 2005.

14. in the same year, the eu 15 countries had an average unemployment rate of 7.8%.

15. The share of foreign residents in spain, germany and uk represented 10.3%, 
8.2% and 5.8% respectively in 2006 (oecd, 2008c).

16. The figures for the other oeaed cities are: dalian 0.3%, Qingdao 1.3%, Yantai 
0.2%, kitakyushu 1.1%, shimonoseki 1.3%, incheon 0.5% and ulsan 0.4%. all 
data are from oecd computation based on official websites of national bureau 
of statistics of china (www.stats.gov.cn/english), Japan statistics bureau 
(www.stat.go.jp/english/) and korea national statistical office (www.stat.go.jp/
english/).

17. kyushu’s grdp in 2005 was JpY 4.7 trillion, exceeding the gdps of both 
belgium (usd 392 billion) and switzerland (usd 374 billion) in 2006.

18. in order to be a “designated city”, cities need to have more than 500 000 people. 
once designated, many of the functions which were normally performed by the 
prefectural governments, such as public education, social welfare, sanitation, 
business licensing and urban planning, are delegated to the designated cities to 
administer themselves.

19. The largest province in terms of trade volume in china in 2006 was guangdong 
province (usd 500 billion) in the pearl river delta (prd) area.

20. The second largest trading country of shandong, hebei and Tianjin in 2008 was 
us, representing 12.6%, 9.4% and 14.5% of total trading volume of respective 
provinces.

21. when the three Yrd provinces are included, this share rises to more than 70%.

22. even for import values in the same year, fukuoka prefecture was top (39%), fol-
lowed by kagoshima (29%) and oita (21%) prefectures.

23. oecd collected most of the information in this section using official websites, 
statistical yearbooks, city pamphlets and other information notes of each city. 
some data in this section is based on kim w-b (2008).

24. The Teu (Twenty-foot equivalent unit) is a measurement unit corresponding to 
the volume of a 20-foot long intermodal container.

25. according to kitakyushu city, both airport and seaport could operate 24 hours 
a day to provide a consistent and convenient logistics service to businesses.

26. a core city differs from a designated city in that not as many functions are 
delegated from the prefectural government. in order to become a core city, its 
population must exceed 300 000.

27. The flying distance between incheon-Yantai is 450 km.
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Chapter 2 
 

towards deepening trans-border co-operation 
in the Pan Yellow sea Region

as we described in the previous chapter, regional integration in the pYsr 
has been primarily driven by business sectors taking advantage of economic 
complementarities across borders, combined with the favourable waves of 
decentralisation and globalisation since the 1990s. following this economic 
integration, many other sectors in the pYsr have also built extensive inter-
regional networks. one notable case is the transportation network. having 
benefited from their world-class port facilities, many cities in the pYsr 
have actively constructed dense port linkages to be the backbone of regional 
integration. another example is the socio-cultural network, inspired by his-
toric ties and intensified further by the increasing movement of people and 
goods across borders. especially among the younger generation in the pYsr, 
cultural exchanges are sharply growing. The environmental co-operation net-
work has also had substantial outcomes. Many dialogue channels are being 
created and several projects to address common environmental concerns in 
the pYsr have been launched. against this background and a conceptual 
framework developed in section 1.4, in this chapter we first analyse the 
pYsr’s production network (section 2.1), then move on to the transportation 
network (section 2.2) and the socio-cultural network (section 2.3). finally in 
section 2.4 we discuss environmental co-operation.

2.1 evolving production networks in the PYsR

since the 1990s, the pYsr has achieved outstanding economic growth, 
attributed principally to vigorous manufacturing activities in the region. Total 
manufacturing outputs for the three pYsr countries in 2007 were 29.1% of the 
global share, up from 19.8% in 1990. on top of this quantitative expansion, the 
manufacturing sector in the pYsr has also undergone an unprecedented quali-
tative change in its trans-border production network structure. prior to the 
1990s, trade in the pYsr was clearly dominated by a typical north-south trade 
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pattern (ando, 2006), referred to as “inter-industry trade”. within the pYsr, 
china exported natural resources-based and labour-intensive final products, 
while Japan and korea exported a wide range of capital-intensive final goods 
which varied in their technology level. This simple exchange of final products 
among different industries didn’t necessarily require the establishment of a 
complicated trans-border production network in the pYsr. however, since the 
early 1990s, production processes in the region have been swiftly fragmenting. 
in order to minimise total production costs, vertically-integrated manufactur-
ing nodes for commodities within the same industry are being divided into 
ever smaller processes and then relocated across borders, with each country 
in the pYsr specialising in a particular stage of the production sequence. 
This fragmentation has brought a drastic increase in the trade of parts, linking 
production back and forth across borders. hence, intra-industry, rather than 
inter-industry, trade has become more important.

More recently, the pYsr’s trans-border production network has advanced 
further. as the technology catch-up of china to korea, as well as that of 
korea to Japan, is rapidly progressing, the horizontal division of labour in 
the pYsr is growing fast, although the vertical production network is still 
widespread. The share of high-tech products in total intra-regional export 
has sharply increased since the start of the 2000s (bang, 2008c). in addition, 
an increasing number of Japanese and korean Multi-national corporations 
(Mnes) investing in china are seeking upstream functions such as r&d. 
This differs from the previous concentration on downstream functions in 
china such as simple assembly. according to greenaway et al. (1995), this 
could imply that the pYsr production network is gradually shifting from 
vertical to horizontal one as goods within the same industry are increasingly 
differentiated by attributes rather than quality or technology.

This section begins with an overview of manufacturing outputs in the 
pYsr (section 2.1.1). we then present the theoretical background of multi-
national production networks (section 2.1.2) and describe patterns of trans-
border trade and investment in the pYsr (section 2.1.3). This is followed by 
analysis of trade structures changes in the pYsr to see the development of 
more horizontal production network in this region (section 2.1.4). we lastly 
review two case studies of the automobile industry to explore the dynamics 
of a real production network in the pYsr (section 2.1.5). our analysis in this 
sub-chapter tries to include sub-national statistics, but due to limited data 
availability, state-level data are mostly used. 

2.1.1 Expansion of manufacturing outputs in the PYSR: an overview
Manufacturing in the pYsr has significantly expanded over the last two 

decades. The total global share in real gdp of all the industries of the three 
pYsr countries (i.e. china, Japan and korea: hereafter define these three 
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countries constitute northeast asia) notably increased, from 13.9% to 17.8% 
between 1980 and 2005, while it stagnated in the north american free Trade 
agreement (nafTa) and even declined in the eu over the same period 
(Table 2.1). This gdp growth in the pYsr countries is closely linked to the 
region’s dramatic increase in manufacturing outputs. The aggregate global 
share of manufacturing outputs in the three pYsr countries rose from 19.8% 
to 29.1% between 1990 and 2007, far outstripping that of the us in 2007 
(22.1%). in particular, china’s achievement is remarkable. china’s global 
share sharply increased from 2.8% to 13.9% over the same period to make 
it the world’s second largest manufacturer after the us in 2007 (Table 2.2). 
korea has also expanded its global manufacturing share considerably, grow-
ing 7.5% per annum from 2000 to 2007, to become the ninth largest global 
manufacturer in 2007. for Japan, although its manufacturing output growth 
rate has recently been modest (1.8% annually between 2000 and 2007), it 
still contributed 12.5% to the global share and was the world’s third biggest 
manufacturer in 2007.

Table 2.2. global manufacturing output, 1990-2007
billion usd (1990 constant prices)

1990 1995 2000 2005 2006 2007

Annual 
growth rate
(2000-2007)

China 143 (2.8%)1 323 525 881 969 1084 (13.9%) 15.2%
Japan 804 (15.7%) 817 867 923 987 977 (12.5%) 1.8%
Korea 65 (1.3%) 95 140 193 210 214 (2.7%) 7.5%
Sub-total 1 012 (19.8%) 1 235 1 532 1 997 2 166 2 275 (29.1%) 6.9%
US 1 041 (20.3%) 1 212 1 516 1 651 1 663 1 724 (22.1%) 2.0%
Germany 438 (8.6%) 419 467 492 521 525 (6.7%) 1.8%

Note: 1percentages are for global share of manufacturing

Source: oecd calculations using data from unsTaTs (http://unstats.un.org/unsd/snaama/dnllist.asp)

Table 2.1. Percentage global share in real gdP, 1980-2005
%, real dollar bases (1990 constant prices)

NAFTA EU Northeast Asia China Japan Korea
1980 33.4% 28.9 13.9 1.0 12.2 0.7
2005 34.6% 24.8 17.8 5.4 10.5 1.9

Source: world bank (2009)
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The three pYsr countries have demonstrated a particularly strong 
presence in the following four manufacturing sectors: shipbuilding, auto-
mobiles, electronics and steel production. Most notably, these three coun-
tries jointly produced 85.2% of the world’s ships in 2007, aggressively 
expanding the region’s global share by nearly 13 percentage points within 
a decade (Table 2.3). in terms of a new order basis, korea, china and Japan 
respectively produced 32.8, 31.3 and 10 million cgT1 in 2007, accounting 
for 37.7%, 36% and 11.5% of global share. This ranked them as the first, 
second and third biggest shipbuilders worldwide correspondingly in 2007. 
for automobiles, the total global share of the three pYsr countries reached 
33.6% in 2007. Japan became the world’s largest auto manufacturer in 2006 
by producing 11.4 million units, overtaking the us. for the same year, china 
and korea produced respectively 8.8 and 4 million automobiles, making 
them respectively the third and fifth largest car manufacturers. in the case 
of electronics, the global share of the three pYsr countries also increased 
considerably, from 32.4% to 41.6%, between 1995 and 2007. in particular, 
china’s global share in electronic products rose ten times over that period, 
and the country was producing more than one-fifth of the world’s electron-
ics in 2007. The global steel industry is also dominated by the three pYsr 
countries in terms of production volume. in 2005, almost one out of two steel 
products worldwide was manufactured by these three countries. china also 
cut a conspicuous figure in this industry, doubling its global share from 15% 
to 31% within only a half decade in the 2000s.

Table 2.3. the PYsR’s percentage global share of major manufacturing items, 
1995-2007

% share of global production

Shipbuilding1 Automobiles2 Electronics3 Steel production4

1997 2000 2007 1995 2000 2007 1995 2000 2007 1995 2000 2005
China 4.0% 6.7 36.0 3.0 3.5 12.1 2.7 5.9 22.7 12.7 15.0 31.0
Japan 42.1% 25.7 11.5 20.7 17.4 15.9 25.5 19.3 11.8 13.5 12.6 9.8
Korea 37.6% 36.2 37.7 5.3 5.3 5.6 4.2 5.6 7.1 4.9 5.7 6.4
Sub-total 72.3% 68.6 85.2 28.9 26.3 33.6 32.4 30.8 41.6 34.6 36.2 49.4

Note: order basis for shipbuilding figures.

Sources: oecd calculations using data from the following: (1) shipbuilding; lloyd’s register-fairplay 
(2008), World Shipbuilding Statistics, december 2008; (2) automobiles; international organisation 
of Motor Vehicle manufacturers (oica), automobile production statistics, each year, http://oica.
net/category/production-statistics; (3) electronics; reed electronics research (2008), Consumer 
electronics in Asia-Pacific; (4) steel production; world steel association (wsa), Steel statistics 
archive, www.worldsteel.org/?action=stats_search.
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Sub-national level
This national pattern of expanding manufacturing outputs in the pYsr 

is also well reflected at the sub-national level. Most provinces in the pYsr 
have seen remarkable growth in their manufacturing sectors since the 1990s, 
showing similar industrial specialisation at the state level.

The chinese bohai rim is distinguished for electronics, steel and auto-
mobiles (kim k-s et al., 2008). both hebei and liaoning provinces are the 
centres of china’s steel production, accounting for 17.9% and 8.2% respec-
tively of the country’s total rolled steel production in 2006. Tianjin city has 
been developed as china’s major manufacturing base for high-tech informa-
tion and computer technology (icT) products. in 2006, it produced more 
than 6 million mobile phones, accounting for 21% of all china’s production. 
Meanwhile, shandong province is well known in china for producing white 
home electronic appliances. in 2006, it produced 30.4% of china’s refrigera-
tors and 12.6% of its televisions. of interest is that these four provinces in the 
chinese bohai rim have all served as key manufacturing centres for auto-
mobiles. indeed, in 2006, four provinces in the bohai rim together produced 
1.4 million cars, or nearly one-fifth of china’s total car production (Table 2.4).

Japan’s kyushu region, which has a relatively large share of primary 
industry (2.5% of its grdp) compared to the national average (1.2%), did not 
have a thriving manufacturing sector until recently, when kyushu’s national 
share in manufacturing has expanded substantially. in terms of export ship-
ment value, it increased from 6% in 1985 to 6.9% in 2006 (kyushu economic 
research center, 2008). The food industry still takes the largest share in 
kyushu (12.3% of shipment value in 2006), but has exhibited a negative 
annual growth rate since 2000 (Table 2.5). in the meantime, the electronics 

Table 2.4. the Bohai Rim’s national share in key manufacturing products, 2006

Province Production items (production volume, national share)
Liaoning White iron (37 million tonnes, 9.2%), Rolled steel (38 million tonnes, 8.2%), Crude oil (13 million 

tonnes, 7.2%), Automobiles (280 000, 3.8%), Cement (32 million tonnes, 2.7%) 
Hebei Steel (90 million tonnes, 21.5%), Pig iron (82 million tonnes, 20.4%), Rolled steel (84 million tonnes, 

17.9%), Cement (84 million tonnes, 6.9%), Cloth (28 billion metres, 5.1%), Automobiles (260 000, 3.6%)
Tianjin Mobile phones (63 million, 21%), Computer monitors (6.9 million, 17%), Crude Oil (19 million tonnes, 

10.6%), Automobiles (410 000, 5.6%), Rolled steel (21 million tonnes, 4.5%)
Shandong` Refrigerators (10 million, 30.4%), Colour TVs (10 million, 12.6%), Crude oil (2,755, 15.3%), Air-

conditioners (5.5 million, 8.1%), Cement (165 million tonnes, 13.4%), Automobiles (490 000, 6.7%)

Source: kim k-s et al. (2008).
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and automobile industries, kyushu’s second and third largest industries 
respectively as of 2006, have shown dramatic growth. between 1985 and 
2006, the shipment value of electronics and transport machinery increased 
196% and 116%, showing that these two industries have played a leading role 
in transforming the region into a high-end industrial centre. in particular, 
kyushu’s transport machinery has shown outstanding expansion since 2000, 
recording an 11.7% annual increase in shipment value.

The korean pYsr has also seen significant progress in its manufacturing 
sector. of the eight coastal provinces (including provincial cities), gyeonggi 
province has taken an unrivalled position in manufacturing. in 2006, it 
produced 24.7% of national manufacturing outputs in terms of shipment 
value and accounted for 28.2% of manufacturing employees in korea. after 
gyeonggi, gyeong-nam province and ulsan city on the south coast have also 
contributed a large share of industrial outputs. They contributed 10.0% and 
11.4% of national manufacturing production in 2006 respectively (Table 2.6). 
in the cases of individual industries, gyeonggi province produced 72.9% of 
korea’s computers (and computer-related) products in 2006. ulsan manufac-
tured 52.3% of the country’s petroleum products, while gyeong-nam pro-
duced 47.8% of transport equipment (except automobiles) in that same year. 
gyeonggi and ulsan jointly produced 2 million automobiles, representing 
53.8% of national production in 2006. notably, electronics (including comput-
ers) and transport equipment (including automobiles) were ranked as korea’s 
top two export commodity sectors in 2008, representing 23.3% and 11.5% of 
korea’s total export value in that year, respectively.2

Table 2.5. Pattern of shipment value of fifth-largest industries of kyushu, 1985-2006
(shipment value, billion JpY)

1985 1995 2000 2006
National share 

(2006)
Increases
(2006/1985)

Annual 
increase 

(2000-2006)
Food 3 216 3 941 3 993 3 953 12.3% 22.9% -0.2%
Electronics 1 727 3 306 4 044 3 742 7.3% 116.7% -1.2%
Transport machinery 1 235 2 042 2 153 3 660 6.1% 196.4% 11.7%
General machinery 1 148 1 474 1 785 1 696 5.1% 47.7% -0.8%
Chemicals 1 267 1 275 1 179 1 463 5.6% 15.5% 4.0%

Source: oecd calculations using data from MeTi kyushu bureau (2007) and kyushu economic 
research center (2008).
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2.1.2 Trans-border manufacturing networks: theoretical background
according to traditional trade theories, international trade is principally 

triggered by differences in factor endowment between countries, leading to 
different countries specialising in different industries. Thus, the international 
division of labour is engaged in the exchange of varieties of end-products 
subject to different industries (sven and kierzkowski, 2001). This pattern 
of trade is called inter-industry trade (or one-way trade). in reality, however, 
international trade frequently occurs between countries with similar factor 
endowments for different features of a given commodity within the same 
industry – known as intra-industry trade (iiT; greenaway et al., 1995). 
in fact, 57% of us trade in 1996 took place within the same industry and 
more than 60% of european trade in the same year was also intra-industry3 
(ruffin, 1999). a notable feature of iiT is that, among total trade volume 
within the same industry, parts and components rather than final products 
have increasingly taken a large share, revealing a strong tendency for intra-
industry manufacturing specialisation.

Table 2.6. Percentage share of korea’s coastal provinces in 
national manufacturing production, 2006

Manufacturing overall

Major industries (national share, in terms of shipments value)
Share of 
employee

Shipments 
value

Incheon 7.5% 5.6% Machinery (12.0%), Metals (10.6%), Motors (4.7%), Electrics (6.6%), Petroleum 
products (5.6%)

Gyeonggi 28.2% 24.7% Computers (72.9%), ICT (33.3%), Chemicals (18.9%), Metals (30.7%), 
Machinery (25.4%), Motors (26.9%) 

Chung-nam 5.0% 7.9% Petroleum (12.1%), Chemicals (11.4%), Non-metallic (8.7%), ICT (9.6%), 
Optical instruments (7.0%) 

Jeon-buk 2.6% 2.6% Motors (5.9%), Textiles (2.9%), Chemicals (4.6%), Non-metallic (5.8%), Metals 
(1.7%)

Jeon-nam 2.6% 6.0% Petroleum (28.4%), Chemicals (21.6%), Non-metallic (7.6%), Metals (14.8%), 
Transport equip (5.9%)

Busan 6.6% 3.6% Leather (19.9%), Apparel (6.9%), Metals (7.8%), Machinery (5.2%), Electrics 
(3.6%)

Ulsan 4.3% 11.4% Petroleum products (52.3%), Transport equip (38.2%), Motors (28.8%), 
Chemical (20.9%), Metal (9.2%)

Gyeong-nam 10.3% 10.0% Transport equip. (47.8%), Machinery (28.5%), Metals (16.3%), Electrics 
(10.1%), ICT (6.8%), Optical instruments (9.6%)

Source: oecd calculations using data from kim k-s et al. (2008), korea national statistical office 
(knso) (2008a) and knso (2008b).
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intra-industry specialisation can take place where the various phases of a 
production process are physically amenable to fragmentation. This specialisa-
tion process can increase the gains from trade by better exploiting economies 
of scales as intra-industry trade leads countries to concentrate on a limited 
number of products within a given industry. in general, however, fragmen-
tation process may undermine certain areas, such as communication and 
co-ordination among separated production bases in a given product process. 
Thus, in the past, spatial separation of manufacturing bases was not common 
and hence stayed within national boundaries. but thanks to rapid advances 
in transportation and telecommunication technologies, as well as the drastic 
removal of trade regulatory barriers, the geographical distance between pro-
duction bases has been losing its significance.

within these settings, Mnes have emerged as the main driving force 
in extending fragmentation processes across borders since the mid-1980s 
(fukao et al., 2003). Taking advantage of favourable global trade environ-
ments, Mnes have cut their previously internalised activities into thin slices 
and are placing them wherever production costs are lowest, regardless of 
national boundaries. in this splitting of a product process, Mnes continue 
to engage in high-value manufacturing activities, whereas they are increas-
ingly compelled to outsource a large portion of their simple manufacturing 
functions from independent manufacturers overseas (Yeung, 2006). This 
fragmented production process unsurprisingly leads to increasing trade in 
parts across borders. Mnes pull together parts and components from their 
globally scattered production bases to produce the final goods. They transact 
parts back and forth with their affiliates operating overseas. attributed to this 
increasing intra-firm as well as arm’s-length transaction, global parts trade 
has been on the sharp rise in recent decades (ando and fukunari, 2003). 
according to bang (2008c), the volume of global parts trade increased at an 
average annual rate of 11.9% between 1992 and 2006.

while this evaluation of intra-industry trade has been a key development 
in international trade theory, recently a great deal of theoretical effort has 
been focused on another important area: distinguishing intra-industry trade 
by vertical and horizontal product differentiation. horizontal intra-industry 
trade (hiiT) involves different varieties of similar quality but differentiated 
attributes, whereas vertical intra-industry trade (ViiT)4 involves different 
varieties of different quality5 (greenaway et al., 1994). Vertical iiT occurs 
when two countries with different income distributions have different factor 
endowments in the homogeneous product or industry. Trade in the automo-
bile industry between the western european countries and the transition 
economies of the eastern european countries, such as czech and slovak, 
is a good example of this vertical form of iiT.6 germany, a high-income 
country, exports high-quality products like engines, whereas slovak, a low-
income country, exports low-quality products like accessories. however, the 
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products from both countries belong to the same automobile industry. as 
such, differences in technology and income distribution are two key features 
of vertical iiT. on the other hand, in horizontal iiT products are differenti-
ated because of certain attributes, while individuals of each trading country 
consume products which are fundamentally the same in terms of quality, cost 
and even technology employed in their production. for instance, germany 
exports high-end cars to france but simultaneously imports same class cars 
from italy. in this context, vertical iiT would be more pronounced between 
developing and developed economies, whereas horizontal iiT could more 
appropriately explain intra-industry trade among developed economies, such 
as the members of the eu (fukao et al., 2003).

Flying geese model vs. leapfrogging model: theories for 
manufacturing networks in East Asia

until the 1980s, east asia’s trade structure was clearly dominated by typ-
ical inter-industry trade (ando, 2006). different sets of countries in east asia 
with different technology levels specialised in different products. countries 
at the bottom of the “quality ladder” exported labour and resource-intensive 
products, while countries at the top of the ladder, like Japan, exported capital-
intensive and technologically sophisticated products. under this production 
scheme, countries in east asia mostly traded final goods which were pro-
duced within each country. This pattern of production and trade in east asia 
fits well to the conventional trade theory of comparative advantage, implying 
that factor endowment differences largely determine the production location, 
as well as the trade flow.

in the 1970s, Japan had already relocated labour-intensive industries such 
as textiles to the lower-tier group of korea and chinese Taipei when it was 
advancing into higher technology sectors. within a decade, countries in the 
second-tier group were moving into electronics and automobiles as Japan 
relocated production bases of these industries overseas. at this point they 
conceded the leadership in the textiles industry to newcomers in southeast 
asia. as such, in the 1980s, east asia’s production network had exhibited 
a substantial hierarchy of technology, with competitiveness in previously 
established export sectors shifting from higher tech countries to lower tech 
ones, whilst higher tech countries acquired competitiveness in new product 
lines (uncTad, 1993). This catching-up processes of industrialization in 
east asia could be well explained by the “flying-geese model”.7 according to 
the model, industrial development in east asia is transmitted from the front 
goose of Japan to the second-tier geese of the newly-industrialising econo-
mies (nies),8 which in their turn lead the third-tier geese in east asia, such 
as the asean countries9 and china. as the less industrialized countries 
import goods from the developed country, the diffusion of new technologies 
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begins and their industrial capacities are strengthened. over time, the late-
comer economies produce import-substitution products and start to export 
consumer goods, while the leading country manufactures more sophisticated 
capital goods (kasahara, 2004)

Yet the validity of this flying-geese model has been substantially dimin-
ished since the 1990s. although some scholars, including kwan (2002),10 
argue that the industrial development of east asia is still in line with the 
flying-geese model, a growing number of scholars support the significant 
disruption of the conventional flying-geese pattern. Japan has been losing its 
energy to lead the remaining geese, after experiencing a “lost decade” in the 
1990s (furuoka, 2005), while countries in the second-tier group have been 
increasingly competing among themselves, as well as with Japanese firms, 
investing explosively in china and other asean countries thanks to their 
increased domestic capital accumulation (Yusuf, 2006). More importantly, 
as the front end of the flock of geese has become crowded together, the back 
of the flock has also become overcrowded mainly due to china’s entry into 
the global market (korkut, 2002). china’s global share of exports has far out-
stripped four asean countries since the 1990s even for the product groups 
that were the top 10 manufactured exports of those countries between 1988 
and 1990 (world bank, 1998).

The conventional division of labour in east asia implied by the flying-
geese model has been further disrupted in the 2000s. The technology catch-
up by the nies and china has rapidly progressed, not only in labour-intensive 
but also technology-intensive products. horizontal intra-industry trade is 
remarkably increasing in east asia, especially in northeast asia, although 
the majority of trade is still largely vertical iiT. indeed, both china and 
korea’s export structures are becoming similar to Japan’s, even for high-tech 
products (kim and lee, 2003; see also figure 2.5). in this context, east asia’s 
production and trade pattern can no longer be fully explained by a simple 
flying-geese model. in fact, the Japanese Ministry of economy, Trade and 
industry recognises that the complementary division of labour in east asia 
is giving way to a new pattern in which competition between countries is 
intensifying (MeTi, 2001). further on this, kim w-b et al. (2008) claims that 
northeast asia’s uni-polar flying-geese development path could eventually 
evolve into a multi-polar growth pattern, although this is unlikely to happen 
in the very near future. in line with this growing number of assertions, as the 
apec economic committee (2005) indicated, the applicability of the so-
called “leapfrogging” hypothesis to the current development path in east asia 
is notably increasing. according to this hypothesis (krugman et al., 1993), 
owing to occasional major changes in technology, some developing countries 
could skip the learning stages involving inferior technology and enter the 
market for advanced technologies directly. 
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2.1.3 Trans-border trade and investment in the PYSR

Intra-regional trade
china’s emergence in the 1990s has significantly intensified economic 

interdependency among the three countries of the pYsr. To make the most 
of complementary economy structures, hundreds of Japanese and korean 
firms have established production networks in china, actively seeking frag-
mentation of their manufacturing processes. This increase of fragmentation 
has resulted in a sharp rise in intra-industry trade across borders in the pYsr 
over the last two decades. china-korea trade volumes soared after diplomatic 
normalisation in 1992, while that of china and Japan also bounced back from 
1991 onwards, ending the decline of the 1980s. with these two axes of trade, 
the share of intra-regional trade in the pYsr countries’ total trade volume 
almost doubled from 12.7% to 23.9% between 1990 and 2005. although this 
share is still smaller than in nafTa (which was 43% in 2005) and the eu 
(58.2% in 2007), it is noteworthy that the pYsr’s level was reached without 
any type of economic bloc; the eu and nafTa achieved their level under the 
umbrella of formal economic blocs (figure 2.1).

figure 2.1. comparison of the percentage share of intra-regional trade in the PYsR, 
nAFtA and eU, 1990-2005*
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note: % of intra-regional trade (sum of exports and imports) in total global trade (left scale).

Sources: bang (2008a)
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another interesting feature for intra-regional trade in the pYsr is that 
china’s dependency on Japan and korea has continuously decreased since the 
1997 asian crisis, while both Japan and korea’s export dependency on china 
has sharply increased (bang, 2008b; see figure 2.2). Trade share of china in 
Japan and korea’s total trade volume expanded from 7.4% to 17.7% and 6.2% 
to 19.9% respectively between 1992 and 2007, while china’s intra-regional 
trade ratio fell from 26.5% to 18.2% during the same period (Table 2.7). 
This is mainly due to china’s sharp decline in intra-regional exports, from 
23.6% in 1995 to 13% in 2007. china’s reduced intra-regional dependency 
reflects the country’s unique role in the pYsr’s economy; while still import-
ing a larger share of capital and intermediary goods from Japan and korea, 
china is exporting more final products offshore, such as to the us and eu 
(box 2.1).

figure 2.2. changes in trade structure of the three PYsR countries 
between 1995 and 2007

Volume of intra-regional exports in 100 million usd, current price of each year

note: figures in parentheses mean total export volume of a certain country to its trading countries in 
the pYsr.

Source: oecd calculations based on data from the Trade statistics database of korea international 
Trade association (kiTa), http://stat.kita.net.
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Table 2.7. trade interdependency of the three PYsR countries, 1992-2007
% of total trade of each country with its trading partner

1992 1995 2000 2005 2007
China ßà Japan + Korea 18.2% 26.5% 24.8% 20.8% 18.2%

(only export basis) (16.5%) (23.6%) (21.2%) (15.6%) (13.0%)
Japan ßà China 5.1% 7.4% 10.0% 17.0% 17.7%
Korea ßà China 4.0% 6.2% 9.4% 18.4% 19.9%

Notes: The share of trade is the average of export and import share.

Source: oecd calculations using data from the Trade statistics database of kiTa.

box 2.1. the PYsR countries’ major trading partners, 1992-2007

The growing, but asymmetric, trade dependency among the three pYsr countries is also 
well reflected in the changes of each country’s trade partner rankings. for Japan, china was 
the second largest trading economy until 2006 but has become the most important one in 
2007, overtaking the us, whereas korea has remained in third place since the mid-1990s. 
for korea, china has been its most important trading partner since 2006, while Japan was 
its third largest trading country. in the case of china, however, the us was still its biggest 
trading country in 2007, leaving Japan and korea as the second and fourth largest trading 
partners, respectively.

Ranking
China Japan Korea

1992 1996 2007 1992 1996 2007 1992 1996 2007
1 HK Japan US US US China US US China
2 Japan US Japan Germany China US Japan Japan US
3 US HK HK CT Korea Korea HK China Japan
4 CT Korea Korea Korea CT CT Germany HK Saudi
5 Germany CT CT China Germany Australia China Germany Germany

Notes: in terms of total trade volume, cT: chinese Taipei, hk: hong kong.

Source: oecd calculations using data from the Trade statistics database of kiTa.
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Intra-regional investment
in general, trade and investment can interact in a mutually reinforcing 

way. investment can lead trade (e.g. investment results in new parts exports 
from the home country), or trade can contribute to investment (e.g. exports 
require new offices to be established overseas for import-related services). 
however, investment and trade can be also substitutes, as they are both ways 
of selling products to foreign customers (petri, 1994). Thus, the relationship 
between trade and investment can vary across countries and is too complex 
to draw clear conclusions (sakakibara and Yamakawa, 2003).

in the case of the three pYsr countries, the overall sign of intra-regional 
trade and intra-regional investment seems to be neutral. unlike intra-regional 
trade, intra-regional investment in the pYsr has remained static. while intra-
regional trade increased from 12.7% to 23.9% between 1990 and 2005, the 
share of intra-regional investment among total inbound and outbound invest-
ments of the three countries only slightly increased from 18.5% to 19.2% in 
the decade between 1993 and 2003 (figure 2.3). The pYsr’s share of intra-
regional investment in 2003 (19.2%) was less than half of the share within the 
eu (47.4%) and nafTa (45.1%) in the same year.

figure 2.3. Intra-regional investment ratios for the PYsR, nAFtA and the eU, 
1993-2003
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This relatively weak intra-regional fdi in the pYsr could be partially 
explained by the disproportionate fdi outflows among the three countries. 
while outbound fdi from Japan and korea is increasingly concentrating in 
china, fdi outflows from china to Japan and korea have remained stagnant 
(figure 2.4). between 1989 and 2004, china absorbed more than 80% of all 
intra-regional investment, while korea attracted 17.1% of intra-regional fdi 
and Japan only received 2.1%. another possible explanation for the lower 
intra-regional investment in the pYsr is the different economic development 
strategies of the three countries. Japan and korea have used indigenous capital 
to pursue their development. neither Japan nor korea was eager to absorb either 
global or intra-regional foreign direct investment until the early 1990s (oecd, 
2006b; oecd, 2007c). contrastingly, china has depended heavily on foreign 
direct investment to accelerate its industrialisation process (kim and lee, 2003; 
see box 2.2). in the meantime, despite the low intra-regional investment, the 
pYsr overall has enjoyed a sharp rise of fdi coming from beyond the region 
since the mid-1990s. while the global fdi stock grew 3.2 times from usd 1 950 
to 8 245 billion between 1990 and 2003, the total inbound fdi of the three pYsr 
countries from out of the region rose 16.9 times from usd 35 to 638 billion 
(uncTad, 2004).

figure 2.4. Intra-regional outward FdI in the PYsR, 2004
outbound fdi in billion usd

China:0.7 
(Outbound FDI to 
global 43.7) 
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Japan:39.2 
(Outbound FDI to 
global 816.6) 

Korea:13.0 
(Outbound FDI to 
global 55.0) 

note: Japan and korea’s figures are cumulative amounts for 1989-2004; china’s data is the cumulative 
amount up until 2004.
Source: oecd calculations using data from the Trade statistics database of kiTa.
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2.1.4 Structural changes to trans-border production networks in 
the PYSR

according to hurley (2003), between trading partners, the more similar 
the capital-labour intensity and technology level are, the more horizontal 
intra-industry trade will be. as noted in the previous sections, with the rapid 
economic development and technology catch-up of both china and korea, the 
division of labour in northeast asia has become increasingly horizontal and 
accordingly the importance of horizontal intra-industry trade has been on the 
rise. in this section, we will explore key evidence for these structural changes 
to production networks and trade patterns in the pYsr.

Expanding parts trade
one of the important features of production fragmentation is an increase 

of trade in parts and components at a rate exceeding that of trade in final 
goods (athukorala and Yamashita, 2006). as production processes for 
individual commodities are divided into ever smaller nodes, trade volume 
of intermediate inputs within the same industry rapidly increases across 
borders. reflecting an active fragmentation process worldwide since the 
1990s, global trade volume in parts and components more than doubled 

box 2.2. the gdP share of inward FdI in the PYsR countries, 1990-2005

for china, the share of inward fdi was only 5.8% of its gdp in 1990, but this soared to 
35.6% in 2003. in korea, the share increased almost five times, from 2.1% in 1990 to 10.9% in 
2005, while Japan’s rose almost 10 times – from 0.3% in 1990 to 2.9% in 2005. despite these 
increases, however, the share of inward fdi into Japan (2.9%) and korea (10.9%) relative to 
gdp in 2005 is still lower than the oecd average (24.5% in 2005). in 2005, Japan and korea 
were ranked the second lowest and the third lowest respectively of oecd countries in terms 
of the fdi performance, which compare actual fdi inflows to its economic size (oecd, 
2007c).

1990 1995 2000 2002 2003 2004 2005
OECD total 6.3% 8.9 15.9 19.2 22.6 25.0 24.5
China 5.8 19.3 32.2 35.4 35.6 - -
Japan 0.3 1.1 1.6 2.4 2.7 2.9 2.9
Korea 2.1 1.8 7.3 7.3 7.5 9.5 10.9

Notes: unit is %, using constant ppp.

Sources: oecd database (http://dotstat.oecd.org/wbos/index.aspx); figures for china are from chang 
et al. (2004).
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from usd 885 to 1 969 billion between 1992 and 2003 (Table 2.8). northeast 
asia accounts for a substantial share of this expanding global parts trade, 
increasing its share from 18.5% to 22.4% of exports and from 9.3% to 19% 
of imports for the same period. of the three countries in the pYsr, china is 
seeing a growing importance in parts and components trade. china’s share 
in total global parts exports increased from 0.8% to 6.1% and in total global 
parts imports from 2.7% to 10.7% between 1992 and 2003. 

changes in the commodity structures of intra-regional trade in the pYsr 
also reflect increasing parts trade in northeast asia. The share of parts in the 
total intra-regional trade volume for the three pYsr countries has been on an 
upward trend, increasing from 19.4% to 30.8% of exports and from 19.9% to 
27.3% of imports between 1995 and 2004. Yet the share of consumer goods 
has been falling continuously, from 20% to 14% of exports and from 21.3% 
to 14.4% of imports between 1995 and 2004 (Table 2.9).

Table 2.8. northeast Asia’s share in global trade of parts and components, 1992-2003

Export Import
1992 1996 2003 1992 1996 2003

Global trade volume in P&C (billion USD) 438 728 986 447 735 983
East Asia (%) 29.3 38.2 39.2 23.8 30.8 37.9
Northeast Asia (%) 18.5 21.0 22.4 9.3 11.2 19.0

China (%) 0.8 1.7 6.1 2.7 3.0 10.7
Japan (%) 15.2 15.5 11.9 3.5 4.8 4.7
Korea (%) 2.5 3.8 4.4 3.1 3.4 3.6

Note: % represents the composite share of exports and imports compared to global trade volume.
Source: athukorala and Yamashita (2006).

Table 2.9. growing intra-regional parts trade volume in the PYsR, 1995-2004
% of total intra-regional trade volume in the pYsr

Exports Imports
1995 2000 2004 1995 2000 2004

Primary goods 2.4 2.4 2.8 2.6 3.1 3.8
Intermediary goods 57.6 62.2 63.7 57.0 59.6 59.1

Partial goods 38.2 36.8 32.9 37.1 32.9 31.8
Parts 19.4 25.4 30.8 19.9 26.7 27.3

Final goods 39.9 35.5 33.4 40.4 37.4 37.1
Consumer goods 20.0 19.1 14.0 21.3 17.2 14.4
Capital goods 19.9 16.3 19.5 19.1 20.2 22.7

Source: Yang (2006).
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Rapid technology catch-up
since the early 2000s, the production network and corresponding trade 

structure of the three pYsr countries have been becoming more techno-
logically advanced owing to the remarkable technology catch-up of china 
to korea and of korea to Japan. in fact, the share of intra-regional export of 
high-technology products in the pYsr to total export volumes drastically 
rose from 11.4% to 20.2% between 1995 and 2004, while the share of low-
tech industry fell from 25.3% to 20.3% for the same period (Table 2.10).

while Japan has become a technologically-advanced economy with a stable 
export structure, korea and china’s comparative advantages have been advanc-
ing from labour-intensive low-technology to capital-intensive high-tech industries. 
Japan’s technology level of its export products remained virtually unchanged 
between 1992 and 2007, with three technology groups (automobile MT 1, engi-
neering MT 3 and electronics hT 1) comprising almost two-thirds of its exports 
(Table 2.11). on the other hand, in korea, the share of hT 1 in total export products 
rapidly increased, from 20.9% in 1992 to 27.0% in 2001, while its aggregated share 
of lT 1 (textiles) and lT 2 (other low-tech goods) in global export volume dropped 
from 32.3% to 11.2% for the same period. More dramatic, however, is china’s high-
tech advancement. in 1992, nearly 70% of china’s manufacturing global export was 
low-tech products (including primary and resource-based products); only 8.4% were 
in the high-tech group. Yet, by 2001, china had significantly increased its share of 
high-tech industries to 33.6%, while the share of low-tech industries fell to 41.3%. 
This drastic change took place in only a decade, raising the question of whether 
china will simply replicate the catch-up development paths of Japan and korea as 
was anticipated in the “flying geese model” (kim and lee, 2003).

Table 2.10. PYsR’s intra-regional export distribution by technology level, 
1995-2004

% of intra-regional exports to overall exports

1995 2000 2004
High tech 11.4% 14.3 20.2
Medium-high tech 15.3% 15.8 23.0
Medium-low tech 19.8% 20.7 22.8
Low tech 25.3% 24.5 20.3

Note: the four technology groups are comprised of following international standard 
industrial classification (isic) sectors: 15-22, 36 and 37 for the low-tech; 23, 25-28 and 351 
for the medium-low tech; 24, 29, 31, 34 and 35 for the medium-high tech; and 353, 2423, 
30, 32 and 33 for the high tech. The difference between 100% and total share of the four 
technology groups in this table is corresponding to the share of non-manufacturing group.

Sources: Yang (2006).
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Increasing convergence of export structures
in general, as two different economies converge in terms of factor endow-

ments and technology, their export structures also tend to converge. This 
similar export structure, in turn, expands the intra-industry trade between 
the two countries relative to inter-industry trade and further increases the 
horizontal nature of intra-industry trade. This pattern can also be observed 
in the pYsr. as china and korea’s comparative advantages in medium and 
high-tech products rapidly overtake Japan’s, the export structures of the three 
pYsr countries continue to converge. Table 2.12 shows china’s clear change 
in its revealed comparative advantage (rca)11 towards high-tech production, 
although it still holds an overwhelming advantage in the low-tech sectors. 
on the other hand, korea is closely following Japan, in particular, in high-
technology sectors, while the gap in the rca index between korea and china 
in mid- and high-tech industries has been narrowed rapidly. Japan has shown 
little change in comparative advantage in almost every sector, retaining a 
higher rca index in its traditionally strong manufacturing industries.

Table 2.11. PYsR global export distribution by technology level, 1992-2007
% share of global export value of the three pYsr countries by technology groups

China Japan Korea
1992 2000 2007 1992 2000 2007 1992 2000 2007

Primary products 14.0% 6.3 3.2 1.2 1.4 2.2 3.1 2.4 2.9
RB 1 (Resource Based products) 4.8% 3.7 3.0 1.8 1.5 1.7 3.2 2.6 2.0
RB 2 (Other resource based) 4.8% 4.5 4.3 3.4 3.8 5.7 4.7 8.3 10.4
LT 1 (textile cluster) 29.7% 22.5 15.1 1.5 1.1 0.8 18.7 8.8 3.1
LT 2 (other low tech) 14.9% 16.0 15.7 8.4 6.8 8.3 13.6 8.1 8.1
MT 1 (automobile products) 0.9% 1.5 2.4 23.0 18.4 22.2 4.2 8.8 13.2
MT 2 (chemicals and metals) 4.1% 5.0 4.3 4.5 4.9 5.7 10.1 6.6 5.3
MT 3 (engineering products) 8.5% 10.6 13.0 22.5 22.0 21.8 15.6 14.0 17.5
HT 1 (electronics and electrical products) 6.3% 20.0 30.7 24.6 26.2 17.3 20.9 34.7 27.0
HT 2 (other high-tech) 2.1% 2.3 2.9 3.1 4.7 3.4 1.2 1.1 6.1
Unclassified 9.9% 7.6 5.4 6.0 9.2 10.9 4.7 4.6 4.4

Note: products at the 3-digit siTc level have been classified into 10 groups according to technology 
level following lall (2000). The share of “unclassified” is coming from the mismatch between siTc 
classifications and lall (2000)’s grouping.

Source: oecd calculations using data from un coMTrade.
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of special interest are the changes in the rca index for the three pYsr 
countries of the electronics (hT 1) and other high-tech (hT 2) sectors. in hT 
1 group, korea’s rca index (1.98) already outstripped that of Japan (1.49) in 
2000, and china’s rca index (2.24) subsequently surpassed that of korea 
(1.97) in 2007. a similar overtaking process is taking place in hT 2 group. 
The rca index of korea sharply increased from 0.26 to 1.62 between 2000 
and 2007 to exceed that of Japan (0.92 in 2007), while china is also rapidly 
expanding its rca level (0.78 in 2007) to surpass Japan. These changes could 
imply that, even in high-tech industries, the technology levels of export prod-
ucts of the three pYsr countries are increasingly converging and hence more 
harsh competition among them is occurring. in fact, korea and china have 
faced intensified export competition in many of their global markets since the 
early 2000s. china has taken a significant market share, in particular in Japan 
and the us, at the expense of korea. between 1992 and 2004, the import 
share of chinese products in the Japan and us markets increased from 7% 
to 21% and 5% to 14% respectively, while korea’s share in those markets 
remained almost the same at 5% and 3% each (kim J-k et al., 2006). This 
market erosion by china had previously been confined to labour-intensive 
products such as clothing; however, korea has recently lost some of its market 
share to china in medium-high and even high-tech industries such as icT. 

Table 2.12. comparative revealed advantage index of the three PYsR countries by 
technology level, 1991-2007

revealed comparative advantage (rca) index

China Japan Korea
1992 2000 2007 1992 2000 2007 1992 2000 2007

Primary products 1.20 0.53 0.25 0.16 0.12 0.17 0.28 0.38 0.23
RB 1 (Resource Based products) 0.64 0.61 0.55 0.23 0.26 0.31 0.44 0.45 0.37
RB 2 (Other resource based) 0.67 0.59 0.46 0.47 0.50 0.60 0.68 1.10 1.11
LT 1 (textile cluster) 4.21 3.82 3.16 0.21 0.19 0.18 2.64 1.49 0.64
LT 2 (other low tech) 1.55 1.88 1.68 0.87 0.80 0.88 1.41 0.95 0.87
MT 1 (automobile products) 0.09 0.17 0.28 2.33 2.10 2.62 0.43 1.00 1.55
MT 2 (chemicals and metals) 0.76 1.04 0.89 0.82 1.01 1.16 1.86 1.37 1.07
MT 3 (engineering products) 0.59 0.82 1.01 1.57 1.69 1.69 1.08 1.07 1.35
HT 1 (electronics and electrical products) 0.55 1.14 2.24 2.15 1.49 1.26 1.82 1.98 1.97
HT 2 (other high-tech) 0.47 0.59 0.78 0.68 1.17 0.92 0.26 0.26 1.62

Note: if the rca index is over 1.0, the country is said to be specialised in that sector; an increasing 
index value indicates the country’s growing comparative advantage in that product.

Source: oecd calculations using data from un coMTrade.
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figure 2.5. correlation coefficient of export structures between china-
Japan, Japan-korea and korea-china

Measured by 1-digit siTc level
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in 2004, the import share of high-tech products from china (21%) in the us 
market far exceeded that of korea (6%), while the shares of china and korea 
in 1992 were 2.5% and 5% respectively (kim J-k et al., 2006).

figure 2.5 shows further evidence of this convergence of export-struc-
tures in the pYsr. between 1985 and 2007, the correlation coefficient12 for 
Japan-china, measured by 1-digit standard international Trade classifica-
ation13 (figure 2.5; upper part), increased sharply from -0.26 to 0.90. in the 
case of Japan-korea, there has been a more strong upward movement over 
the last two decades. The correlation index of export structures between 
Japan-korea showed 0.82 in 1985 but reached almost 1.0 in 2007. for korea-
china there was an increase in correlation until 1990, a slight decrease until 
the mid-1990s and then an upward trend in correlation again. in 2007, the 
correlation index of korea-china exhibited 0.92. a similar upward trend of 
correlation index for export structures in the pYsr was also found with an 
even narrower industry classification (figure 2.5; lower part). between 1985 
and 2007, the correlation index of Japan-korea and korea-china, computed 
by 3-digit siTc, remarkably increased from 0.29 to 0.70 and 0.02 to 0.52 
respectively, even though that of Japan-china remained relatively lower level 
(-0.04 to 0.23 for the same period). it is clear from these findings that both 
china and korea are converging with Japan in terms of their export structure; 
korea more closely than china but china more rapidly than korea.

Pursuing upstream value chains
in the early stages of the pYsr’s production network, most Japanese and 

korean companies investing in china kept their core business functions, such 
as planning, design and r&d, at home. as the chinese economy has rapidly 
grown, however, the importance of china as a market has sharply increased 
and accordingly more Japanese and korean firms are trying to place their 
upstream functions close to manufacturing bases in china. They need to be 
able to respond accurately to local market demand14 and address production 
site challenges swiftly in china, where product cycles are getting shorter (see 
section 2.1.5 for more).

Many surveys confirm this trend. according to the Jbic survey,15 the 
pursuit of cheaper labour costs fell as a motivating factor for Japanese firms 
to invest in china (from 57.9% to 44.9% between 2000 and 2008). at the 
same time, the attractiveness of current market size of china almost dou-
bled as an investment motivation from 20.4% to 37.1% over the same period 
(figure 2.6). a similar motivation shift was also found in korean companies. 
Two surveys16 conducted by the korea chamber of commerce and industry 
(1997, 2002) clearly show this change (Jee et al., 2004). in the 1997 survey, of 
182 sample firms, 52.6% gave market access and 56.6% cheap labour costs as 
their main motivations for moving into china. in the 2002 survey, however, 
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55.5% picked the former and 39.5% the latter. in fact, this phenomenon is 
not confined to Japanese and korean firms but is common in most global 
companies. according to an uncTad survey (uncTad, 2005), 61.8% of 
responding firms saw china as an attractive place to locate r&d bases in 
the mid-term (2005-2009), making china the top global r&d destination,17 

followed by the us (41.2%) and india (29.4%).

Empirical test results on structural changes in the PYSR production 
network

all the evidence we have seen above suggests structural changes in 
the production and trade patterns in the pYsr. The pYsr’s trade form has 
shifted from one-way trade (owT) to more horizontal intra-industry trade 
(hiiT), even though vertical intra-industry trade (ViiT) still dominates in 
the region. in order to see this change more clearly, we have reviewed the 
results of some empirical tests on trade patterns in the pYsr (see annex 2.a 
for details of the methodology of these tests).  

Table 2.13 compares east asia’s intra-regional trade pattern with the 
eu’s. The share of owT in east asia is much higher than in the eu, while 
the share of horizontal iiT in east asia is far lower. in 2000, the share of 

figure 2.6. motivating factors for Japanese firms to invest in china, 2000-2008
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owT of all industries in east asia was 68.7% (double the eu) but the share 
of horizontal iiT remained 7.6% (about one-third of the eu). however, there 
has been a notable increase of vertical intra-industry trade in east asia since 
the mid-1990s. it expanded from 16.6% to 23.7% between 1996 and 2000, 
while that of the eu only slightly increased. This suggests relatively big dif-
ferences in income and factor prices among countries in east asia compared 
to the eu enhance vertical iiT (fukao et al., 2003). 

on the other hand, Table 2.14 shows different trade patterns among 
the three pYsr countries. like in east asia in general, the share of intra-
industry trade has rapidly increased since the 1990s in the pYsr, while the 
relative importance of owT has substantially weakened. The share of intra-
industry trade between Japan and korea increased remarkably – from 33.7% 
in 1996 to 51.4% in 2006 – while that of korea-china and china-Japan also 
increased more than 10 percentage points for the same period. This increase 
principally reflects the expansion of back-and-forth transactions among the 
three countries in the vertically fragmented production processes (ando, 
2006). however, the horizontal form of intra-industry trade in the pYsr 
countries has also shown a gradual increase since the 2000s. in particular, 
the Japan-korea trade shows meaningful development in this regard, with the 
share of horizontal iiT remarkably increasing from 4.4% to 14.4% between 
1996 and 2006. in the meanwhile, the share of horizontal iiT between korea 
and china also increased, nearly doubling from 3.7% to 6.5% for the same 
period, even though its absolute share is still insignificant. These features 
again confirm that the technology catch-up of korea to Japan and china to 
korea is extensively progressing throughout most industries at a relatively 
rapid pace (kim and lee, 2003).

Table 2.13. trade patterns comparison between the eU and east Asia, 
1996-2000

% share of three different trade patterns

Intra-EU Intra-East Asia
1996 2000 1996 2000

Inter-industry trade (OWT) 34.0% 34.1% 78.7 68.7
Intra-industry trade 66.0% 65.9% 21.3 31.3

Horizontal (HIIT) 28.5% 25.8% 4.7 7.6
Vertical (VIIT) 37.5% 40.0% 16.6 23.7

Note: data for all industries, east asia includes Japan, nies and 4 asean countries. The 
sum of owT, hiiT and ViiT is 100%.

Source: fukao et al. (2003).
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2.1.5 Manufacturing fragmentation in the PYSR: case studies of 
the automobile industry

The pYsr has played a key role in the automobile industry, even from a 
global perspective. in 2006, the three countries in the pYsr jointly produced 
30% (22.4 million units) of all the world’s automobiles, with Japan, china 
and korea each manufacturing 11.4, 7.1 and 3.9 million units respectively. of 
this production volume, provinces in the pYsr contributed 27.7%, produc-
ing 6.2 million units.18 This figure is higher than germany’s annual output 
(5.8 million) and was two times that of france (3.1 million) in the same year. 
while producing such a large volume, automobile companies in the pYsr 
have established extensive and close manufacturing networks across borders. 
here, we examine two different dimensions of car production linkages in the 
pYsr to see how they are working and will evolve: (i) a production network 
in china established by Japanese and korean carmakers, which reveals a 
vertically integrated division of labour (vertical iiT); and (ii) a production 
network between kyushu of Japan and busan-ulsan-gyeongnam of korea, 
illustrating a more horizontal form of manufacturing collaboration (horizon-
tal iiT).

Case 1: Japanese and Korean vertical production networks in 
China19

since its accession to the wTo in 2001, china has seen drastic growth 
in its automobile industry (Table 2.15). between 1998 and 2005, automobile 
production expanded almost four times, from 1.6 million to 5.7 million units. 
china was the third largest automobile manufacturing country in 2006, just 
after the us and Japan, and is expected to be the second largest manufacturer 

Table 2.14. the share of three trade patterns in the PYsR countries, 
1996-2006

% share of three different trade patterns

Japan-Korea Korea-China China-Japan
1996 2006 1996 2006 1996 2006

Inter-industry trade (OWT) 66.3% 48.6% 64.0 52.5 67.0 57.1
Intra-industry trade 33.7% 51.4% 36.0 47.5 33.0 42.9

Horizontal (HIIT) 4.4% 14.4% 3.7 6.5 3.8 5.9
Vertical (VIIT) 29.3% 37.0% 32.3 41.0 29.2 37.0

Note: data for all industries except agricultural industry.

Source: bang (2007).
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after the us by 2012 (Jung and lee, 2007). china has also emerged as a key 
automobile consumer market. The sales volume of passenger cars in china 
increased six times, from 530 000 to 3.2 million units between 1998 and 2005 
(kim w-b, 2008). china was the fourth largest car sales market in 2005 after 
the us, Japan and germany, and is on course to becoming the world’s largest 
car consumer market (Msnbc, feb. 4, 2009).  

To take advantage of this expanding market potential, many global 
car manufacturers, such as Volkswagen and general Motors, have moved 
into china since the mid-1980s. Yet Japanese and korean carmakers have 
launched businesses in china belatedly. honda paved the way for the entry 
of Japanese automobile businesses into china in 1999 by opening its first 
factory in guangzhou in the pearl river delta region. subsequently, nissan 
and Toyota built their first factories in china’s hubei province in 2001 and 
Tianjin in 2002, respectively. korean carmakers followed a similar invest-
ment path. hyundai opened a production base in beijing in 2002 and kia 
in Jiangsu province a year later. although carmakers from Japan and korea 
have a shorter history than their european and north american counterparts, 

Table 2.15. trends in automobile production in china, 1998-2005
Thousand cars

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
All cars  1 600 1 832 2 089 2 436 3 414 4 525 5 048 5 750

Passenger cars 504 570 613 781 1 268 2 154 2 491 3 132

Note: all cars include passenger cars, commercial vehicles and suVs.

Source: Jung and lee (2007).

Table 2.16. car sales volume of foreign companies in china

Thousand cars 1998 2002 2005
VW (Germany) 301 508 490
Shanghai GM (US) 0 110 298
Hyundai (Korea) 0 1 233
Honda (Japan) 10 59 230
Nissan (Japan) 0 41 166
Toyota (Japan) 0 2 135
Kia (Korea) 0 20 110

Source: kim w-b (2008).
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they have significantly expanded their market share and production capacities 
in china since the early 2000s (Table 2.16). Japanese carmakers’ market share 
in china for passenger cars significantly increased, from 7.2% to 28.6%, 
between 1998 and 2005. korean carmakers also remarkably increased their 
market share, from 0% to 11.2% over the same period (Jung and lee, 2007).

unlike western carmakers operating in china, Japanese carmakers have 
transplanted into china their own traditional self-contained and vertically-
integrated production system. Most Japanese complete carmakers moved into 
china with their first and even second-tier parts suppliers which have already 
built long-term and exclusive production relationships in Japan. in fact, the 
Toyota manufacturing system in Tianjin and guangzhou in china almost rep-
licated the one in aichi prefecture in Japan. in order to manage this unique 
production network, Japanese automobile firms in china have shown a strong 
geographical concentration. Most of their production bases are clustered in 
three regions: Yangtze river delta around shanghai city, pearl river delta 
around guangzhou city and the bohai rim around Tianjin city (figure 2.7). 
of the 865 companies operating in china between 1984 and 2005, more than 
70% were located in these regions.20 The production clusters of Japanese 
carmakers in china have the following features:

• while having no active relationship with suppliers outside their 
clusters, most Japanese firms in china receive parts from a limited 
number of Japanese Keiretsu21 suppliers which are physically located 
in the same cluster and have moved together into china. only a small 
proportion of parts is procured from non-Japanese and local-based 
suppliers. in 2004, for instance, honda motors in guangzhou pro-
cured only 20% of its parts from non-Japanese suppliers in china and 
overseas, while purchasing 60% of its parts from Japanese suppliers 
in china and directly importing the remaining 20% from Japan.

• Japanese production clusters in china have limited power to make 
their own managerial decisions. The establishment of a new factory, 
production of a new model and selection of new suppliers are deter-
mined by headquarters in Japan. even quantity and specifications of 
parts to be used in china are controlled via consultation with head-
quarters in Japan.

• accordingly, Japanese clusters in china tend to simply conduct man-
ufacturing orders from headquarters in Japan, leaving most upstream 
functions, such as r&d and design, to Japan.

korean carmakers in china have similar features to their Japanese coun-
terparts. korean r&d activity in china is weak. They have established clus-
ters in beijing, shandong and Jiangsu province22 (figure 2.7). of 126 korean 
parts suppliers who had moved there by 2006, more than 70% (90 firms) were 
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located in these three regions. They also transplanted their own hierarchical 
production system into china, accompanied by their exclusive parts provid-
ers in korea. exchange with parts suppliers outside of their clusters is also 
rare. of the 126 parts suppliers, about 90% (111) do business with no more 
than two companies in china; 67% of them engage in transactions only with 
korean carmakers in china.

Thus, both Japanese and korean carmakers have built vertically inte-
grated production systems in china, facilitating parts exchanges between 
their homeland and china in the form of vertical intra-industry trade. 
recently, however, this structure has gradually shifted as the market situ-
ation in china has rapidly changed. both Japanese and korean carmakers 
are facing more competitive pressure to reduce costs and to adapt to local 
requirements in china. To respond to these challenges, they are trying to 
convert their closed, hierarchical production systems to flatter and more 

figure 2.7. Production bases of Japanese and korean complete carmakers in china

Source: kim w-b (2008).
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open ones. They have substantially increased their local procurement share 
and even expanded their supply chain to include non-Keiretsu firms. They 
have also given increasing autonomy to local cluster managers in china. 
local production bases are also engaging more in upstream activities. for 
instance, honda announced a plan in 2007 to establish an r&d institution 
in guangzhou worth usd 4 billion. This shift in production patterns by the 
Japanese and korean carmakers in china is expected to intensify further as 
sales and production volume in china continue to expand.

Case 2: Horizontal production network between Kyushu (Japan) and 
Busan-Ulsan-Gyeongnam (Korea)23

Together, kyushu and the busan-ulsan-gyeongnam (bug) area across 
the korea-Japan strait form one of the largest automobile production bases in 
the world (figure 2.7). as the third largest car-producing area in Japan after 
the Tokai (centering on aichi prefecture) and kanto (centering on Tokyo 
Metropolitan area) regions, kyushu manufactured one million units (9.1% 
of national production) in 2006. The bug region is the single largest auto-
mobile industry base in korea, producing about 1.8 million units in 2006; 
almost half the national production. The combined annual output of this 
entire zone reached over three million units in 2006, rivalling only the great 
lakes region in the us and northern italy among global automobile produc-
tion bases. unlike the production networks established in china, however, 
the manufacturing linkages across the korea-Japan strait have developed a 
more horizontal division of labour, as the technology of korean firms rapidly 
catches up with the Japanese and the difference between factor prices across 
the strait substantially reduces.

initially, there was little trans-border co-operation between kyushu and 
the bug’s automobile industries. until the 1980s, korean carmakers focused 
on technology transfer from Japanese carmakers. in addition, many carmak-
ers in kyushu maintained branch functions, with limited competence to make 
their own decisions. as a result, trade in automotive parts across the strait was 
negligible. however, the situation has changed remarkably since the 1990s, 
when major carmakers in Japan began to move a larger share of production 
facilities to kyushu from their headquarters. The aim was to reduce produc-
tion costs as well as to take advantage of kyushu’s geographical proximity to 
china and korea, positioning kyushu as one of the core car manufacturing 
bases in Japan. at the beginning of the 1990s, nissan made a large-scale plant 
investment in kyushu. Toyota even opened an engine plant in kyushu in 2006 
– the first to be established outside its headquarters in aichi prefecture. in 
the meantime, korean carmakers drastically improved their technology levels 
following a harsh restructuring process during the 1997 economic crisis. as 
a consequence, Japanese automakers in kyushu have now begun importing 
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parts from korea on their own initiative, in a departure from their traditionally 
concentrated procurement system. for instance, Toyota kyushu itself, rather 
than Toyota headquarters in aichi, decided to procure dyes and moulds from 
korean parts companies in 2001 which helped reduce costs by 20% compared 
to procurement from suppliers in Japan.

between 1998 and 2003, the value of parts exports from korea to kyushu 
rose almost ten times, from JpY 0.41 billion to JpY 3.9 billion (figure 2.8). 
The 2003 figure accounted for roughly 15% of the total value of parts 
exported from korea to Japan. at the same time, the value of parts exports 
from kyushu to korea increased about six times, from JpY 0.48 billion to 2.6 
JpY billion JpY. This latter figure represented 3% of total parts export value 
from Japan to korea. Thus kyushu’s trade imbalance in automotive parts 
with korea is much smaller than between the whole of Japan and korea.24 
The major exports from kyushu to the bug are key automotive parts such 
as engine parts and gear boxes. Those from the bug to kyushu remained at 
standard automotive parts, such as lights and wheel parts; however, recently 
trade has been shifting towards more technologically sophisticated products.

on the other hand, there has been little trade in complete cars between 
the two regions. The major export destinations for complete cars produced 
in kyushu are the eu and north america, representing 57% of total exports 

figure 2.8. trade in automobile parts between Japan (kyushu) and korea, 1996-2003
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from kyushu.25 The number of complete cars exported from kyushu to korea 
is insignificant. even on a nationwide base, only 3 581 passenger cars were 
exported from Japan to korea in 2003. The situation is similar in korea, 
whose major export destinations for automobiles are also the eu and north 
america, accounting for 30% and 28.5% respectively of total exports in 2008 
(kaMa, 2009). The export of complete cars from korea to Japan in 2008 
was only 414 units, an almost negligible share of korea’s car exports.

as such, economic co-operation between kyushu and the bug in the 
automobile industry concentrates on parts trade. procurement of parts in the 
region is based on the competition principle. as many Japanese carmakers 
have opened new plants in the kyushu area to reduce manufacturing cost, they 
are increasingly seeking new competitive parts suppliers across the strait, as 
an alternative to their conventional suppliers in kanto and Toukai, which are 
700 km away.26 kyushu’s assembly plants could pay cheaper transportation 
costs when they bring parts from the bug which is within 200km. Thus, 
parts production in the bug has emerged as an attractive sub-contract option 
for kyushu’s carmakers, taking advantage of cheaper logistics costs as well 
as factor prices, so far as the quality of automotive parts can be appropriately 
controlled. in fact, for the french carmaker renault, borders do not matter for 
procuring parts as its two strategically-aligned companies of nissan-renault 
in kyushu and renault-samsung in busan share similar production lines 
(box 2.3). as a result, the horizontal international division of labour in auto-
mobile production between kyushu and the bug and, accordingly, horizontal 
intra-industry trade has rapidly expanded since the late 1990s.

box 2.3. co-operation between nissan-Renault in kyushu and 
Renault-samsung in Busan

renault in france formed a strategic coalition with nissan motors in Japan 
and samsung motors in korea in 1999 and 2000, respectively. since then, 
nissan-renault’s kyushu factory and renault-samsung’s busan factory have 
established very similar design and production lines. in fact, samsung-renault 
busan’s model plant is nissan’s kyushu plant and the “sM3”, a small car made 
by samsung renault, is based on nissan kyushu’s model of the “bluebird”. 
nissan’s kyushu plant received many korean trainees from busan factory 
following a technical agreement between the two factories. in this regard, apart 
from the bug region’s cheaper factor prices and transportation costs, there are 
more positive benefits for nissan-renault in kyushu to co-operate with parts 
suppliers for samsung-renault in korea’s busan than with its conventional 
automotive parts suppliers in Japan’s kanto and Tokai regions.

Source: kim w-b et al. (2005).
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2.1.6 Concluding remarks
our analysis regarding manufacturing networks in the pYsr has identi-

fied some meaningful achievements of collaborative economic development 
in the region. a trans-border production system has advanced significantly. 
The division of labour has been becoming more horizontal as the technology 
catch-up of both china and korea to Japan rapidly progresses. The export 
structures of the three pYsr countries are converging and competing with 
one another, and the upstream value chain is more marked. intra-regional 
trade, especially parts and component trade within the same industry, has 
doubled between 1990 and 2005. economic integration in the pYsr is head-
ing in a promising direction, bringing reciprocal benefits to each participant 
in this economic network. indeed, the pYsr has great potential to form an 
integrated economic zone based on its strong manufacturing capacity.

however, several factors are still hindering further economic integration 
in the pYsr, requiring appropriate address from governments in the pYsr:

• uneven interests for regional economic development. although each 
state, as well as municipal governments, in the pYsr collaborates 
closely to enhance economic performance, the intensity and objec-
tives of co-operation vary substantially among participants. while 
korea has the strongest interest in forming an economic zone in 
the pYsr, china is less interested in economic integration, instead 
focusing on policies to encourage competition among domestic prov-
inces to bring in more financial resources from Japan and korea. 
Japan’s interest in the pYsr is limited to the kyushu area, which 
comprises only one-tenth of national economy. reflecting these 
diverging concerns, the negotiation for a trilateral china-Japan-korea 
free trade agreement has made little progress since its initiation in 
2003.

• excessive competition. The intensified economic links in the pYsr 
have created over-competition among participants. all parts of the 
pYsr are striving to move up the value ladder to become industry 
leaders, and are expanding their industrial build-up and infrastruc-
ture capacity in competitive ways. for instance, both Tianjin city of 
china and gyeonggi province of korea intend to build a key r&d 
hub for the electronics industry in the Yellow sea area. fukuoka 
city of Japan and ulsan city of korea are also competing to be a 
core production base for high-end automotive parts. if all the regions 
follow the same growth path, however, sustainable development in 
the pYsr will not be feasible. without considering complementary 
comparative advantage among stakeholders, an effective division of 
labour or successful integration across the Yellow sea are unlikely 
to be achieved.
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• weak intra-regional investment. while intra-regional trade has 
reached remarkable levels, the quality and direction of intra-regional 
investment are not fully-fledged yet. small-scale and labour-
intensive manufacturing sectors still make up a substantial portion 
of intra-regional investment in the region. for instance, korean 
manufacturers clustered in china’s shandong province recorded an 
average amount of usd 1 million per investment case between 1991 
and 2006, seeking cheap production costs.27 The direction of intra-
regional investment flow is also unbalanced. The bulk of surplus 
capital from Japan and korea has flowed into the bohai rim area of 
china, but there is no sufficient counter-flow occurring yet. The pre-
ponderance of china as an investment destination is at the expense 
of conventionally close economic connections between korea and 
kyushu; both of them are currently struggling to develop more inti-
mate economic ties with china.

• inadequate foundation to build common knowledge assets. in order 
to enhance trans-border economic exchange among production bases, 
the standardisation of technology and services is a pre-requisite. 
however, regional endeavours in this regard are still lagging behind. 
There has been no meaningful movement to launch joint research for 
developing general purpose parts for the booming industries in the 
pYsr (e.g. automobiles and icT). several institutional barriers are 
also inhibiting the exchange of skilled labour and researchers among 
production clusters in the pYsr. as such, well-aligned platform for 
sharing knowledge and technology in the pYsr is lacking.

2.2 Hard infrastructure: an integrated transportation network

recent spatial economics, economic geography and international trade 
analysis reveal the influence of such factors as transportation costs, natural 
conditions and factor endowments on international trade and regional devel-
opment (fujita, 2007a). Transportation costs are one of the most influential 
factors; for example, port cities, which enjoy cheaper transportation costs, 
have historically created metropolitan areas all over the world.28 The accu-
mulation of population and economic activities in one place facilitates econo-
mies of scale and further lowers transportation costs, thus promoting further 
accumulation of activities in the area.29 This virtuous cycle between the 
development of transportation functions and economic growth of the catch-
ment area has contributed to the uniqueness of each port city. conforming to 
the theory of spatial economics, east asia’s economic development has been 
supported by an improved transportation infrastructure, which facilitates the 
flow of people and goods beyond borders and has thus allowed a global value 
chain to form. The smooth movement of people and goods is a precondition 
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for any kind of trans-border linkage and co-operation. The uniqueness of the 
pYsr is its dependence on air and sea transportation because of the existence 
of the Yellow sea and north korea’s diplomatic isolation. for these reasons, 
flying is the most popular form of trans-border passenger transport within 
the region. in contrast, the business sector transports substantial amounts 
of goods by sea because it is cheaper, especially over long distances and for 
large volumes.30

in this section we explore the increased mobility of people, especially 
through air transport. we also explore the trends in goods transportation, 
mainly marine traffic. finally we briefly summarise some challenges facing 
the transportation network. Though we acknowledge the importance of 
iT infrastructure in the formation of the east asian value chain system 
(box 2.4), in this section, we focus on transportation infrastructure.

box 2.4. strengthened It infrastructure between kyushu and Busan

The pYsr’s links to a global value chain do not only depend on transportation infrastructure, 
but also on the development of iT infrastructure. The best example in the pYsr is the Japan 
korea cable network, which has connected the Japanese cities of fukuoka and kitakyushu 
with busan city since 2002. The Japan korea optic corridor project, which laid the cable, 
was privately financed.31 The project was supported by the business association of kyushu 
and Yamaguchi in Japan and the federation of korean industries (fki). because fukuoka-
busan is the shortest distance between korea and Japan, the cable provides for the direct 
transmission of information, thus lowering the service price.

in 2006, one of china’s two largest internet carriers, china netcom, and the 100% subsidiary 
asia netcom, expanded the east asia crossing optic cable network into Qingdao. Qingdao 
is midway between shanghai and beijing, and close to Japan and korea. The development 
of the Qingdao connection point will improve connection speeds and make the crowded 
southern routes near chinese Taipei redundant. This will contribute to the development of 
the pYsr as a region.

in 2008, the major internet companies in Japan, korea, china, chinese-Taipei and the us 
agreed to construct a new Trans-pacific express cable network to deal with the drastic 
increase of international traffic. The total length of the network will be around 18 000 km. 
The first phase will construct a southern route connecting the us, china, korea and chinese-
Taipei. The second phase will construct a northern route to link in Japan. The project is 
planned to be completed by early 2010. even though the network will improve connections 
in the pan-pacific area in general, and more specifically the pYsr (by connecting Quingtao 
and korea), it does not include the kyushu region.

Sources: city of fukuoka (www.city.fukuoka.lg.jp/itplan/html/c_5/c_5_2_1_3/index.html), china 
netcom (http://news.searchina.ne.jp/disp.cgi?y=2006&d=0809&f=it_0809_001.shtml), nTT news 
release (www.ntt.co.jp/news/news97/970331a.html), accessed 23 september, 2009.
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2.2.1 Increased mobility of people
The movement of people within china, Japan and korea is significant 

(Table 2.17). There are many more visitors to china from Japan and korea 
than there are chinese visiting Japan and korea. The relationship between 
Japan and korea is strong both in terms of numbers and share of total visi-
tors. popular tourism activities explain the Japan-korea flow. Though city 
level statistics are not well-developed in the pYsr, kyushu statistics show 
that chinese and korean visitors constituted 76.3% of all visitors to kyushu 
in 2007 (69.1% from korea and 7.2% from china; MeTi kyushu bureau, 
2008). chinese and korean visitors to kyushu more than doubled between 
1996 and 2007. korean visitors especially increased more than the national 
average over the same period. in 2007, the share of korean visitors to total 
visitors in kyushu was 69.1%, much higher than the national average of 
31.1%. This resulted from transportation development between korea-kyushu 
and enhanced economic activities in both regions. chinese visitors to kyushu 
also increased supposedly because of Japan’s deregulated visa policy and the 
increased value of chinese currency (MeTi kyushu bureau, 2007).

Table 2.17. Regional travel in 2008 (2006 for china)

Destination (A) Origin Visitors(B)
Tourist share
(tourist/B)

Share (B/total 
Visitors to A)

China Japan     3 745 881  48.9% 16.9%
Korea 3 923 986 52.7% 17.7%
Sub-total     7 669 867  34.4% 34.5%

Japan China     1 000 416  45.6% 12.0%
Korea     2 382 397  79.4% 28.5%
Sub-total     3 382 813  38.8% 40.5%

Korea China     1 167 881  35.8% 16.9%
Japan     2 378 092  96.8% 34.5%
Sub-total     3 545 973  58.6% 51.5%

Note: china data are for 2006. between countries there are some inconsistencies of 
numbers depending on the definition. city-level statistics are not available.

Source: calculated by the oecd based on the following statistics: destination china, 
Ministry of public security, cited in china national Tourist office (www.cnto.org/
chinastats.asp); destination Japan, JnTo (www.jnto.go.jp/jpn/tourism_data/visitor_data.
html); destination korea, korea Tourism organization (http://kto.visitkorea.or.kr/inout.
kto?func_name=search).
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Air passenger traffic
air passenger traffic is steadily increasing and further increases are 

expected in the asia/pacific region (figure 2.9). The asia/pacific region’s 
world share was 24% in 2007, but by 2017 this is expected to increase to 
35.7%, which is higher than the estimated shares of europe (26.1%) and north 
america (23.1%) in 2017. The asia/pacific region is the world’s fastest grow-
ing region, thanks to the rapid economic development of china and india. 
as a result, the region will soon be the largest region in terms of passenger 
volume. This demand increase will require emerging countries to quickly 
build their capacity (airports council international, 2008).

Though the data are rather old, passenger volume analyses of the pYsr 
countries reveals the following trends (figure 2.10). in 2005, passenger flight 
volume in the pYsr countries totalled 424.5 billion persons-km (11.4% of 
global volume). passenger flights among the three countries have increased 
annually by 23% over the last decade (kim w-b et al., 2008). passenger 
volume between Japan and korea gradually increased to 9.1 million in 2006 
(a 19% increase since 2002). passenger volume between china and korea, 
and china and Japan, rapidly increased to 7.3 and 7.4 million respectively in 
2006 (a 84% and 71% increase respectively since 2002).32 The china-korea 
and china-Japan passenger volumes are catching up with the already large 
and established volume of the Japan-korea route. Though the number of 

figure 2.9. total passenger volume by region (million passengers), 2007-2017
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flights and passenger volume for capital airports (beijing-seoul (incheon)-
Tokyo) overwhelm those of airports in the pYsr,33 most analysts forecast 
a steady increase of flight passengers in the pYsr and an especially rapid 
increase of passengers between korea and china.

korea’s incheon international airport is the key airport in the pYsr 
(figure 2.11).34 in 2007 it was ranked 11th largest in the world based on 
its handling of 30.7 million international passengers (airports council 
international, 2008). The popularity of incheon international airport is due 
not only to its location, but also to its high quality services. The airport has 
won the airports council international’s best airport award for four straight 
years (2006-2009) in the respected airport service Quality category.

The growth of ferry travel in the PYSR ports
ferry services are important for connecting chinese and korean cities 

(Table 2.18). people can cross the Yellow sea within 24 hours due to their 
close geographical distance. in 1990, the governments of korea and china 
agreed to establish a new joint venture company (weidong ferry co. ltd., 
a chinese corporation) to operate a car ferry between korea and china. it 

figure 2.10. total passenger volume: china-Japan, china-korea, Japan-korea, 
2002-2006
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started operating between incheon and weihai and has since added additional 
lines, such as incehon-Quintdao and incheon-Yantai. according to the com-
pany, its passenger numbers have increased from 100 000 in 1992 to 2 million 
in 2005.35 currently multiple companies manage 12 lines between china and 
korea, nine of which connect incheon and chinese cities. incheon is the most 
important city for ferry connections between china and korea.

The marine traffic route is very important for fukuoka and bussan’s inter-
nationalisation policies. The number of passengers travelling by sea between 

figure 2.11. the international airport network in the PYsR
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Table 2.18. examples of ferry services between china and korea, 2009

Incheon/
Tianjin

Incheon/
Qingdao

Incheon/
Dalian

Incheon/
Yantai

Year of operation start  1991.12 1993.5 1995.1 2000.1
Ship bulk (G/T) 26 463 29 554 12 365 16 071
Capacity Passengers (no.) 604 450 555 342

Cargo (TEU) 249 280 125 245
Distance (miles) 460 338 292 283
Sailing time (hours) 25 15 17 15
Frequency of sailing 4 times/week 8 times/week 4 times/week 6 times/week

source: oecd calculations based data derived from the website of each ferry company.
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fukuoka and busan has been increasing strongly since the opening of the 
high-speed jet foil service in 1991 (figure 2.12). Jet foil has contributed to the 
increase because it has substantially shortened travelling times and the fares 
are still cheaper than air travel (Table 2.19). The direct connections between 
city centres and the ports are another attraction of ferry travel. The fukuoka-
busan route is the only case in Japan of a large volume of passenger traffic 
being managed by marine transport.36

figure 2.12. Passenger volume on Fukuoka-Busan ferries and jet foils, 1991-2007
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Table 2.19. transportation between Fukuoka and Busan, 2008

Frequency Time
Price/ 

round trip
Passengers  

in 2007 (thousand)
Jet foil 5-7/day 2 h 55 24 000 JPY 608
Ferry 1/day 5 h 30

11 h 30
17 100 JPY 233

Airplane 1-2/day 50-55 min 36 800 JPY 128

Source: The fukuoka asian urban research center (2008), available at www.urc.or.jp/
syuppan/kenhou/documents/19FukuokaBusan1.pdf.
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Towards the expansion of the one-day business zone
The creation of a one-day round trip business zone would increase the 

geospatial significance of the pYsr and further promote trans-border linkages 
in the region.37 for example, the Japanese government is promoting this in its 
national plan, which covers the pYsr. within this provisional zone (figure 2.13), 
round-trip flight time (6 hours) and business hours (4 hours) would fit into one 
working day (10 hours). capacity-building and network changes within the airline 
system could play a crucial role in enhancing the attractiveness of the region by 
increasing the time available for face-to-face transactions (oecd, 2009).38

open-sky policies, which deregulate the airport market, will also help 
to expand the one-day business zone.39 in europe, open-sky policies have 
prompted the development of low cost carriers (lcc) whose strategy is to 
ensure low ticket prices by cutting costs as much as they can. This has meant 
connecting lines with cheaper secondary airports such as stansted, 51 km 
from london’s city centre. an lcc connection to a secondary airport has 
tended to have a strong influence on the region (e.g. increased employment 
and tourist arrivals). given these gains, competition among airport cities will 
be harsher under open-sky policies.

figure 2.13. Analysis of the prospective 1-day business zone in the PYsR

note: a one-day business trip zone is where the sum of flight time and four 
business hours is less than one working day (10 hours).

Source: kim w-b et al. (2008).
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Japan and korea have agreed to promote aviation liberation based on the 
“asian gateway initiative”, which came into effect in august 2007 (except 
narita and haneda airport in Tokyo’s metropolitan area because of Japan’s 
airport capacity problem here). To cope with the problem, narita and haneda 
airports are to be expanded in 2010. kitakyushu airport already has a high 
share of the lccs operating on the domestic routes. given the congestion 
in fukuoka airport, kitakyushu airport could also be a promising second-
ary airport for international routes. china and korea will have an open-sky 
agreement in place from 2010 (currently the policy is only applicable to 
shandong province of china and the whole of korea). china and korea 
are each positive about further liberalising and integrating their air traffic 
markets. korea’s attitude is partly due to its high speed railway operation 
since 2004, which has decreased its dependence on air traffic. This means 
its domestic air traffic market will soon be saturated. china is also gradually 
liberating its air traffic market; current infrastructure is not enough to sup-
port the rapid economic development and accompanying air traffic demand. 
china tries to compensate for the lag in air traffic infrastructure by using 
foreign capital.

2.2.2 Transportation of goods

Port logistics: introduction
economic development in east asia has proceeded hand-in-hand with 

the development of a container business logistic system, which has supported 
the global value chain of Mnes and the accompanying increase in trade.40 
regional scale manufacturing demands faster delivery and smaller invento-
ries than would be possible under a globally oriented supply chain (lee and 
rodrigue, 2006). sea transportation, and especially container cargo trade, 
has been key for the transportation of goods. The use of containers began 
about 30 years ago and has completely changed the world of logistics, by 
permitting the rapid transportation of large quantities of products. container 
cargo transportation is currently substantial and also steadily increasing in 
pYsr countries. in 2004, container cargo volume in the pYsr countries was 
104 million Teu (31% of global volume; figure 2.14). Most analysts expect 
a steady increase of cargo volume in the pYsr because of the deepening 
economic integration. for example, the korea research institute of human 
settlement expects cargo volume to increase in the pYsr more than four-fold 
by 2030.
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figure 2.14. container traffic in PYsR countries, 1990-2004
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Table 2.20. Ranking of top 10 world ports in container throughput, 1980-2007
unit: million Teu

1980 2002 2007
1 NY/New Jersey 2.0 1 Hong Kong 19.1 1 Singapore 27.9
2 Rotterdam 1.9 2 Singapore 16.9 2 Shanghai 26.2
3 Hong Kong 1.5 3 Busan 9.4 3 Hong Kong 23.9
4 Kobe 1.5 4 Shanghai 8.6 4 Shenzhen 21.0
5 Kaohsiung 1.0 5 Kaohsiung 8.5 5 Busan 13.3
6 Singapore 0.9 6 Shenzhen 7.6 6 Rotterdam 10.8
7 Saint John 0.9 7 Rotterdam 6.5 7 Dubai 10.7
8 Long Beach 0.8 8 Los Angels 6.1 8 Kaohsiung 10.3
9 Hamburg 0.8 9 Hamburg 5.3 9 Hamburg 9.9
10 Oakland 0.8 10 Antwerp 4.7 10 Qingdao 9.5

16 Qingdao 3.4 17 Tianjin 7.1
25 Tianjin 2.4 23  Dalian 4.6

Note: Teus = twenty-foot equivalent units. one 20-foot container equals one Teu, and one 40-foot 
container equals two Teus.

Sources: containerisation international Yearbook 1980, 2002 and March 2008 containerisation 
international.
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Competition among the ports in the region
in terms of container throughput, the overwhelming trend is towards 

the absolute and relative growth of asian ports, and the relative decline of 
european and north american ports (Table 2.20). east asian ports compete 
amongst each other to become the regional hub. Their frequent change of 
ranking reflects the relative success of each port in this competition. in 2007, 
busan was fifth, the largest of the pYsr port cities. The port worked as a hub 
port connecting the pYsr and north america, and handled 13.3 million Teu 
in 2007, 5.6 million of which was transhipped.41 chinese port cities such as 
Qingdao, Tianjin, and dalian are rapidly catching up with busan, respectively 
handling 9.5 million, 7.1 million and 4.6 million Teu in the same year.

The biggest change in the pYsr countries since 1980 has been the shift 
from a kobe-centred to a busan-centred port system. busan succeeded in 
becoming the regional hub by continuously increasing its tranship of cargo 
through exploiting the “weakness of china’s port infrastructure and of 
Japan’s port management” (fremont and ducruet, 2005) (Table 2.21). This 
westward movement of the centre has contributed to the rise of pYsr’s stra-
tegic significance.42

The pYsr’s ports offer a diverse array of functions, from dedicated 
container hubs to general cargo hubs and feeder ports. busan dominates 
korea’s other ports, handling more than 60% of korea’s cargo with china 
and 80% of korea’s cargo with Japan. currently, transport between busan 
and Qingdao is most active, followed closely by busan-Tianjin. as for the 
china-korea link, when trade between china and korea began to develop in 
1990, the first independent trans-Yellow sea shipping service was launched 
between incheon and weihai in shandong province. following its success, 
Tianjin (1991), Qingdao (1993), dalian (1995) and dandong (1998) were 
all successively linked with incheon. The ports on the Yellow sea, such 

Table 2.21. evolution of container throughput in Busan Port, 2003-2007

  2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Tranship (TEU) 4 251 076  4 791 942  5 178 798  5 207 731  5 611 167 
Total container 
throughput(TEU)

10 407 809  11 491 968  11 843 151  12 038 786  13 261 484 

Share of tranship 40.8% 41.7% 43.7% 43.3% 42.3%
Annual growth of 
tranship

9.4% 12.7% 8.1% 0.6% 11.6%

Source: busan port authority.
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as gwangyang, incheon and pyeongtaek, are developing rapidly with the 
increased trade between china and korea, taking advantage of the short dis-
tances and seoul’s massive hinterland (lee and rodrigue, 2006).43 in terms 
of the Japan-korea link, transport between busan and fukuoka is the most 
active, although Tokyo, Yokohama nagoya, osaka and kobe are also impor-
tant ports. as for the container trade between Japan and china, Yokohama 
and kobe of Japan and shanghai of china deal with the largest share, leaving 
little for fukuoka and kitakyushu. even though Qingdao and Tianjin play 
an important role in exporting chinese goods to Japan, neither port is much 
involved in importing Japanese goods.

busan port’s position as regional hub is now being challenged by the 
development of the chinese ports, especially Qingdao, dalian and Tianjin 
(Table 2.20). The significance of these chinese ports is all the more notable 
if we look at the ranking of world ports in cargo tonnage (Table 2.22). port 
development in many chinese coastal cities is rapid, often with more than 
20% of the annual growth in cargo volume; busan is consequently losing its 
relative importance within the pYsr (kim w-b et al., 2008). in 2002 it was 

Table 2.22. Ranking of top 20 world ports in cargo tonnage, 2002-2006
million tonnes

2002 2006
1 Singapore 335.2 1 Shanghai 537.0
2 Rotterdam 321.9 2 Singapore 448.5
3 Shanghai 238.6 3 Rotterdam 378.4
4 South Louisiana 196.4 4 Ningbo 309.7
5 Hong Kong 192.5 5 Guangzhou 302.8
6 Houston 161.2 6 Tianjin (China) 257.6
7 Chiba 158.9 7 Hong Kong 238.2
8 Nagoya 158.0 8 Qingdao (China) 224.2
9 Gwangyang (Korea) 153.4 9 Busan (Korea) 217.9
10 Ningbo 150.0 10 Nagoya 208.0
11 Ulsan (Korea) 148.4 13 Gwangyang (Korea) 202.4
12 Incheon (Korea) 146.2 15 Dalian (China) 200.5
13 Busan (Korea) 143.8 19 Ulsan (Korea) 161.1
17 Tianjin (China) 129.0
20 Qingdao (China) 120.0

Note: shaded ports are the pYsr ports.

Source: aapa, world port rankings 2006, 2002.
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third after hong kong and singapore in terms of container throughput, but 
in 2003 shanghai and shenzhen raised their rankings and busan fell to fifth. 
since then the gap between the fourth port shenzhen and busan has been 
widening, reaching about 8 million Teu in 2007 (Table 2.20). The back-
ground to this is the increase of direct trade between china and the rest of the 
world and the accompanying decrease in potential tranship through busan.44 
if this trend continues, the pYsr will experience another transformation in 
its port system, from a single hub system centred on busan to a multiple hub 
system which includes some chinese ports. Qingdao and Tianjin have already 
developed large-scale capacity and facilities in their ports (Table 2.23).45

busan’s primacy as a transit hub port and the fast developing chinese ports 
mean that the relative status of Japanese ports has declined in the east asian 
market. Two ports in kyushu (hakata port in fukuoka city and kitakyushu 
port) face common challenges. first, development of both ports as container 
ports has lagged behind other major pYsr and domestic ports. unlike more 
advanced ports which deal with a variety of exporters and goods, both ports 
depend on a limited number of large exporters who want to send a large volume 

Table 2.23. Facilities of ten city ports in the PYsR

 
Kita-
Kyushu Fukuoka

Shimo
noseki Busan Incheon Ulsan Dalian Tianjin Qingdao Yantai

Berth length 
(depending 
on the depth)

-15 700     3 676     422 2 028 750  
-14   330   1 200 300       1 030 873
-13   600   600     332   690  
-12 620         610        
-11       500 1 160     366    
-10 895   370   802     1 323    
below 10     356              

Total 
terminal 
area    
(1 000 m2)

683  370 45  3 070  688  202  560  343  900  672 

Gantry 
cranes (no.)

  10 7 1 55 14 6 1 40 60 8

Capacity
(1 000 
TEUs)

  35 19 1 486 1 17 170 3 550  2 000 340

Sources: hidekazu ito (2008) and the cities’ web pages.
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of goods and focus on price factors. This has prevented the ports from develop-
ing a variety of port logistics functions. secondly, kyushu’s market size is small 
compared to other major pYsr and domestic port cities.46 There is a limit to the 
growth potential of a port that does not expand its catchment area. Third, both 
ports have experienced declining trade with north american and european 
ports and increasing trade with closer asian ports. Trade imbalances in terms of 
volume (i.e. an excess of imports over exports) mainly through the east asian 
routes, decrease the efficiency of shipment and damage the attractiveness of the 
port. an effort should be made by both ports to expand their catchment area and 
increase the volume and variety of transported goods, especially exports.

Development of diverse marine transportation
an innovative sea transport system is being developed for the region’s 

container trade. The advantage of containers is their universal standard 
size. Tsumori (2006) notes that the diffusion of containerisation has har-
monised the business logistics system beyond the transportation mode and 
beyond borders. for example, all container transportation companies – not 
only container shipping companies, but also inland trucking companies and 
railway companies – are generally encouraged to have the same standard 
transportation system to fit the internationally standardised size and shape 
of a container. Many shipping companies now extend their business to the 
inland portion of transportation, responding to the shippers’ demand for an 
integrated door-to-door service. They are also trying to reduce total costs by 
decreasing inland costs.47 an integrated logistics operation is now crucial for 
the survival of shipping companies.

There are many examples of trans-border linkages involving multi-modal 
transportation systems in the region. a train-ferry system (Tfs) (roll on/
roll off or ro/ro)48 operates between busan-fukuoka, shimonoseki-
Qingdao, and fukuoka-shanghai (figure 2.15). a similar system is also 
planned for incheon-Yantai and for dalian-Yantai. The Tfs is more cost-
efficient than air freight and faster than container shipping because it boards 
cargo on trucks or trailers directly onto the ship, without the need for a crane. 
for example, this system takes only 60 hours from Tokyo to seoul, at 30% 
lower cost than air freight. another advantage of Tfs is that it is usually for 
both goods and passengers, making the service more frequent, punctual and 
immune from rolling and pitching, which is especially important for expen-
sive fragile goods such as semi-conductors. hakata port has tried to take 
advantage of the east asian vitality for its port development by crafting the 
“hakata cross service”, which connects hakata with busan and shanghai (via 
the shanghai super express; sse),49 and domestically with big ports such as 
Tokyo and kobe. Japan railway freight is aligned with the korea railway 
company for this service.
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The increasing global trade volume means that the main trend affecting 
the global logistics market is the prevalence of larger ships. post-panamax50 
container ships account for more than 60% of all ships, mainly those which 
work the long-distance trunk routes. short to middle distance routes also 
have larger ships than ever. This raises the shipping threshold per port, and 
means that limited numbers of stopping-by ports with larger catchment areas 
are selected so as to decrease the occurrence of “less than container load” 
(lcl), which decreases the efficiency of the logistics system. big compa-
nies, which tend to have big ships, promote alliances or mergers to increase 
competitiveness. with the dominance of bigger ships, on the other hand, 
the rise of intra-regional trade and value chain management by companies 
increases the demand for frequent, stable and speedy service by small to 
medium-sized feeder container ships suitable for short distance transporta-
tion.51 furthermore, the trade imbalances that tend to occur under a free trade 
system also contribute to lcl. both Japan and korea import more than they 
export in their trade with china in terms of volume. Therefore, lcl tends to 
occur in export containers going to china.52

in response to these shippers’ demands, the transportation mode has 
been diversified from container ships to the smaller but more frequent ro/

figure 2.15. multi-modal transportation network in the PYsR: advanced example

Source: kim w-b et al. (2008).
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ro. The aforementioned sse delivers 12 foot containers53 using an ro/ro 
ship between hakata and shanghai port; once the goods arrive in hakata, the 
same company tranships them to their final destination by rail or road. The 
aim is to expand the catchment area of hakata port. hakata port’s proximity 
to east asia improves shipping speed, increases frequency and lowers costs. 
This service has increased the number of containers transported from 130 
in 2003 to 3 960 in 2007. it has great potential, but currently the sse service 
operates only twice a week, mainly because of the rather small market size 
of the kyushu area. also, the connection between routes, for example from 
international to domestic, is not very smooth.

in response to the threat of losing tranship demand through port com-
petition, major ports took the initiative to maintain demand. This involved 
upgrading their logistic function, a process called value added logistics 
(Val), which adds value to the transhipped cargo (furuichi, 2006). Val will 
support supply chain management and demand chain management which has 
been highly developed in east asia. Val requires more facility investment 
but stabilises port management. it also creates more employment opportuni-
ties in the region, contributing to economic growth. for example, busan port 
is aiming to provide a total logistics service, instead of just transhipping 
containers. it has a series of functions that de-bundles (splits apart), classifies, 
processes and stores transhipped cargo, delivers it to the final destination 
when requested by the original exporters and controls the remaining goods 
in stock. automatic cargo recognition, automatic tracking of cargo route and 
real-time logistics information improves operation efficiency, shortens times-
cales, lowers costs and tightens security.54

Strong central and local government support for port logistics
reflecting the importance of the logistics sector to their economy, each 

country has given high priority to developing transportation infrastructure 
and is trying to take advantage of the rapidly developing pYsr. korea has 
planned mega-scale infrastructure investment in the pYsr in its compre-
hensive national territorial plan for 2006-2020. Japan is promoting super 
core ports (six ports) and core international ports (11 ports including hakata, 
kitakyushu and shimonoseki). china also has similar strategies – among 
them, the expansion of shanghai port is outstandingly large scale. The port 
will become an international hub with 50 docks. in the pYsr, currently 
Qingdao, Tianjin and kitakyushu are expanding their port capacities, while 
busan is supposed to complete the expansion of a new port in 2015 at the pro-
jected expense of about usd 61.5 million. in this way, each country is com-
peting to become the regional hub. because of this expansion competition, 
there have been some concerns about duplicate and excessive investment, 
especially in port facilities. accordingly, stakeholders surrounding the pYsr 
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are actively discussing the issue and developing measures for co-ordinating 
transport systems across borders.

national level dialogue has already begun on these issues. The three 
countries established the Trilateral Ministerial conference on Transport and 
logistics in 2006 to exchange information on international maritime trans-
port and logistics and to develop a seamless logistics system in the pYsr 
countries. The three countries agreed an action plan at the first conference in 
2006. The plan includes 12 actions, such as establishing an inter-connected 
logistics information network, standardising logistics equipment, conduct-
ing joint research etc. at the second conference in 2008, the three ministers 
exchanged information on implementation progress for each action and set 
three objectives for further co-operation: (i) a seamless logistics system; 
(ii) environmentally friendly logistics; and (iii) secure and efficient logistics. 
director-general and director level working groups have also been established 
under this ministerial conference.

local government strongly promotes port logistics within the region. for 
example, the city of kitakyushu asked the national government to approve a 
“special deregulated district for international logistics” in 2003. The proposal 
aimed at opening 35 new companies in the city and creating 10 000 new jobs. 
The national government accepted part of the proposal, including deregula-
tion of building approval in the port district, subsidy provision for accumu-
lating business in the port, and inviting foreign researchers for facilitating 
knowledge exchange. kitakyushu city is also designated as a “recycling 
port” and is developing international green logistics for dealing with recycla-
ble resources (box 2.5). incheon city has also been very active in creating a 
triangular logistics network with china and Japan to revitalise the logistics 
industry. it has also developed its port by taking advantage of its designation 
as a “customs-free zone”. a customs-free zone enjoys a tax privilege exempt-
ing goods traded within the designated area from custom duties and other 
taxes. The aim is to facilitate freight trading. Tianjin port has also effectively 
promoted a free trade zone since 1991. 

soft policies, such as port management, can also increase trans-border 
linkages. The governance structure of a port affects the degree to which it 
can legally and practically increase competitiveness through co-operation.55 
private involvement in port management can also contribute to the trans-
border networking among ports in the pYsr. according to information 
from the kitakyushu city government, psa international, which is involved 
with managing kitakyushu, incheon and dalian ports, promotes a triangu-
lar network strategy. This places kitakyushu port as a hub connected to a 
trunk route towards north america with geographically remote dalian and 
naturally disadvantaged incheon as feeder ports. local level co-operation is 
developed in this field.
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The organization for east asia economic development (oeaed), which 
consists of ten port cities in the pYsr, also emphasises the importance of the 
logistic sector and has talked about the notion of “port partnership”. it has cre-
ated a working group for logistics which has had some success. The oeaed 
aims to introduce to member cities discounted fees for using the port facility 
and to simplify the custom information system. it also aims to network logistics 
information and the logistics business sector. director-generals of port offices 
and the logistic business sector in ten cities participate in the working group. 
incheon city, one of the members of the oeaed, is already discounting ship 
fees (by 20%) and is developing a database on infrastructure and logistics in 
ten cities. bi-lateral relationships are also gradually being constructed. in 2007, 
korea’s incheon port development council and the kitakyushu port promotion 
council signed an exchange agreement to identify and develop joint projects. 
both incheon and Qingdao cities host a china-south korea logistics centre, 
based on a private sector co-operation agreement between both countries.

Airport logistics: an increase in air cargo
Transportation of goods by air is steadily increasing because of the 

demand from the high-tech sector, not only in asia but all over the world. 
These products are small, light, valuable and require fast and vigilant deliv-
ery. between 1997 and 2007, the air cargo growth rate within asia was 7%, 

box 2.5. A growing recycling trade

a chronic lack of plastic and other materials in china and the increased need for recycling in 
Japan have contributed to the gradual emergence of a used goods/materials trade (Tateishi, 
2006). for example, 7.1% of containers exported from kitakyushu port and 9.8% from 
hakata port consisted of materials for reuse, most of which was exported to china. since 
2002 the Japanese government has begun to designate some ports as “recycling ports”, 
which are developing the ability to store, recycle and trade the used goods. kitakyushu was 
designated as one of the first of five such ports, based on its potential for co-ordination with 
the surrounding region. by promoting recycling ports, Japan is trying to create a “recycling-
based society”, revitalise the recycling industry for regional development on the coast where 
manufacturing is in decline, and decrease recycling costs and the environmental burden. The 
Japanese government provides support for facility development and management of recyclable 
goods, and facilitates public-private partnerships. in response to this trend, chinese port cities 
have also put more effort into developing the recycling industry. Qingdao started official 
co-operation with kitakyushu in 2007; Tianjin followed in 2008. The most important aspect 
of the trade in recycled goods is to assure transparency, security and traceability to prevent 
contamination. This trade has great potential for redressing Japan’s export-import imbalance 
and contributing to the development of an environmentally sound society.
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much higher than the world average of 4.1%. The growth rate between 2008 
and 2027 is projected to be 8.1%, again higher than the world average of 5.8% 
(figure 2.16).

incheon international airport is the only air logistics hub in the 
pYsr, followed by narita (Tokyo) airport at the east asia scale. incheon 
international airport has increased its volume of air freight and has been 
fourth largest in the world in 2008, while Tokyo’s narita international airport 
has been falling in the rankings since 2005 (Table 2.24). fukuoka airport, a 
hub in kyushu region, has increased its exports from JpY 682 billion in 1997 
to JpY 751 billion in 2008, while increasing imports from JpY 230 billion 
in 1997 to JpY 895 billion in 2008 (Moji customs, 2008). electronics parts, 
including semi-conductors, comprise half of this trade. even though the share 
of air cargo in china’s total freight volume was below 10% in 2004, china’s 
rapid economic growth and technological development will increase this share 
in the future. similar to the trend in air passenger volume, china-korea air 
freight is rapidly catching up with the already established Japan-korea air 
freight volume. however, china-Japan freight volume is still the largest side 
of the “triangle” of trade among the three countries.

figure 2.16. Historical and forecast air cargo growth rates
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2.2.3 Challenges and recommendations
in this section we have analysed the pYrs’s airport and port transporta-

tion network. co-ordination among each port and airport will make trans-
portation within the pYsr smooth and contribute to the overall economic 
development of the region. The following are some challenges and recom-
mendations for enhancing transportation in the region:

i. Expand the one-day business zone. The efficient use of existing 
airports will aid the expansion of the one-day business zone, helping 
to ease the fiscal strain facing these three countries. promoting an 
open-sky policy will help to increase the use of existing airport infra-
structure. in terms of the Japanese cities (fukuoka and kitakyushu) 
and busan, fully developing ferry services and connecting these 
cities to their hinterland through high speed trains and highways 
would also help to expand the one-day business zone.

ii. Develop and co-ordinate a multi-hub port system in the PYSR. 
each port in the pYsr should seek its own niche in response to the 
structural changes in the regional logistics system. efforts towards 
creating a multi-hub port system requires further trans-border co-
operation around transportation policies.

iii. Upgrade the logistics function: Value adding logistics (Val) could 
be a key strategy for increasing ports’ comparative advantage, allow-
ing them to shift from simply transmitting goods to providing logisti-
cal services such as de-bundling, processing and customs clearance.

Table 2.24. Ranking of top five world airports by cargo traffic, 2002-2008

2002 2008

Rank Name
Cargo 

(metric tonnes) Rank Name
Cargo 

(metric tonnes)
1 Memphis 3 390 515 1 Memphis 3 695 438
2 Hong Kong 2 668 880 2 Hong Kong 3 660 901
3 Tokyo (Narita) 2 154 691 3 Shanghai (Pudong) 2 602 916
4 Anchorage 2 102 025 4 Incheon  2 423 717
5 Incheon  1 843 055 5 Anchorage 2 339 831

8 Tokyo (Narita) 2 100 448

Source: airports council international.
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iv. Achieve a good balance between exports and imports: port cities need to 
find new products to help mitigate the problem of under-used containers. 
recycling materials, as promoted by kitakyushu city, might be one pos-
sibility (see box 2.5). horizontal co-operation between the economy and 
trade and transportation sectors would also help address the problem.

v. Expand ports’ catchment areas: expanding a port’s catchment area 
(the hinterland) by improving inter-modal connections is crucial for 
upgrading port status. The seoul-busan highway opened in 1970 
and a high-speed rail line (kTX) opened to the public in 2004, help-
ing to expand the catchment area of busan port.56 similarly, the 
completion of the integrated network of the kyushu, east kyushu 
and cross kyushu highways will expand the hinterland of fukuoka 
(hakata) and kitakyushu ports. kyushu shinkansen, a high-speed 
rail link being built to connect fukuoka, kagoshima and nagasaki, 
will likely accompany more efficient use of the existing railway and 
further expand the hinterland of fukuoka (hakata) and kitakyushu 
ports. Tianjin and beijing airports have a common strategy to share 
and complement the passengers and freight routes by developing 
highways and a bullet train between Tianjin and beijing.

vi. Deepen trans-border institutional harmonisation: differences in con-
tainer chassis standards, lack of co-ordination among railway systems 
and different security regulations among the three countries are inhibit-
ing the full integration of multi-modal trans-border logistics. in other 
words, standardisation in every area of logistics will be required if better 

box 2.6. A trans-border port alliance in europe: copenhagen/mälmo port

integrated management of the ports of copenhagen (in denmark) and Mälmo (in sweden) 
is one of the most progressive global examples of trans-border co-operation. These ports 
have been managed by the copenhagen Mälmo port authority (cMp) since 2001. The cMp 
is equally funded by the copenhagen port authority (denmark government and city of 
copenhagen government) and by the Mälmo port authority (the city of Mälmo and private 
entities). by integrating these two ports beyond national borders, copenhagen and Mälmo 
have tried to capture international recognition through expanded scale, and achieve efficient 
investment. Mälmo port specialises in freight logistics while copenhagen port promotes 
the cruise industry. The integrated port is aiming to become the hub port for the nordic and 
baltic regions, taking advantage of its location as an access point between scandinavia and 
western europe. a number of international firms, including Toyota, sony and roland, have 
already located their main distribution centres at the port.

Source: oecd (2009).
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and smoother transportation is to be achieved. ciQ (customs, immigra-
tion and quarantine) should also be aligned with the speed of logistics. 
These challenges need to be tackled as a region. in the oecd member 
countries, there are cases of trans-border port alliances (box 2.6). 
co-operation among national and local governments, and private sector 
involvement, are all necessary to bring about this standardisation, as seen 
in the case of the ro/ro line between fukuoka and shanghai.

2.3 soft infrastructure: the socio-cultural network

Trans-border linkages do not only require hard infrastructure; they also 
depend on soft infrastructure such as human resources, culture and institu-
tions for knowledge exchange (Table 2.25). Through soft infrastructure, 
people can exchange information and ideas, and develop mutual understand-
ing and value systems to help unite a region. This section begins by describ-
ing existing assets, then analyses the role of tourism in promoting mutual 
understanding and an open-minded culture. finally, we discuss academia as 
an institutional tool to facilitate the exchange of people and ideas.

Table 2.25. the cultural challenges of trans-border co-operation

Problem Explanations
Communication Lack of  linguistic proficiency

Moral concepts
Behavioural patterns
Customs/manners and routine behaviour
Slowness in progress
Mistrust
Lack of genuine motivation

Customs, national traditions, habits & behaviour
Cultural/political barriers
Mentality and motivation

Institutional levels Different and/or overlapping powers
Discrepancies in operational methods
Different official languages

Bureaucracy

Historical level Prejudices
Misinformation

Lack of mutual trust Lack of mutual knowledge
Different working methods

Instinctive attitudes Traditional prejudices
Unpleasant experiences, failures
Ignorance creates mistrust

Source: van run (2000).
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2.3.1 Existing assets: human resources and life support infrastructure

A long history of cultural exchange
The coastal cities in the pYsr have a long tradition of cultural exchange. 

between the seventh and tenth centuries, china, Japan and korea maintained 
peaceful and co-operative relationships. according to chen (2005), there is some 
evidence that the trans-border sub-regions today can be traced back to the china-
centric tributary system and the geographic structure of maritime asia after the 
early 1400s. hamashita analysed the trade pattern of the asia-pacific area in pre-
modern times and found there was frequent trade in the pYsr. he noted that “the 
states, regions, and cities located along the periphery of each sea zone were close 
enough to influence one another but too far apart to be assimilated into a large 
entity” (hamashita, 1997). This level of historical connection helped build social 
capital (cultural links) while maintaining the diversity of the pYsr. This legacy 
is being reconsidered and revived in the contemporary context.

currently, urban development projects based on trans-border historic 
activity prosper in the pYsr. for example, incheon revived its chinatown 
in 2001 in order to increase chinese tourists. busan city has also revived its 
“special Zone of chinatown”, to increase tourists, shopping activities and 
cultural experiences. The project includes the establishment of a touristic-
cultural centre and the improvement of the streets. it claims to be the largest 
chinatown in south korea. in 2004, Japan’s fukuoka city also revealed a 
plan to revive its chinatown to increase the business and cultural connec-
tions with china. This was once the first chinatown in Japan, but was later 
demolished. a large-scale event commemorating the ritual visits of chosen 
dynasty diplomats to Japan between the 17th and 19th centuries has been 
regularly held in both korea and Japan to promote cultural exchange and 
tourism. These events involved collaboration among various stakeholders in 
Japan and korea. in all of these cases, past trans-border activity is regarded 
as a regional asset for future trans-border activity.

The cultural gap between the three countries is closing, especially for the 
younger generations. fashion and entertainment (movies, TV drama, music, 
comics and animation, see box 2.7) are the main engines of a common culture. 
some Japanese fashion magazines have better sales in china than in Japan.57 
actors and singers often cross the border and are popular in neighbouring 
countries. The popularity of korean dramas has contributed to the increase of 
Japanese tourists visiting korea and they have also has been influential among 
china’s young people. a chinese music group topped the Japanese music scene 
in 2004. The busan international film festival, first launched in 1996 and held 
annually since then, has grown into one of asia’s largest film festivals, with 
around 200 000 visitors since 2007. all these factors suggest that the gaps in life-
styles and value systems are gradually being closed, especially among the young. 
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Increasing exchange of human resources
Japan, korea and china all have policies to increase their intake of 

highly-skilled foreigners and foreign students. Though the share of foreign 
residents in the total population is not large in most pYsr cities, the absolute 
number is large in many cities (Qingdao: 100 000; Tianjin and incheon: about 
40 000; fukuoka and busan: about 20 000; Table 2.26). Japan and korea have 
a positive list system for immigrants, allowing only qualified immigrants to 
enter the country. in Japan, foreign residents increased from 1.5 million in 
1998 to 2.2 million in 2008 (Ministry of Justice, 2009b). foreign residents 
from china constitute the largest share (29.6 %), with koreans forming the 
second largest group (26.6%) in 2008. foreign residents in korea increased 
from 182 788 in 1998 to 854 007 in 2008 (korea national statistics office). 
in the past, korea focused on accepting low-skilled immigrants, but recently 
it has been prioritising high-skilled immigrants. china also introduced work 
permits for foreigners in 1996 and established a permanent residence permit 
in 2004. according to the bureau of exit-entry of the Ministry of public 
security, the number of foreign nationals in china was over 26 million in 
2007. Their nationalities were mainly korean (18.3%), Japanese (15.2%) and 
russian (11.5%).

labour force mobility in the pYsr is low. This highlights one of the 
distinctive features of the local labour market in the pYsr – population 
change can principally be attributed to domestic migration and demographic 
changes (i.e. births and death rates), rather than international migration. in 
fact, many cities in the pYsr mobilise labour forces internally. for example, 

box 2.7. collaborative film, drama and animation in china, Japan and korea

Young students from film schools in china, Japan and korea collaborated to make an 
omnibus film sponsored by Yokohama city to commemorate the 150th celebration of the 
opening of its port. The film, The Stories of Three Ports, is to be screened in 2009. china 
created a story about Quingtao, Japan about Yokohama, and korea about incheon. The three 
countries also began collaborating on a TV drama in 2009, on a story about a legendary 
chinese man who is supposed to have come to Japan, after passing though korea, in search 
for medicine for eternal life. collaborative animation-making has also occurred among 
companies from the three countries. This combines Japanese know-how with china and 
korea’s cost advantages, and enables regulations against foreign content to be bypassed 
(china and korea have regulated the broadcasting of foreign animation programmes, mainly 
to support their domestic animation industry).

Source : Yokohama city (www.city.yokohama.jp/me/keiei/kaikou/souzou/project/cultural/event-150movie.
html), accessed august 29, 2009.
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the foreign workforce in kyushu, Japan, was 12 630 in 2006, only 3.3% of 
the total foreign workforce nationwide. of these foreign workers, 73% came 
from east asia and 14% from southeast asia (MeTi kyushu bureau, 2008). 
This low proportion of foreign workers can be explained by two factors: there 
are fewer foreign companies based in kyushu than the three metropolitan 
areas (Tokyo, osaka and nagoya); and local companies in kyushu employ 
fewer foreign people than other regions of Japan. furthermore, a significant 
share of the new jobs in Tianjin city in 2006 were filled from inside Tianjin; 
23% and 17.7% of workers were from rural areas and new college graduates 
in Tianjin respectively, whereas workers from outside the Tianjin area only 
comprised 1.2% (Tianjin city, 2006).

The basic infrastructure for foreign residents includes special schools for 
their children, bilingual hospitals and so on. for example, reflecting the close 

Table 2.26. Population of foreign nationals in the PYsR cities, 1995-2006

Population of foreign nationals
Ratio of foreign nationals to
the total population (%)

1995 2000 2005 2006 1995 2 000 2005 2006
Japan 1 362 371 1 686 444 2 011 555 2084 919 1.1 1.3 1.6

Fukuoka 13 361 16 531 19 878 20 428 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.4

Kitakyushu 11 179 10 552 11 367 11 352 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.1

Shimonoseki 4 723 4 244 3 891 — 1.5 1.4 1.3 —

China NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Dalian NA NA NA 15 000 NA NA NA 0.3

Tianjin NA NA NA 40 000 NA NA NA 0.4

Qingdao NA NA NA 100 000 NA NA NA 1.3

Yantai NA NA NA 10 000 NA NA NA 0.2

Korea 123 881 244 172 485 477 632 490 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.3
Busan 9 092 7 447 11 035 23 397 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6
Incheon 12 529 8 801 13 600 39 463 0.4 0.7 1.2 1.5

Ulsan 2 944 3 926 4 243 10 494 NA 0.4 0.7 1.0

Sources: (a) Japan: immigration bureau of Japan “statistics of foreign people who registered 
entry into Japan”, Metropolitan area statistics council’s “Metropolitan area comparative 
statistical Table” (each year’s edition) and the cities’ official websites; (b) korea: korea 
national statistics office, each city’s statistical yearbook (2006 and 2001 editions); (c) china: 
arranged statistical materials on resident foreigners on the websites of the public security 
departments of dalian, Tianjin and Qingdao.
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human relationship between the korean and chinese coastal cities, Tianjin 
and Qingdao have several schools for korean children, while busan has 
two schools for chinese children. on the other hand, fukuoka has only one 
international bilingual school and one school for korean children. a guide 
for foreign residents living in fukuoka, issued by the fukuoka international 
exchange foundation and written in english, chinese and korean, gives 
foreign residents information on housing, education and social welfare in 
fukuoka. a similar service is provided on the busan Metropolitan city web-
site for residents speaking english, Japanese and chinese. This kind of “soft” 
public support is an important service for all types of foreign resident.

language barriers are gradually being reduced in the pYsr cities.58 
busan and fukuoka are trying to create a “no-translation zone” to strengthen 
the daily links between the two cities. both cities have recently added both 
korean and Japanese languages to street signs. The private sector, such as 
many large commercial facilities, also uses both languages on signs where 
necessary. in the long run, language will be less of a barrier as more young 
people learn the language of their neighbouring countries at school. for 
example, in april 2009, the educational bureau of the city of seoul revealed 
that 278 out of 308 high schools teach Japanese as an optional second lan-
guage, and 189 schools offer chinese. in Japan, the Ministry of education 
also revealed in 2007 that the number of high schools that teach korean as 
a second language increased from 73 in 1995 to 286 in 2005. high schools 
teaching chinese also increased from 192 in 1995 to 553 in 2005.

2.3.2 Tourism: a tool to promote the exchange of peoples and 
cultures

in a context where there is little human exchange across borders via 
migration, tourism is a potential first step for promoting mutual understand-
ing among cultures and peoples in the pYsr. Tourism is also a sector from 
which both sending and receiving countries can benefit economically; tour-
ists tend to pay local agencies in their home country to organise their trip, 
and they also spend money at their destination. in other words, a “win-win” 
situation can be easily achieved in this sector. regions not only use price dif-
ferentials to compete for tourists, but also by promoting their unique regional 
assets (box 2.8). Mutual investment is not always required. as a result, gen-
erally, governments can co-operate more easily around tourism than around 
any other policy area. 

The recent tourist boom in asia is a promising sign for the region. since 
1990, global tourism has had three main pillars, europe, america, and east 
asia/pacific. The world Tourism organization (wTo) expects that the east 
asia/pacific region will be the second largest tourist destination (195 million 
tourists) by 2010. it forecasts that by 2020 the top three receiving regions will 
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box 2.8. some of the PYsR’s unique regional tourism assets

Dalian, China: The flourishing coastal city of dalian has a pleasant climate with clearly 
demarcated seasons. cool summers and warm winters make the city an ideal holiday resort. dalian 
abounds with natural resources. it is an important base for fruit and water production in china. 
dalian is also known as the “home of track and fields” and the famous “soccer city.” The port 
has many factories which produce handicrafts such as glassware and shell mosaics. every year, 
dalian attracts many regular international events and activities, such as the chinese scholar Tree, 
international fashion festival, export commodity fair, and international Marathon competition.

Tianjin, China: historical changes over the past 600 years have made Tianjin a unique place, 
mingling both ancient and modern chinese and western styles. Tianjin is well situated for travel 
by land, sea or air and has become an international tourist destination and a base in northern china 
for chartered tourist planes. Tianjin has many advantages for travellers interested in commerce, 
antiques, local culture, study or tours centred on such things as preventative medicine or folk 
customs. in addition, it now only takes an hour to travel by car from Tianjin to beijing on the new 
beijing-Tianjin-Tanggu expressway.

Fukuoka, Japan: The city of fukuoka, also known as hakata, is not only the kyushu region’s 
administrative and economic centre, but is also a terminal for air and rail travellers. The Hakata 
Dontaku is a colorful port festival held every summer. highlights include a parade of children in 
traditional dress, men and women in fancy costume, and te-odori dancing (dancing with nothing 
in hand) through the streets. This event draws more than 580 groups and about 31 000 participants 
and is viewed by more than 2 million spectators.

Kitakyushu, Japan: kitakyushu city is located in the northern part of fukuoka and is the gateway 
to the kyushu region. while kitakyushu has become the largest heavy industry city in the kyushu 
region, it is also the base for some major sightseeing spots. These include Moji port (a special export 
port in the Meiji era), kokura (a castle town that was the starting point of the nagasaki-kaido 
highway), and Yahata-higashida, with its space world and the kitakyushu Museum of natural 
history and human history. This sightseeing city receives more than 10 million tourists each year.

Busan, Korea: as a major port city, busan has a myriad of sea routes offering gateways to Japan 
and to the rest of the world. busan also boasts beautiful natural scenery, with a landscape that 
includes a coastline with fine beaches, scenic islets and tall mountains. The pusan international 
film festival (piff) is held annually and attracts movie enthusiasts from all over the world.

Incheon, Korea: The first city in korea to open its doors to the outside world, incheon has played a 
major role in the modernisation of the nation. The city offers the closest access to the sea for those 
living in seoul, and boasts beautiful islands offshore. on the islands of sido and Modo, visitors can 
still find TV drama filming sets, which are now tourist attractions. The new incheon airport city 
offers a large selection of hotels in the beach areas and on the islands, as well as in the downtown area.

Sources : china national Tourist office, Japan national Tourism organisation, korea Tourism organisation.
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be europe (717 million tourists), east asia/the pacific (397 million) and the 
americas (282 million). The global share of east asia/pacific will increase 
from 14.4% in 1995 to 25.4% in 2020; a faster growth rate than the world 
average (Table 2.27).

More specifically, when looking at intra-regional tourism in china, 
Japan and korea, the interconnection of the three countries are outstanding 
(Table 2.28). in 2008, Japanese and koreans constituted 16.2% and 18.3% 
of tourists to china respectively. There is a strong bi-lateral flow of tourists 
between korea and Japan. however, there are much fewer chinese travel-
ling to Japan and korea than Japanese and korean tourists to china. This 
suggests there is much potential for Japan and korea to attract more chinese 
tourists. according to the china national Tourism administration (cnTa), 
46 million chinese travelled overseas from mainland china during 2008. 
The wTo forecasts that china will produce 100 million outbound tourists by 
2020. The average spending by chinese travellers is high in many places59 
and receiving countries can expect a big economic impact from chinese 
tourists. it is highly likely that intra-regional tourism will increase because 
of china’s rapid economic growth and the deepening business relationships 
among the three countries.

however, if we examine the more detailed regional picture, we can see 
that tourism within the pYsr has become rather stagnant because most tour-
ists in the pYsr countries head to the capital regions, i.e. Tokyo, seoul and 
beijing. according to a JnTo survey (14 535 samples) in 2007-08, 58.2% of 
foreign tourists to Japan visited Tokyo, while 9.6% visited fukuoka prefecture. 
in korea, compared to around 6 million foreign tourists to seoul, busan had 

Table 2.27. world tourism projections, 1995-2020

  Forecasts (Millions) Market share

Average 
annual growth 

rate
Destination 1995 2010 2020 1995 2020 1995-2020
World (total) 565 1006 1561 100.0% 100.0% 4.1%
Africa 20 47 77 306.0% 5.0% 5.5%
Americas 110 190 282 19.3% 18.1% 3.8%
East Asia/the Pacific 81 195 397 14.4% 25.4% 6.5%
Europe 336 527 717 59.8% 45.9% 3.1%
Middle East 14 36 69 2.2% 4.4% 6.7%
South Asia 4 11 19 0.7% 1.2% 6.2%

Source: wTo (2001), Tourism 2020 Vision.
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about 1.7 million foreign tourists in 2007 (clair, 2008). beijing is also the 
top-ranking city in china in terms of numbers of foreign tourists and the 
income they bring.

Tourism trends are not only influenced by the attractiveness of each des-
tination, but also by the transport infrastructure, national policies (especially 
immigration control) and exchange rates. This point is illustrated by the 
example of kyushu region in Japan. kyushu region has had a steady increase 
of foreign visitors since 1998,60 reaching 927 000 in 2007 (10.1% of all visitors 
to Japan). korean visitors make up around 70% of total visitors to kyushu. 
The rate of increase in 2006-07 was around 17%. This increasing trend of 
korean visitors can be explained by many factors; the introduction of regular 
jet foil/ferry services between hakata and busan since 2003, visa exemptions 
for short-stay visitors, the appreciation of the korean currency, the kyushu 
tourism campaign, and institutional arrangements such as the establishment 
of the organisation for promotion of kyushu Tourism in 2005. The increase 
of chinese visitors to kyushu can also be explained by Japan’s relaxation of 
visa regulations. however, the recent appreciation of the Japanese currency 
has changed the direction of tourist flows. The decrease of korean visitors to 
kyushu has been affecting the kyushu economy since the fast depreciation of 
the korean currency began in July 2008 (MeTi kyushu bureau, 2008).

Table 2.28. Intra-regional tourist movements, 2008 (china, 2006)

Destination Origin Tourists (A)
Share (A/total 

inbound tourists)

China Japan     1 831 188  16.2%

Korea     2 068 726  18.3%

Japan China       455 728  7.5%

Korea     1 892 654  31.3%

Korea China       417 593  9.0%

Japan     2 302 360  49.6%

Note: china data are for 2006. There is some inconsistency of numbers 
between countries depending on the definition. Tourism statistics at city level 
are not well developed.

Source: calculated by the oecd based on the following statistics: destination 
china, Ministry of public security, cited in china national Tourist office 
(www.cnto.org/chinastats.asp); destination Japan, JnTo (www.jnto.go.jp/
jpn/tourism_data/visitor_data.html); destination korea, korea Tourism 
organization (http://kto.visitkorea.or.kr/inout.kto?func_name=search).
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National and local tourism policies
The pYsr countries’ tourism policies have generally focused on increas-

ing the attractiveness of the region and decreasing the information and 
transportation costs for travellers. an annual ministerial meeting has been 
held since 2006 to promote tourism in the three countries. This established 
the plan for intra-regional Tourism development and set a target to increase 
intra-regional tourists from 12 million in 2005 to 17 million in 2010. concrete 
measures include the joint promotion of a cruise route and the development 
of air traffic. The second meeting (2007) issued the Qingdao declaration, 
which also addresses environmental considerations, and the use of tourism to 
decrease regional disparities in employment growth. The declaration empha-
sised the importance of youth exchange and private sector organisation, and 
strategies included the improvement of tourism statistics, the development 
of a circular tourist route and joint pr for international conferences. The 
busan declaration, issued after the third meeting (2008), re-emphasised this 
policy direction and further agreed on the joint development of a payment 
system using a smart card, joint tourism promotion and the establishment 
of a Management committee for the Tourism development of china, Japan 
and korea. The Japanese and korean governments have also agreed a visa 
exemption for short-term visitors to stimulate tourism. national level co-
operation will be very effective, especially when asia is at the centre of world 
attention during big events such as the shanghai world exposition in 2010, 
the world championships in athletics at daegu in 2011 and the asia games 
at incheon in 2014.

however, despite co-operating, the three countries also compete for 
international tourists. at the national level, each country has made consider-
able efforts to increase international tourists to their country. The Japanese 
and korean governments are implementing strong tourism campaigns. Japan 
launched the Visit Japan campaign in 2003.61 The korean government has 
delivered a campaign to capture the popularity in Japan and china of “han-
stream” (korean style, the cultural phenomenon represented by the big boom 
in korean TV drama).62 The chinese government is also trying to increase 
the number of foreign visitors. in the 1990s it has stepped up its tourism pro-
motion significantly, especially since “chinese Tourism Year” in 1997.

at the local level, each city in the pYsr has developed a tourism policy. 
fukuoka city’s new basic plan (2003) aims to increase the numbers of inter-
national tourists who stay in the city from 333 645 in 2002 to 600 000 in 2015. 
kitakyushu city’s Tourism promotion plan (2006) wants to increase interna-
tional tourists from 107 000 in 2006 to 200 000 in 2013. The city focuses on 
its attraction as an industrial tourism destination, given its long history as an 
industrial city.63 busan is also making a move to become a centre for medi-
cal tourism. since 2008, busan has equipped 300 medical centres with good 
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facilities to provide quality medical and language services for foreigners. 
dalian and Yentai are also trying to increase international tourists and have 
both developed beach districts. The pYsr cities also have developed many 
cultural programmes and events based on regional traditions and strengths 
(see box 2.8). however, more could be done at the local level to improve 
the infrastructure for international tourism. There is a need for a foreign 
language emergency service, a system for cashing international cards, and 
an international TV channel, as just a few examples. a more welcoming and 
accepting attitude by citizens could be also developed at the local level. The 
accumulation of internationally-oriented organisations in fukuoka, such 
as the international exchange foundation, The asian pacific children’s 
convention and the united nations-habiTaT fukuoka office, will help 
raise citizens’ acceptance of foreign visitors and cultures.64

Institutional co-operation across borders to boost tourism
foreign visitors enter the country through the gateway cities, so-called 

port cities which have an airport and/or port. The challenge is how to encour-
age them to stay longer in the region. The development of a transportation 
infrastructure which connects gateway cities with the hinterland will be 
essential for inducing foreign visitors to visit more places in the region. at the 
same time, institutional co-operation between different local governments will 
help to create a “regional brand” image and to develop circular tourist routes. 
in kyushu region, the organisation for kyushu Tourism promotion was estab-
lished in 2005 to promote tourism and economic development by building 
attractive tourist destinations and enticing more domestic and international 
tourists into the area.65 fourteen prefectures, several tourism associations 
and 104 private entities are members of the organisation and co-operate for 
a common purpose. in korea, two cities and two provinces (busan, ulsan, 
gangwon province and gyeongbuk province) have organised a tourism pro-
motion council to actively promote joint tourism business. The council plans 
joint marketing of the region, especially targeting the pYsr. The east busan 
Tourist complex project, which aims to become a “health resort”, is trying to 
establish a south and east coast tourism belt, connecting cities along the coast.

The Tourism promotion organisation (Tpo) is an example of an inter-
national network of cities for promoting tourism in the pYsr, although its 
activities are not limited to the pYsr. The Tpo was established in 2002 by 
the government of busan city and currently includes 68 cities and 40 civil 
organisations in 13 countries (including 21 in korea, 14 in china and 13 in 
Japan). it promotes the Tpo Traveller card, which allows discounts in member 
stores in member cities, and there are plans to link Tpo with a credit card. it 
also runs a student travel exchange project, promotes joint marketing and is 
creating cruise routes. The oeaed, which consists of ten port cities in the 
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pYsr,66 has also established an inter-regional committee to discuss mutually 
beneficial ways of promoting tourism. it has designated 2009 as pan Yellow 
sea Year and various activities in member cities are being co-ordinated under 
this brand. current discussions focus on the potential of the cruise ships which 
stop at many pYsr port cities (box 2.9).

The co-operation between fukuoka and busan cities has had more ben-
efits than simply cementing relationships. The two cities have run a joint 
tourism campaign – asia gateway 2011 – since 2008. The campaign includes 
co-management of a single website, planning of new tourism circuit and 
collaboration in music, art and movie scenes. asia gateway, a joint website 
presenting fukuoka and busan cities as a single tourism area, was launched 
in 2009. it features tourist attractions in both Japanese and korean, and 
creates an image of the two cities as “neighbouring towns”, not as foreign 
towns. local newspaper companies from both cities manage the website. The 

box 2.9. Potential of the cruise industry

in 2007 the world cruise market was about 16 million passengers, of which the asian share 
was rather small, at 4.7% (ward, 2008). however, the cruise market in the asia pacific 
region is expected to grow by more than 40%, from 1.07 million in 2005 to 1.5 million by 
2010, according to ocean shipping consultants. responding to the expected increase in 
demand, costa crociere, one of the largest cruise companies in europe, entered the asian 
cruise market in 2006. royal caribbean cruise limited, one of the largest american cruise 
companies, entered the asian market in 2007 and established its asia-pacific headquarters 
in singapore. in the pYsr, these and other companies sell cruise routes such as shanghai-
(kagoshima)-(nagasaki)-fukuoka-Jeju-shanghai and shanghai-fukuoka-busan-shanghai. 
The majority of passengers are chinese, mostly middle to upper class with strong purchasing 
power. fukuoka city has recently been included in the cruise circuit, mainly for shopping. 
given the large economic impact of cruise ships on the cities at which they stop, there is stiff 
competition among port cities to attract these ships.

in 2009, one cruise company changed its stopping-off points from naha, okinawa to fukuoka 
because the public and private sector in fukuoka launched a co-ordinated campaign to attract 
cruise ships. department stores and many other large scale stores prepared by accepting credit 
cards popular in china. fukuoka prefecture increased support for interpreters and ensured 
smooth transportation from the ship to destinations in the city. immigration officials went 
on board and ensured the smooth landing of passengers at fukuoka city. a joint campaign 
between fukuoka and busan cities was also very effective. some estimate that okinawa 
prefecture lost around 12 000 of passengers and JpY 150 million by losing to fukuoka.

Source: ryukyushimpo (2009).
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campaign is designed to coincide with the opening of the kTX busan-seoul 
high-speed rail line in 200867 and kyushu shinkansen in 2011. expanding the 
hinterland will increase the importance of these gateway cities. both cities 
are also promoting the Japan-korea scenic byway project and have jointly 
conducted a feasibility study of self-drive car-tours between fukuoka and 
busan. The relationship is becoming more diverse: in 2009, busan city and 
the medical associations of fukuoka city established a formal co-operative 
relationship to vitalise medical tourism.

The pYsr’s governments and private sector companies will find that 
trans-border co-operation will increase their opportunities. furthermore, 
tourism can facilitate grassroots understanding at the citizens’ level. More 
tourists will increase mutual understanding and vice versa. This virtuous 
cycle is expected to help create a regionally-unified identity and to further 
trans-border co-operation in other fields. 

2.3.3 Academic institutions: exchanges of people and ideas
academic institutions can promote long-lasting regional co-operation 

by facilitating the flow of researchers, students, knowledge and information 
across borders (see box 2.10 for a european example). They can also link 
with the private sector to stimulate regional innovation. exchanging knowl-
edge helps to create new ideas and stimulates the joint production of new 
knowledge. Therefore, academic institutions such as universities are impor-
tant soft infrastructure for promoting trans-border co-operation.

academic institutions tend to concentrate in the capital region of each 
country. however, the coastal cities in the pYsr have also accumulated 
various academic institutions through national government aid and on their 
own initiative. in total, there are about 130 universities in the pYsr’s ten 
cities (Table 2.29). among them, kyushu university in fukuoka city has 
a comprehensive international strategy to improve the academic status of 
asian universities. The university established a korean research centre in 
1999 with financial assistance from the korean organisation for international 
exchange, and established the asia centre for policy recommendation in 
2005, which organises symposia for Japan, korea and china. The university 
has also been involved in the asia university president conference since 
2000 and has held the university summit.

foreign students also tend to concentrate in the capital region of each 
country. The pYsr cities received 5-15% of the country’s total foreign stu-
dents in 2006 (Table 2.30). in Japan, foreign students in the kyushu region 
have been steadily increasing, especially as the region has two major univer-
sities that accept many foreign students. in 2007, the number of foreign stu-
dents at kyushu was 12 516 (10.6% of total foreign students in Japan), more 
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box 2.10. trans-border co-operation by universities in Öresund

The Öresund region, which spans sweden and denmark, has 12 universities, around 
150 000 students, 12 000 researchers and 6 500 phd students. since 1997, 14 higher education 
institutions in the region have been participating in the Öresund university, which is a 
voluntary co-operation between most universities on both sides of the Öresund sound which 
separates sweden from denmark. The basic idea is to specialise through the synergy effect 
and common use of university resources. The institution is not only a leading actor in formal 
scientific research and education, but also in the creation of a new institution to promote 
informal networking activities and information sharing for economic activities. working in 
collaboration with researchers, business leaders and policy makers throughout the region, 
the university has helped identify critical growth clusters and facilitate the development of 
networking associations in each of those clusters such as medical and pharmaceutical, iT, 
food and environment business sectors. The Medicon Valley academy, iT Öresund, Öresund 
food network, and Öresund environment, established with the help of Öresund university, 
are playing an important role in promoting networking and integration across the region.

in addition to helping set up networking organisations in each sector, the Öresund university 
and the other relevant regional actors have also set up an umbrella organisation to help build 
links across the multiple industry clusters. This initiative, called the Öresund science region, 
was formally launched in 2001 and brings together four sectoral organisations. This umbrella 
organisation aims to promote integration across borders in the region and provides a strong 
basis for ensuring extensive networking. Thanks to their efforts, the regiostar eu award was 
recently given to the Öresund science region.

Source : oecd(2009), oecd(2003a).

Table 2.29. Universities and students in the PYsR

  Universities
Nos. of 
students   Universities

Nos. of
students   Universities

Nos. of
students

Tokyo 89 471 638 Seoul  49  501 415 Beijing  79 578 206 
Fukuoka 11 71 957 Busan 22  237 908 Dalian  N/A N/A 
Kitakyushu 9 21 816 Incheon 9 65 391 Tianjin  46 371 136 
Shimonoseki 5 N/A Ulsan 3 27 739 Qingdao  25 264 917 

        Yantai  N/A  N/A

Note: university refers to “schools of regular higher education”. “university student” includes adult 
regular undergraduates and college students.

Source: Japan: data for 2008, basic statistics on schools; korea: data for 2008, center for educational 
statistics; china: Chinese Statistics Yearbook 2008 and Qingdao Statistics Yearbook 2008 (data are for 2007).
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than double the number in 2000.68 kyushu local government, private associa-
tions, and non-profit organisations provide much support for foreign students, 
including internships in Japanese companies, scholarships and recruitment 
support.69 however, foreign students need support for employment by 
Japanese companies. in 2007 only 428 foreign students were employed in 
kyushu companies after graduation (only 4.2% of the national total, which is 
lower than kyushu’s national share of foreign students, at 10.6%).70 korean 
universities in the pYsr cities also increased foreign students from 1 880 
in 2005 to 3 277 in 2008. The korean government plans to attract 100 000 
foreign students to the country by 2010. according to korea’s Ministry of 
education, science and Technology, the number of scholarships available to 
foreign students will jump to 2 450 in 2010 and 3 000 by 2012, up from 1 500 
in 2008. universities will receive a combined usd 2 million to open more 
english-only and korean-language classes. additionally, foreign students 
will get help finding work in korea as rules will be eased for student visa 
holders. china is also trying to become a leading destination for international 
students. The government earmarked usd 71 million (chY 500 million) for 
scholarships in 2008, up 40% from 2007. The number of foreign students 
studying in china reached a record high of more than 195 000 in 2007, a 
growth rate of 20% each year.

The co-operation between busan and fukuoka has been deeper than 
other cities. The universities in the kyushu and busan areas established a 
trans-border consortium in 2008, sharing curricula and academic degrees. 
This involves 13 universities from the kyushu area and 11 universities from 
the busan area co-operating for human capital and academic development. 
among them, busan and kyushu universities have a special agreement to 
hold joint lectures and exchange professors. dongseo university in busan, 

Table 2.30. number of foreign students in the PYsR, 2006

Number % Number % Number %
Japan 117 927 100.0% Korea 22 624 100.0% China 160 000 100.0%
Tokyo 39 520 33.5% Seoul 6 610 29.2% Beijing 46 529 29.1%
Fukuoka 4 000 3.4% Busan 2 023 8.9% Tianjin 10 155 6.3%
Kitakyushu 1 600 1.4% Incheon 1 000 4.4% Dalian 5 000 3.1%
Shimonoseki 100 0.1% Ulsan  N/A N/A Qingdao 2 000 1.3%

Yantai 500 0.3%

Sources: Japan: website of the Japan student services organisation (www.jasso.go.jp/
study_a/oversea_info_korea_ f.html), korea: website of the national institute for inter-
national education (www.jasso.go.jp/study_a/oversea_info_korea_ f.html), china: “study 
in china”, material of the chinese service center for scholarly exchange, and the china 
education Yearbook (www.cscse.edu.cn/Portal19/default787.htm).
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the busan development institute, and kyushu university’s research center 
for korean studies signed an agreement in 2008 to establish the provisionally 
named busan-fukuoka supranational business institute. This trains person-
nel to work immediately in the southern korean peninsula/kyushu economic 
sphere. This will be the first joint Japanese-korean venture for operating 
an educational institute. The institute will provide instruction in attracting 
logistical centers, new industries, as well as international financing, to train 
people employed in the business area.

local policy advocacy think tanks also help promote trans-border co-
operation. The fukuoka asia urban research institute and the international 
centre for the study of east asian development (icsead) play this role for 
local governments in fukuoka and kitakyushu. both think tanks are open 
to international perspectives and conduct high quality research in the east 
asia and kyushu region. icsead especially provides the organization for 
east asia economic development (oeaed) with key intellectual support. 
The busan development institute has a co-operative relationship with the 
oeaed. Most other pYsr cities also have local think tanks for their policy 
development.

Training facilities, such as the kitakyushu international Technology 
cooperation association (kiTa), also have great potential for promoting 
further co-operation. kiTa was established in kitakyushu city in 1980 and 
by 2008 had run courses on environmental policy and technology for over 
5 000 people from 130 countries. This is partly prompted by kitakyushu 
city’s strategy for linking environmental co-operation with developing 
kitakyushu’s environmental businesses.

2.3.4 Challenges and recommendations
as we have seen, in general, the socio-cultural network in the pYsr is 

moving forward, however there is further potential to be tapped. The fol-
lowing are the challenges and recommendations we have identified for the 
socio-cultural policy field:

• Overcome the language barrier. language skills are a basic precon-
dition for trans-border co-operation. constant educational efforts are 
required at the academic and grassroots citizen levels. Multilingual 
signs in public places also help overcome language barriers.

• Improve the living and visiting environment for foreigners. basic sup-
port infrastructure, such as medical care and emergency response, 
should address the issue of language barriers and other difficulties 
facing foreigners. There is a variety of detailed services that foreign-
ers need but that residents do not notice, such as international cash 
card facilities. dialogue between the city residents, government, 
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private sector and foreigners who visit the city would increase aware-
ness of these needs and improve the living environment for foreigners.

• Redress the tourism imbalance and promote regional branding. 
finding ways that Japan and korea can attract the explosive expansion 
in chinese tourists will be key for addressing the region’s unbalanced 
tourism structure. Joint efforts can be very effective, such as the suc-
cessful joint campaign by fukuoka and busan for attracting cruise 
ship passengers. by co-operating as a region, relatively unknown port 
cities in the pYsr could increase their appeal as tourist destinations.

• Improve the PYSR’s multi-lateral academic network. There are many 
issues, such as the economy, transportation and the environment, which 
could be effectively addressed at the regional level. strengthening the 
multi-lateral academic network will help solve these regional challenges. 
at the same time, such a network would help to increase student exchange 
and contribute to the multi-cultural capacity development of future gen-
erations. individually and bi-laterally, therefore, there are many examples 
of trans-border knowledge production. however, the problem is that 
the pYsr lacks a multi-lateral academic network at the regional scale. 
a pYsr multi-lateral institutional arrangement should be developed to 
facilitate the flow of ideas and human capital for creating new knowl-
edge and values in the pYsr. deepening the relationship from a simple 
exchange of knowledge towards the joint production of knowledge is also 
essential for creating a unified regional image and facilitating co-opera-
tion among pYsr cities.71 To deepen the linkages, joint knowledge pro-
duction based on this mutual understanding will be required. examples 
include the promotion of joint research and co-patenting. networking 
among local think tanks, for example, would also contribute to the analy-
sis of pYsr linkages and better co-operation among pYsr cities.

2.4 towards environmental co-operation in the PYsR

 The pYsr has been experiencing rapid industrialisation and economic 
growth. This has had significant environmental impacts, some of which 
are of regional concern (oecd, 2007a). dust and sand storms are caused 
by desertification in remote inland china and Mongolia, and dust is having 
serious impacts in korea and western Japan, especially during the dry spring 
season when the dust hovers densely across the pYsr causing problems 
for car drivers and people’s daily activities. Trans-boundary air pollution is 
another concern. acid rain is still a problem in korea and Japan, despite their 
increased regulation of so2 emissions. This is partly due to china’s heavy 
use of coal for power generation (oecd, 2007a). pollution in the Yellow sea 
is also of concern, causing marine water degradation and drifting waste. in 
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addition, major cities in the pYsr face some serious urban environmental 
challenges. Traffic congestion and air pollution, water scarcity, poor surface 
water quality and the need for solid waste treatment are all common problems 
as rapid urbanisation and population concentration proceed.

looking beyond the regional boundary, there are global environment 
issues which are of relevance to the region. The obvious example is climate 
change. Total greenhouse gas (ghg) emissions from human activities have 
increased considerably since the beginning of the industrial revolution, and 
are projected to increase further as the global economy grows. The conse-
quences will be an average rise in global temperature, which in turn will 
cause sea level rise and increasing climate instability, among other impacts. 
as the major urban agglomerations in the pYsr are coastal and located 
within the tropical typhoon zone, they are especially vulnerable to hazard-
ous climatic events. Thus, climate change is of direct concern to the pYsr. 
This section describes regional environmental issues first, and then common 
urban environmental issues among the pYsr cities. we then review the 
global challenges, especially climate change, and finally we make some policy 
recommendations.

2.4.1 Region-wide environmental collaboration in the PYSR

Urban environmental challenges and major achievements
urban areas in the pYsr share the common features of rapid demo-

graphic concentration and agglomeration. in the past, china, Japan and 
korea were all densely populated countries with a huge portion of the popu-
lation living in rural areas. when these countries began to industrialise, they 
experienced mass migration into urban areas, which eventually merged to 
form big agglomerations. This rapid industrialisation has caused many envi-
ronmental problems, especially air pollution from road traffic congestion. 
This problem was particularly serious in the 1970s in Japan, when citizens 
suffered from air pollution due to congested traffic and gas emissions from 
factories. at that time, pollution abatement was one of the country’s top 
social and political priorities. since the 1980s, rigid regulations have drasti-
cally abated air pollution problems in Japanese cities. The same was true of 
korea: air pollution became a serious problem in the 1980s when massive 
motorisation began, and korea also abated air pollution during the 1990s.72

water pollution is another serious issue for the pYsr’s major cities. rapid 
industrialisation and urbanisation have led to untreated waste water flowing 
into rivers and lakes. This situation is exacerbated by the over-use of upstream 
water, driven by increased water demand from various urban activities and 
improving living standards. The situation is especially serious in the chinese 
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cities of the pYsr, since rainfall is low in northern china. solid waste treat-
ment is another acute issue. as the urban population increases, and as citizens’ 
consumption levels rise, the volume of solid waste is expanding. in korea, 
for example, total waste generation increased 55% between 1997 and 2003 
(oecd, 2006a). Much of the increase derives from industrial waste, notably 
construction and demolition works. korea’s urban landscape is changing sig-
nificantly, causing many houses to be demolished and building materials to be 
treated. china is following the same path. between 1995 and 2004, china’s 
total volume of waste increased by 80%, much of it from urban areas. Much 
of the urban waste is stored temporarily, waiting for final treatment (oecd, 
2007a).

Many of the major cities in the pYsr have experienced, and are still 
experiencing, industrialisation based on manufacturing and heavy industries. 
energy-intensive sectors such as steel, chemistry and cement require intense 
electric power, much of which comes from coal burning. heavy industries 
require huge amounts of water and raw materials, and also produce industrial 
waste. These cities suffer from many environmental problems, and are trying 
hard to find solutions. however, there is a concern that regulation would 
reduce the competitiveness of these cities’ core industries. in this regard, 
the experiences of Japan and korea offer us good examples of sustainable 
growth in the local economy and urban environment. in the 1980s, major 
metropolitan areas in korea suffered from air pollution, especially from high 
levels of so2 emissions from heavy industry. during the 1990s, they reduced 
these pollutants dramatically, and the korean economy enjoyed robust growth 
at the same time. seoul, for example, reduced so2 levels to less than half 
between 1997 and 2003 (oecd, 2006a). currently, seoul metropolitan area 
is introducing a unique market mechanism to reduce so2 emissions further. 
in 2005, the special act on Metropolitan air Quality improvement came into 
effect, which introduces a total pollution load target and allocates an emis-
sion ceiling to major emitting plants. each emission source must comply with 
the target, and the emission rights can be traded on the market. seoul has set 
itself an ambitious target of reducing total pollutant emissions by almost half 
in a decade (oecd, 2006a).

korea has another encouraging experience to share, this time in water 
quality management. Thanks to heavy public investment in waste water 
treatment facilities, sewage coverage in korea has improved remarkably in 
a short time. The national sewage coverage rate increased from 45% in 1995 
to 84.5% in 2005, which is now above the oecd average (oecd, 2006a). 
furthermore, the chong-ghe chon project in seoul has revitalised an urban 
river flowing through the city’s central districts, while avoiding the negative 
impacts of demolishing highways over the river (box 2.11).
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box 2.11. multiple environmental targets: the chon-ghe chon project 
in seoul, korea

once regarded as a virtual sewer, the chon-ghe chon river runs through seoul. in 2002, 
seoul city developed a plan to revitalise the river. The total concept included the demolition 
of highways, creation of riverside promenades and water quality improvements.

after intensive discussions involving more than 4 000 public meetings and workshops with 
local residents and businesses, the project started in 2003, and was completed within just two 
years. in order to mitigate the impact of highway demolition on traffic, the public transport 
system was strengthened and a rapid bus system created to link subway stations. surface 
water quality was improved by pumping in groundwater and water from other rivers.

The environmental benefits of the project are wide-ranging. water quality has been enhanced, 
and the riverside has become a major seoul tourist attraction. air quality has improved due 
to the demolition of the highways. it also proved effective in mitigating global warming. 
summertime temperatures have decreased and a breeze has been created along the riverside.

Source: clair (2007).

box 2.12. kitakyushu city, Japan: sustaining growth and the environment

kitakyushu is the core city in one of Japan’s major industrial clusters. The city’s main 
industries are coal, steel, cement and petrochemicals. until the 1970s, the city suffered from 
severe air pollution and dust, poor water quality in the harbours, and an industrial waste 
disposal problem. in the 1960s kitakyushu was stigmatised as the dirtiest city in Japan. 
prompted by citizens’ activities and public opinion, kitakyushu initiated huge efforts to tackle 
these environmental problems.

Through intensive collaboration among the business sectors, local universities and civil society, 
kitakyushu cleaned up the city without sacrificing the economic competitiveness of local 
industries. The heavy industry sector has responded positively, investing in cleaner production 
plants, reducing air pollutants from the production process, enhancing recycling of waste water, 
and transforming solid waste into usable materials. air pollution levels have significantly 
improved, but at the same time the total output of manufacturing has increased several folds. 
The city has applied an innovative policy of “cleaner production”. This involves reducing raw 
materials, enhancing recycling, and introducing process innovation into the product cycle. policy 
methods are a combination of environmental regulations and incentives, with r&d assistance and 
collaboration with local academics. as a result, nowadays heavy industry plants in kitakyushu 
have achieved quite efficient resource use and have a smaller environmental footprint.

Source: oecd(2008a).
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in Japan, kitakyushu city provides another positive example of envi-
ronmental improvement (box 2.12). kitakyushu has managed to ensure the 
economic competitiveness of its domestic industry while improving its urban 
environment.

as noted above, major cities in the pYsr have experience in tackling 
common urban environmental problems. although they are at different develop-
ment stages, their experiences can be shared with others. chinese coastal cities 
can learn from the Japanese and korean experiences, which have successfully met 
environmental challenges whilst maintaining economic growth. korea recorded 
the highest economic growth of all oecd countries in the 1990s, whilst simul-
taneously achieving a series of environmental objectives, including air pollution 
control, water quality management, and waste disposal. cities in Japan and korea 
can also learn from each other, since both have achieved high economic standards; 
citizens’ concerns are now shifting to higher environmental requirements.

Multi-lateral collaborative frameworks for tackling trans-border 
environment issues

Trans-border environmental issues require a region-wide response. rec-
ognising the importance of trans-border collaboration in environmental issues, 
policy makers in the pYsr are formulating policy dialogue frameworks at 
multiple levels of government.

TeMM and eaneT
in 1999, china, Japan and korea established the Tripartite environment 

Ministers Meeting (TeMM). The members are the environment ministers of 
the three countries, and its agenda includes global and regional environmental 
issues like climate change, trans-border air pollution, marine litter, and dust 
and sandstorms (dss). TeMM is held annually, and the latest meeting was 
organised by the korean government in december 2008 on Jeju island. at this 
meeting the three countries agreed to continue collaboration and augmentation 
of activities for the next decade. in response to recent severe dss problems 
in northeast asia, the three countries discussed regional co-operation for 
addressing dss under the TeMM framework. at the 2007 TeMM meeting, 
members had already agreed to start joint research on dss from 2008.

since 2001, another trans-border network at the central government level 
has been working on acid rain under the east asian network on acid rain 
(eaneT). eaneT consists of 13 east asian countries including china, 
Japan and korea, and its main function is to maintain a monitoring network 
on acid rain in east asia. intergovernmental meetings and scientific advisory 
committees are held annually, and several capacity building programmes are 
conducted for participating countries.
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neac
The northeast asian conference on environment co-operation (neac) 

was established in 1992 by china, Japan, korea, russia and Mongolia. it 
covers a wide range of shared environmental topics. recently neac has been 
outreaching to local government to share and disseminate local initiatives.

near
The association of northeast asia regional governments (near) is a 

network of 65 sub-national governments of six countries in northeast asia. 
from korea, all the korean provincial governments (Do) and two designated 
metropolitan governments (busan and daegu) participate in the network. from 
Japan, ten prefecture governments are members, from aomori to shimane in 
coastal Japan. The permanent secretariat is located in pohang city in korea. 
The association created an environment sub-committee in 1998, consisting of 
21 sub-national governments from korea, Japan, russia and Mongolia. its major 
activities include information exchange on trans-border environmental issues, 
such as cleaning up sea drifting waste and protecting migratory birds. china’s 
provincial governments do not participate in the environment sub-committee.

neaspec
The north east asia sub-regional programme for environment coopera-

tion (neaspec) was established in 1992 by several international organisa-
tions such as the united nations economic and social commission for asia 
and the pacific (unescap), the united nations development programme 
(undp), the united nations environment programme (unep), the asian 
development bank and the world bank. neaspec’s main objective is to 
promote environmental co-operation in northeast asia, and the member coun-
tries include Japan, korea, china, Mongolia and russia. it has been function-
ing as a policy dialogue platform for senior officials of member countries, and 
it meets annually. its priority areas are trans-border air pollution monitoring 
and data collection, technology transfer and capacity building for government 
officials.

nowpap
The north west pacific action plan (nowpap) is one of unep’s global 

programmes on monitoring networks for the marine environment. it has been 
working since 1994, and involves co-operation among china, Japan, korea 
and russia. The Yellow sea is included in nowpap’s activity area, and 
maritime pollution monitoring is conducted jointly by participant countries. 
one of its main concerns is the drifting litter problem, and coastal surveys 
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are underway for building a region-wide database. The nowpap organises 
international coastal cleanup campaigns in collaboration with member state 
governments and citizens of coastal cities. The regional offices, known as 
regional coordinating units, are located in busan city in korea and Toyama 
city in Japan (nowpap, 2008).

oeaed
The organisation for east asia economic development (oeaed) is a 

city network of 10 cities in the pan Yellow sea region (see chapter 3). one of 
the main pillars of the oeaed is the environment, and its goal is to make the 
pan Yellow sea region a leading environmentally-friendly region. a working 
committee on the environment has been established under the oeaed, and 
it exchanges good practice among member cities and seeks synergy amongst 
their eco-business sectors. unlike the other organisations mentioned above, 
which mainly focus on environmental protection, the oeaed seeks syner-
gies between environmental issues and business in the pYsr. however, in 
recent years it has expanded its activities to include trans-border environ-
mental protection issues. in 2008, the oeaed adopted a new programme to 
tackle the drifting litter problem, and it plans to promote seashore clean-up 
campaigns among member cities.

Bi-lateral environmental collaboration in the PYSR
at the central government level, bi-lateral dialogue is conducted under 

the umbrella of TeMM. at the sub-national level, while few municipalities 
have established concrete environmental collaboration programmes, some 
cities (mainly Japanese), are actively engaged in offering technology assist-
ance to neighbouring asian cities (box 2.13).

a salient example of trans-border bi-lateral collaboration comes from 
fukuoka city. The city and fukuoka university have jointly developed 
technology for a low-cost solid waste landfill plant. This semi-aerobic 
waste treatment, called the fukuoka method, reduces pollutant gas emission 
from landfill sites, and has low maintenance costs. This system has been 
introduced into Malaysia, where it has significantly reduced environmental 
impacts. fukuoka city has also hosted engineers from other asian countries 
for training, in collaboration with Jica. one of fukuoka’s other advantages 
is the presence of un-habiTaT, whose asian office is based in fukuoka 
city. since 2001, un-habiTaT has conducted a technology assistance pro-
gramme in weifang city in shandong province of china. The project aims 
to transfer the fukuoka method to chinese engineers, with the assistance of 
fukuoka city. The fukuoka method is also spreading to other asian coun-
tries, such as Vietnam.
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an environmental Technology exchange programme has been organised 
among korean provinces (Do) and Japanese prefectures since 1993. eight 
sub-national governments are participating.73 This exchange programme 
covers various urban environmental issues, including an ozone warning pro-
gramme and management and monitoring of surface water quality.

2.4.2 Global climate change agenda and collaboration in the PYSR
in 2007, the intergovernmental panel on climate change (ipcc) released 

recent findings on ghg emissions and climate change. according to these 
reports, co2 emissions from human activities increased by 80% between 1970 
and 2004. as a result, co2 levels in the atmosphere had risen to 380ppm (parts 
per million) in 2005; the highest level in the history of human civilisation. This 

box 2.13. kitakyushu city: sharing its expertise

since 1980, Japan’s kitakyushu city has operated a training centre called kiTa for training 
asian engineers. it functions as a training centre for Jica (the Japan international cooperation 
agency), and implements technical assistance programmes. These training programmes are 
quite broad, from pollution control technology, recycling and energy efficient production 
processes to governance, such as environment protection policy implementation, monitoring 
and law enforcement, and citizens’ participation. it has accepted more than 5 000 trainees 
from korea, china and other asian countries. kitakyushu’s history of fighting pollution 
gives it the expertise to run these programmes. There are many experts and engineers in the 
field of energy conservation engineering, recycling, and pollution control available from local 
industries. collaboration with educational institutes, including universities, is deeply rooted. 
active citizen participation in eco-friendly activities has also provided the city with enormous 
expertise. kitakyushu’s active engagement in environmental assistance is widely recognised, 
and the city received an award from unep in 1990.

kitakyushu city is also targeting bi-lateral city level co-operation within the pYsr. in the 1990s, 
the city assisted dalian city in china to introduce a cleaner production system. kitakyushu and 
dalian have been friendship cities since 1979; based on this linkage, kitakyushu helped dalian 
prepare a master plan for pollution control, human resource investment and the improvement 
of plant facilities. in 2007, the city drew up an agreement with Qingdao city for bi-lateral 
co-operation in promoting recycling industries. The concept, called the “eco-town project”, 
is to enhance recycling of home appliances and other waste materials through establishing a 
recycling industry zone. in 2008, kitakyushu signed a similar agreement with Tianjin city. The 
main components of this assistance are business dialogue between engineers in the recycling 
industries of both cities, developing a master plan for a recycling system and monitoring, and 
capacity building of local officials in recycling regulations.

Source: oecd (2008a).
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unprecedented co2 level has already caused a rise in global average tempera-
ture of 0.74° celsius during the 20th century. The ipcc projects that the global 
temperature is projected to rise a further 4°c if the global economy keeps 
depending on fossil fuels as its major energy source. global warming will have 
various impacts on the atmosphere and oceans. The volatility of precipitation 
will increase, creating extreme weather events and severe droughts. in short, 
the basic conditions on which human activities depend will change consider-
ably (ipcc, 2007).

it is estimated that in 2008, more than half of the global population was 
living in urban areas (oecd, 2008b). More than three-quarters of carbon 
emissions come from urban areas (ipcc, 2007). urban areas therefore play a 
decisive role in global co2 emission control. urban areas are prone to natural 
disasters in the wake of global warming, such as extreme dry weather, heat-
waves, wildfires, and water shortages. This is especially true for cities located 
in semi-arid zones or densely populated cities with scarce water resources. 
coastal zones are vulnerable to sea level change and extreme events like high 
tides and hurricanes. an oecd study of the impacts of climate change on 
coastal cities shows that in the 2070s, 150 million people will be exposed to 
coastal floods, with an estimated asset loss of usd 35 trillion. This is mainly 
explained by the combination of sea level rise and rapid urbanisation in the 
coastal areas of developing countries (oecd, 2007b).

National and local policies on climate change
 based on their recognition of these threats, three governments in the 

pYsr are pursuing policy initiatives to ensure low carbon urban structures 
and energy efficient cities, as described below.

Japan
Japan ratified the kyoto protocol in 2002 under the un framework 

convention on climate change, which set a reduction target of greenhouse 
gas emissions of 6% from the base year of 1990. in order to achieve the 
target, the Japanese government released the Environmental Action Plan 
2008, which highlights its major policy initiatives for creating a low carbon 
society. Many of these are urban initiatives (box 2.14).

Japan is one of the most energy efficient societies in the oecd. energy 
consumption per capita is significantly lower than the oecd average, and 
almost half that of the us (oecd, 2008b). however, total co2 emission 
levels are still larger than the base year of 1990 due to rising living standards 
and expanding economic activities. in 2004, the co2 emission from energy 
use was 9.5 tonnes per capita, slightly less than the oecd average of 11.1 
tonnes (oecd, 2007a). The business sector and households are responsible 
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for one-third of all co2 emissions. in 2008, the Japanese government issued 
the Development Plan for Urban Life, which made low carbon cities central to 
the agenda. under this plan, the Japanese government will create low carbon 
cities through promoting compact city structure, energy efficient and durable 
buildings, and public transport. six cities were selected as eco-model cities 
which will initiate innovative good practices for becoming low carbon cities.74 
of the pYsr cities, kitakyushu has been selected as an eco-model city.

as for climate change adaptation, it is predicted that rising tempera-
tures will cause sea level rise and a wilder atmosphere, including powerful 
typhoons, heavy rains and flooding. The consequences for urban areas of 
Japan will include extreme high tides, inundation of low level zones and 
serious damage to underground urban infrastructure. responding to these 
increasing future threats, the Japanese government released Climate Change 
Adaptation Strategies to Cope with Water-related Disasters due to Global 
Warming in June 2008.

at the municipal level, many major cities in Japan have established cli-
mate change strategies, involving various policy tools for creating low carbon 
cities. in the pYsr, both kitakyushu and fukuoka have clear co2 reduction 

box 2.14. Japan’s programme for low carbon cities

The Environmental Action Plan 2008 consists of five pillars:

i. achieving the kyoto protocol: practical policies to reduce Japan’s ghg emissions by 
6% from 1990 levels. Major policy methods involve traffic control, logistics efficiency, 
energy efficiency of housing and buildings, urban greening and so forth.

ii. adaptation to global warming: policies will involve modifying the urban structure in 
the long-term. The major concern is how to establish a low carbon urban structure and 
low carbon traffic and logistics networks. The key issue is coherent policy in land use 
and public transport design, aiming towards a compact urban structure and car-free 
daily activities.

iii. clean and sustainable national assets: policies consist of physical programmes in various 
environmental issues, including urban heat island initiatives.

iv. environmentally friendly choices: the plan recommends changes to current lifestyles for 
both citizens and business sectors, and the establishment of a sustainable socio-economic 
system in Japan.

v. global assistance: recommends active engagement with aid activities for developing 
countries, through technical assistance and knowledge dissemination.

Source: MliT (2008).
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plans. kitakyushu city has a long-term target to reduce co2 emissions by 
50% by 2050. its short-term target is to reduce co2 density (co2 emission 
level per household, in the housing sector) by 10% by 2010 from the 2002 
level. fukuoka city does not have a long-term target, but its short term targets 
are to reduce co2 emissions by 8% (for households), and 14% (for businesses) 
by 2010 from the 2004 baseline (kitakyushu city, 2006; fukuoka city, 2008).

korea
korea has ratified the kyoto protocol, but does not have binding ghg 

reduction targets. in the 1990s korea experienced a rapid increase in co2 
emissions, accompanied by robust economic growth. between 1990 and 
2003, korea’s co2 emissions from the energy sector almost doubled. The 
co2 emission from energy use was 9.6 tonnes per capita, which is bigger than 
Japan’s. korea’s industrial structure is still energy-intensive, and the country 
is one of the largest ghg emitters per unit of gdp of all oecd countries 
(oecd, 2006a; 2007a).

in order to reverse this trend and transform the country into an energy 
efficient, low carbon society, korea has rolled out several comprehensive 
action plans since 1999. in september 2008, korea introduced the new 
Comprehensive Action Plan for Climate Change, for the target period of 
2008-2012. This is based on the president’s message to bring korea toward 
“low carbon green growth”, and set the two-pronged target of economic 
growth and co2 reduction. The key concepts for achieving the target are 
technology innovation in new energy and support for r&d, but the action 
plan also introduced several urban policy agendas. one salient pillar of the 
action plan is the reduction of co2 emissions from the traffic sector through 
promoting public transport and a modal shift.75 according to the action plan, 
rail’s share of traffic will be doubled by 2019, both for passengers and freight. 
a bus rapid transit system (brT) and light rail train (lrT) will be extended 
to major cities. another pillar of the action plan is to improve the energy 
efficiency of housing and buildings. an energy efficiency certificate system 
will be phased in. currently, the certificate only applies to public buildings, 
but it will cover new houses and buildings, and will then ultimately include 
existing buildings.

all korea’s provinces (Do) and provincial cities are preparing climate 
change master plans.76 under the master plan, each sub-national govern-
ment should build a ghg inventory within its boundary and estimate the 
potential ghg reductions of key programmes. for example, busan and 
ulsan are focusing on co2 reduction from industry sectors by applying the 
esco (energy saving company) programme. incheon’s government plans to 
enlarge the renewable energy sector by building tidal energy and wind power 
plants. in 2007, Model Cities Responses to Climate Change were designated 
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by the korean government. Model cities set ghg reduction goals and iden-
tify policy tools to achieve their goals. busan aims to reduce ghg emissions 
by 10% between 2005 and 2015, and is applying an emissions trading system 
among public agencies. ulsan’s target is that its ghg emission levels in 2012 
will be the same as in 2005 (Ministry of environment korea, 2009).

china
china ratified the kyoto protocol in 2002, but does not have a binding 

ghg reduction target. currently, china is the world’s second largest ghg 
emitter after the us, and it will soon be the largest (oecd, 2007a). The co2 
emission from energy use was 3.6 tonnes per capita in 2004, which is about 
one-third of the oecd average, but the figure has more than doubled since 
1990 (oecd, 2007a). china’s approach to climate change is well addressed 
in its principle of “common but differentiated responsibilities” under the 
united nations framework convention for climate change (unfccc). 
The notion is that china will try hard to tackle the common global problem 
of climate change, but not by setting a cap on ghg emissions. in June 2007, 
the national development and reform commission (ndrc) of the chinese 
government released the National Climate Change Programme. in this 
policy statement, china addresses control of ghg emissions, and promises 
to reduce energy consumption per unit of gdp (energy intensity) by 2010 
by 20% from 2005 levels (oecd, 2007a). This programme also describes 
how china will promote a “circular economy” involving resource-efficient 
industries and enhanced recycling of materials. in august 2008, the chinese 
government developed its circular economy promotion act, which came into 
effect in January 2009.

china’s climate change strategy focuses on energy efficiency in the power 
generation and industrial sectors. The chinese government introduced the 
renewable energy act in 2006, and has promoted the renewable energy sector 
and invested heavily in wind power and solar energy. between 2005 and 2008 
china’s wind power capacity increased tenfold, and china now has asia’s 
largest wind power capacity, almost seven times that of Japan (global wind 
energy council, 2009). The national climate change programme aims by 
2010 to raise the share of renewable energy, including hydropower, to become 
10% of total energy supply (oecd, 2007a). on the other hand, china does 
not seem to emphasise ghg emission reduction in the household, business 
and traffic sectors, which are the main targets of oecd countries. neither 
growing urban agglomerations, nor living standards are mentioned, except 
that china recognises that birth control and low fertility make a significant 
contribution to mitigating global ghg emissions.
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Trans-border local networking for climate change
climate change is a typical global issue and so is the concern of interna-

tional society. Many international organisations and dialogue mechanisms are 
dealing with this issue, including the unfccc and the oecd. at the same 
time, however, local networking at the global level is also playing a big role. 
This is because cities are major sources of co2 emissions. recent data on 
the oecd countries show that the major culprit in co2 emission increases 
is shifting from industry to housing, buildings and transport sectors (oecd, 
2008b). industry has managed to reduce co2 emissions through innovation 
and investment, while the co2 emissions from the remaining sectors are still 
increasing. policy makers in oecd countries are focusing on how to curb 
emissions from housing and buildings, transport, and the daily activities of 
businesses and citizens. The co2 emissions and daily activities of people 
are inter-related, as total energy efficiency is affected by where people live, 
where offices are located, where and how they go shopping, and how they 
commute to offices. energy efficiency is also affected by type of residence, 
physical insulation, heating systems and public utilities. Thus a place-based, 
holistic approach is required.

recently, climate change experts are increasingly focusing on the role 
of cities and various worldwide urban networks have been expanding. local 
governments have a wide range of policy tools which can effectively reduce 
co2 emissions. public transport and traffic management can reduce automo-
bile use. building codes and permits can promote energy efficient housing 
and commercial buildings. waste management and recycling can reduce total 
waste disposal, which may result in co2 reduction through the product cycle. 
as global climate change becomes an acute issue, cities are more actively 
engaging in global networks. some of the active examples are listed below.

c40
c40 is a global city network of major metropolitan cities, and its main 

aim is to initiate actions to reduce ghgs in member cities. The main func-
tion of this network is information dissemination on each other’s strategies 
and good practice in various policy initiatives. This network was established 
in 2005 on the initiative of the city of london, and it currently has 40 metro-
politan cities and 13 affiliate major cities. Most of the member cities are capi-
tal cities, and asian members include beijing, seoul, Tokyo and shanghai. 
in May 2009, seoul hosted the biennial c40 summit, and issued the seoul 
declaration in which member cities committed to transform themselves into 
low carbon cities (c40, 2009).
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iclei
The international council for local environmental initiatives (iclei) 

is a wide-ranging city network on environmental issues and the sustainable 
development of cities, involving more than 700 cities worldwide, including 
63 asian cities (39 member cities in korea; 21 in Japan; one in china – 
shenyang). in 1993, it started a worldwide activity called cities for climate 
protection (ccp), focusing on climate change initiatives. The main objective 
of ccp is to assist cities to reduce ghg emissions. ccp provides a compara-
ble inventory database for each member city to help identify local strategies 
for ghg reduction. This network also uses a standardised manual for moni-
toring co2 emissions in cities. each city is required to adopt the resolution 
at its assembly when it wants to join the ccp network. ccp evaluates the 
performance of member cities through peer reviews and publishes its results. 
The network includes a variety of local government levels; for example in 
korea, both cities and provinces (Do) are members, and local urban districts 
(Gu) also participate as independent members. The same is true for Japan, 
with prefectures, cities and a ward of Tokyo metropolitan government (Ku) 
being members. within the pYsr, busan, ulsan, and Jeju province are 
iclei members, while only kitakyushu participates in the iclei from Japan 
(iclei korea, 2008).

uclg
The urban cities and local governments (uclg) was established in 

2004 as a global network of local and regional governments. Their main 
priorities are global social issues such as gender equality, the Millennium 
development goals, social inclusion, decentralisation and self governance. 
sustainable development, including climate change, is one of its key issues. 
korean cities are actively engaged with the uclg. The Jeju government 
hosted the uclg congress in october 2007, where mayors and local repre-
sentatives of the network released a declaration focusing on further efforts 
to reduce ghg emissions and implement local action plans. Japanese mem-
bers of uclg are limited to hamamatsu city, and chinese members are 
shanghai, Tianjin city and hunan province.

2.4.3 Challenges and recommendations

Enhancing horizontal and vertical collaboration structures
horizontal environmental collaboration across borders can enhance the 

global status and visibility of cities involved. since each city is trying hard 
to differentiate itself from others, unique environment initiatives may play 
an effective role. This is more meaningful for cities which are not prominent 
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capital cities. a good example is kitakyushu in Japan; once the country’s most 
polluted industrial city, it now sells itself as the most eco-friendly city. This 
message is even being sent abroad, attracting attention from around the world.

The government of Japan has released a guidebook for local environment 
co-operation, which points out possible benefits for municipalities (Ministry 
of environment Japan, 2005). one of the major findings was that benefits are 
mutual; apart from the benefits for recipient cities, donor municipalities can also 
gain much through environment co-operation activities. for example, youth 
collaboration programmes will bring educational benefits for local students 
in donor cities, because they will study environmental issues deeply enough 
to teach their counterparts. it is also expected that trans-border collaboration 
may function as a catalyst for better local governance. when receiving foreign 
trainees, city governments collaborate with local companies and universities to 
provide training programmes. exchange of grassroots activities can bring closer 
collaboration among governments, the private sector and civil society.

while discussions at the central level tend to focus on policy frameworks 
and regulatory systems, collaboration at the local level can deal with more 
pragmatic issues like monitoring, policy implementation, and capacity build-
ing of administrative staff. of these, the most important aspects are policy 
implementation and monitoring. for instance, though the chinese govern-
ment has recently developed many environment regulations, lack of staff 
power and technical knowledge is hampering effective law enforcement at 
the local level. Thus, sharing experiences at the local level is quite useful. 
local municipalities often face similar challenges across the pYsr, such as 
capacity building of officials, negotiation with local plants, public participa-
tion and so forth.

in the meanwhile, a series of oecd workshops and conferences on cities 
and climate change, including the oecd Milan conference in 2008, have also 
highlighted the importance of vertical co-operation between central and local 
governments on climate change issues (oecd, 2008b). society can tackle 
climate change effectively when there is synergy between central and local 
initiatives. central governments could play the role of catalyst, activating 
existing bi-lateral and multi-lateral networks, and facilitating broader par-
ticipation by other cities across borders. They can also collaborate with local 
governments already actively engaged in global city networks and extend the 
linkages to other cities. Trans-border regions in eu have salient experience to 
share. in february 2009, more than 350 cities in the eu signed the covenant 
of Mayors, committing them to reduce co2 emissions by at least 20% by 
2020. This initiative is a good example of trans-border practice involving 
close collaboration among pioneering municipalities, national governments 
and the eu committee for regional issues. it would be worth establishing a 
similar holistic network in the pYsr, and central governments could take the 
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lead in this direction by exchanging views on establishing region-wide urban 
networks. Japan has also a good example of vertical collaboration across 
different levels of government. in december 2008, the Japanese government 
established the promotion council for low carbon cities (pclcc), which 
brings together “eco-model cities”, other municipalities, prefectural govern-
ments, and central government ministries. The major agenda of this council is 
to promote not only integrated policy support for eco-model cities by central 
government, but also international linkages between eco-model cities and 
other city-level climate change activities abroad.

Creating a region-based platform to address climate change
There are few trans-border city networks which specifically address 

climate change in the pYsr. while there are several global city networking 
systems, they tend to either be confined to capital cities (c40), skewed to par-
ticular countries (uclg), have a worldwide focus (iclei), or are not focused 
on region-specific climate change issues.

This is arguably to do with the varying development stages of the three 
countries. while Japan and korea are oecd members and their living stand-
ards are mature, china is still at the rapid industrialisation and urbanisation 
stage. This brings significantly different senses of urgency on climate change. 
Japan and korea have overcome urban pollution, and climate change is now 
becoming a major concern for their citizens. for their chinese counterparts, 
climate change seems less acute than air and water pollution, and waste 
disposal. for example, so2 concentrations in urban china, despite falling 
significantly in the 1990s, have begun to deteriorate again since 2002, and 
air quality in chinese cities remains among the worst in the world (oecd, 
2007a). is it therefore still too early to visualise trans-border linkages in the 
pYsr on climate change issues?

however, abatement of global co2 emissions is not achievable without 
the efforts of china.77 in Japan, kitakyushu city has top-class energy effi-
ciency technologies in steel, cement and other heavy industries. korea also 
has energy efficient heavy industry sectors (seri, 2008), located in coastal 
cities such as ulsan city. both Japanese and korean cities have well devel-
oped energy efficient urban design and public transport. if these advanced 
technologies were transferred to their chinese counterparts, china could 
make a quantum leap in achieving energy efficiency, thereby reducing co2 
emissions significantly. such collaboration would be beneficial for china, 
as it will allow the country to reduce energy consumption and improve the 
efficiency of its industries. This kind of progress will benefit not only the 
pYsr, but eventually the whole global community too. it would therefore be 
essential to establish a region-based dialogue platform to share experiences 
of Japan and korea with china in controlling co2 emissions.
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Wider participation by stakeholders
both Japan and korea’s experiences show the importance of citizens’ 

participation in environmental activities. a crucial point here is that better 
policy implementation can be achieved only when a wide range of citizens 
participate in environment protection activities. in Japan, kitakyushu city 
has been promoting citizens’ participation in environmental monitoring, 
energy saving and recycling campaigns. in korea, the water quality of urban 
rivers recovered significantly in the 1990s, thanks to the engagement of 
korean citizens in monitoring and reporting (oecd, 2006a). The korean 
government is further promoting “green governance”, which includes 
bottom-up decision making among citizens and wider participation among 
local communities and businesses (Ministry of environment korea, 2002). 
good examples in the pYsr include the river cleaning campaigns in korea’s 
ulsan and gimhae cities (box 2.15). in china, environmental ngos are 
mushrooming, and a growing number of citizens are participating in various 
environmental activities (oecd, 2007a).

box 2.15. citizen participation: river cleaning campaigns in korea

“This is your responsibility”: the urban river cleaning campaign in Ulsan City

as ulsan city has many heavy industries, the water quality in the rivers has been a big concern 
for citizens. in 2000, the city started a river cleaning campaign involving a unique programme 
of stakeholder participation. The riverside was divided into one kilometre sections, and each 
section was allocated to a civil group or a local company for cleaning. in addition, citizens 
organised voluntary monitoring teams, checking for and reporting on illegal dumping. within 
five years, the river environment was enhanced dramatically.

Residents’ proactive initiatives: the Daepo River Project in Gimhae City

gimhae city is located on the outskirts of the busan metropolitan area. The daepo river, 
which supplies drinking water resources to the busan area, runs through the city. The river was 
heavily polluted in the 1980s by industrial and livestock wastewater. in 1997, local residents 
organised a task force for river improvement. each citizen contributed money to create an 
environmental protection fund, and a women’s association organised a campaign to reduce 
detergents. They also formed river watchdog teams, and patrolled day and night to monitor 
illegal dumping and waste discharges. in 2002 these activities achieved an agreement among 
local residents, central government and the Mayor of gimhae which gives local residents 
primary responsibility for maintaining the river’s water quality.

Source: Ministry of environment korea (2002).
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These good practices can be disseminated throughout the pYsr, where 
citizens’ environmental awareness has huge potential. participation across 
borders and sharing experiences in practical activities will be key. officials 
and citizens can visit each others’ campaign sites and see daily activities for 
themselves. it is thus recommended that local governments upgrade existing 
collaboration programmes towards a solid framework to encourage wider 
participation from their citizens.

notes

1. compensated gross Tonnes; a commonly-used unit in shipbuilding.

2. oecd calculations using data from trade databases of the korea international 
Trade association (kiTa), The classification of industries is based on hs 
(harmonized system) korea 2-digit code.

3. in terms of four-digit siTc (the standard international Trade classification by 
un) code.

4. This model is also variously known as “vertical specialisation”, “slicing the value 
chain”, “international production sharing” or “outsourcing” (athukorala and 
Yamashita, 2006).

5. greenaway et al. (1995) admitted that vertical iiT is more related to traditional 
trade theories of comparative advantage, whereas horizontal iiT falls much more 
within the remit of modern trade theories.

6. according to aturupane et al. (1999), 85% of trade between eu and the eastern 
european economies comprised vertical iiT between 1990 and 1995.

7. This model was initially suggested by akamatsu (1961) and developed further by 
bernard and ravenhill (1995), kojima (2000) and kasahara (2004). 

8. These include hong kong, south korea, chinese Taipei and singapore.

9. These include Thailand, Malaysia, indonesia and philippines.

10. kwan (2002) insists that Japan still has the most advanced export structure of all 
asian countries, while china is still flying at the rear of the formation, with the 
nies and asean being tightly bunched in the middle.

11. This is commonly used to measure the international trade specialisation of a 
country. for more details about rca, see balassa (1965) and laursen (1998).
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12. The correlation coefficient is an index to measure the strength of the relationship 
between two variables. if correlation coefficients show 1.0 and -1.0, they respec-
tively indicate a perfect positive and negative relationship. if the coefficient 
shows 0.0, it means no relationship between two variables. in this section, if the 
correlation coefficient is nearing 1, it implies that two countries have increas-
ingly similar export structures. Yet, if the index is approaching -1, it means that 
the export structures of the two countries are diverging. 

13. siTc is a classification of goods used to classify the exports and imports of a 
country to enable comparing different countries and years. The classification 
system is maintained by the united nations. siTc has hierarchical structure 
comprising from 1-digit to 5-digit codes. one-digit code is the broadest classifi-
cation and five-digit is the narrowest one. 

14. as the need to respond quickly to local requirements is growing in impor-
tance, more Japanese and korean affiliates have started to create an extensive 
local supply chain in china. according to a 2003 survey by korea industrial 
economics and Trade (kim J-k et al., 2006), the share of local procurement of 
parts by korean manufacturing affiliates in china rapidly increased from 26.5% 
to 45.6% between 1996 and 2003, while the share of parts directly imported from 
korea significantly decreased, from 64.7% to 36.9%.  

15. annual survey by the Japan bank for international cooperation (Jbic) in 2008. 
This series of surveys have been conducted since 1999 on Japanese manufactur-
ing companies with three or more overseas affiliates. The 2008 survey received 
620 responses (a 63% response rate) and was based on multiple choice questions. 

16. Multiple answers were allowed in these surveys. 

17. r&d-related fdi inflows into china have surged in recent years. The accumu-
lated r&d investment of Mnes in china had reached approximately usd 4 bil-
lion by June 2004, while the number of foreign-affiliated r&d centres reached 
700 by the end of 2004. although the first r&d centre of Mnes dates back to 
1993, most known projects arrived after china’s accession to the wTo in 2001 
(uncTad, 2005).

18. eight provinces in the korean pYsr produced 3.8 million units, accounting 
for 97.4% of national production. The four chinese provinces in the pYsr and 
Japanese kyushu generated 1.4 million (20.3% of national production) and 1 mil-
lion (9.1% of national production) units respectively.

19. This section is largely based on Jung and lee (2007) and kim w-b (2008).

20. Yangtze river delta, pearl river delta and Tianjin respectively account for 40%, 
16.8% and 15.1% (Jung and lee, 2007).

21. Keiretsu refers to a unique Japanese form of corporate organization. a keiretsu is 
a grouping of affiliated companies that form a tight-knit alliance to work toward 
each other’s mutual success based on an intimate partnership (source: http://
searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid183_gci518852,00.html#).
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22. unlike two other clusters, the formation of shandong automobile cluster was 
driven by parts suppliers. 

23. This section is largely based on kim w-b et al. (2005).

24. in fact, in 2003, kyushu recorded a trade deficit in automobile parts with korea.

25. in the case of Toyota kyushu, 70% of its production is exported to north 
america, 15% goes to the domestic market, and the remainder to other countries.

26. This distance is between fukuoka city and Toyota city in aichi prefecture of 
Toukai area.

27. out of 405 korean firms operating businesses in shandong province of china as 
of the end of 2006, 57.5% (233 firms) invested less than usd 1 million, whereas 
only 6.2% (25 firms) conducted investment larger than usd 10 million (song, 
2007). 

28. rappaport and sachs (2003) suggest that the coastal concentration of metropoli-
tan areas in the united states captures a present-day contribution to productivity 
and quality of life. counties with centres within 80 kilometres of an ocean coast 
had faster than expected annual population growth in the period 1960-2000 
(oecd, 2009).

29. using iMf trade statistics, radelet and sachs (1998) made it clear that lower 
transportation costs facilitate economic development. 

30. east asia has a sea in the middle of it, which makes cargo transport costs cheaper 
than in nafTa (fujita, 2007b).

31. kyushu electric power (40%), nihon Telecom (20%), nTT communications 
(20%) and korea Telecom (20%).

32. a direct air passenger service between korea and china only started in 1994.

33. for example, Tokyo/narita airport had 10 flights per day to beijing and 15 flights 
per day to incheon in april 2009.

34. on the korea-Japan link, flights between fukuoka and incheon have recently 
more than doubled compared to 2002. The incheon-kitakyushu route opened in 
March 2009 and is the only international route for kitakyushu airport, which 
opened to the public in 2006. for korea-china links, incheon-beijing is the 
most important route. however, multiple airports in Tianjin, dalian, Yantai, and 
weihai generated demand that was comparable to beijing airport in 2005 (kim 
w-b et al., 2008b).

35. information from the company website, www.weidong.com, accessed 29 august 
2009.

36. in 2008, hakata seaport (fukuoka) was the largest in Japan in terms of the 
arrival/departure of foreign passengers (539 723); shimonoseki was the third 
largest (212 381). ranking by total passenger traffic (arrival/departure of both 
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foreigners and Japanese) places hakata seaport first (825 939) and shimonoseki 
second (245 430). in contrast, fukuoka airport deals with 2 125 783 passengers 
(including 858 643 foreigners), making it the fifth largest in Japan (Ministry of 
Justice, 2009a).

37. kim w-b et al. (2008) propose the introduction of an air shuttle service (which 
has been successful between haneda-guimpo) and a special no-visa/multiple 
visa system for facilitating the one-day business zone.

38. arita and Mccann (2000) suggest that a one-day round trip is the crucial spatial 
extent for many types of information exchanges within much of the semiconduc-
tor industry in the united states.

39. The us was the first country to introduce open-sky policies and is still one of 
the most advanced countries in its degree of deregulation. as of 2005, there were 
100 open-sky agreements worldwide, some of which involved multiple countries. 
integration of air traffic in the eu has also promoted deregulation of the market 
(policy research institute for land, infrastructure and Transport, Ministry of 
land, infrastructure and Transport, 2006).

40. as mentioned in section 2.1, parts trade is increasing in the pYsr. fujita (2007b) 
describes the typical trade as follows: “Japan first produces intermediate goods 
(processes goods and parts), which are partly exported. a significant portion of 
the exported intermediate good is imported back to Japan either as final goods 
or intermediate goods with higher values. finally, using intermediate goods, 
which are partly produced in Japan and partly imported, Japan produces final 
goods, which are partly exported. Thus, Japan represents a typical country with 
improvement trade, where a lot of intermediate goods are moving back and forth 
between Japan and other countries (mostly the countries in east asia).” The 
transportation network, including marine and air, is intensively used for support-
ing this improvement trade.

41. Tranship is the shipment of goods to an intermediate destination, and then from 
there to yet another destination.

42. for example, hakata port (fukuoka) increased its strategic importance by switch-
ing its main connection point from kobe to busan, which has a direct link to the 
rest of the world. Japanese exporters often preferred busan for managing export 
goods, due to Japan’s rather expensive domestic marine and inland transportation. 

43. busan’s good accessibility to world markets is not necessarily an advantage in bi-
lateral direct trade with china. shipping distances and inefficient inland logistics 
undermine busan’s trade with china compared to ports directly on the Yellow 
sea (lee and rodrigue, 2006).

44. The tranship rate in 2005 was as high as 43.7% in busan. busan captured traf-
fic from Japan and northern china. chinese ports in the pYsr directly linked 
to busan, which then distributed chinese goods to north america and europe 
(fremont and ducruet, 2005). if busan port loses tranship cargo, its total 
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container throughput will dramatically decrease. because it has also played a role 
as hub port for Japanese shippers since 1990s, the logistics strategies of Japanese 
shippers will influence the future of busan port (Tsumori, 2006).

45. Much literature has analysed the issue of a hub-feeder system versus direct port 
calls. liner service network design tends to move from a pure cost-driven exer-
cise through a hub-feeder system to a more customer-oriented differentiation 
exercise which is better supported by direct port calls (even for the bigger ves-
sels). (notteboom, 2004).

46. The hinterland of fukuoka and kitakyushu ports is the kyushu region. Though 
the data are rather old, more than 90% of the goods that the kyushu/Yamaguchi 
region exported and imported went through kyushu ports in 2003 (Ministry of 
land, infrastructure and Transport, 2005).

47. according to notteboom (2004), the portion of inland costs in the total costs of 
container shipping can range from 40% to 80%.

48. The train-ferry system was introduced in the uk in 1850 and has also been 
developed in the baltic coastal countries. a Tfs connecting germany and russia 
was opened at the end of 2006 (kim w-b et al., 2008).

49. with the explosive growth in china-Japan container demand, an express con-
tainer transport system between hakata and shanghai, called the shanghai super 
express (sse), was established in 2003. This cuts by half the shipping time 
between Tokyo and shanghai (from 8 to 4 days).

50. “panamax” ships are of the maximum dimensions that will fit through the locks 
of the panama canal. an increasing number of ships are built precisely to the 
panamax limit, in order to transport the maximum amount of cargo in a single 
vessel. post-panamax ships are those which are bigger than the panamax limit.

51. according to notteboom (2004), there are strong indications that the range of 5 
500 to 6 500 Teu will be the most competitive vessel size for the time being, as 
these ships offer more flexibility in terms of the number of potential ports of call. 
for shipping companies, a system of more loops with smaller vessels carries less 
risk and could therefore eventually turn out to be a cheaper option than running 
very large vessels on only a few loops.

52. in 2004 Japan’s lcl rate was 18.8%. The lcl rate in hakata port was as high 
as 29.1% in 2000, gradually decreasing to 23.7% in 2004 (Tsumori, 2006). The 
lcl rate for hakata’s exports was about 40% between 1999 and 2004, which 
means an excess of imports over exports. as for korea, kim w-b et al. (2008) 
calculated that approximately 25% of the export/import containers in 2004 were 
lcl and that lcl weight dramatically grew to approximately 40% for export 
containers and shrunk to 4.6% for import containers in 2007.

53. a 12 foot container is smaller than the international standards, which can be 
either 20 or 40 feet. The smaller size is a response to the need for small scale but 
frequent delivery.
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54. The logistics centre for Japan is established in busan as a storage and stock 
point of chinese goods to be delivered to Japan. J&k logistics (headquartered 
in Tokyo), a logistics consultant company, manages the total process for six 
Japanese companies.

55. in Japan, local government plans local airports and ports, while national gov-
ernment approves the local plans. northern kyushu ports (both fukuoka and 
kitakyushu) are designated as international core ports by the national govern-
ment. in korea, on the other hand, the national government directly plans airport 
and port development. based on the national plan, a local agency implements the 
development. busan has been developed as an international tranship hub port 
and incheon and ulsan are regional core ports. The chinese national government 
plans and implements the development of airports and ports in major cities, while 
in other cities port development is up to local government.

56. The railway connecting seoul-busan is a trunk railway, annually transporting 
more than 12 million tonnes of freight. kTX is a high-speed train for passengers 
only. The new line establishment for kTX and electrification of the existing 
line between busan and seoul has increased the efficiency of rail freight traf-
fic. according to the journal invest korea, by freeing up other tracks the kTX 
is estimated to expand national freight capacity by 5%, and results in savings 
of usd 1.85 trillion annually by cutting travelling time and logistical costs. 
(www.investkorea.org/InvestKoreaWar/work/journal/content/content_main.
jsp?code=4320101)

57. The fashion magazine Ray is one example; 40% of articles are written in Japan 
while the remaining 60% are written locally in china. The main readers are 
women in their 20s and 30s (kanda, 2006). 

58. korean immigrants in china numbered 1.92 million in 2002. living mostly 
in northern china and speaking both korean and chinese fluently, they act as 
a bridge between korea and china. one of the important reasons that many 
korean companies invest in northern china is said to be the existence of these 
immigrants (seki, 2004).

59. cnTa estimates that average spending of chinese travellers per person is usd 6 000 
in the us. The Japan national Tourism organisation (JnTo) director reported in 
2009 that chinese visiting Japan spent twice as much as other travellers.

60. “foreign visitor” in this context means foreigners who entered Japan through 
kyushu ports and airports.

61. The Visit Japan campaign is a public-private initiative that started in 2003 and 
aims to attract 10 million international tourists by 2010 (a 60% increase over 
2003). Japan includes in its key market 12 nations/regions, including korea and 
china. seventy per cent of international visitors were asians in 2007; as the asian 
economy continues to grow, so will expectations that an asian tourism boom 
will occur in the 2010s. The national government also established its action plan 
for Tourism in 2003, which sees the Visit Japan campaign as the core project for 
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delivering the “Japan brand” abroad. national government enacted the Tourism 
national promotion basic law in 2006 and established the Japan Tourism agency 
in 2008. its programme includes improving the speed of visa issuing, speedy 
entry/exit at all airports, and promoting international conferences in Japan.

62. in 2003, the korean government also unveiled a plan to attract 10 million inter-
national tourists. The plan included co-operation with china and Japan to create 
a tourist transport network among the three countries, increase international 
flights etc. To implement this, the department of culture and Tourism (now the 
department of culture, sports and Tourism) established its second five-year 
plan for tourism promotion (2004-2008). co-operation with the pYsr countries 
was re-emphasised in the plan. in 2005, the department set up a policy directive 
“c-korea 2010” based on 3cs (content, creativity, and culture). in the document, 
“striving for a touristic hub in northeast asia” is one of the three policy objec-
tives. in spite of the change of administration, korea continues its efforts to 
increase international tourists.

63. industrial tourism involves visits to firms with a core business that is non-tour-
ism related. industrial tourism offers visitors an opportunity to learn about the 
product, the production process and the historical background.

64. The un habitat fukuoka office is the only international organisation based in 
fukuoka city. it promotes socially and environmentally sustainable towns and 
cities and facilitates civil participation in urban development. The un habitat 
fukuoka office holds an annual international conference on habitat day, to 
which it invites foreign experts and mobilises citizens for solving urban problems 
in asia.

65. The operational plan consists of four strategies, (i) to increase the attractiveness 
of the destination; (ii) to entice domestic tourists from the metropolitan areas of 
Japan; (iii) to attract international tourists from east asia; and (iv) to build an 
institutional framework for promoting the tourism strategy. The income comes 
from membership fees, members’ donations, contributions from prefectures and 
grants from national government. Most of the budget is spent on strategy and 
enticing domestic tourists.

66. The oeaed will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.

67. kTX began operating on part of the planned route in 2004, but connected to busan 
in 2008.

68. The private ritsumeikan asia pacific university in oita prefecture has 2 352 foreign 
students, making it second in Japan for the number of foreign students. kyushu 
university (national) in fukuoka prefecture comes ninth, with 1 171 foreign students.

69. The services provided to foreign students by the npo university consortium 
include guaranteeing foreign students to help them rent apartments, plus lending 
them subsistence and housing support.
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70. in 2008, the Japanese government approved 11 040 applications to switch from a 
study visa to a work visa. chinese and korean applicants constituted 69.3% and 
12.3% respectively. almost 68% work in translation, interpretation, sales, infor-
mation management and international management and 64% work in small and 
medium companies (Ministry of Justice, 2009). in 2007, a three-way collaboration 
involving national government (MeTi and Ministry of education), university and 
businesses established the asia human capital programme, which provides for-
eign students with a package involving a Japanese language course, internship, and 
special education tailored to business needs. This programme aims to help foreign 
students to find a job in Japanese companies (MeTi kyushu bureau, 2007).

71. even though busan and fukuoka have a regular technician exchange programme, 
they put little effort into developing joint research programmes. a transition is 
needed from the exchange of knowledge to the joint production of knowledge.

72. The total number of automobiles has increased fourfold in korea in the last 
decade (oecd, 2006a).

73. busan city, Jeonnam, gyeongnam, Jeju provinces from korea. fukuoka, Yamaguchi, 
nagasaki, and osaka prefectures from Japan.

74. in 2009, an additional seven cities were selected as eco-model cities.

75. co2 emissions from the traffic sector more than doubled during the 1990s in korea, 
and the trend is continuing, with a 12.7% increase between 2000 and 2005 (Ministry 
of environment korea, 2008).

76. These master plans are expected to be finalised at the end of 2009.

77. The chinese economy is already larger than Japan’s in terms of ppp (purchas-
ing power parity). some estimate that china is already the top co2 emitter in 
the world, replacing the united states (netherlands environmental assessment 
agency, 2007).
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Annex 2.A
 

threshold test: methodology and dataset

Most researchers (cf. greenaway et al., 1995; fontagne and freudenberg, 
1997: fukao et al., 2003; and ando 2006) often use the decomposition-type 
threshold method to identify different forms of intra-regional trade. This 
method decomposes bi-lateral trade into three components by trade patterns: 
one-way trade (owT), vertical intra-industry trade (ViiT) and horizontal 
intra-industry trade (hiiT).

in order to obtain the share of each type of trade for the industry con-
cerned, three steps are required. The first step is to identify whether bi-lateral 
trade of commodity k involves one-way trade or intra-industry trade by using 
the equation below. Mijk and Xijk represent the value of country i’s imports 
and exports of commodity k from and to country j, respectively. bi-lateral 
trade of commodity k is regarded as one-way (or inter-industry) trade if 
the equation holds and as intra-industry (or two-way) trade otherwise. The 
rational of this equation is that if the minority flow (for example imports) 
shows less than 10% of the majority flow (exports in this case), the minority 
flow cannot be considered significant as it does not represent a structural 
feature of trade (fontagne and freudenberg, 1997).

Min (Mijk, Xijk) / Max (Mijk, Xijk) ≤ 0.1

The next step is to identify whether intra-industry trade of k commod-
ity is horizontal form of intra-industry trade or vertical form of iiT by using 
the concept of relative unit prices. The basic assumption underlying this 
concept is that relative prices reflect relative qualities and hence products 
sold at a higher price must be of higher quality than those sold more cheaply 
(greenaway et al., 1995). in this regard, if the equation below is satisfied, 
trade of commodity k is regarded as horizontal iiT as a small range of price 
differentials of commodities represents trade in goods with similar quality 
but different attributes. on the other hand, if the unit-price gap of trade of 
commodities is outside a certain range (the threshold percentage to distin-
guish between horizontal and vertical iiT is usually 15% and 25%), the traded 
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commodity will be differentiated by quality and, accordingly, is considered 
as vertical iiT. uVijkX represents the average unit value of commodity k 
exported from country i to country j, while uVijkM expresses the unit value 
of commodity k imported from country i to country j.

1
1.25  ≤ uVijkX / uVijkM ≤ 1.25

as a last step, the share of three different trade patterns for the aggre-
gated commodity k is calculated as in the following equation. The n-type of 
trade patterns represents one-way trade (owT), vertical iiT (ViiT) and hori-
zontal iiT (hiiT). The aggregation of three different threshold-based indexes 
should be 1 or 100% (fukao et al., 2003).

skn = ∑j   (Xijn + Mijn) / ∑j   (Xij + Mij)

where n = owT, ViiT, hiiT

The table below summarises the methodology. for calculating the thresh-
old-based index; most papers use hs (harmonised commodity description 
and coding system) six-digit level data.

Table 2.a.1. classification of three different trade patterns

Trade patterns 1st equation (degree of trade overlap) 2nd equation (disparity of unit value)

One-way trade (OWT) Min (Mijk, Xijk) / Max (Mijk, Xijk) ≤ 0.1 Not applicable

Horizontal intra-industry trade (HIIT) Min (Mijk, Xijk) / Max (Mijk, Xijk) ≤ 0.1 1
1.25  ≤ UVijkX / UVijkM 

Vertical intra-industry trade (VIIT) UVijkX / UVijkM  ≤ 1/1.1.25  OR
1.25 ≤ UVijkX / UVijkM

Sources: fukao et al. (2003).
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Chapter 3 
 

trans-border institution building

3.1 general understanding of trans-border governance

as globalisation blurs national boundaries and blunts the state’s power to 
lead development strategies, many oecd countries see regions as the core 
economic actors and have concentrated on enhancing national competitiveness 
by using regional capacities. The tide of globalisation has forced the state to 
weaken its grip on the flow of capital, labour and goods across borders, and 
decreased its traditional role of redistributing national resources to lagging 
regions. in fact, many oecd member countries are shifting the paradigm of 
regional development policy from one of subsidising resources to achieve bal-
anced regional development, to the enhancement of local competitiveness and 
the creation of regional wealth (oecd, 2009). strategies for achieving this have 
also changed from conventional sectoral approaches to place-based integrative 
development strategies. as such, the region has emerged as a leading player 
in resolving individual countries’ complicated economic and social problems.

This regionalisation trend has catalysed a proliferation of horizontal 
regional governance systems. More competences have been devolved to local 
governments to design their own development policies. The private sector has 
also increasingly taken part in the provision of public services, commonly 
in the form of public-private partnerships (ppp). in these drastic shifts, the 
conventional approach based on command and control has proven ineffective 
for regional development for several reasons (oecd, 2003a). instead, a more 
horizontal and vertical governance system is urgently required, to encour-
age diversity and promote co-operation among all relevant stakeholders in 
regional policy, including central government, municipalities and the private 
sector. Thus, the multilevel governance scheme across and beyond levels of 
government has been recognised as one of the central elements in territo-
rial policy making (oecd, 2004) and has been rapidly established in many 
oecd countries (cha et al., 2003). in particular, after the substantial dilution 
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of the state’s influence on regional policy since the eu’s emergence as a 
supra-national institution, most regions in european countries have actively 
sought multi-layer regional governance systems to directly link to the eu 
and hence mitigate intervention from the state (armstrong and Taylor, 2000). 
The eu’s structural fund is a key instrument for enabling municipal govern-
ments in the eu to foster partnerships with local actors and pursue their own 
regional development policies (see annex a for more).

although the perception of “regional governance”1 could be applied 
to every regional level, it is frequently applied to metropolitan areas which 
form so-called “area-wide economic zones” with adjacent regions (oecd, 
2000). The metropolitan area tends to expand its functional influence beyond 
the original institutional area to benefit from economies of scale and the 
agglomeration effect as well. in this process, however, metropolitan areas also 
encounter typical urban problems such as congestion, pollution and social seg-
regation, which they need to address properly. in most cases, these problems 
cannot be effectively solved by restricting the target area to an administrative 
region as metropolitan areas have already begun to functionally expand. The 
process to resolve these urban problems tends to be complicated as there are 
more conflicting interests among such diverse groups in the wider economic 
region. hence, a political procedure via appropriate governance schemes 
which promotes the participation and co-operation of relevant actors is crucial.

Managing metropolitan challenges through a well-organised governance 
scheme could involve a spectrum of models ranging from “heavy” to “light” 
depending on the scope of the reform (oecd, 2006b). at the heavy end is the 
creation of a metropolitan government or the amalgamation of municipalities, 
in order to reshape governance structures to fit to the functional economic 
area. at mid position is the establishment of co-operative arrangements such 
as inter-municipal joint authorities, usually on a voluntary basis. at the light 
end is the installation of informal co-ordination bodies such as strategic plan-
ning partnerships, often relying on existing networks of relevant actors.

building governance systems across national borders can be also under-
stood in this context. Trans-border regions typically suffer from the fragmen-
tation of markets, labour forces and institutions (oecd, 2004). The border 
usually constitutes a significant barrier to creating the optimal economic size 
of the region and, hence, decreases the competitiveness of the region. similar 
points can be made regarding sub-optimal technology diffusion, lagging social 
capital development and a disconnected labour market and infrastructure. The 
establishment of a functional trans-border region aims to address these weak-
nesses and maximise the benefits of an integrated region. in turn, trans-border 
governance2 can bring policy coherence to the trans-border region by reduc-
ing fragmentation among different stakeholders across borders. accordingly, 
the objective of trans-border governance is very similar to intra-national 
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governance, since the latter also aims to bridge the mismatch between func-
tional regions and political jurisdictions within a country (oecd, 2003b). 
however, in reality, there are more practical impediments to developing pro-
ductive trans-border governance than intra-national governance. even within 
the same country, the construction of horizontal co-operation systems often 
tends to encounter obstacles to incorporating the different interests of different 
actors harmoniously. governance frameworks covering different countries are 
even more complex and the process is inevitably gradual.

in the following, we first describe the general governance structures of 
the three pYsr countries and then analyse vision (section 3.2) and strategies 
of both central and local governments in the pYsr for trans-border collabora-
tion (section 3.3). we subsequently analyse bi-lateral and multi-lateral inter-
city linkages programmes in the region (section 3.4) and finally evaluate the 
current trans-border governance framework in the pYsr (section 3.5).

3.2 Institutional background of the three PYsR countries

The three countries in the pYsr share common traits in their institu-
tional framework. as a unitary state, they had all established a highly cen-
tralised political system and have since undergone rapid decentralisation. 
They actively promote intergovernmental collaboration by using a long-term 
national spatial planning system. however, the convergence toward decen-
tralisation in the three countries has taken different forms and is occurring 
at an uneven pace due to the mediating influence of the varied historical and 
contemporary political contexts of each country (chen, 2005).

3.2.1 Japan’s governance framework

Decentralisation in Japan
since the 1990s, Japan has significantly transformed the responsibilities 

of central and local governments through drastic reforms. The role of central 
government has been shifting from directly influencing local policies to setting 
frameworks for and monitoring the performance of local governments, while 
local governments are increasingly responsible for identifying local needs and 
providing local services directly. Japan had long been politically and adminis-
tratively centralised, with power concentrated in the capital city (chen, 2005). 
however, this centralised system has recently faced extensive challenges. as 
civil society grew up, there were mounting requests for building locally-adapted 
communities where citizens are able to live comfortably. as the recognition of 
the improved capability of local actors proliferated, the fiscal autonomy of local 
government increasingly gained ground. in addition, as the economy matured 
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and entered a long period of stagnation, there were increasing demands to employ 
locally-initiated, rather than centrally-driven, economic development strategies.

prompted by these domestic concerns, Japan’s decentralisation process 
advanced rapidly and was finally embodied in the decentralisation package 
law in 1999. This first reform rebalanced the conventional vertical relationship 
between the central and local governments. notably, by abolishing the “agent 
delegated function” system with which the state had asked local governments to 
implement national policies on its behalf, many jurisdictions of central govern-
ment – such as town planning decisions – were transferred to local governments. 
central government was mainly required to give guidelines which were not 
legally binding on local governments. subsequently, in 2004, the second stage of 
the decentralisation, called the “Trinity reform,” was enacted. This reform was 
largely aimed at the devolution of public finance, which consisted of three ele-
ments.3 Through this reform, central government transferred a substantial share 
of tax resources to local governments with fewer national earmarked grants, so 
that local governments could have more discretion to pursue their own regional 
policies. More recently, in 2006, the act for the promotion of decentralisation 
reform established the committee for the promotion of decentralisation reform, 
which acts as a key body to discuss further decentralisation.

The structure of local government
local government in Japan has consisted of a two-tier system since 1921, 

with prefectures as the upper level and municipalities as the basic unit of 
local government. prefectures in Japan take four different forms (To, Do, Fu 
and Ken).4 They are divided among 47 regions with an average population of 
2.7 million and an average area of 8 041 km2, although their size and scale 
differ greatly by region (Mic, 2007). Meanwhile, as of March 2009, there were 
1 777 municipalities in Japan, comprising three different forms (Shi, Cho and 
Son),5 with an average population of 71 901 and an average area of 213 km2. 
The disparity in size of municipalities is even greater than that of prefectures.

prefectures and municipalities in Japan are mutually independent and the 
legal relationship between them is impartial. The role of each authority varies 
according to its function. while municipalities focus on the provision of daily 
local services to residents such as health care, social insurance and waste col-
lection, prefectures provide public services to cover a wider region and facili-
tate communication between the central government and the municipalities.     

Intergovernmental collaboration
The Ministry of land, infrastructure and Transport (MliT) has been 

fully responsible for regional development policy in Japan since it was formed 
in 2001 by merging four different ministries,6 although some significant 
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areas of regional policy still remain in other ministries.7 one of the most 
important tools for the MliT to horizontally integrate regional policies across 
ministries and facilitate vertical co-ordination with local governments is to 
establish the long-term national spatial plan (nsp). The coverage of the plan 
is not limited to spatial concerns, but also reaches socio-economic concerns 
that influence spatial structure. The nsp has two levels: (i) the national level, 
which involves long-term goals for national spatial development and princi-
ples for setting regional planning; and (ii) the regional level, which involves 
formulating strategies to address region specific development agenda.

in order to implement this two-tier planning system, the Japanese gov-
ernment designated eight functional regions for spatial planning in 2006 and, 
in line with this measure, constituted a council for regional planning for 
each region. in fact, the district and the number of prefectures in Japan have 
not changed since its adoption in 1889. however, there is increasing pres-
sure for collaboration at prefectural level, as traditional prefectures cannot 
properly address gaps between the functional and administrative areas, while 
more autonomy has been allowed to local authorities in the process of decen-
tralisation. To respond to this need and to facilitate co-operation between 
prefectures, a “regional bloc” which groups several prefectures into a single 
functional area has been identified as an effective instrument. a spatial plan-
ning system based on this regional bloc is pushing ahead strongly. a typical 
regional bloc, sharing close relationship in terms of nature, economy and cul-
ture, is diverse in scale; from hokuriku region (3.1 million of population) to 
capital city region (42.2 million). The process of this regional planning has 
significantly helped to improve Japan’s regional governance system, as vari-
ous stakeholders – including the regional offices of the central government, 
local governments and business entities – have participated on an equal foot-
ing in the council for regional planning and have shared a common vision 
for their community.

Municipal governments in Japan have also had a greater tendency to co-
operate with each other. Japan’s municipalities are legally allowed to take many 
co-operative measures to enhance the efficiency of local services provisions. The 
establishment of associations such as the “wide-area union”8 with neighbouring 
local governments is a common example of municipal co-operation. however, a 
more increasing form of co-operation at the municipal level is amalgamation. in 
order to address demographic shifts, as well as the fiscal constraints which have 
worsened during the economic stagnation, the central government has promoted 
the merger of municipalities throughout the country, providing financial incen-
tives.9 This policy has had substantial impact. The number of municipalities fell 
more than 40%, from 3 232 in 1999 to 1 777 in 2009.
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3.2.2 Korea’s governance framework

Decentralisation in Korea
korea was a highly centralised state throughout its very long dynastic 

history. even after the foundation of the republican government in 1945, this 
legacy of centralisation was maintained until the late 1980s for the sake of rapid 
economic development. as a strongly centralised unitary state, korea’s central 
government exercised extensive influence over most policy areas of local govern-
ments. during the 1990s, however, the korean government undertook a sweeping 
decentralisation reform. The rising tide of globalisation led to the recognition that 
local authorities need to become independent and responsible actors to directly 
address local needs in order to survive global competition. furthermore, as the 
democratisation process in korea continues, there is more political backup for 
the devolution of power to the sub-national government. in order to respond to 
these requests, the korean government revised the local autonomy act in 1988 
to provide legal foundations for the re-establishment10 of local assemblies in 
1991 and the direct election of local chief executives in 1995. succeeding govern-
ments have followed through this decentralisation process. in 2004, the Five-year 
Comprehensive Plan for Decentralisation was established, setting 47 strategic 
goals to promote local autonomy. in 2006, the Jeju province special autonomous 
act was established to integrate all branches of central government into Jeju 
province government. superintendents of local educational authorities were also 
directly elected by residents in 2008 to secure educational autonomy.

These achievements in local autonomy have helped to respond better to 
local needs, as well as to build more balanced relationships between cen-
tral and local governments. decentralisation in korea, however, is not yet 
matured and there are some areas to be improved. for instance, in spite of 
continuous demands for fiscal decentralisation, local governments in korea 
still depend considerably on earmarked funds from central government, 
having little discretion over tax. The expenditure of sub-national government 
in korea since the 1990s has stabilised at around 40% of whole of govern-
ment expenditure, which is quite large compared to unitary states like france. 
however, the share of local tax income among total tax revenues is only 20%, 
even after the decentralisation reform of the mid 1990s. This fiscal imbalance 
has been covered by tax sharing agreements and intergovernmental transfers 
from central government (oecd, 2001).

The structure of local governments
korea also has a two-tier structure of local government. The upper level 

government consists of 16 administrative units: seoul special city, six metro-
politan cities and nine provinces (Do). The lower level governments comprise 
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230 bodies:11 72 cities (Si), 91 counties (Gun) and 67 autonomous districts 
(Gu). while the Si and Gu are urban municipalities, the Gun is a rural unit of 
government. in 2003, the average population of cities, counties and autono-
mous districts was 274 000, 61 000 and 325 000 respectively (klafir, 2005). 
in terms of population size, municipalities in korea seem to be very large12 as 
a basic unit for providing public services compared to other oecd countries 
such as germany (3 400) and france (1 700) (oecd, 2001).

a significant share of local government’s work is still delegated from the 
central government, while a key part of the central government’s function is 
implemented by its special agencies at local level. according to a survey by the 
korean institute for public administration (kipa) in 2001, of the total number 
of government operations (41 603), only 27% (i.e. 11 363) were directly per-
formed by local government. in addition, of those local operations, only 55% 
(6 306) were identified as purely local affairs, leaving 45% of work which was 
delegated from central government (krila, 2005). in addition, like Japan, 
the central government in korea has developed many special local agencies to 
carry out its key local functions.13 Many ministries have established affiliated 
administrations or regional branches to implement their regional policies, while 
delegating many inconsequential functions to local governments. 

Intergovernmental collaboration
in the broader sense of territorial development policies, many ministries in 

korea have been involved, and have sometimes competed with each other to 
lead the process. in order to address this matter more effectively, the presidential 
committee on balanced national development was established in 2004 under 
the direct authority of the president. The committee, composed of eight ministers 
and 18 external experts, has played a key role in setting strategic direction and 
prioritising investment in nationally significant regional development projects. 
despite some criticisms, including its strong attachment to the goal of balanced 
development, this committee has been successful in ensuring collaborative hori-
zontal partnership and guaranteeing long-term policy consistency in korea.

for the narrower sense of territorial policies, however, the MlTM acts as 
the leading co-ordinating body.14 The MlTM builds consensus on regional 
development plans with other ministries, taking advantage of competence to 
establish the long-term comprehensive national development plan (cndp). 
The cndp is formulated on a 20-year basis15 and is the primary instrument 
to achieve korea’s goal of creating a territorial policy. This long-term plan 
allows the MlTM to gain support from other ministries for the measures to 
implement it. from the 4th cndp, approved in 2006, the MlTM has focused 
on wider participation from local governments in the formulation process 
with several sets of financial and administrative incentives, diverging from 
previous top-down and pre-designed features of the plan.
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More recently, as a practical tool to implement the cndp’s bottom-up 
approach, the korean government has thrust forward the introduction of “area-
wide economic blocs” and the establishment of local-level spatial planning 
corresponding to these new regional blocs. in 2008, the korean government 
announced so-called “5 area-wide economic blocs” which divide the whole ter-
ritory into five sub-economic blocs (except two regions, the mountainous north-
east area and Jeju island).16 each of these regions, with a population of more 
than 5 million, constitutes two or three provinces (or provincial cities) which 
share similar historic, economic and social contexts. in order to guide co-oper-
ation among provinces in the same bloc, an autonomous regional headquarters, 
rather than a permanent supra-province body, will be installed in each region. 
This autonomous organisation will create a regional development plan for each 
bloc, as well as promoting horizontal co-operation among local governments.

korea’s plan to build “area-wide economic blocs” will significantly boost 
collaboration between provincial governments in korea, whose communica-
tions and partnership had been inactive. however, it is worth mentioning that 
several oecd countries, including the uk, france and germany, which are 
strongly promoting wide-area regional blocs, have already established supra-
provincial executive bodies with authority to promote co-operation and settle 
disputes between provincial governments (box 3.1).

box 3.1. Area-wide regional blocs in the oecd countries

uk: The greater london authority

The greater london authority (gla) was established in 2000. its territory represents the previous 
metropolitan county of london, which is 1 580 km² with 7.4 million inhabitants. it covers 32 
boroughs (municipalities) and the city of london. The gla is run by an assembly and a mayor. 
The assembly is composed of 25 members directly elected every four years. The mayor is also 
directly elected by a proportional representation electoral system with preferential voting. he is 
the real executive of the gla, the assembly principally having the role of reviewing executive 
decisions. The gla is responsible for developing strategies in the domains of transport, spatial 
planning, economic development, health, culture, and the environment. it is also responsible for 
the management of public transport. To help in these different tasks, the gla is assisted by four 
functional agencies: Transport for london for public transport, the london development agency 
for economic development, the Metropolitan police authority and the fire and emergency 
planning authority. all in all, the gla staff total about 600 people. The gla has no financial 
resources of its own, except revenues derived from road pricing (introduced by the mayor in 2003) 
but which represent only a very small part of a total budget of more than gbp 7 billion. The bulk 
comes from a precept levied on the boroughs’ council tax (a local tax) and grants from the central 
government, the largest part of which is spent on public transport.
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france: The contrats d’agglomération

france has been one of the countries which are most consistent in pursuing policies to create metropolitan 
institutional arrangements. This process has accelerated since 1999 when the central government 
established metropolitan authorities in the 150 largest urban areas. in addition to creating these new 
communautés urbaines and the communautés d’agglomération, central government drafted specific 
model agreements that urban areas must adopt and projects that urban areas must undertake if they 
want to receive government grants. These have been specified in two 1999 acts on national territorial 
planning and inter-municipal co-operation. following these two acts, councils for communautés urbaines 
and communautés d’agglomération must approve a so-called territorial project. This territorial project 
is a five to ten-year plan which concerns infrastructure, economic development, social housing, culture, 
environment, etc. at the metropolitan level. but it is more than a plan since it specifies the amount of 
funding and details all the operations to be performed to achieve the plan’s objectives. once approved by 
the communauté council, the project is then discussed with the central government. when it is approved 
by the central government, there is an agreement signed between it and the communauté, called a contrat 
d’agglomération. This agreement guarantees that the central government will finance some of the actions 
decided in the territorial project (there are therefore negotiations between the central government and the 
communauté regarding government funding). in addition the law states that the contrat d’agglomération 
must also be signed by the regional council. This means that the actions envisaged in the contrat 
d’agglomération will also be financed by the region and as such will be part of the contrat de plan, a 
larger five-year agreement signed by the central government and the region. Moreover, this means that 
european structural funds will feed the general budget of the territorial project.

germany: The Verband Regio stuttgart

The Verband Regio stuttgart (Vrs) was created in 1994. it is a regional government body which covers 
the metropolitan area of stuttgart. it comprises 2.7 million inhabitants, 3,654 km², 179 municipalities (the 
city of stuttgart being the largest by far with about 1/5 of the Vrs population) and 5 counties (kreise). 
The Vrs is administered by a regional assembly of 90 members, directly elected by a proportional 
representation electoral system for a five-year term. while the president, appointed by the assembly, 
is honorary, the actual head of the Vrs, also appointed by the assembly, is the general director who 
serves an eight-year term. he runs an administration of about 40 people. The Vrs does not have many 
responsibilities: regional planning, public transport, business promotion and marketing are the main 
ones. among them, public transport is by far the most important, the Vrs serving as the public transport 
authority (Verkerhsverbund) for the whole metropolitan area. The budget of the Vrs is very small (about 
eur 260 million in 2005) and comes entirely from other government sources (federal, Lande, kreise 
and municipalities) as it has no resources of its own. The bulk of its expenditure (85%) goes on public 
transport. as a consequence, the Vrs is a very weak government body. even though it was established 
12 years ago, its existence is still contested by local governments. however, some positive elements, 
besides the good management of public transport, can be pointed to: it acts as a go-between among local 
governments, it has been able to gradually produce a “metropolitan attitude” among public and private 
actors in the region and it has helped in promoting the stuttgart metropolitan area abroad.

Source: oecd (2007b), The Territorial Review of Randstad Holland, Netherlands, oecd, paris.

box 3.1. Area-wide regional blocs in the oecd countries  (continued)
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3.2.3 China’s governance framework

China’s decentralisation of public expenditure
china’s governance system is still greatly influenced by the legacy of the 

planned economy era, although the country has made remarkable progress in 
reconfiguring the state to adapt to an increasingly market-driven economy in 
the last few decades (oecd, 2007a). Therefore, central government in china 
still dominates the planning process for regional development policies (Zhao and 
Zhang, 1999). in particular, the national development and reform commission 
(ndrc) has played a key role in making capital investment decisions in china, 
taking advantage of its responsibility to establish a long-term national plan for 
economic and social development (oecd, 2006a). This plan, which is also 
known as the five-year plan (fYp),17 is still the most important blueprint in 
china, setting policy targets and guidelines for territorial development policies.

in terms of public expenditure, however, china has become highly 
decentralised. Major responsibility for the provision of local services such as 
education, social welfare and health lies with sub-national governments. The 
local share in total public expenditure and revenue exceeds that of all oecd 
countries (oecd, 2006a). in 2001, local government in china received 
more than half of all public revenue and spent about 70% of all government 
expenditure. These figures are even higher than those of federal states such 
as canada (45% for revenue and 62% for expenditure). along with this fiscal 
system, central government in china also makes up an exceptionally small 
share of public employment. among the 33 million public jobs in china in 
2002, only 6% (2 million) were in central government (oecd, 2007a). This 
figure is far lower than the unitary state of france (54%) in 1999 and even the 
federal state of the us (14%) in 2000.

The structure of local government
as a unitary state, china has four sub-national tiers: provinces (includ-

ing provincial level regions and municipalities), prefectures (and cities), 
counties and townships. at the provincial level, there are 31 administrative 
bodies: 22 provinces, five autonomous regions and four provincial status 
municipalities.18 These provinces are very large; 23 out of 27 provinces (and 
autonomous regions) each have more than 20 million inhabitants19 and four 
municipalities directly administered by central government had an average 
population of 16.8 million in 2004 (oecd, 2006a). each province or pro-
vincial region is in turn divided into 50 prefectures and 283 cities, with an 
average population of 3.7 million. These cities often include rural areas much 
bigger than the urban core and thus are not “cities” in the strictest sense. The 
next tier is a county, one of the most important local units in china along 
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with provinces (oecd, 2007a). in 2003, there were about 2 800 counties, 
each with an average population of 600 000. counties are then divided into 
townships, the lowest local government level, which constituted about 43 000 
units, each with an average population of 30 000 in 2003.

Intergovernmental collaboration
The most notable feature of multi-level governance in china is its so-

called “nested hierarchy” (skinner et al., 1999). in other words, interactions 
within the government hierarchy are bi-lateral, involving only two levels. 
central government deals directly with the provincial level, which in turn 
deals with the prefecture level, and so on. for instance, the state council, the 
highest organisation of the state administration, sets out the detailed division 
of functions and powers related only to provincial governments. similarly, 
provinces delegate the management of lower levels to the next tier down of 
prefecture government (oecd, 2007a). This system aims to give flexibility 
to local entities, with the central government retaining the power to exercise 
unified leadership over the work of local governments.

along with this vertical co-ordination system, the chinese government 
has developed so-called ad hoc leading groups to facilitate horizontal consen-
sus-building and policy implementation across governments and party. The 
leading groups do not directly formulate policies and are also not responsible 
for policy operation. The state council makes decisions about all state-level 
regional development programmes20 and the state ministries are responsible 
for carrying out those programmes. The leading groups, however, have strong 
influence on the policy-making process of those regional programmes as they 
represent the consensus of the leading members of the relevant state agencies 
(oecd, 2007c). following the chinese convention of reproducing the state 
level institution at the sub-national level, leading groups for each programme 
were established in the provinces, prefectures and cities as well. The design 
processes of the western region development (wrd) programmes illustrate 
the role of the leading groups well. in 2000, the communist party of china 
(cpc) initiated the programme by setting up the state council leading 
group. This group proposed implementation guidelines for the wrd. based 
on these guidelines, relevant ministries developed strategies and investment 
projects, while they received inputs from provincial governments and their 
leading groups. following collective consultations, the proposals for the wrd 
were finally approved by the state council and were released by the ndrc.  

This planning process, combined with the monitoring system in china, 
creates strong incentives for regional development at the local level and is 
often acknowledged as being the key factor in china’s economic takeoff 
(oecd, 2007c). several planning systems, including the five-year plan, set 
targets in terms of economic and regional development at all local levels. 
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next, the so-called “cadre management system”, which emerged in the 
mid-1980s as an alternative chinese civil service system, measures the per-
formance of local governments in implementing these targets, generating 
competition between local entities (edin, 2003). local leaders, as well as gov-
ernment officials, seek to attract investment and develop the local economy 
in order to increase their financial resources. as an incentive to meet their 
goals, the central government gives more discretion to local leaders, includ-
ing extra-budgetary funds and extra staff, especially in faster growing areas.

3.3 Vision and strategies for trans-border collaboration

Trans-border governance in the pYsr has emerged since the 1990s as a 
key regional agenda. both state and local governments across borders have 
started to realise that the harmonisation of authorities among the three pYsr 
is a pre-requisite for economic success in the region. They are increasingly 
convening together to settle the local issues arising from rapid economic inte-
gration. before the rise of the chinese economy, discussions on trans-border 
co-operation were mostly bi-lateral, between Japan and korea. however, as 
china has increased its influence in this region since the 1990s, more com-
plicated forms of trans-border collaboration have emerged.

3.3.1. State visions for collaboration in the PYSR

Japan’s vision
since the start of the 2000s, Japan has experienced strong demand to 

change its national spatial structure. Japan’s population growth has slowed 
dramatically, more value is being placed on environmental conservation 
in parallel with economic maturity, and regional competition has intensi-
fied beyond national boundaries. in 2008, in order to respond to all these 
demands, the Japanese government timely created the new dimension of 
national spatial plan (nsp), setting several key strategic objectives. among 
them, of special interest in terms of trans-border co-operation is the objective 
of “seamless exchange and collaboration with other east asian countries”.21 
This objective has three goals (MliT, 2008a): (i) strengthening the com-
petitiveness of Japanese industry within the east asian production network; 
(ii) developing human resources to tackle common challenges in east asia, 
such as environment protection, and expediting cultural exchanges; and 
(iii) forming territorial infrastructure, such as transport and communication, 
to support seamless exchanges within east asia. in order to achieve this last 
goal, the MliT has prioritised creating a so-called “one-day business trip 
zone” (section 2.2; see also box 3.2) in which people, goods and information 
could flow smoothly within east asia (MliT, 2008b).
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in preparing the regional spatial plan based on the new planning system 
(note in section 3.2), all eight regions and their councils are seriously taking 
account of co-operation with neighbouring countries. in particular, the enthu-
siasm of the kyushu region for taking advantage of the east asia network 
has outstripped that of the other regions. indeed, kyushu has exhibited the 
highest so-called “asian degree” (or asian share) in almost all its economic 
activities among key regions in Japan (MeTi kyushu bureau, 2007). based 
on its geographical and cultural proximity, the kyushu region has built a very 
strong network with neighbouring east asian countries, particularly china 
and korea. kyushu is transforming itself into one of the core Japanese econo-
mies by reinforcing its role as gateway to asia (kim w-b, 2000). attracted 
by its unique advantages as well as a sharp increase in economic exchanges 
with china, many companies from the capital and other leading regions of 
Japan have shifted their manufacturing operations to kyushu.22 The kyushu 
region is thus setting the pace of trans-border collaboration with east asia for 
the other regions in Japan. in fact, kyushu regional spatial plan, established 
in 2009, clearly stated that the first and most significant objective, out of the 
seven strategic ones to realise kyushu’s new image, is “to place kyushu as a 
frontrunner of Japan’s co-operation with east asia”.23 

box 3.2. the Asian gateway Initiative

Japanese government launched “the asian gateway initiative” in 2007 under the 
strong leadership of the previous Japanese prime Minister of abe, after having several 
discussions centering on the council for the asian gateway initiative established in 
2006. This strategy sets out the vision of making Japan a gateway nation bridging 
asia with the rest of the world. in order to achieve this goal, Japanese government 
established three philosophies: (i) to make Japan a country that people want to visit, 
study, work and live in, (ii) to maintain and further deepen an open regional order 
with an emphasis on the economy, (iii) to build relations of mutual understanding and 
trust while respecting the region’s diversity. based on these, Japanese government set 
the following ten items as priority factors in realizing the asian gateway initiative: 
changing in aviation policy to achieve “asian open skies”, implementing a program 
for streamlining trade measures, restructuring policy for foreign students in order 
for Japan to serve as a hub for a human resource network in asia, opening up further 
universities to the world, creating a financial and capital market highly attractive to 
asian customers, transforming agriculture into a successful growth industry during 
the time of globalization, creating an “asian gateway special zone”, implementing 
policies in line with a comprehensive strategy for “creative industries”, promoting 
Japan’s attractiveness overseas, and finally strengthening Japan’s central role in 
promoting regional study and co-operation for solving common problems. 

Source: The council for the asian gateway initiative, 2007
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Korea’s vision
Throughout the “development era” begun in the 1960s and running well 

into the 1980s, korea deployed an export-oriented and centrally-organised 
heavy industrialisation policy, favouring the so-called Gyeongbu development 
corridor between the capital region (Gyeong)24 of korea and busan (Bu)25, the 
largest trading port city in korea (kim Y-w, 2001). between 1966 and 1990, 
seoul and busan’s combined share of the national population grew from 17.9% 
to 33% (oecd, 2001). The capital region itself occupies only 11.8% of the 
national territory, but accounted for 46% of the nation’s population, 55% of 
all manufacturing firms and 88% of all headquarters of large enterprises of 
korea in 2003 (lee, 2004). The continuing influx of population and industries 
into this Gyeongbu corridor has resulted in significant regional imbalances 
and caused several socio-economic concerns. coupled with this issue, in the 
1990s korea also faced growing demand to search for a new spatial policy. as 
decentralisation deepens, local governments are gaining more competence to 
direct their own regional projects. in addition, as china has rapidly grown, 
many provinces in korea – especially in the west coast region – have drasti-
cally expanded economic ties with chinese coastal provinces.

responding to these pressures, the korean government brought out a series 
of new regional development policies. notable amongst these was its national 
mega-scale “west coast development plan”, starting from the mid 1990s, to shift 
the development axis to the west coastline and signal an end to the conventional 
Gyeongbu development axis. although this plan was intended to mitigate the 
striking disparity of development among provinces, its more important goal 
was to intensify economic exchanges with china through a locally-driven 
approach. This pragmatic plan has paid off. by receiving continuous heavy 
investment for infrastructure and greater local autonomy, korea’s west coast 
provinces, which had long fallen behind the rest of the nation, have substan-
tially closed the regional gap. These provinces have become some of the most 
important trading partners for china’s east coastline across the Yellow sea. 
according to chen (2005), this project was by no means coincidental, given 
china’s launch of its bohai rim initiative at that time. 

korea’s 4th cndp for 2006-2020 reflects well these structural changes in ter-
ritorial policy. This plan sets five objectives for achieving a dynamic and integrated 
national territory; among them, the “open territory”26 strategy directly aims to 
promote economic integration with the neighbouring countries of china and Japan. 
its basic concept is to create an open territorial axis across korea’s three coastal 
areas (i.e. the west, south and east coasts), often referred to as the reverse π as this 
indicates the shape of the three coastal development axes.27 according to this plan, 
the western coastal axis will be nurtured as a new economic centre responding in 
particular to china’s growth, while the southeast coast will retain its conventional 
manufacturing sector as a driving force of the region’s economy.
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China’s vision
chinese central government has increasingly shifted its development 

priorities along its coastline, from the southern part of the pearl river delta 
(prd, including shenzhen city, guangdong province and hong kong) and 
Yangtze river delta regions (Yrd, including shanghai city, Jiangsu and 
Zhejiang provinces), to the northern part of the bohai rim area (or Jing-Jin-Ji 
area, including beijing city, Tianjin city and hebei province; see chapter 1 
for detailed location). in the 1980s, china strategically nurtured the develop-
ment of the prd through the so-called “shop front, warehouse back” strat-
egy. This implied that shenzhen, a special economic Zone (seZ) in mainland 
china, specialised in manufacturing by taking advantage of cheaper labour 
costs, whereas hong kong, which borders with and feeds capital to shenzhen, 
focused on trading with western countries. during the 1990s, however, china 
diverted its development resources to the Yrd with strong political backing 
from central government. The Yrd has experienced outstanding growth after 
the shanghai pudong area was designated as an seZ. since then, it has been 
recognised as one of the best investment places globally.28

since the late 1990s, the chinese central government has been accelerat-
ing the development of the bohai rim, recognising the strategic importance 
of the region in the context of increasing economic interdependence with 
korea and Japan. one of the most prominent r&d networks in china has 
been constructed between the capital city of beijing and its neighbour city 
of Tianjin. about 200 universities, 800 research centers and 400 000 techni-
cians are clustered in this area (kim J-k, 2007). especially during the beijing 
olympics in 2008, a huge scale of investment from central government was 
concentrated in the bohai rim. even before this move, shandong province 
had implemented a series of locally driven measures to attract specifically 
korean companies following diplomatic normalisation between china and 
korea in 1992 (chen, 2005). although, in general, economic progress in 
the bohai rim has not been as remarkable as that in the Yrd and the prd, 
nonetheless it is certain that the bohai rim is emerging as a leading eco-
nomic region in china (kim w-b, 2007b).

This pattern of chinese regional development strategy is clearly envi-
sioned in the 11th five-Year-plan (2006-2010) which was approved in 2006 by 
the national people’s congress. according to this plan, chinese government 
will continuously promote the eastern coast region to take lead in economic 
development of china, while encouraging the rise of central and western 
region to attain balanced development among regions (ndrc, 2009). in par-
ticular, in order to amplify development capacity of eastern region, Tianjin’s 
special economic Zone (called binhai new area) coupled with shanghai’s 
pudong area will be intensively developed as a new economic core with 
massive investments from china’s central government. in the meanwhile, in 
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pursuit of this regional strategy, the 11th fYp clearly emphasized the signifi-
cance of collaboration with neighbouring countries of Japan and korea. The 
plan urges local provinces in northeast coastline to speed up their market 
opening and strengthen local transportation infrastructures to facilitate eco-
nomic and technological co-operation across borders.

3.3.2 Municipalities’ strategies for collaboration in the PYSR

Japanese port cities’ strategies
Fukuoka – which is one of the two primary cities on the northern tip 

of kyushu along with kitakyushu city – has claimed to be the gateway to 
east asia based on its extensive historical, commercial and cultural ties with 
china and korea (chen, 2005). as the largest city in kyushu, fukuoka city 
has staked out various bold plans: to become “an asian business hub” for 
its manufacturing, “the place where all of asia meets” for its airport and 
“creating the future of asia” for its convention industry. fukuoka has indeed 
carried out its gateway function to connect kyushu with the other pYsr 
regions, investing massively in its transportation infrastructure. in particular, 
to become a key nodal point in the pYsr while enjoying favourable relations 
with Tianjin and dalian cities in china, fukuoka is seeking strong strategic 
partnerships with busan, which is located only 200 km away (one-fifth of 
the distance between fukuoka and Japan’s capital of Tokyo). in fact, a sub-
stantial portion of fukuoka’s asian hub strategies are linked with the city 
of busan. for instance, the “Japan-korea scenic byway” project is pursued 
jointly with busan city to create a unified tourist zone in the korea-Japan (or 
Japan-korea) strait and to enhance public relations. 

kitakyushu, despite being smaller than fukuoka city, is ahead in fostering 
and co-ordinating inter-city linkages in the pYsr. back in 1991, before other 
cities in Japan paid serious attention to international exchanges, kitakyushu pro-
posed and hosted the first “east asian city conference” and has continuously 
served as a secretariat city for the organization for the east asia economic 
development (oeaed) since 2004, when it was subsequently enlarged to the 
conference (see section 3.4 for more). kitakyushu city also built the kitakyushu 
international Techno-co-operative association (kiTa) in 1980 to dispatch 
experts in environmental issues to and train local officials in that field from 
developing countries in east asia. This initiative was driven by its remarkable 
achievements in environmental industry as well as its bold aim to become the 
capital city of the environment under the slogan “from grey city, to green city”. 
kitakyushu city has made an active environmental collaboration with dalian, 
Qingdao and Tianjin of china. on the other hand among the other major port 
cities in the pYsr, kitakyushu has built very close ties with cities of incheon 
and dalian, intending to create a triangular logistics network with them.
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one notable achievement in promoting trans-border municipality 
exchanges in overall kyushu has been the establishment of kyushu economy 
international (kei) in 2001, in which both cities of fukuoka and kitakyushu 
agreed to be equal partners as formal members.29 kei, closely collaborating 
with private enterprises, aims to achieve the autonomous development of the 
kyushu region through expanding economic ties with the other two pYsr 
countries. Yet, the activities of kei go beyond the economic realm to include 
human resources exchanges, tourism exchanges and the distribution of infor-
mation to and from kyushu. 

Korean port cities’ strategies
Busan, the principal gateway to the korean peninsula, is now seeking 

to become the maritime capital of northeast asia, combining its strength 
in logistics with its growing reputation as a tourist destination and conven-
tion city (busan city, 2008a). busan is well connected to most cities in 
northeast asia, in particular those in Japan, thanks to its favourable location. 
The number of international ferry passengers travelling between busan and 
the three major ports in Japan (hakata, shimonoseki and osaka) increased 
by 41.4% between 2003 and 2006, at an annual average rate of 13.8% 
(section 2.2).30 of all foreign visitors to busan in 2005, Japanese visitors 
accounted for 43.8% (kum, 2008). in order to take advantage of these trends 
as well as to compete jointly with other mega economic zones in east asia, 
busan has actively promoted economic integration with fukuoka city in 
kyushu. in 2006, on the initiative of private sectors in both cities, the busan-
fukuoka forum was built as a less formalised partnership. This forum, hosted 
annually by each city in turn, brings together 11 leaders from each city rep-
resenting business and academic circles to vitalise inter-region exchanges. 
further to this effort, busan city agreed with fukuoka city in 2008 to create 
a supra-regional economic Zone across the Japan-korea strait which located 
between two cities. as a key instrument to realise the potential of the busan-
fukuoka economic zone, two cities jointly established the busan-fukuoka 
economic cooperation council and held its first meeting in oct. 2008 
(box 3.3). in the meanwhile, as of 2007, busan has established sister city rela-
tions with 20 overseas cities in 17 countries; of these, two cities (shimonoseki 
in 1976 and fukuoka in 1989) are from the Japanese pYsr.

Incheon has traditionally served as korea’s another gateway for eco-
nomic exchange, thanks to its strategic location on the Yellow sea and its 
well-developed logistics infrastructure. in particular, after the chinese eco-
nomic boom of the 1990s, incheon’s significance as a trade node drastically 
increased. To seize this opportunity, incheon has set its sights on becoming 
an important northeast asia logistics hub (incheon, 2008).31 as one of the 
core strategies to realise this goal, the city government is pushing to create 
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a triangular logistics network connecting incheon with dalian in china and 
kitakyushu in Japan. in fact, these three cities already co-operate closely 
under the umbrella of the oeaed logistics division, holding regular offi-
cials’ meetings and promoting container cargo exchanges. also, in 2007, the 
incheon port development council and kitakyushu port promotion council 
signed an exchange agreement. in further efforts to become a hub, incheon 
has fostered sister city relations with 14 cities in 10 countries, two of which 
are from the pYsr (Tianjin in china and kitakyushu in Japan). incheon also 
hosts the incheon-china festival annually to promote more active cultural 
exchanges with chinese shores across the Yellow sea. 

Chinese port cities’ strategies
The practical participation of chinese coastal cities in the trans-border sub-

region of the pYsr began as early as 1984, when the central government desig-
nated 14 coastal cities, including five cities in the bohai rim (Tianjin, dalian, 

box 3.3. Busan-Fukuoka economic council

The council is founded to promote economic exchange between busan and fukuoka and set 
priority for joint projects which will bring mutual benefits. The council meets on a quarterly 
basis and both cities will rotate the meeting. This council is comprised of following seven 
organizations respectively from both cities, led by mayors.

• busan: busan city government, busan chambers of commerce and industry, busan 
employers’ federation, busan Tourism association, busan development institute, busan 
Techno park, the asian institute for regional innovation

• fukuoka: fukuoka city government, fukuoka chambers of commerce and industry, 
fukuoka foreign Trade association, fukuoka convention and Visitors’ bureau, 
kyushu economic research institute, kyushu advanced science and Technology 
research centre, fukuoka economic association

The council set three phases to expand its regional coverage. in first stage, the council will be 
joined only by busan city and fukuoka city. Yet, in second stage, it will be enlarged to include 
ulsan city and kitakyushu city. lastly, in third stage, the council will represent whole 
kyushu area and southeast coast region of korea. of notable feature is that this council is 
closely working with pre-existing bodies for economic integration of two cities, such as busan-
fukuoka forum and korea-Japan kyushu economic cooperation conference. The council 
is currently conducting its first joint research project (a study on promoting the creation of 
the busan-fukuoka supra-regional economic zone) with supports from busan development 
institute and kyushu economic research institute.

Source: busan city, 2008b
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Qinhuangdao, Yantai and Qingdao), as favoured open localities for foreign invest-
ment (chen, 2005). as these cities receive more competence to provide preferable 
administrative and financial incentives to new capital inflows, an increasing 
number of companies from Japan and korea have been attracted to this area, 
necessitating close co-operation among municipal governments across borders.

tianjin has gained increasing significance as a key node to link the 
chinese bohai rim with the global economy because of its proximity to 
beijing, its recently expanded port facilities and its strong backing by cen-
tral government. in particular, through the establishment of the binhai new 
area, the Tianjin city government is actively seeking regional co-operation 
with the Japanese and korean pYsr and, in 2006, signed a co-operation 
agreement with korea’s incheon free economic Zone. Tianjin city has taken 
a leading role in forging a domestic regional league among the cities of the 
bohai rim. in 1986, the bohai rim Mayor Joint conference was formed with 
15 coastal cities as members under the strong stewardship of the Tianjin city 
government. its members had expanded to 37 cities by 2008 and Tianjin city 
has still served as the conference chair since its inception. in the meantime, 
of the 27 sister city programmes Tianjin had established by 2008, three were 
with Japanese cities and one was in korea.32

dalian, serving as a heavy industrial base in liaoning province, plans 
to become a key international hub port for northeast asia. according to 
liaoning province’s economic development plan (“five-point and one-line”) 
in 2005, dalian will be nurtured as core shipping centre for the bohai rim, 
based on the favourable location of its dayaowan bonded port for connecting 
the hinterland of inner Mongolia with the bordering countries of Japan and 
korea. dalian has long been eager to reinforce trans-border collaboration 
with Japanese and korean regions in the pYsr. reflecting this, as of 2008, 
the combined number of Japanese (3 800) and korean (2 200) firms in dalian 
constituted 48.3% of total foreign companies. also, eight Japanese cities 
are currently operating their liaison offices in dalian to support economic 
exchanges. dalian is one of the original member cities of the oeaed and has 
played a leading role in the organisation’s logistics working group. dalian also 
led the formation of the liaoning costal city economic commonwealth in 
1985 which currently has seven member cities33 and promotes common eco-
nomic development in the region. in the meantime, dalian has built 16 sister 
city programmes, of which two are in the pYsr (kitakyushu and incheon).

Qingdao, the largest city in shandong province, has deepened economic 
integration with the pYsr since the mid-1990s by positioning itself as a mas-
sive production base and export outlet for declining Japanese and korean 
labour-intensive industries. The Qingdao city government has implemented 
a series of measures to attract investment, in particular from korea, includ-
ing the designation of several special economic Zones and the provision of 
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well-connected transportation infrastructure. This local initiative has signifi-
cantly helped to link Qingdao and other port cities in the pYsr more closely, 
and to step up further integration. Qingdao has established extensive sister 
city relations with most major port cities in the korean and Japanese parts of 
the pYsr.34 Taking advantage of these active economic exchanges with korea 
and Japan, Qingdao is accelerating the establishment of a port-of-entry strate-
gic partnership with its hinterland cities. in order to expand the “pull effect” of 
its port on the hinterland economy, Qingdao has opted for the open policy of 
ports clearance and has introduced a train-ferry multimodal transport service. 
with these efforts, the number of Qingdao port’s strategic partners reached 18 
cities or regions by the end of 2007.35 

3.4 expanding inter-city linkages in the PYsR

as decentralisation and globalisation hit the shores of all the sub-national 
regions in the pYsr, local governments have unleashed various efforts to 
strengthen inter-city linkages across borders. in particular, the ten key port 
cities around the pYsr have played a leading role in constructing dense trans-
border inter-city linkages. Their interest in facilitating community building 
across borders seems to be more urgent and driven by more practical incen-
tives than engagements at state level in the pYsr.36 with strong support from 
public organisations specialised in inter-city linkages from each country, these 
ten cities have exhibited a rapid expansion of bi-lateral sister city programmes 
and have also actively engaged in building several multi-lateral city linkages.

3.4.1 Public organisations supporting inter-city linkages
each country in the pYsr has established a similar public organisation 

which aims exclusively to support the internalisation and trans-border co-oper-
ation of its local governments. in Japan, the council of local authorities for 
international relations (clair) was established in 1988. china subsequently 
formed the chinese international friendship cities association (cifca) 
in 1992, while korea created the korean local authorities founda tion for 
international relations (klafir) later in 1994. as a joint association of local 
authorities, these organisations were founded as a collaborative effort by both 
upper-tier and lower-tier local governments across their own country with sub-
stantial financial assistance from central government. in the case of klafir, 
for instance, of a total annual budget of eur 6 million in 2007, the upper-tier 
and lower-tier local governments contributed 40% and 33% respectively, while 
the Ministry of home affairs and security (Mohas) provided the remaining. 
in addition, these three organisations have alternately hosted annual trilateral 
conferences on local government since their inception in 1999 in order to 
strengthen networks and address common agendas for co-operation.37
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These organisations act as facilitators for the sister city affiliations of 
their local governments with counterparts across the border. They maintain 
a large database of international exchange information, help match potential 
or interested parties overseas and provide administrative advice to reach an 
agreement on sister city or friendly-city relationships. These organisations 
also operate their own programmes to promote trans-border co-operation 
with local governments in neighbouring countries. one of the most common 
programmes is to invite and train foreign officials and technicians for various 
fields including environment and economy. for instance, the clair runs the 
Japan exchange and Teaching (JeT) programme which promotes increasing 
mutual understanding between Japan and other countries by inviting foreign 
individuals to work in local authorities in Japan. entering its 22nd year in 
2008, this programme has seen significant growth, from its original 848 par-
ticipants (from 4 countries) in 1987 to 4 682 participants (from 38 countries) 
in 2008 (clair, 2008).

3.4.2 Bi-lateral city linkages in the PYSR
sister cities in the three pYsr countries have increased so dramati-

cally since the 1990s, to the point that it could be described as “compressed 
growth”, and revealing the intensified economic integration in the pYsr 
(Yang, 2008). in korea out of 246 local governments (16 provinces and 
230 municipalities), 75.6% (186 local governments: 16 provinces and 170 
municipalities) were engaged in 547 sister city relations with 532 cities in 51 
countries as of 2008 (klafir, 2007; Table 3.1). of these, more than 80% 
of exchanges (461 ties) were formed after the 1990s. china shows a similar 
trend. by the end of 2008, chinese provinces and cities had established 1 586 
sister cities with 368 provinces and 1 143 cities in 124 countries. of these, 
37.8% (600 pairs) were forged during the 1990s and 40.4% (641 pairs) were 
established in this century (Table 3.2). in the meantime, Japan shows some-
what different pattern. its total number of overseas sister city agreements 
showed 1 562 as of March 2008 (clair, 2008).38 This number was sharply 
increased throughout the 1990s, to expand at an annual growth rate of 6.7% 
(from 844 in 1990 to 1 407 in 2000). however, it has been relatively stagnant 
in the 2000s, growing at only 1.5% annually between 2000 and 2007.

bi-lateral inter-city linkages in the pYsr have also showed a strong regional 
concentration on their neighbouring countries. for korea, china and Japan 
jointly constitute almost half of the inter-city linkages, respectively accounting 
for 32.0% (175 ties) and 15.0% (82 ties) as of 2008 (Table 3.1). of notable one 
is that the share of sister city relation of korea with the pYsr cities is remark-
ably high: 58 ties with cities in the chinese bohai rim (33.1% of korea’s total 
ties with china) and 13 ties with cities in kyushu area (15.9% of korea’s total 
ties with Japan). Japan shows lesser regional concentrations to its neighbouring 
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countries. according to the clair (2008), of 1 562 sister-city affiliations as of 
2008, about 30% were formed with the pYsr countries: china accounted for 
20.9% with 326 agreements, while korea had 7.6% with 118 ones. unlike korea, 
however, Japan has built the largest number of affiliations with the us (437 ties, 
28%). on the other hand, a similar pattern can be seen in china. although the 
number of sister city relations with Japan and korea ranked 1st (238 ties) and 3rd 
(104 ones) respectively, it only represented 21.6% of total sister city relations of 
china. us placed 2nd in building inter-city linkages with china (186 ties: 11.7% 
of total ties). among the four provinces of the bohai rim, all provinces except 
Tianjin city showed higher share of sister city relations with Japan and korea 
than the national average (21.6%): Tianjin, 4 pairs out of 22 relations (18.8%); 
shandong 36 pairs out of 140 relations (25.7%): hebei 17 pairs out of 56 relations 
(30.4%); and liaoning, 26 pairs out of 80 relations (32.5%).39

Table 3.1. korea’s sister city relations with the PYsR countries
number of sister city agreements and its share by countries

Period Sub-total With Japan (%) With China (%) Japan + China (%)
1960s 10 1 10.0% 0 - 1 10.0%
1970s 17 9 52.9% 0 - 9 52.9%
1980s 59 17 28.8% 0 - 17 28.8%
1990s 249 32 12.9% 102 41.0% 134 53.8%
2000s1 212 23 10.8% 73 34.4% 96 45.3%
Total 547 82 15.0% 175 32.0% 257 47.0%

Note: 1 2000s: covers between 2000 and 2008.
Source: oecd calculations using data from klafir website (www.klafir.or.kr).

Table 3.2. china’s sister city relations with the PYsR countries
number of sister city agreements and its share by countries

Period Sub-total With Japan (%) With Korea (%) Japan + Korea (%)
1970s 20 14 70.0% 0 - 14 70.0%
1980s 325 103 31.7% 0 - 103 31.7%
1990s 600 88 14.7% 51 8.5% 139 23.2%
2000s1 641 33 5.1% 53 8.3% 86 13.4%
Total 1 586 238 15.0% 1042 6.6% 342 21.6%

Notes: 1 2000s: covers between 2000 and 2008. 2 The mismatch of numbers between Tables 3.1 and 3.2 
(especially, china-korea) is mainly due to different categorizations of sister city relations.

Source: oecd calculations using data from cifca website (www.cifca.org.cn).
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previously, sister city affiliations in the pYsr had been initiated by 
simple network-building between local authorities across borders. The 
exchange of people and culture was the most common approach. sometimes, 
inter-city linkages had been driven by the personal interests of local leaders, 
but these were often interrupted if they resigned (klafir, 2007). in recent 
years, however, substantial changes to bi-lateral networks are being made in 
the pYsr. an increasing number of local governments are pursuing project-
oriented collaboration. instead of being good-will exchanges as in the past, 
local authorities are pushing ahead to run common projects for mutual bene-
fit. They delegate a market survey team, run joint ventures in agriculture and 
the environment, collectively develop industrial complexes and take turns to 
host investment fairs. one exemplary case of project-based inter-city linkages 
in the pYsr is the kitakyushu-dalian linkage. The Japanese government 
and the un have supported the dalian environmental Model Zone plan 
through kitakyushu’s international environmental co-operation initiative. it 
was the first international co-operation project to be organised by a local gov-
ernment through the Japanese government’s official development assistance 
(oda). in addition, the stakeholders of inter-city co-operation have also been 
widened. local governments are strongly encouraging the participation of 
ngos and civil societies in the region through disseminating information and 
even providing financial assistance. Table 3.3 indirectly shows this shift of 
objectives to seek for sister city relations in the pYsr. according to klafir 
(2007), although half of all the korean local authorities’ inter-city linkages 
still involve the simple exchange of people, 14.3% of them in 2007 (670 cases) 
were engaged in economic exchanges.

3.4.3 Multi-lateral city linkages in the PYSR
over the past two decades, the inter-city linkages which have proliferated 

in the pYsr have tended to be bi-lateral; multi-lateral inter-city linkages are 
not as common. however, as economic integration in the region expands, the 

Table 3.3. objectives of korean local authorities’ inter-city linkages, 2007
number of cases and share by objectives

Exchange of 
people

Exchange of 
culture

Exchange of 
economy

Exchange of 
sports Others1

No. of cases 4 664 2 362 684 670 374 574
Share  100% 51% 15% 14% 8% 12%

Note: 1 “others” includes holding working-level meetings and attending international 
conferences.

Source: klafir (2007).
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agenda has started to be more complicated in which multiple parties need to 
participate. The institutional capacity of local actors to engage in sophisti-
cated dialogue channels is also improving. accordingly, multi-lateral link-
ages in the pYsr have recently made substantial progress. below we describe 
three cases of notable multi-lateral linkages in the pYsr.

Organization of East Asia Economic Development (OEAED)
The oeaed is one of the most active multi-lateral city networks in 

the pYsr. established in 1991 to link six port cities (two cities each from 
three pYsr countries),40 on the initiative of kitakyushu city in Japan, it 
expanded to ten key port cities in 2004.41 The oeaed aims to create a new 
area-wide economic zone for further development of member cities as well 
as the whole pYsr through the facilitation of exchange of economy, culture, 
human resources and technology among its participants. in order to realise 
this vision, the oeaed sets the following five goals to achieve (oeaed, 
2008): (i) realise fTas for limited areas that go beyond the mere abolition 
of tariffs, including streamlined customs procedures in the ports of member 
cities; (ii) ensure a harmonious balance between environmental protection 
and industrial activities through the creation of a new recycling-oriented soci-
ety; (iii) expedite the development of cross-national industrial clusters and the 
establishment of business-support systems with deregulation; (iv) promote 
tourism by executing large-scale campaigns such as pan Yellow sea Year 
and strive to establish a pan Yellow sea brand; and (v) encourage academic 
exchanges among major technical universities in member cities.

The oeaed has established the organization council involving a mayor 
and a business leader representative42 from each city. This holds a biennial 
meeting hosted by member cities in turn.43 under the council, the oeaed has 
also set up four working groups which are alternately chaired by four different 
member cities:44 manufacturing, environment, logistics and tourism (box 3.4). 
since its inception, these working groups have held annual meetings with the 
active participation of local officials and businessmen, producing substantial and 
practical outcomes. for instance, during the first meeting in 2005 the logistics 
sub-committee suggested forming a “port partnership” between the harbour 
bureau directors of the ten cities; in the second meeting in 2006 a new project 
was launched to construct a database of the ten cities’ airports and seaports.

There are two notable features of the oeaed’s activities. first, it is 
driven on the initiative of local governments and the role of central govern-
ment is limited. The central government of each country does not regularly 
attend plenary or sub-committee conferences,45 and neither does it have any 
members on the council. secondly, the oeaed is oriented towards business 
missions in the fields of manufacturing, logistics and tourism, although it 
does also value the exchange of people and culture in the region. it has held 
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a regular forum for business leaders along with a mayors’ summit from 
the beginning, but has rather weak co-operation with academic circles. for 
instance, the participation of local universities in the oeaed is inactive com-
pared to other multi-lateral linkages in the pYsr, even though the oeaed’s 
activities are backed up by the local research institute of international centre 
for the study of east asian development (icsead).46 

Yellow Sea Rim Economic and Technology Conference (YSRETC)
The establishment of the YsreTc was discussed during the asean+3 

summit in 1999 and soon materialised. in 2000, ministers47 responsible for 
each country’s industry policies agreed to establish the YsreTc with the 
following three objectives: the expansion of trade and investment, the promo-
tion of technology transfer, and the facilitation of human resources exchanges 
among the three countries. The conference has been held annually since its first 
conference in fukuoka in 2001. Member cities and provinces of this conference 
are very extensive but mostly correspond to the geographical coverage of the 
pYsr. Members of the korean side included gwangju and daejeon on korean 
members of the oeaed.48 The chinese side adds shanghai city and Jiangsu 
province on chinese members of the oeaed. Japan’s member regions are 
confined to kyushu, which corresponds to Japan’s membership of the pYsr.

This conference has following unique features in governing trans-border 
co-operation. first, unlike the oeaed, it has been driven by the central 

box 3.4. key projects of the oeAed’s four working groups

Manufacturing unit: developing business infrastructure; building networks for small and medium-
sized enterprises by holding ceo meetings; promoting business-academia collaboration; forming 
industrial clusters in the fields of semiconductors, automobiles and robotics.

Environment unit: building an environment co-operation network; creating an environmental 
model region by standardizing environmental regulation; international collaboration on recycling.

Logistics unit: constructing a smooth logistics system by establishing a pan Yellow sea intercity 
logistics council; constructing a logistics information system by building authentication and 
pre-customs management systems.

Tourism unit: building a tourism information network; holding an “east asia tourism forum 
for ten cities”; co-operation with the Tpo (Tourism promotion organization); implementing 
tourism brand strategies through joint pr activities; developing tourism software by issuing 
tourist cards common to all ten member cities; promotion of youth school trips.

Source: oeaed, 2008.
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governments of each country, although their counterpart in Japan is the 
regional bureau of MeTi (i.e. the kyushu bureau of MeTi). secondly, this 
conference has focused primarily on business issues. a wide range of eco-
nomic actors across borders participate in the conference, including business-
men and their associations, research institutions and public corporations for 
promoting investment.49 These business representatives regularly meet during 
the Yellow sea rim business forum, which is held annually as a back-to-back 
event of the conference. here they discuss practical projects, including the 
establishment of common research funds, the installation of internship pro-
grammes for technical college graduates and the regular hosting of investment 
and product fairs. lastly, this conference has a well-established co-operative 
network among industries-researchers-universities through the formation of 
forum of the pan Yellow rim university presidents in 2005. This forum is 
held jointly with the conference, with a broad membership from local uni-
versities and research institutions. This forum is dedicated to the exchange of 
human resources among member organisations and established an important 
Mou in this regard in 2008.50 according to the Mou, this forum will create 
a human resource committee to handle the student exchange programs (esp) 
directly in the region, will operate joint-degree and dual-degree programmes 
among member organisations and will run pilot internship programmes for 
local college graduates.

Japan-Korea (or Korea-Japan) Strait Governors’ Summit (JKSGS)
This summit, like the oeaed and YsrTec, has a relatively short his-

tory but has contributed significantly to connecting the two different local 
coastal areas across the korea-Japan (or Japan-korea) strait. it was estab-
lished in 1992 in collaboration with four south coast regions of korea and 
three prefectures in northern kyushu in Japan.51 This series of summits has 
been held every year, alternating between Japan and korea, and reached its 
18th term in 2009. This forum aims to maintain a historically and geographi-
cally close relationship between provinces across the Japan-korea (or korea-
Japan) strait by developing a complementary economic bloc and promoting 
information sharing in the fields of tourism, sports and culture. This summit 
also established a forum for regional research institutions in 1994 to support 
the governors’ meeting and has held working group meetings consisting of 
senior officials from each local government twice a year in order to imple-
ment summit directives.

The local authorities involved in the summit have carried out various joint 
projects, such as high-school student exchange programmes, environmental 
technology exchanges especially concerned with acid rain, and residents’ 
friendship events. one of its most significant achievements so far is to facili-
tate the regular operation of a high-speed ferry and train-ferry intermodal 
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connection between the cities of busan and fukuoka. according to kim w-b 
(2007a), compared to other multi-lateral dialogue channels in the pYsr, this 
summit is more coherent and practical both in terms of its organisation and 
agenda, as fewer sub-national authorities are involved in this organisation, 
which simplifies the institutional complexities of trans-border co-operation.

3.5 challenges and recommendations

despite their short history, trans-border local governance schemes in the 
pYsr have had remarkable achievements. as we have seen, trans-border 
integration in the pYsr are primarily facilitated by local business initiatives. 
The private sector has led economic integration in the pYsr to exploit the 
hierarchy of technologies and factor prices in the region. as a response to 
this integration, local governments are seeking to build good trans-border 
governance structures in order to contain economic success within the pYsr 
and elevate the region’s performance. building on the tide of global decen-
tralisation processes, they no longer wait for state subsidies but are looking 
beyond their national territories to form alliances with complementary local 
economies across borders. The eagerness of local governments to construct 
inter-city networks in the pYsr, whether bi-lateral or multi-lateral, is rapidly 
increasing. More promisingly, there is local political determination to build 
trans-border communities in the pYsr; these are the cornerstones on which 
inter-city linkages will be founded and extended.

Recommendations for sub-national governments
however, despite notable attainments to date, good trans-border govern-

ance building in the pYsr will require more efforts (rozman, 2004). here, 
we summarise our recommendations to sub-national governments for rein-
forcing trans-border governance structures in the pYsr:

i. share a common vision for trans-border community in the pYsr. 
currently, stakeholders’ views of their community’s future in the 
pYsr are not coherent (kim J-k, 2007). public authorities and 
residents in the pYsr have differing concerns. in many cases, despite 
their quantitative achievements, the sister city agreements in the 
pYsr have not been incorporated into the region’s long-term common 
strategic goals. inter-city linkages in the pYsr are generally still at 
the early stages of community building. however, without a sense 
of common destiny, collaboration across borders could remain mere 
repetition of simple exchanges of good will, resulting in unstable link-
ages (Yang, 2008). conducting a joint project would be a good starting 
point for building a common vision. practical projects including the 
operation of maritime logistics information system and the creation of 
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region-wide tourism website could be catalysts for promoting wider 
participation of stakeholders across borders and accordingly creating 
mutual understanding among them.

ii. identify a complementarities among development strategy for cities in 
the pYsr. Most cities in the pYsr have created their own development 
strategies to augment their influence in relation to other cities in the 
region (kim w-b, 2000). They tend to see their partners, both across 
and within borders, as competitors in a zero-sum game. accordingly, 
duplicated investment and unnecessary competition  often occurs, and 
aligned co-ordination among cities is rare. for instance, fukuoka city 
has kept aloof from participating in the oeaed led by kitakyushu 
city, while the latter has barely participated in the asia pacific city 
summit, initiated by the former. This is despite the fact that the two 
cities jointly form the same metropolitan region in fukuoka prefecture 
and are within 60km of each other. furthermore, most port cities along 
the pYsr coast claim to be a logistics hub for northeast asia. Tianjin, 
Qingdao and busan have recently and simultaneously committed 
mega-scale capital investments to enlarge their port capacities to fulfil 
this goal. dalian strives to be a second rotterdam in northeast asia, 
whereas incheon also claims to be a major air-based logistics hub. if 
some members perceive that they could stand alone or fail to recognize 
the benefits of engaging in city networks, then those networks will be 
stagnated or, in the worst case, fallen apart. in this regard, cities in the 
pYsr should seek complementarities in their development strategies. 
They need to specialise in fields in which they have their own advan-
tages and pursue competitiveness for the whole region rather than indi-
vidual cities.52 frequent dialogue among relevant parties could help to 
mitigate excess competition and harmonise the use of existing assets. 
objective analysis could also help to a better division of roles among 
cities and a consistent development strategy for the pYsr.  

iii. strengthen institutionalisation in the pYsr. community building 
would be easier if there were more similarities in legal and institu-
tional systems across borders. if differences prove substantial, they 
can be bridged with the help of a legal framework for co-operation 
at the sub-national level. inter-city networks in the pYsr, however, 
have relied heavily on voluntary agreements between cities which 
are not legally binding. in addition, there are still many discrepancies 
between china-Japan and china-korea, although their institutional 
compatibility has increased since china opened up to the world. To 
some extent, trans-border governance without institutional change or 
formalised agreements can be efficient as it would possibly incur less 
time and resources (kim w-b, 2007a). These spontaneous inter-local 
economic interactions, however, can be undermined by the informal 
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nature of transactions, which are subject to political change at both 
the domestic and international level. accordingly, this could hamper 
the growth of mutual trust, increasing the fragility of trans-border 
co-operation.

iv. secure financial resources for cities in the pYsr to build trans-
border collaboration. lack of funds is hampering the sustainability 
of inter-city linkages in the pYsr. in order to promote more active 
participation from stakeholders in building a trans-border commu-
nity, financial incentives need to be ensured. The provision of funds 
would correct the market failures induced by a border that prevents 
related actors from collaborating. The eu community’s inTerreg 
programme is the most well-known example of this approach (oecd, 
2006b; annex a). however, the pYsr has not set up meaningful 
regional financial organisations or even a special fund, despite many 
discussions on this subject. currently, small projects such as simple 
human resources exchange and training are financed by local govern-
ments. Yet, most projects for building trans-national communities 
surely require much larger scale funding from both external and inter-
nal sources. one possible solution to address insufficient funds could 
be the use of official development assistance (oda) programmes. 
kitakyushu uses the Japan international cooperation agency (Jica) 
programmes for technology transfer to asian countries. korea’s 
national oda agency – korean international cooperation agency 
(koica) – also actively promotes environmental collaboration with 
developing countries. 

Recommendations for central governments
on the tide of globalisation, local governments often find themselves 

fiercely competing, rather than collaborating, with each other. They tend to 
pursue their own development strategies which do not sufficiently consider 
their unique advantages and hence are not often compatible with the national 
level strategy. in this regard, the more active role of all central governments 
in the pYsr to co-ordinate collaboration among local governments across 
borders is encouraging. in fact, the pYsr central governments have been 
much less eager to build trans-border inter-city linkages, while local govern-
ments have on the whole been keen on expediting exchanges across borders. 
although central governments have partly engaged in trans-border govern-
ance, as is the case for YsrTec, their roles and influence are limited. for 
insance, there is still no regular trilateral dialogue channel among the three 
ministries responsible for territorial policy in each pYsr country,53 whereas 
several multi-lateral co-operation structures are already in place between 
local governments from the three pYsr countries. although a bottom-up 
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approach to building inter-local co-operation is still valid and indispensable, 
at least for the initial stage of trans-border community building, a more state-
led and top-down approach is also certainly required. we therefore suggest 
the following recommendations to central governments in the pYsr:

i. recognise fully the importance of the pYsr as a unique unit which 
can bring regional competitiveness and national economic growth. 
based on this, central governments in the pYsr need to play an 
active facilitation role to construct vertical governance scheme. 
Through expediting a wide array of dialogue channels with local 
governments, central governments could help local governments to 
avoid the competition trap and instead pursue complementarities.

ii. ease and align regulations which hinder harmonious collaboration, as 
another way of strengthening vertical governance structures. areas 
would include customs and immigrant procedures to promote smooth 
flow of people and goods in the pYsr. comprehensive national and 
regional spatial planning will be also useful instruments to bring 
concerted efforts of local governments to construct sustainable trans-
border community in the pYsr.

iii. facilitate horizontal strategic dialogues amongst themselves, whilst 
strengthening vertical governance schemes. The following could be 
considered:

-  creating a trilateral dialogue forum, at ministerial level, on a 
trans-border regional development strategy to enhance consensus 
on the pYsr’s future. in doing so, they could take advantage of 
existing bi-lateral dialogue mechanisms on territorial and urban 
issues between central governments in the pYsr (i.e. china-
Japan, Japan-korea and korea-china).

-  increasing the use of the oecd as a platform to facilitate dia-
logues. The oecd has several multi-lateral policy dialogue 
platforms involving both member and non-member countries. an 
adaptation of these institutions will enable central governments 
in the pYsr to exchange wider views with each other and other 
oecd member countries as well.

- participating collectively in dialogue channels which have been 
driven by local governments. The union of baltic sea (ubc) 
would be a good example in this field. it constitutes over 100 
coastal cities in the baltic sea area and works through intense col-
laboration with national governments and the eu supra-national 
government.
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notes

1. pierre and peters (2000) define regional governance as “the regional political system 
which emphasizes participation of various interest groups of region to draw consen-
sus and co-operation for obtaining social and economical goal of region, departing 
from traditional way of control and management from central government.”

2. oecd (2004) defines trans-border governance as “the establishment of and 
adherence to a set of incentives, norms and organizations that are set up to co-
ordinate policy making in a region where the functional area of economic activi-
ties does not coincide with the geographical pattern of political jurisdictions”.

3. namely, a decrease or abolition of national earmarked grants, a decrease of 
block grant funds allocated through the local allocation Tax (fiscal equalisation 
scheme among regions), and an increase of local taxing powers through the trans-
fer of some national tax revenues to local government (oecd, 2005). 

4. To (Tokyo metropolitan), do (hokkaido), fu (osaka and kyoto). The rest are Ken.

5. Shi (cities, 782 units), cho (towns, 827 units) and Son (villages, 195 units) have 
no overlapping administrative jurisdictions. Shi is divided into four sub-sets 
according to the number of residents: 17 designated cities (including cities of 
fukuoka and kitakyushu), 35 core cities (including city of shimonoseki), 44 
special cities and 686 ordinary cities. 

6. They are the national land agency, the hokkaido development agency, the 
Ministry of construction and the Ministry of Transport. recently, the MliT 
extended its capacity to tourism and was renamed Ministry of land, infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism.

7. for instance, the Ministry of economy, Trade and investment (MeTi) is respon-
sible for regional economic development; the Ministry of internal affairs and 
communication (Mic) is in charge of the fiscal equalisation scheme for local 
governments; and the Ministry of agriculture, forestry and fishery (Maff) has 
jurisdiction over rural development.

8. The first wide-area union was formed in april 1996 from eight towns and vil-
lages in ono county of oita prefecture and a total of 82 regional agreements for 
the unions had been established by March 2004 (clair, 2006). 

9. based on the new special Merger law of 2005, some incentives will be given to 
the merged municipalities until the end of March of 2010 (oecd, 2009).

10. The local autonomy act was established in 1949 but was suspended in 1961. 

11. figures from the official website of the korean Ministry of public administra-
tion and security: www.mopas.go.kr.
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12. This is owing to the amalgamation of urban and rural regions in the mid-1990s 
in korea. This reform has allegedly contributed to reduce regional disparity and 
enhance efficiency of public goods provisions. 

13. in July 2008, the korean government announced mid-term plans to devolve con-
siderable power from these special agencies to local governments. 

14. after government structural reorganisation in 2008, the MlTM took on more 
responsibility for territorial development policy by absorbing duplicated func-
tions from other cabinet ministries such as the former Ministry of fisheries and 
Maritime affairs.

15. The cndp was formulated for a 10-year basis but the term was extended to 
20 years from the 4th cndp in 2006 (MliT, 2007). 

16. These are capital, chungcheong, Jeolla, daegu-gyeongbuk and busan-ulsan-
gyeongnam. 

17. The 1st fYp was established in 1953 with the target year of 1953-1957 and most 
recent one is 11th fYp for 2006-2010. 

18. The four municipalities are beijing, shanghai, Tianjin and chongqing. 

19. henan and shandong provinces alone have almost 100 million inhabitants each.

20. in the 1990s, while the chinese government continued its pro-coastal develop-
ment strategy, it also began to recognise the importance of preventing excessive 
regional gaps. in this context, regionally co-ordinated development became one of 
the main ideas of the 9th five-Year plan (1996-2000). after that, a series of regional 
development programmes was adopted: western region development in 2000, 
revitalising northeast china in 2003 and The rise of the central region in 2006 
(oecd, 2007a). 

21. The other important objectives are the formation of sustainable regions, the forma-
tion of a disaster-resilient territory and the management and succession of the beau-
tiful environment (MliT, 2008b, available at www.mlit.go.jp/common/000019219.
pdf ).

22. Toyota and nissan, two major car manufacturers in Japan, have moved a sig-
nificant portion of their production to the kyushu area since the beginning of 
the 1990s (see chapter 2.1). Thanks to this relocation, automobile industries in 
kyushu now have the most up-to-date plants and equipment in Japan (kiM w-b 
et al., 2005).

23. in order to achieve this goal, the plan subsequently involves three tools: (1) estab-
lishing an attractive international frontier to strengthen the relationship between 
east asia and Japan; (2) building industrial clusters that are competitive in global 
markets; and (3) developing links of region-wide infrastructure between kyushu, 
other regions and east asia.
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24. it consists of seoul city, incheon city and gyeonggi province. The distance 
between seoul city and busan city is 450 km. 

25. busan city, coupled with ulsan city and gyeongnam province, has traditionally 
served as the manufacturing base for korea’s heavy industries including automo-
biles and shipbuilding.

26. The other objectives are the following; a balanced territory, a welfare territory, a 
green territory and a unified territory. 

27. The northern border of korea is confronting with north korea.

28. in 2008, of the 500 largest Mnes worldwide, 80% were located in the Yrd and 
50% were operating in shanghai (chen and karwan, 2009).

29. The formal members of kei are six prefectures in kyushu, two cities and 10 
other quasi-government agencies such as the Japan Tourist association in kyushu 
(chen, 2005). 

30. information from the busan port international passenger Terminal (in korean): 
www.busanferry.com/conv.

31. incheon also claims to be a hub city for the financial and high-tech industries.

32. kobe, Yokkaichi and chiba city in Japan and incheon in korea.

33. They are dalian, dandong, Yingkou, Jinzhou, huludao, panjin and chaoyang. 

34. sister cities of Qingdao are shimonoseki, fukuoka and kitakyushu in Japan and 
incheon, pyeongtaek, gunsan and busan in korea. 

35. Qingdao port also attracted 84 000 Teus of railway containers from its hinter-
land in 2007, an increase of 26.7% over the previous year.  

36. This can be illustrated, albeit indirectly, by the language options of official gov-
ernment websites in the pYsr. while the websites of all central governments in 
the pYsr in charge of territorial policy provide english as the only alternative 
to their native languages, all official websites of the key port cities except that of 
Tianjin city provide information in the languages of two other countries in the 
pYsr, as well as in english.

37. The 1st conference was held in korea in 1999 hosted by klafir and the 11th 
conference was recently held in china in 2009 hosted by cifca. 

38. This figure includes sister city relations of both prefectures and municipalities.

39. More specifically, Tianjin city: 3 for Japan and 1 for korea, shandong province: 
18 for Japan and 19 for korea, hebei province: 14 for Japan and 3 for korea, and 
liaoning province: 19 for Japan and 7 for korea. This is calculated by the oecd 
using data from cifca website (www.cifca.org.cn/web/YouChengTongJi.aspx). 

40. They are Qingdao and dalian of china, kitakyushu and shimonoseki of Japan 
and incheon and busan of korea.
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41. four cities added later are Tianjin and Yantai of china, fukuoka of Japan and 
ulsan of korea.

42. normally, the chairman of each city’s chamber of commerce represents a busi-
ness leader.

43. The first conference was held in kitakyushu in 2004 and ulsan city hosted the 
3rd conference in 2008. 

44. in 2008, the chairs of the working groups were as follows: Manufacturing – Yantai, 
environment – kitakyushu, logistics – Tianjin, Tourism – busan. 

45. during the 2nd logistics committee meeting in 2006, the vice-minister of MliT 
of Japan attended to give his keynote speech, which was a rare occurrence for 
oeaed activities.

46. The icsead is a kitakyushu city-affiliated research institute.

47. They were from Ministry of commerce (Moc) of china, Ministry of economy, 
Trade and industry (MeTi) of Japan and Ministry of commerce, industry and 
energy (Mocie) of korea. 

48. hence, the korean members of the YsrTec are cities of busan, incheon, 
gwangju and daejeon and provinces of gyeonggi, chung-nam, Jeon-nam, Jeon-
buk and gyeong-nam.

49. Japan external Trade organization (JeTro) of Japan, china council for the 
promotion of international Trade (ccpiT) of china and korea Trade-investment 
promotion agency (koTra) of korea actively join this conference.

50. see Ysrupf (2008) for more details of the memorandum.

51. The original members of the summit were gyeongnam do, Jeonnam do, Jeju do 
and busan city (korea); fukuoka, nagasaki and saga prefectures in the kyushu 
area of Japan. later in 1999, Yamaguchi prefecture from chugoku region also 
joined. 

52. This situation can be described as “co-opetition”: a hybrid of co-operation and 
competition. “co-opetition” may apply in the situation where two or more entities 
are cooperating and competing simultaneously (brandenburger and nalebuff, 
1996). for example, automobile companies often establish “strategic alliances”, in 
which innovative projects are jointly pursued, while at the same time competing 
fiercely over conventional products. 

53. however, there are several trilateral dialogue channels involving in relevant min-
isters from the three pYsr countries, including an environment ministers’ meet-
ing, trade ministers’ meeting, culture ministers’ meeting and maritime ministers’ 
meeting.
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Annex A
 

comparative analysis of trans-border co-operation 
in oecd countries

oecd member country experiences could provide useful lessons for 
east asia(Table a1). for example, european and north american cases tell 
us that borderlands come to the fore under increasingly globalised markets. 
Their peripheral and remote location from the national centre has tended to 
leave border regions underdeveloped. legal and institutional factors have 
erected barriers to the smooth flow of people and goods across borders in 
order to protect domestic (mainly security) interests. however, with increas-
ing pressure for free trade and integrated markets, borders are now increas-
ingly being re-defined as bridges or communication channels, rather than 
barriers. This brings new economic opportunities for border regions. There 
are different degrees of border openness across europe and north america.1 
in the us-canada case, tightened border control after the “9/11” attack on the 
us has hampered the smooth trans-border flow of people and goods. in the 
us-Mexico case, other issues such as illegal immigration and drug traffick-
ing, have made governments fearful of open borders. in europe, many barri-
ers to the movement of people and goods have been lifted through measures 
such as the schengen convention. in europe, virtually all border regions are 
involved in some type of trans-border co-operation activity. There are more 
than 70 such arrangements, operating under names like “euroregions” or 
“working communities” (perkmann, 2007).

in this annex we introduce and compare trans-border co-operation in 
europe and north america. our main objective is to understand the different 
types of trans-border co-operation, and use several case studies to identify 
common factors that contribute to sustainable trans-border co-operation.
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Table a.1. examples of trans-border regions

Region Countries Population

Europe

Vienna-Bratislava Core region Austria, Slovak Republic 2 922 000
Baltic Sea Region/Finland Gulf Sweden, Germany, Finland, Estonia, 

Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Denmark, Russia, 
Belarus, Norway

150 000 000

Öresund Region Denmark, Sweden 3 555 000
RegioTriRhena Switzerland, France, Germany 2 200 000
Meuse-Rhine Euregion Belgium, Netherlands, Germany 3 794 000
Carpathian Euroregion Poland, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine 16 000 000
Frankfurt – Slubice Germany, Poland 1 000 000
Pyrenees Work Community France, Spain, Andorra 17 800 000
Americas
Detroit-Windsor Metropolitan region US, Canada 4 775 000
San Diego-Tijuana cross-border region US, Mexico 4 072 200
El Paso-Ciudad Juarez US, Mexico 1 800 000
Puerto Iguazu-Foz do Iguaçu-Ciudad del Este Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay 700 000
Tabatinga-Leticia-Santa Rosa Brazil, Colombia, Peru 100 000

Asia

SiJoRi Growth Triangle (Singapore, Johor/
Malaysia, Riau Archipelago/Indonesia)

Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia 34 000 000

Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle 
(IMT-GT)

Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand 19 000 000

Emerald Triangle Cambodia, Laos, Thailand 4 365 000
East ASEAN Growth Area (BIMP-EAGA) Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Philippines 
57 500 000

Africa

Lomé-Cotonou-Lagos Corridor Togo, Benin, Nigeria 10 000 000
ZMM-Growth Triangle Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique 8 000 000
Maputo Development Corridor (Johannesburg, 
Pretoria, Middelburg, Nelspruit, Maputo) 

South Africa, Mozambique 7 700 000

Livingstone-Victoria Falls  Zambia, Zimbabwe 115 000

Source: donovan (forthcoming).
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1. europe: rules and incentives for trans-border co-operation

given the large number of small countries contained within the region, 
europe has accumulated many rules guiding trans-border transaction and 
exchange. The free movement of goods and people was first envisaged in the 
Treaty of rome (1957). in the 1960s and 1970s, various bi-lateral and multi-
lateral governmental commissions were established to deal with issues such as 
local trans-border spatial planning and transport policy. as early as 1971, the 
association of european border regions (aebr) was founded by 10 border 
regions. on the initiative of the council of europe, 20 european counties 
concluded the convention of Madrid (1980), a framework convention which 
defined trans-border co-operation as a “spontaneous form of networking 
between local authorities” of neighbouring countries.2 The introduction of the 
single market in 1993, based on the 1986 Single European Act, the progres-
sive implementation of the 1985 schengen agreement and the 1990 schengen 
convention, all pushed ahead the economic integration of border regions. for 
example, the european union’s acquis communautaire3 defines the status of 
trans-border commuters, requiring border workers to be subject to the laws of 
their country of employment. This entitles them to the same access to jobs, 
working conditions and certain social benefits as the nationals of their country 
of employment. The oecd Tax convention on income and capital, on which 
most bi-lateral taxation agreements are based in the oecd member countries, 
states that it is the country of residence that has the right to tax all workers. 
The eu also set uniform standards for the different education systems of 
member countries in order to allow employers to assess a foreign employee’s 
skills. eu regulations include rules for mutual recognition of qualifications 
and training, such as official authorisations, licenses and other evidence of 
formal qualifications regulated by law or industrial requirements.4 on a more 
practical level, student exchange is actively promoted, with eu funding for 
student exchange programmes and general agreement among the nordic coun-
tries in 1996 on cost reimbursements to promote student exchange.

The introduction of the interregional co-operation programme 
(inTerreg) had a considerable impact on the development trajectory of 
most trans-border co-operation initiatives. Trans-border initiatives have 
become increasingly embedded in highly institutionalised networks of public 
administration from the local, regional, and central to the european level. 
formal or semi-formal organisations are often necessary for co-ordinating 
activities. because of co-ordination difficulty and accompanying time delays 
in the implementation of a project, local networks have increased the impor-
tance in the delivery of inTerreg-funded projects (box a.1). some cases 
are introduced in this section, two of which are rather geographically limited 
(boxes a.2 and a.3), and one of which is comparable to the pYsr in terms 
of geographic scale (box a.4).
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box a.1. InteRReg: An eU cross-border programme

The main goal of inTerreg initiatives is to ensure that national borders are not a barrier 
to the balanced development and integration of the european territory. according to the eu, 
the isolation of border areas has been two-fold. firstly, borders cut off border areas from 
each other economically and socially and hinder the coherent management of ecosystems. 
secondly, borders have been neglected under national policy, with the result that their 
economies have tended to become peripheral within national boundaries

within this context, the eu began the inTerreg programme in 1990, gradually expanding 
the focus area:

• inTerreg i: 1990-1993

• inTerreg ii: 1994-1999

• inTerreg iii: 2000-2006

under the present cohesion policy 2007-2013, the inTerreg programme comes under 
european Territorial co-operation. it is funded by the european regional development fund 
(erdf). The cohesion policy 2007-2013 has a budget of eur 308 billion (in 2004 prices). 
of this, 2.5% is allocated to european territorial co-operation objective and 1.8% is for cross-
border co-operation.

for cross-border co-operation, nuT31 level regions are eligible along all the land-based 
internal borders and some external borders, and along maritime borders separated by a 
maximum distance of 150km. cross-border co-operation embraces a larger geographical area 
than inTerreg iii, mainly as regards maritime co-operation (cohesion policy 2007-2013 
commentaries and official texts, January 2007). according to the regulation governing the erdf, 
the assistance is focused on the development of cross-border economic, social and environmental 
activities through joint strategies for sustainable territorial development, and primarily:

i. by encouraging entrepreneurship, in particular the development of sMes, tourism, 
culture and cross-border trade.

ii. by encouraging and improving the joint protection and management of natural and 
cultural resources, as well as the prevention of natural and technological risks.

iii. by supporting links between urban and rural areas.

iv. by reducing isolation through improved access to transport, information and com-
munication networks and services, and cross-border water, waste and energy systems 
and facilities.

v. by developing collaboration, capacity and joint use of infrastructure, in particular in 
sectors such as health, culture, tourism and education.
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in addition, the erdf may help promote legal and administrative co-operation, the integration 
of cross-border labour markets, local employment initiatives, gender equality and equal 
opportunities, training and social inclusion, and sharing of human resources and facilities for 
r&d. once approved, then a co-financing ceiling rate of between 75% and 85% is applied. 
Thanks to the programme, there are currently hardly any border areas inside the eu in 
which public authorities are not involved in some kind of co-operative initiative with their 
counterparts.
1 Note: the nomenclature of Territorial units for statistics (nuTs, for the french nomenclature d’unités 
territoriales statistiques), is a geocode standard for referencing the administrative divisions of countries 
for statistical purposes. The nuTs region is based on existing national administrative subdivisions. The 
thresholds (minimum population of 150 000 and maximum population of 800 000) are used as guidelines 
for establishing the nuT3 regions, but they are not applied rigidly.

Source: eu web page (http://ec.europa.eu/regional_ policy/interreg3/).

box a.1. InteRReg: An eU cross-border programme  (continued)

box a.2. case: Öresund

The Öresund region has a history of danish and swedish interaction that is several centuries old. 
fifty years of a free nordic labour market and about a decade of free movement of people within the 
eu was not able to achieve the high level of integration across both sides of the Örseund strait, even 
though nordic trans-border ties reduced the need for bi-lateral co-operation during the 1970 and 1980s 
when trans-border networks in mainland europe were still in an embryonic state. for example, at the 
beginning of the 1980s, Öresundkontakt was founded as a contact for firms that wanted to settle in 
the region. The primary impetus for economic integration within this region came from researchers, 
policy makers and some business leaders who recognised the significant economic potential of greater 
economic integration. The main regional players throughout the integration process have been the 
greater copenhagen authority (now the capital region of denmark) in the metropolitan area of 
copenhagen and region skane in the metropolitan area of skane, both of which were founded in 1999.

a more concrete political project began in 1991 when the danish and swedish governments 
finally approved and signed an agreement to build a combined railway and motorway bridge. 
The overall goal of the Öresund trans-border project is to create and consolidate a functional 
area of 3.5 million inhabitants – considerably bigger than stockholm, oslo or helsinki – and 
achieve economies of scale and scope through regional integration. in 1994, the danish 
and swedish governments agreed to work out a common environmental programme for 
the Öresund region. This sets regional environmental quality goals and aims to strengthen 
co-ordination between denmark and sweden on environmental matters, with the long-term 
aim of making the region one of the cleanest city-regions in europe. in 1999, for the first 
time, the two national governments expressed their common vision and objectives in the 
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joint document Öresund: A Region is Born. The Öresund project is compatible with both the 
danish strategy of making the national capital a competitive urban pole in northern europe 
and the swedish goal of becoming a southern gateway to continental europe. Öresund has a 
concentration of firms in adjacent sectors, research laboratories and universities. The opening 
of a bridge between copenhagen (denmark) and the neighbouring Malmö (sweden) in July 
2000 increased trade and exchange between the two significant regions of Zealand (denmark) 
and skane (sweden).5 The bridge has had a direct impact on movement patterns in the region. 
for example, danes are moving to live in skane and commute to denmark. The significance 
of the project is reflected not only in the regional policy emphasis given to Öresund in both 
countries, but also in the eu’s support, notably through inTerreg, which considers 
Öresund a flagship programme and has funded it since 1996.

The Öresund committee, established in 1992, is the most prominent effort to build regional 
co-operation and networking across the Öresund among local and regional politicians. The 
committee allows for political trans-border co-operation among local and regional authorities 
on both sides of the Öresund. it is financed by the members and hosts the secretariat for the eu 
inTerreg iii a programme. The two national governments have an observatory role. The 
committee meets at least twice a year, and the executive committee at least four times a year. The 
annual work programme sets the framework, and the executive committee can establish ad hoc 
political working groups. The goal is to enhance the integrated development of the region and 
trans-border co-operation on all levels. The committee functions as a political platform, a meeting 
place, catalyst and network builder, rather than as a regional government. however, in 2007, the 
institutional structure of the Öresund committee was strengthened, and policy formulation was 
given increased emphasis. This has resulted in a strategic vision for the Öresund in 2008 that will 
lead to a common development strategy in the coming years. The committee operates as a loosely-
bound umbrella organisation covering and connecting the many diverse trans-border activities.

academic co-operation and cluster-making in the Öresund region is very advanced. The 
Öresund region includes 12 universities, around 150 000 students, 12 000 researchers and 
6 500 phd students. fourteen higher education institutions in the region participate in the 
Öresund university, a voluntary co-operation between most universities on both sides of the 
Öresund which has been operating since 1997. The basic idea is to achieve specialisation 
through synergy and the common use of university resources. The institution is not only 
a leading actor in formal scientific research and education, but also in the creation of an 
institution to promote informal networking activities and information sharing for economic 
activities. working in collaboration with researchers, business leaders and policy makers 
throughout the region, the university has helped identify critical growth clusters and facilitate 
the development of networking associations in each of those clusters. These include medical 
and pharmaceutical, iT, food and environment businesses. The Medicon Valley academy, 
iT Öresund, Öresund food network, and Öresund environment, established with the help 
of Öresund university, are all playing an important role in promoting networking and 
integration across the region.6 in addition to helping set up networking organisations in each 

box a.2. case: Öresund  (continued)
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sector, the Öresund university and the other relevant regional actors have also set up an 
organisation to help build links across the multiple industry clusters. This initiative, called 
the Öresund science region, was formally launched in 2001 and brings together four sectoral 
organisations. The umbrella organisation aims to promote integration in the trans-border 
region and provides a strong basis for ensuring extensive networking. Thanks to their efforts, 
the Öresund science region recently received a regiostar eu award.

The commitment of the national governments is especially apparent in labour market policy. 
Ministers from both the danish and swedish government have the unique responsibility for 
enhancing an integrated, well-functioning labour market in the region. Öresund direct was 
 created on the joint initiative of both governments to provide access to information on job oppor-
tunities on either side of the strait. it also provides comprehensive and practical information about 
all aspects of moving and commuting: taxes, housing, social security, living costs, education and 
other related matters. There is a call centre in copenhagen and a one-stop information office in 
Malmö. an internet site spans the two. The one-stop shop in Malmö is run as a partnership of 
different public authorities, including the public employment office, social insurance office, 
the country administration in skane and the Tax authority in Malmö city. The efficiency and 
effectiveness of the Malmö office is ensured through cost-sharing and close, continuous contact 
with the mother organisation by councillors from respective authorities.

businesses in the region have also organised a variety of trans-border associations to promote 
knowledge and networking activities. These include the Öresund business council, the 
Öresund chamber of commerce, business-bridge and Venture-cup Öresund. a project for 
integrating urban development and transportation infrastructure, called ibu (infrastructure 
and urban development), is also being promoted. This project will explore how to create a 
sustainable transportation system and how to develop the Öresund region in a sustainable 
way. it will also look at several possible development scenarios for the region that will 
eventually form the basis for a common Öresund regional development strategy.

The Öresund region remains ahead of most trans-border initiatives in europe in its creation 
of a steering committee, its fiscal agreements for the bridge project and the co-operation of 
higher education institutions. The nearly 14 500 commuters from southern sweden to the 
copenhagen capital region represents a sevenfold increase in the ten years between 1997 
and 2007.7 as both population and economic integration both increase, it is estimated that the 
number of daily commuters across Öresund will increase from 17 600 individuals per day in 
2007 to approximately 56 000 in 2025.

however, there appear to be relatively few cross-Öresund initiatives by civil society, at least 
on a formal institutional level. The seeming lack of involvement by civil society organisations 
activities may imply that efforts to promote trans-border activities are rather top down, and 
not rooted in the needs of civil society.

Sources: oecd (2009), oecd (2003b), and the websites of trans-border organisations mentioned in 
the text.

box a.2. case: Öresund  (continued)
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Box a.3. case: other european trans-border examples

Regio TriRhena (France-Germany-Switzerland): regio Trirhena is located right in the 
heart of europe, covering parts of southern alsace (france), southern baden (germany) and 
north-western switzerland. This area is the southern part of the euroregion upper rhine, 
which entitles it to take part in the inTerreg programmes. The area is characterised by 
strong economic interdependence based on complementarities. The pool of skilled labour, the 
excellent transport infrastructure and cluster effects all integrate the overall area. companies’ 
needs for specialised labour, especially in the chemical and pharmaceutical sectors, combined 
with the wage differences among the three countries, have facilitated trans-border commuting 
and migration to neighbouring countries.

The large trans-border labour migration and high degree of functional integration have been 
made possible by various trans-border agreements. The region has a long history of trans-
border co-operation dating back to the central commission for navigation on the rhine river 
created at the congress of Vienna in 1815. This grew out of national governments’ initiatives 
around common concerns about transport and the environment of the rhine river. general 
trans-border co-operation was officially launched in 1975 when an agreement between the 
french, german and swiss governments to formalise trans-border activities came into force. 
This was one of the first inter-governmental agreements on trans-border co-operation in europe. 
The result of this agreement, the bon Treaty, was the french-german-swiss government 
commission, which consists of three national delegations. it co-ordinates economic, transport, 
environmental, cultural and media policies. These regulatory elements still dominate overall 
trans-border co-operation at the national level. in 1998, the upper rhine region introduced a 
trans-border “parliament”, the upper rhine council, with 73 elected representatives.

local-level trans-border co-operation dates back to 1963 in the city of basel when a group of 
business, university and political representatives founded the regio basiliensis association.8 
The aim was to unify the greater basel area, including southern alsace and southern baden, 
to actualise great development potential. These regional associations formed a co-ordination 
committee that later decided to create the council of the regioTrirhena in 1995, a 
60-member council bringing together representatives of cities, municipalities, economic 
organisations and universities that meet at least twice a year. The council operates in parallel 
and complementary to the nationally-agreed upper rhine council that covers a much bigger 
area and consists of delegations from three countries. Today trans-border co-operation in the 
region covers many tasks, involves diverse entities and has a shared vision. This area is an 
example of the most developed trans-border co-operation in europe.

Vienna-Bratislava (Austria-Slovak Republic): strictly separated until 1989 by the iron curtain, 
the Vienna-bratislava region embarked on a path of rapid integration after the opening of the 
border. This process has proved largely beneficial for both sides. only 55km apart, the two 
cities are the closest capitals in the world. Most indicators show regional convergence. while 
nominal gdp per capita in bratislava was less than 20% of Vienna’s in 1995, it approached 
30% in 2002 and is supposed to reach around 50% in 2015. The enlargement of the eu and the 
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ensuing integration of the central and eastern european markets into western europe directly 
affect the region. with a surface area of around 30 000 square kilometres, 4.5 million (2001) 
inhabitants and an economy the size of ireland’s, the region has the potential to develop from 
a periphery of the eu into a major hub in central europe.

one trans-border activity that has been particularly stepped up over the last half decade 
has been the collaboration between the industrial parks in Vienna and bratislava. with 
support from the eu programme, industrial parks in bratislava collaborate with the austrian 
Technology and innovation centre in eisenstaedt. inward investment agencies in Vienna and 
bratislava have experimented with jointly attracting multi-national companies to the entire 
area. There are joint actions planned between the bio-centre and automobile cluster projects in 
Vienna and slovakian partners. in terms of creating a learning region, regilon is a platform 
for co-operation among universities and r&d institutions from bordering regions of austria, 
the slovak republic, hungary and the czech republic. it focuses on facilitating collaboration 
with business in other region and incubating collaborative projects and joint events.

in this region, eu programmes such as inTerreg have developed incentives for trans-
border regions to co-operate, but clarifying policy priorities and building sustainable trans-
border institutions are still in their early stages. The first policy challenge is integrating 
and enlarging a trans-border labour market. a trans-border labour market policy is still in 
its infancy and is mainly pursued in connection with the inTerreg initiative. although 
limited in scale, informal networks between certain local labour market offices from both 
sides have emerged. The second policy challenge is to build a learning region with a highly 
educated workforce and a dense network of firms and clusters. The third issue is the transport 
infrastructure, which tends to be slow, unreliable, disrupted and badly connected to national 
and international networks.

There have been other obstacles to establishing regional trans-border institutions in this 
region. firstly, though both regions have a common history, the separation of the last 40 years 
has left a weak trans-border network. secondly, institutional differences between austria 
and the slovak republic are quite significant, and there are no supra-regional integration 
frameworks. Thirdly, the region lacks large infrastructure to symbolise integration, such as 
the bridge that links southern sweden to eastern denmark. neither has the region set up a 
stable and formalised trans-border governance framework.

Sources : oecd (2003a), and the websites of trans-border organisations mentioned in the text.

Box a.3. case: other european trans-border examples  (continued)
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box a.4. case: the Baltic sea Region (BsR)

The baltic sea region (bsr) has a long tradition of regional co-operation. The hanse league, 
which began in the 12th century and prospered into the 15th century, linked together cities in 
northern europe and the baltic sea region and demonstrated the interconnections among sea, 
trade and city prosperity. however, in more recent history, the cold war era divided the bsr 
and prevented regional co-operation as a whole. after the fall of the cold war system, the bsr 
proceeded towards greater integration and unity. in 2004, the enlargement of the european union 
to include poland and the baltic sea countries of estonia, latvia and lithuania, created a new 
geopolitical advantage in the bsr. Today, the bsr covers eight eu member states: three nordic 
countries (denmark, finland and sweden); three baltic countries (estonia, latvia and lithuania); 
the northern parts of poland and germany; as well as the western regions of russia and southern 
coastal regions of norway. Though their present levels of economic and social development differ 
depending on their history, economic growth is prevalent overall. russia’s role is especially crucial 
in the bsr: st petersburg is the biggest and fastest growing city in the bsr and also the biggest 
university city. in addition, st petersburg is the largest polluter of the baltic sea.

The eu has focused efforts on bsr development, especially since 2004 eu enlargement. 
The eu has crafted a northern dimension policy which has covered the bsr since 1998. 
northern dimension policy framework documents were adopted in 2006 as a regional 
expression of the eu/russia common spaces. The policy focuses on economic co-operation, 
security and justice, research, education and culture, environment and natural resources, 
and social welfare and health. The eu strategy for the baltic sea region is currently to 
co-ordinate the efforts of the various actors in the bsr (member states, regions, financing 
institutions, the eu, pan-baltic organisations, non-governmental bodies etc.) so that they can 
promote more balanced development within the region. The objectives include environment, 
economic development, accessibility and attractiveness, and safety and security. several 
convergence, competitiveness and co-operation programmes are co-financed by the european 
regional development fund (erdf) for the period 2007-2013.

The baltic sea is vulnerable and unique in its ecology, being by far the largest brackish water 
reservoir in the world. environmental concern about the sea is demonstrated in the many 
environmental activities in the bsr. The 10 countries making up the baltic sea region, along 
with the european commission have developed baltic 21 in response to the un-endorsed global 
strategy to promote sustainable development (agenda 21). The bsr is the first region in the 
world to adopt common goals for sustainable development. Many local municipalities in these 
countries have also established their own local agenda 21. The union of baltic cities (ubc) has 
promoted its own agenda 21 since 2000 and is currently committed to a new agenda 21 action 
programme 2004-2009. The baltic sea environmental award is bi-annually given to the ubc 
member city which has shown the best results regarding agenda 21 activities.

as for city-linkages, there are two very active associations. first, the union of the baltic 
cities (ubc) was established in 1991 as the first major sub-national bsr organisation. it now 
represents 106 cities with a total population of more than 20 million citizens in 10 countries 
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bordering the baltic sea. its mission is to be a meeting place for cities in the bsr, to carry 
out joint activities and to raise the cities’ views, problems and political aims. The ubc is a 
decentralised network organisation with a very wide array of activities. its policy priorities are 
to promote cities’ interests in european decision-making, sustainable development, democracy 
and participation, common identity and co-operation in the bsr, as well as the rather new 
themes of an integrated european Maritime strategy and an eu baltic sea strategy.

high-level decision-making is done through bi-annual general conferences, supported by an 
executive board consisting of one city from each bsr country, the ubc president and the ubc 
presidium. The decentralised structure is co-ordinated by the ubc secretary general and ubc 
secretariat, located in gdansk, poland. The main practical work is respectively and independently 
carried out by 13 commissions and networks (business co-operation, culture, education, energy, 
environment, gender equality, health and social affairs, information society, sport, tourism, 
transportation, urban planning, youth issues). activities of the ubc are mainly financed by 
membership fees as well as subsidies from individual states, cities and corporate bodies.

baltic sea region’s capital cities and large metropolitan cities have also established a joint 
network called the baltic Metropoles (baltMet) in 2002. The network is spearheaded by 
11 city mayors and helsinki has served as chair since 2003. its central goal is to improve 
the competitiveness of the baltic sea region through linking together the key players in 
the region (big cities, universities and colleges as well as business representatives) into one 
entity. The collaborative focus areas are innovation promotion, regional identity building and 
marketing, infrastructure and sustainable development, and integration and capitalisation of 
urban expertise, according to the action plan 2008-2010.

The regular Mayors’ Meeting is the decision-making body of the network, defining the action 
plans and electing the chair city and the Vice chair city for the network. The chairmanship 
period lasts for two years with the possibility of extension. The chair city functions as the 
secretariat of the network during the chair period. The chair city regularly convenes the 
officials’ Meeting, which consists of representatives from the member cities, to prepare the 
Mayors’ Meeting and implement its decisions.

The operational costs of the network are covered by the participating cities. The secretariat 
function is financed by the chair. Member cities fund activities on an ad hoc basis and 
eu-funding is used effectively. The secretariat and the chair cities are responsible for overall 
co-ordination, while co-ordinating cities take the initiative for developing and implementing 
each project with other member cities.

The strength of the bsr lies in the close co-operation between bsr organisations at all levels, 
like the council of the baltic sea states (states), baltic sea states sub-regional co-operation 
(regions) and the ubc and baltmet (cities).

Source : the websites of trans-border organisations mentioned in the text.

box a.4. case: the Baltic sea Region (BsR)  (continued)
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2. north America: a focus on economic integration

The north american free Trade agreement (nafTa) between the 
united states, canada and Mexico came into force in 1994 and introduced 
new governance structures. The nafTa emphasised market mechanisms 
through private property protection and foreign investor rights. Many tradi-
tional local government regulations and guidelines have been reinterpreted 
as non-tariff barriers to trade. These include sub-national rules on licensing, 
environmental standards, zoning, limiting the number of businesses through 
needs tests, demanding performance requirements or employee training. 
under the nafTa, cities have no representation at the negotiating or dispute 
resolution table (warner and gerbasi, 2004). Though the nafTa framework 
has facilitated active economic co-operation, it has not contributed much to 
strengthening local co-operative governance framework in the region. data 
from the office of the us Trade representative (usTr) show that the overall 
value of intra-north american trade more than tripled, from usd 297 bil-
lion in 1993 to usd 930 billion in 2007. regional business investment in 
the united states rose by 117% between 1993 and 2007, as compared to a 
45% rise in the 14 years prior. Trade with nafTa partners now accounts for 
more than 80% of canadian and Mexican trade, and more than a third of us 
trade. Though national government commitment was important at the start, 
trans-border co-operation has been promoted through a bottom-up approach 
driven by provincial and local level initiatives, especially in the us-canada 
case (boxes a.5 and a.6). 

box a.5. case: Us-canada

The united states and canada share the world’s longest undefended border, 8 891 kilometres 
of terrestrial boundary, including small portions of maritime boundaries on the atlantic, 
pacific, and arctic coasts, as well as the great lakes. canada resembles the united states in 
its market-oriented economic system and high living standards. both countries have strong 
economic ties, being each other’s largest trading partner. Trans-border regional co-operation 
is intense, especially in the great lakes region (glr) and northwest region (nwr). This is 
rooted in trans-border economic ties and environmental challenges such as water management 
in the great lakes and coastal management of the pacific ocean. early environmental 
co-operation was led by central governments. for example, both central governments 
established the international Joint commission in 1909. Though central governments are 
still present today, regional and local level commitment for trans-border co-operation has 
flourished since the late 1980s, due to their increased stake and capacity. away from the 
capitals of washington dc and ottawa, the border region is emerging as a “laboratory for 
experimentation” proposing and lobbying new policy for the national agenda.
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great lakes region (glr)

The great lakes are the largest group of freshwater lakes on earth. They are located in 
eastern north america, on the canada-united states border. The great lakes states and the 
province of ontario comprise one of the most integrated border regions in the us/canada, 
given the network of both bi-lateral and multi-lateral linkages that connect jurisdictions 
bordering the basin. Trans-border communities like detroit-windsor and buffalo-niagara 
are tightly-knit both economically and socially, with more than 300 000 people from both 
countries crossing the border every day to work, shop and visit family and friends. The great 
lakes region (glr) manufactures 60% of the continent’s steel and 60% of the automobiles. 
The environmental impact on the great lakes of such active economic activity has been 
serious, however. The great lakes are used not only to supply drinking water to tens 
of millions of people in the glr, but also as a major mode of transport for bulk goods and as 
a source of enjoyment for boating and tourism. reflecting their importance, the great lakes 
were recognised as a “national treasure” in an executive order by president bush in 2004.

at federal government level, the international Joint commission (iJc) was established under 
the 1909 boundary water Treaty between canada and the united states to prevent and resolve 
disputes over the use and quality of boundary waters, to advise canada and the united states 
on water resources questions, and to approve and set conditions for the operation of projects 
in boundary waters that affect levels and flows on either side of boundary. The commission 
is a permanent, bi-national, independent, and unitary body consisting of six members: three 
from canada and three from the united states. The great lakes water Quality agreement 
was first signed in 1972, expressing the commitment of canada and the united states to 
restore and maintain the chemical, physical and biological integrity of the great lakes 
basin ecosystem. The iJc has been monitoring and assessing progress promoted under the 
agreement and advising governments on matters related to the quality of the boundary waters 
of the great lake system.

co-operation among states and provinces is very active and important in the glr. The great 
lakes commission is the platform for discussion among the eight great lake states of the 
united states and the canadian provinces of ontario and Québec. it aims to promote the 
orderly, integrated and comprehensive development, use and conservation of the water and 
related natural resources of the great lakes basin and st lawrence river. The commission 
was established by joint legislative action of the great lake states in 1955 and was granted 
congressional consent in 1968. under the us water resources development act of 1986, 
diversion of water from the great lakes basin requires the approval of all eight great lakes 
governors through the great lakes commission. a declaration of partnership established 
associate membership for the canadian provinces in 1999 and thus made the commission 
a trans-border platform. from that point, the eight governors and the premiers of ontario 
and Québec negotiated and in 2005 finally signed the great lakes-st lawrence river basin 
sustainable water resources agreement and the great lakes-st lawrence river basin 

box a.5. case: Us-canada  (continued)
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water resources compact to prevent most future water diversions from the great lakes. The 
compact was not only approved by the related states legislatures, but also the us congress, 
and made law by president george w. bush in 2008. The 2008-2010 work plan focuses on 
four areas: ports and navigation, clean energy, coastal community development, and tourism/
recreation. The great lakes observing system (glos) is organised through co-operation by 
the us and canadian federal, state and provincial agencies as well as academic institutions, 
non-governmental organisations and commercial interests across the region.

The council of great lakes governors was convened in 1983 to encourage and facilitate 
environmentally responsible economic growth. The council began as an organisation for 
environmental stewardship but has since developed more of a focus on economic development. 
in 1988, the governors signed a regional economic development agreement, marking a change 
in the council’s orientation from an agreement-based to a project-based organisation. in 1989 
they established the great lakes protection fund, the first multi-state foundation dedicated to 
improving the environment. They also established shared trade offices around the world and 
have promoted many projects, such as for pollution prevention and the brownfield project. 
The council also assists the governors and premiers in co-ordinating activities under the great 
lakes charter of 1985, a voluntary non-binding agreement through which the great lakes 
states and provinces co-operatively manage the waters of the great lakes.

despite the variety of efforts over the past decades, until recently, almost none has involved 
municipal leaders. To represent the voice of the cities, the great lakes and st lawrence cities 
initiative (glsclci) was established in 2006. The glsclci is a trans-border coalition of more 
than 50 mayors and other local officials who work actively with federal, state and provincial 
governments to advance the protection and restoration of the great lakes and the st lawrence 
river. in 2008, a memorandum of co-operation was signed by the glsclci, ontario government, 
and ontario great lakes municipalities. The ontario government agreed to consider the 
recommendations of the glsclci on implementing the canada-ontario agreement respecting 
the great lakes basin. The vertical relationship is more effectively promoted in this case.

northwest region (nwr)

Trans-border co-operation in the nwr is centred on british colombia province in canada 
and washington state in the united states. british colombia and washington state signed 
an environmental co-operation agreement and established an environmental co-operation 
council (ecc) in 1992. The ecc and its taskforces have been actively dealing with a number 
of critical trans-border environmental issues such as flooding of the nooksack river, the 
abbotsford sumas aquifer, and air/water quality issues in the columbia river basin. in 
2005, british colombia and washington signed a Memorandum of understanding to enhance 
trade opportunities and create stronger ties between the two jurisdictions. The memorandum 
pledged that the two governments would extend co-operation in the areas of trade, 2010 
olympic and paralympics winter games, environment, tourism, technology, education and 
transportation. it also established annual joint cabinet meetings.

box a.5. case: Us-canada  (continued)
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Multi-lateral coast-wide co-operation is also flourishing. recently, states and provinces 
all along the west coast, from canada through the united states to Mexico, established a 
partnership called the west coast collaborative. involving leaders from federal, state and local 
government, the private sector, and environmental groups, it aims to reduce diesel emissions 
by raising awareness, sharing information and implementing projects that are regional in 
scope. in 2008, a new pacific coast collaborative agreement between british colombia, 
washington, california, oregon and alaska was established to address climate change. it 
shares a common vision of pacific north america as a model of innovation and sustainable 
living in the “pacific century” that creates new and growing economic opportunities for the 
citizens and a model for sharing best practices, a framework for co-operative action, a forum 
for leadership, and a common voice on issues affecting the pacific coast region.

economic collaboration is also outstanding, reflecting the awareness that nwr ranks 
11th among the world’s leading industrial economies, with a combined population of more 
than 18 million and an annual gross regional product of over usd 350 billion. The pacific 
northwest economic region (pnwer) was established in 1991 as a statutory, public/private 
partnership composed of legislators, governments and businesses in the five northwest 
states (washington, oregon, idaho, Montana and alaska), two western canadian provinces 
(british colombia and alberta) and the canadian territory of Yukon. They formulate and 
promote action plans on key issues affecting the region, such as energy, transport, health care 
and natural resources. in terms of transport, the international Mobility and Trade corridor 
project (iMTc), a regional bi-national planning coalition, has been actively promoted by the 
whatcom council of governments and other iMTc participants. it comprises representatives 
from the us and canadian transport agencies, inspection agencies, border jurisdictions and 
industries dependent on trans-border mobility. since 1997 they have worked together on 
co-ordinated system management, identifying improvements and partnerships to advance 
projects. They have improved planning and data collection, promoted infrastructure 
improvements, and updated operations, policy and staffing at the border. The 2010 olympics 
at Vancouver/whistler will drive further co-operation across the border.

The british colombia/washington state partnership on enhanced driver’s licenses is a 
particularly interesting case that shows the strength of trans-border “regional” collaboration 
in helping avoid or resolve bi-national disputes and providing “laboratories” for policy 
innovation. in 2004 the united states adopted the western hemisphere Travel initiative 
(whTi), requiring everyone entering or re-entering the united states to present a valid 
passport or other secure identity document. This threw the citizens of the border region 
into confusion as only an estimated 23% of americans and perhaps 55% of canadian held 
passports. More than 32 000 vehicles cross the bc-washington border every day and more 
than 1.3 million trucks cross the border each year. border congestion was estimated to 
cost usd 60 million a year. The economy and society of the border region were dependent 
on the efficient flow of goods and people across the border. uncertainty over the whTi 
passport requirements was likely to have a negative impact on trans-border traffic. To assure 
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smooth and efficient legitimate travel and trade while maintaining national security, both 
british colombia and washington state decided to upgrade driver’s licenses so that they 
could be used as valid identity documents instead of passport. since 2008, the enhanced 
driver’s licenses have been used as alternative identity documents. The idea was born from 
a bi-lateral meeting, advocated and developed through bi-lateral and multi-lateral trans-
border organisations such as the pnwer. This idea has spread, set the agenda within central 
government and driven national action.

Source : pri (2008) and the websites of trans-border organisations mentioned in the text.

box a.5. case: Us-canada  (continued)

box a.6. case: Us-mexico

The california-Mexico region has been linked across the centuries by immigration, economic 
integration and culture. Millions of californians, recent arrivals and long established families, 
have their roots in Mexico. The san diego-Tijuana border area is the largest bi-national 
metropolitan area between the united states and Mexico. it comprises san diego county 
(california) and the municipios of Tijuana, Tecate and playas de rosarito (baja california, 
Mexico) and includes over five million people. historically both san diego and Tijuana 
were once part of the Mexican territory until the end of the us-Mexico war in 1848. in 1965, 
Mexico’s maquiladora programme began (an incentive programme for foreign companies 
to locate assembly and manufacturing facilities in Mexico), with the first plant being set up 
in Tijuana. since then, many assembly plants, called maquiladoras, have been established 
on the Mexican side of the us-Mexican border zone, taking advantage of the nafTa and 
cheap labour from Mexico to export products mainly to the united states. The maquiladora 
industry was very successful in the 1980s and 1990s, leading to over 3 703 maquiladoras 
being registered in Mexico by december 2000. incentives for maquiladora factories were 
first given only to the border region, but later expanded to inland Mexico. however, because 
of their geographical proximity, around 60% of maquiladoras were still located in border 
regions in 2006. Trade between Mexico and the us increased along with the development 
of these maquiladoras. reflecting the close economic ties of the border region, in san 
Ysidro crossing – the world’s busiest land border crossing, where us interstate 5 crosses into 
Mexico at Tijuana – more than 17 million vehicles and 50 million people entered the united 
states in the 2005 us fiscal year. The great majority of these were workers of Mexican or 
us nationality commuting from Tijuana to jobs in and around the greater san diego area, 
which implies that both san diego and Tijuana is a functionally integrated economic area. 
southbound traffic is also thriving, due to workers travelling to maquiladoras in Mexico and 
those purchasing services which are cheaper in Tijuana than san diego, such as medical care 
and vehicle repairs.
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3. comparative analysis: categorising trans-border co-operation

There are many ways to classify trans-border co-operation. The clearest 
demarcation relates to the spatial scale:9

• co-operation by neighbouring countries: this type deals with regional 
challenges across borders between neighbouring countries, such as 
Öresund and san diego-Tijuana. regional context matters the most 
in these cases, which can be described as micro-trans-border regions.

• co-operation involving several countries: larger-scale co-operation, 
often where large natural resources such as oceans and lakes are 
shared, e.g. the baltic sea and great lakes regions.

• global co-operation: deals with global challenges, such as climate 
change and free trade promotion.

The trans-border co-operation originated through an initiative by national governments, 
against a background of increasing economic interdependency. The presence of national 
government is still strong, however. examples include the border environment co-operation 
commission (becc) and the north american development bank (nadb), which were 
established as part of the nafTa in 1993. They help the border region cope with the lack 
of environmental infrastructure and potential environmental pressures stemming from the 
nafTa. They also aim to increase economic activities in the border region under nafTa. 
The becc works with states and local communities to develop environmental infrastructure 
projects such as water supply, solid waste management, air quality improvement and clean 
energy. The nadb finances the projects that the becc approves. by March 2009, the 
becc had certified 152 projects (77 in the us, 75 in Mexico) which will cost an estimated 
usd 3.2 billion; the nadb has contracted more than usd 920 million in loans and/or grant 
resources to support the implementation of 122 of those projects (becc/nadb, 2009). 
both the Mexican and us central governments have made equal financial and institutional 
commitments to the nadb. The board of directors of becc/nadb consists of three 
representatives from each government, a representative of a border state from each country, 
and a representative of the general public from each country who has resided in the border 
region since 2004. in spite of this progress, however, the sense of shared regional identity is 
rather weak compared to the us-canada case. This may partly be due to the differences in 
economic development. co-operation at regional and local levels has not yet flourished as 
much as in other regional cases either.

Source: the websites of trans-border organisations mentioned in the text.

box a.6. case: Us-mexico  (continued)
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focusing on the main drivers of trans-border integration, perkmann 
(2007) divides trans-border co-operation into two streams: (i) market-driven 
integration based on the proliferation of economic and social relationships; 
and (ii) policy-driven integration based on the building of co-operative rela-
tionships between public and other bodies that share certain interests. The 
former type generally takes advantage of the persistence of borders, where 
accentuated trans-border differentials (e.g. different wage and capital costs) 
stimulate trans-border activities, as in us-Mexico. The latter tries to over-
come border barriers such as inconsistent regulations.

The oecd has focused on trans-border governance and classified major 
trans-border co-operation into four groups (oecd, 2006a). This categorisa-
tion was based on two variables: (i) the governance system’s thematic out-
reach (the co-operation field to be addressed through linkage); and (ii) the 
degree of institutionalisation of trans-border organisation.

i. The joint implementation of single projects. This is embryonic trans-
border co-operation, in which transportation and environment are 
the most commonly-addressed projects because of their trans-border 
nature. at this stage, there is no institutionalisation. an example is 
Vienna-bratislava.

ii. Governance by mono-thematic commission, based on a sectoral 
approach. again the sectors addressed tend to be mainly transpor-
tation and environment. flexible networks might occur but formal 
institutionalisation does not. examples from north america include 
san diego-Tijuana and windsor-detroit.

iii. Governance by babushka (a russian doll consisting of multi-sized 
dolls): multiple levels of formal organisations are involved with co-
operation across many fields. however, no central organisation is 
institutionalised. Thus, they are loosely connected by a shared vision. 
examples are Öresund10 and regioTrirhena.

iv. Governance managed by a catch-all institution. The institution 
covers a wide array of policy fields and is highly institutionalised at 
the regional scale.11 examples are euregions, such as the euregion 
Meuse-rheine and the euregion pro europe Viadrina. an appropri-
ate governance structure is chosen to fit the characteristics and needs 
of the regions.

blatter (2004) also analysed the trans-border institutions in europe and 
north america and grouped trans-border co-operation into four groups: 
commission, connection, consociation and coalition. compared to the oecd 
analysis, he looks more at institutionalised co-operation and the variety of 
existing institutions. his variables for classification are: (i) instrumental or 
identity-providing (determined by function, motivation, and a crucial element 
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for collective action); and (ii) territorial governance or functional governance 
(determined by the structural pattern of interaction, sectoral differentiation, 
functional scope, geographic scale and institutional stability). each variable 
consists of a set of factors. on the one hand, instrumental institutions tend to 
use “rules” to reduce the uncertainty of related entities and promote economic 
integration. They tend to be institutionalised through the integration of public 
and private/non-profit sectors and cover a narrow set of tasks at multiple geo-
graphic scales. as a result, they are a very fluid type of governance. on the 
other hand, identity-providing institutions use “symbols” for collective action 
backed-up by a sense of shared destiny. They tend to be institutionalised by 
the public sector and cover a broad range of tasks within clear-cut geographic 
areas. as a result, they are a very stable type of governance system.

4. comparing european and north American trans-border co-operation

we have compared europe and north america with the above factors in 
mind. This raises the following four points. first, regional identity tends to be 
the backdrop to trans-border co-operation in europe. This might be because 
many countries in europe are generally at a similar level of development and 
belong to the eu, which pursues solidarity and cohesion. on the other hand, 
north america co-operation tends to be more centred on rather pragmatic 
issues such as economic interdependence and the accompanying environ-
mental interdependencies of both regions. This economic interdependency 
takes two forms. The us-canada relationship tends to involve complement-
ing each other’s strengths by combining different techniques and skills, pos-
sibly because both countries share the same level of economic development. 
however, the us-Mexico linkages are mainly motivated by the difference of 
factor prices, reflecting their different levels of economic development, as 
in the san diego-Tijuana linkage. as kim and lee (2005) suggest, a sense 
of regional identity helps to lose the sense of border, while economic inter-
dependencies help to ensure that borders persist as complementarities come 
from differences in both countries. in a situation of economic interdependency 
which takes advantage of factor price differences, any motive to keep wages 
low in the other country perpetuates social tensions across the border and is 
not economically sustainable in the long run.12

The second point is that europe and north america have different 
legal and socio-political structures. in general, european countries and 
us-canada do not differ much in their legal and political structure, even 
though some countries are federal and others are unitary states. however, the 
us and Mexico, and some western european countries and new eu member 
countries, do have political and legal asymmetries, reflecting their different 
histories and levels of economic development. These asymmetries make the 
multi-faceted development of trans-border co-operation especially difficult.
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Thirdly, governance structures, especially the balance between local and 
national governments, are starkly different. Trans-border co-operation in 
europe, which was generally initiated by national government, has shifted 
focus towards local governments following the eu’s promotion of multi-
level governance. as a result of this shift, more integrated place-based 
policies are often crafted in trans-border institutions. europe’s trans-border 
activity is strongly promoted by the local public sector backed by upper tier 
governments. strong involvement by the public sector has often led to the 
clear definition of geographic scale, usually following their administrative 
jurisdiction. in north america, the presence of national government is still 
strong compared to the eu. Municipal government involvement tends to be 
in the early stages (e.g. the us-Mexico border region and great lakes region). 
another characteristic is the strength of private sector involvement. in gen-
eral, trans-border activity in north america is issue-specific, its geographic 
scale is fuzzy, and there is strong involvement by national government and 
the private sector in spite of the rather weak presence of local governments.13

finally, while europe is keener on an umbrella organisation that covers 
different initiatives, north america favours separate bodies for dealing with 
specific topics (oecd, 2003a). in other words, europe tends to take a place-
based integrative approach while north america generally takes a function-
oriented approach. The european style of trans-border co-operation has often 
created organisations that cover many and diverse policy fields in a target 
area within complex governance structures. There tends to be a high degree 
of administrative complexity and public sector dominance. in contrast, the 
north american continent has developed more pragmatic and flexible gov-
ernance structures, more focused on a few objectives such as water resource 
management and infrastructure financing, and involving relatively active 
participation of the private sector and non-governmental organisations.

Table a.2 summarises the various types of trans-border co-operation. 
however, this is a thematic categorisation and clearly no real-life case fits 
these idealised categories exactly. The trans-border co-operation observed 
in the pan Yellow sea region is closest to the category of “economic inter-
dependency (factor price)” in Table a.2. The major driving force of regional 
linkages is the private sector, which has established intensive manufacturing 
networks. no strong formal governmental framework for supporting trans-
border co-operation has been established. inter-governmental co-operation 
is in the early stages and has no binding structure. in the terms of the oecd 
(2006a), these collaborations only involve the “joint implementation of single 
projects”. in sum, there is a clear asymmetry between deepening functional 
economic linkages and the developmental status of the political co-operative 
framework.14 effective governance structures will be needed if the pYsr 
wants to develop more as an integrated region.
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5. lessons from existing linkages

The oecd (2006a) has identified four major factors that are crucial 
to the development of trans-border co-operation: a culture of co-operation 
(intention to engage in co-operation and ease of co-operation); legal frame-
work; financial aspects; and distribution of responsibilities. of these, a cul-
ture of co-operation is the foundation of co-operation. The more similar the 
political system of co-operating countries, the easier co-operation will be. if 
a culture of co-operation exists, this can be supported by an appropriate gov-
ernance structure which includes a legal framework and the clear distribution 
of responsibility. financial aspects are also important as drivers or incentives 
for co-operation in the short and long run (box a.7).

The previous section described how the different types of trans-border 
co-operation depend on the economic and political structures of each coun-
try. it also described some of their shared characteristics. we have drawn out 
some lessons for effective trans-border co-operation based on the oecd’s 
findings in 2006, the classifications and each case study in this annex,

Table a.2. thematic categorisation of trans-border co-operation

Motivation

Factors
Regional identity or 
common value

Regional identity or 
common value

Economic 
interdependency 
(factor price)

Economic 
interdependency 
(technology)

Example TriRhena, Öresund Baltic Region, 
US-Canada

San Diego-Tijuana US-Canada

Leader Public sector 
(especially local 
government)

Public sector Private sector’s  
strong involvement

Private sector’s  
strong involvement

Scope Multi-faceted  
(place-based 

integrative approach)

Narrow  
(function-based 

approach)

Narrow  
(function-based 

approach)

Narrow  
(function-based 

approach)

Geographic scale Clear-cut Fuzzy Fuzzy Fuzzy

Temporal stability Stable — Unstable in the long 
run

Stable

Institution Mono-centred, 
hierarchy, 

Multi-faceted

Poly-centred, 
network,  

issue focused

Poly-centred, 
network,  

issue focused

Poly-centred, 
network,  

issue focused

Source: oecd.
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box a.7.  Four critical aspects of trans-border linkages

The prevailing culture of co-operation: co-operation across national borders is not only the 
technical inter-linkage of two or more different systems of governance. it also has to bring together 
different people and social systems with differing systems of values. Therefore the culture of 
co-operation that exists (or may emerge) in a multinational metropolitan area is most decisive for 
any approach towards metropolitan governance across borders. it is principally centred on two 
questions: First, what role are local actors willing to concede to their potential partners on the 
other side of the border in the management of the region? This is the basic question concerning 
the will to engage in co-operation. Second, how easy will it be to co-operate? language problems 
or different standards in culture, politics, etc., can provoke long delays in the administration and 
implementation of technical questions and cause frustration among co-operating actors.

Legal aspects: establishing a system of metropolitan governance across borders means 
institutionalising one set of co-operation agreements across several different jurisdictional 
systems. co-operation is easier if the different legal systems in a metropolitan area share 
some similarities. This is, for example, the case for co-operation among scandinavian 
countries, whose legal systems are relatively similar. if differences prove substantial, they can 
be bridged with the help of bi- or multi-lateral agreements. They provide a legal framework 
for co-operation at the regional level and enable direct co-operation at the sub-national level 
(e.g. the creation of trans-border associations assembling several municipalities). over the 
second half of the 1990s these agreements have mushroomed, especially in europe.

Financial aspects: in the absence of a higher level of government that could promote co-oper-
ation in a multinational region, incentives have to be provided to enhance co-operation. The 
supply of financial funds is a way to correct a market failure induced by a border that prevents 
actors from co-operating. The ambition of funds trying to address this problem is to initiate 
economic activities (including a reasonable return of investment). in europe, the inTerreg 
programme is the most prominent example of this approach. besides availability (and acces-
sibility) of external funds, the establishment of a trans-national system of governance also 
requires sufficient internal funds.

Distribution of competences: co-operation is dependent on having a partner with decision-making 
authority. it is obstructed if a metropolitan area belongs to countries with strongly diverging con-
stitutional set-ups and differing distribution of competences. Take the example of a region which 
spans one federally-organised country and one centrally organised country. in this case, admin-
istrative competence can fall into the hands of local municipalities on the one side, whilst on the 
other side it rests with the de-concentrated agencies of the national government. or, assume that 
the overall distribution of power is balanced: partners are of roughly equal “weight”, yet they have 
different strengths and skills. These situations complicate co-operation, as different sets of actors 
from differing levels of governance have to be assembled for every problem. They can result in a 
situation where, for example, the establishment of a trans-border industrial park has to be managed 
by the local authority of the one side together with a national ministry on the other.

Source: oecd (2006a).
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i. a shared sense of common identity is a precondition for any trans-
border co-operation. This identity can come from physical/material 
interdependency (e.g. economic and environmental), or regional iden-
tity based on historical and cultural factors.15 it often happens that a 
co-operative activity starts based on physical interdependency, but a 
regional identity later develops, or vice versa. both factors influence 
each other in the process of strengthening a sense of common des-
tiny, which leads to more effective trans-border co-operation.16 This 
also suggests that essential drivers for trans-border co-operation are 
not only the free movement of goods and services, but also the free 
movement of ideas, usually accompanied by the free movement of 
people.

ii. national or supra-national governments play a leading role in estab-
lishing trans-border co-operation. This implies that the positive 
involvement of higher level governments is indispensable, especially 
when co-operation is becoming established. in europe, eu support 
and subsidies were pivotal for facilitating trans-border co-operation 
in many regions. in north america, even though trans-border co-
operation was led by private interests, the strong support by national 
government was regarded as key for the emergence of a trans-border 
region. national government was needed to legitimise and facilitate 
co-operation (blatter, 2003; Thant, 2007). national government 
can: (i) remove barriers to trans-border integration, for example 
through decreasing and aligning regulations under its jurisdictions; 
(ii) mediate the different interests of sub-regional governments; and 
(iii) provide an enabling environment for sub-regional governments, 
for example by providing financial incentives and framing “meta-
governance” (box a.8).

iii. The development of trans-border co-operation also needs an appro-
priate governance structure, one which goes beyond seminars or fora. 
Though informal relationships ensure flexibility, institutionalisation 
brings temporal stability to trans-border co-operation. both vertical 
and horizontal governance, including the private sector and citizen 
organisations, are essential.

iv. physical infrastructure is often a key driving force for promoting 
further co-operation. physical infrastructure, mainly transportation 
and telecommunications, enables the efficient flow of goods, services 
and ideas. This is why the eu cohesion programme has focused on 
removing physical barriers in trans-border regions and promoting a 
trans-national highway network.

v. last, but not least, the socio-cultural network, i.e. soft infrastructure, is 
also very important for the development of co-operative relationships. 
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soft infrastructure consists of human and social capital. people 
who are attuned to crossing borders can contribute to the integrated 
development of trans-border region and are necessary assets for col-
laboration. social capital includes network-oriented facilities such as 
universities, open-minded cultures and urban amenities that accom-
modate the needs of people crossing borders. They are drivers of trans-
border co-operation.

box a.8. Roles for meta-governance

The concept of meta-governance implies the management of government and 
the governance process using a range of mechanisms. To successfully manage 
this complex set of policies and institution, it has been recommended that the 
entity responsible for metagovernance:

• ensures the compatibility or coherence of different governance mechanisms 
and regimes;

• acts as the primary organiser of the dialogue among policy communities;

• deploys a relative monopoly of organisational intelligence and informa-
tion with which to shape expectations;

• serves as a “court of appeal” for disputes arising within and over govern-
ance;

• seeks to re-balance power differentials by strengthening weaker forces 
or systems in the interests of system integration and/or social cohesion;

• tries to modify the self-understanding of identities, strategic capacities, and 
interests of individual and collective actors in different strategic contexts 
and hence alter their implications for preferred strategies and tactics; and

• assumes political responsibility in the event of governance failure.

Source: Jessop (2000), cited in oecd (2006b).
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notes

1. Martinez (1994) categorised border relations into four groups depending on 
the degree to which border regions are penetrated: alienated borderlands (e.g. 
the korean border); co-existent borderlands (e.g. inner border of former soviet 
republics); interdependent borderlands (e.g. us-Mexico); and integrated border-
lands (post-schengen eu countries).

2. an additional protocol in 1994 allowed the transfer of trans-border agreements 
from public international law to the administrative law of the states concerned.

3. The total body of eu law.

4. certain professionals, such as lawyers, veterinarians and architects are regulated 
by eu directives which state that a person who is formally qualified to exercise 
a profession in a member country shall, upon application, be similarly qualified 
in other member countries, sometimes with probation or traineeship.

5. The bridge is managed by the bi-national Öresund bridge consortium.

6. with the help of Öresund university, Medicon Valley academy (MVa) started 
as a publicly-funded initiative in 1997. it is a regional and bi-national network 
organisation for developing a medical and pharmaceutical cluster. it organises 
conferences, workshops and seminars and provides a phd programme. iT 
Öresund, founded in 1999, is a co-operative organisation for danish and swedish 
actors in the iT industry and for developing an iT cluster. it markets the cluster 
both regionally and globally and connects new ideas to venture capital to help 
create new firms. Öresund food network aims to create synergies between 
public and private research and among companies in the agro-alimentary sector. 
Öresund environment, established in 2000, is attempting to build links between 
research, the business community and the public sector in the environment field.

7. Trans-border commuting traffic remains limited, although it has risen steeply in 
the last decade, and the Öresund region is not yet an integrated and functional 
labour market. The number of trans-border commuters represents around 0.65% 
of the regional labour force in copenhagen, a modest share compared to domes-
tic commuting and other trans-border regions in europe.

8. Trans-border co-operation in the upper rhine region is rather like russian 
matrioshka dolls: the regio basiliensis lies within the regio Trirhena, which 
lies within the euregio upper rhine.
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9. The infrastructure supporting trans-border co-operation is sometimes divided into 
regional public goods (such as a trans-border railways and highways) and global 
public goods (such as wTo rules) (fourie, 2006). fourie also claims that the infra-
structures for the latter tends to be institutional and regulatory, i.e. soft policies. 

10. Öresund actually has a central institution called the Öresund committee. but it 
should be noted that the committee is solely a platform for discussion. however, 
the committee currently expands the authority.

11. The centralised institution tends to be seen as the zenith of trans-border linkages. 
however, we should note that some institutions are solely regarded as adminis-
trators of eu funds, and are simply bureaucratic, lacking local participation. in 
this case, the institution is characterised by administrative complexity and public 
sector dominance.

12. The principle of economics predicts that factor prices will be equalised sooner or 
later as long as free movement of the factor is allowed.

13. however, it should be noted that the us-canada cases show strong leadership by 
province-level governments.

14. This does not mean that national government played no role in bringing about 
economic integration. each country played an important role by promoting eco-
nomic policy, which was export-oriented in nature. however, these economic 
policies did not have a perspective of region-to-region co-operation across the 
border.

15. reasons for a regional identity or material interdependency are diverse: resolving 
the practical difficulties created by the existence of border (e.g. border crossing); 
finding solutions for trans-border problems (e.g. environmental issues such as 
air and water quality); gaining information about issues which may affect neigh-
bouring regions (e.g. the impact of a big development project on land use and 
transportation); assuring appropriate scale in the pursuit of economic efficiency 
(e.g. delivery of public services and global competition).

16. in the case of european trans-border co-operation, the motives for co-operation 
have changed over time. in the early stages, in the 1960s, government-led 
motives such as infrastructure planning, the development of trans-border trans-
portation facilities, and the sharing of public service delivery were dominant. a 
new concern for the environment gradually grew out of pressure from citizens. 
in the late 1970s and early 80s when european integration stagnated, an idealis-
tic push for european integration promoted trans-border co-operation. after the 
introduction of the single market and the accompanying increased global compe-
tition, economic interests facilitated co-operation, supported by the incentives of 
eu subsidies. Trans-border activities have largely increased throughout europe 
since 1990s.
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Trans-border Urban Co-operation in the  
Pan Yellow Sea Region
The Pan Yellow Sea Region (PYSR) covers the coasts of northern China (Bohai Rim), western 
and southern Korea and south-western Japan (Kyushu). It has been one of the fastest 
growing economic zones in East Asia since China’s opening in the early 1990s, thanks to the 
region’s extensive manufacturing and transportation networks. Development has been driven 
by cities such as Dalian, Qingdao and Tianjin in China, Busan and Incheon in Korea, and 
Fukuoka and Kitakyushu in Japan.

However, the PYSR has not yet fully utilised its assets nor reached its potential for growth. 
Further economic integration has been hindered by excessive competition and inadequate 
co-operation within the region. The regional transportation system requires structural 
changes to be integrated, especially in the container transportation market. Deepening the 
region’s social and cultural network remains a challenge. And environmental concerns are 
increasingly attracting attention. This report analyses these factors and assesses a wide 
range of policies to improve the PYSR’s competitiveness and integration.

In particular, the report examines the PYSR’s trans-border governance system, which has 
emerged since the 1990s as a key regional policy agenda. The harmonisation of authorities 
within the region is a prerequisite to achieving economic success and addressing the PYSR’s 
diverse challenges. A comparative analysis of trans-border co-operation in OECD countries 
in Europe and North America is also included in an annex. This report will be of special 
interest to policy makers, researchers, NGOs and others active in trans-border development 
or Asian economic development.

The Territorial Review of Trans-border Urban Co-operation in the Pan Yellow Sea Region 
is integrated into a wider programme of national territorial reviews undertaken by the 
OECD Territorial Development Policy Committee. The overall aim of the territorial review 
series is to provide practical policy advice to national governments. The trans-border 
cases previously reviewed include Oresund (Denmark/Sweden) and Vienna-Bratislava 
(Austria/Slovak Republic).

The full text of this book is available on line via these links: 
 www.sourceoecd.org/governance/9789264076112 
 www.sourceoecd.org/regionaldevelopment/9789264076112

Those with access to all OECD books on line should use this link: 
 www.sourceoecd.org/9789264060029

SourceOECD is the OECD’s online library of books, periodicals and statistical databases. 
For more information about this award-winning service and free trials, ask your librarian, or write to 
us at SourceOECD@oecd.org.
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